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Kimmo as a child.

The traditional car ride after finishing senior high.



Kimmo Koskenniemi’s first 60 years
FRED KARLSSON

Kimmo Matti Koskenniemi was born on September 7, 1945, in thecity of
Jyväskylä in the interior of Finland, close to those dialectareas where the
purest forms of Finnish are claimed to be spoken. Kimmo was the youngest
of four sons born to Matti and Sirkku Koskenniemi. Both of hisparents were
deeply involved with education, his mother as a primary school teacher and
his father as one of the leading authorities on education andteacher train-
ing in Finland, affiliated as professor of practical pedagogics at the Teacher’s
College of Jyväskylä 1944-1948 and later at the Universities of Turku and
Helsinki.

Kimmo matriculated from one of Finland’s top high schools, Helsin-
gin Suomalainen Yhteiskoulu (Helsinki Finnish Co-educational School), and
went on to study mathematics and computer science at the University of
Helsinki. He was an unusually successful student, obtaining the degree Bach-
elor of Science in two years and, on top of that, the degree Master of Science
in just another year, in 1967.

Kimmo did his military service in the turbulent years 1968-1969, com-
pleting his duties in affiliation with the Defence Staff (Pääesikunta), as one
of the first officers receiving special training based on their civilian skills (for
Kimmo, mathematics and computer science). He was discharged as Second
Lieutenant in the spring of 1969.

Kimmo entered working life already in 1966 when he was employed as
programmer at the Department of Seismology, University of Helsinki. In the
fall of that year he also started teaching, as teaching assistant of mathematics
at the Helsinki University of Technology. In 1967 he enteredthe payrolls of
the Computing Centre of the University of Helsinki which wasto become

xiv
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his employer for the next 15 years. There he worked as mathematician, se-
nior planning officer, assistant, specialist researcher, and Division Head. Over
these years, administrative duties accumulated and gave Kimmo a solid man-
agerial experience even if they also detracted from his scholarly aspirations.

Kimmo’s old interest in natural languages grew stronger in the course of
the 1970’s to the point where he started full-blown academicstudy of general
linguistics, eventually completing his major in this subject in 1979. Since he
was a youngster, Kimmo had known the Parpola brothers Asko and Simo,
both renowned scholars in ancient languages, and these acquaintances also
paved his way to linguistics. Kimmo’s first publications from 1979 and 1980
were written jointly with Asko Parpola and treated methodological (including
computational) and corpus-linguistic aspects of deciphering the Indus script.

In 1981 Kimmo joined the Department of General Linguistics where he
was one of the driving forces in the project Automatic Analysis of Finnish
sponsored by the Academy of Finland 1981-1984. If ever a project has turned
out an excellent result, this holds of Kimmo’s PhD thesisTwo-level morphol-
ogy: A general computational model for word-form recognition and produc-
tion (Department of General Linguistics, Publications No. 11, Helsinki 1983).
The degree was conferred upon Kimmo in March, 1984, after a public defence
where professor Lauri Karttunen acted as official opponent.

The two-level model TWOL (building on early work by C. Douglas John-
son, Martin Kay, and Ronald M. Kaplan) soon became a classic and the de
facto standard of the rapidly evolving field of computational morphology, a
position it has retained to this very date. I know of no betterway to describe
the basic ideas than to cite Lauri Karttunen and Kenneth R. Beesley’s "A
Short History of Two-level Morphology":

"Koskenniemi invented a new way to describe phonological alternations in
finite-state terms. Instead of cascaded rules with intermediate stages and the
computational problems they seemed to lead to, rules could be thought of as
statements that directly constrain the surface realization of lexical strings. The
rules would not be applied sequentially but in parallel. Each rule would con-
strain a certain lexical/surface correspondence and the environment in which
the correspondence was allowed, required or prohibited. For his 1983 disserta-
tion, Koskenniemi constructed an ingenious implementation of his constraint-
based model that did not depend on a rule compiler, composition or any other
finite-state algorithm, and he called it TWO-LEVEL MORPHOLOGY. Two-
level morphology is based on three ideas: (i) Rules are symbol-to-symbol con-
straints that are applied in parallel, not sequentially like rewrite rules. (ii) The
constraints can refer to the lexical context, to the surfacecontext, or to both
contexts at the same time. (iii) Lexical lookup and morphological analysis
are performed in tandem." (http://www.ling.helsinki.fi/~koskenni/esslli-2001-
karttunen/)
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It is extremely uncommon for PhD dissertations to have such adramatic im-
pact. The search key "two-level morphology" yielded more than 7,000 hits
in June, 2005, and the CiteSeer information service lists 109 citations of
Kimmo’s 1983 dissertation. Evan Antworth’s widely used implementation
of the two-level model bears the name of the original inventor, giving us PC-
KIMMO.

For 20 years now, Kimmo has been a major character on the international
scene of computational linguistics and his work was instrumental in launch-
ing the Center of Excellence status of the Research Unit for Computational
Linguistics (RUCL, 1985-1994) and the Research Unit for Multilingual Lan-
guage Technology (RUMLAT, 1995-1999), both at the Department of Gen-
eral Linguistics in Helsinki.

Teaching of computational linguistics started incrementally at the Univer-
sity of Helsinki in the late 1980’s. Kimmo had been appointedDocent in
1984, and from April, 1990, he has been professor of computational linguis-
tics (with tenure from May, 1992). The 1990’s were economically tough in
Finland and Kimmo had to invest an enormous amount of work in design-
ing an up-to-date multidisciplinary curriculum for computational linguistics
and related disciplines. The full-blown result of this is the nationwide KIT-
network (Language Technology Teaching Network) where ten Finnish uni-
versities collaborate. This would not have come about without Kimmo’s untir-
ing efforts. Closely related to these endeavours are Kimmo’s activities in the
Nordic Graduate School of Language Technology (where he is Vice-chair)
and in the emerging Finnish-Baltic language technology network.

In 1986, Kimmo was one of the two founders of Lingsoft, Inc. where he
has acted both as Chief Executive Officer and Chairman of the Board. The
success of Lingsoft (which at times had more than 50 employees) is largely
due to Kimmo’s diligence, foresight, and strategic eye.

Some five years ago Kimmo was offered to become President Elect of the
Association of Computational Linguistics. Had he acceptedand taken on this
duty, he would later have become President of the Association. It is indicative
of Kimmo’s deep sense of responsibility and determined prioritization that
he declined the offer, preferring to devote his energy to developing the KIT
network.

As colleague, friend, project leader, and Department Chair, Kimmo is
widely known for his smooth manners, his supportive and collaborative at-
titude, and his meticulous objective scrutiny of whatever problems he is con-
fronted with. The Department of General Linguistics, staffand students alike,
and a wide array of colleagues and friends world-wide offer their congratula-
tions to Kimmo on his sixtieth birthday, wishing him many prosperous years
to come.
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Defending the dissertation.

Left: Opponent Lauri Karttunen. Center: Custos Fred Karlsson.
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The Very Long Way from Basic
Linguistic Research to Commercially
Successful Language Business: the Case
of Two-Level Morphology
ANTTI ARPPE

1.1 Introduction
In the Nordic countries, Finland has stood out in the number of start-ups com-
mercializing language technology, as until the late 1990s practically all of
the language technology companies founded in the Nordic countries were
of Finnish origin. This fledgling Finnish language industryhas strong aca-
demic roots – a majority of the Finnish IT companies that are primarily in-
volved in creating and providing software products based onlanguage tech-
nology can trace their origins to individual researchers orresearch groups at
Finnish universities. But that is where the similarities end. Both in the case of
‘older’ companies founded in the 1980s and the ‘second wave’of the 1990s,
the paths and strategies from academic start-ups to commercially functioning
corporations have varied substantially. With time, some ofthese companies
have found for themselves clear, profitable niches, but for others the quest
still continues. Nevertheless, a major international breakthrough for a Finnish
language engineering company is still in waiting. (Arppe 2002)

From research concerning new technology-based startups itis generally
known that success is very difficult to predict. A commonly accepted maxim
is that out of the twenty start-ups that a venture capitalistinvests in, nineteen
will at their best barely make even, whereas typically only asingle start-up

2

Inquiries into Words, Constraints and Contexts.
Antti Arppe et al. (Eds.)
Copyright c© 2005, by individual authors.
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will turn out to be the success story that covers the losses ofthe others. Even
though one can do one’s utmost to create an atmosphere which will foster
success, one cannot nevertheless control all the external factors in the oper-
ative environment, e.g. competitors’ actions, national macroeconomic devel-
opments, or changes in potential customer expectations, onwhich the success
of any company ultimately hinges. (summarized in Naumanen 2002)

This very same unpredictability and intrinsic riskiness can be said to apply
to scientific enterprise. The purpose of this article is to describe how very
long, unexpected and winding paths the advancement of science and business
can follow by using as a case example the road from basic linguistic research
to Kimmo Koskenniemi’s dissertation (1983) introducing the two-level model
(TWOL), a milestone in computational linguistics, and further on to the final
successful commercialization of this model.

1.2 The scientific roots and infant steps of two-level morphology
As Karttunen and Beesley (this volume) outline the individual twists and turns
that led to the presentation of two-level morphology by Kimmo Koskenniemi
in 1983, these developments will not be discussed in depth inthis article.
What is worth noting, however, is that the roots of this, in its essence a com-
putational theory are commonly seen to trace back to the sister field of general
linguistics, namely to the generative model of the phonological structure of
English by Chomsky and Halle in 1968. This seminal work was onits own
part a product of a discussion concerning the general modeling of phonetic
and phonological structure of any language based on some group of binary
distinctive features, initiated by Jakobson, Fant & Halle in 1952.

In conjunction with presenting his theoretical model, Koskenniemi also
demonstrated that his approach worked in practice for at least one natural
language by implementing the model for Finnish, which was the origin of a
software program that was to be later commonly known as FINTWOL. How-
ever, there were theoretical doubts as to the general applicability, efficiency
and robustness of the two-level model for any given language(Ritchie et al.
1992: 13-39). For instance, Barton (1986) demonstrated that a linguistic de-
scription according to the two-level model could in its worst case turn out
to be NP-hard. In response to this critique, Koskenniemi andChurch (1988)
argued thatnatural languages did not exhibit the types of complexity or long-
range dependencies which would lead to such computational complexity. For
instance, the number of dependencies which were simultaneously in effect
over the entire length of orthographical words (and which would thus be a
cause of complexity in two-level models) was at its maximum two in natural
languages, say vowel harmony in Turkish.

Despite this on-going theoretical debate, researchers started quite rapidly
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after Koskenniemi’s dissertation to apply the two-level model with varying
degrees of comprehensiveness for the morphological description of different
languages. At the University of Helsinki alone, Finnish wasfollowed by two-
level models for Swedish (Blåberg 1984), Swahili (developed in 1985-891,
documented in Hurskainen 1992), Akkadian (Kataja & Koskenniemi 1988),
French (Norberg 1988), Russian (developed in 1988-19902, documented in
Vilkki 1997, 2005), and English (developed in 1989-19903, documented in
Heikkilä 1991 and Smeaton, Voutilainen & Sheridan 1990).4 In this manner,
too, the two-level model was demonstrated to work in practice for a wide
range of typologically divergent languages with respect totheir morphology,
whether these languages were predominantly suffixing, prefixing or infixing,
or agglutinative or flexional, or long dead or fully alive.

1.3 The commercial potential of the two-level model
The two-level model had obvious practical uses which had great commercial
potential in conjunction with software programs for text processing and stor-
age, especially for any European language other than English. The morphol-
ogy of contemporary English is close to non-existent, and compound words
are not written together. Therefore, in the case of English text the major chal-
lenge in developing a spell-checker for a word processor is how to compile
and compress a comprehensive list of words in the vocabulary, as neologisms
are constructed or introduced via borrowing, not only from Latin, Greek and
French, but from practically any language of the world that happens to have a
suitable word, e.g.ombudsmanfrom Swedish andsaunafrom Finnish. What-
ever inflection remains can be taken care of with a very limited set of trunca-
tion or rewrite rules, e.g. removing the plural marker-s from nouns. Likewise,
one need not worry extensively on how to cope with inflected forms or how to
separate a compound word into its components in the development of search
or indexing functionalities for English text data bases.

Contrary to English, most other European languages employ inflection,
often likened to performing the function of prepositions inEnglish, though
inflection is by no means limited to this grammatical function. It is essential
to understand that inflection is more than just a matter of adding one affix after
another to base forms, as the root lexeme and the morphemes adjoined to it,
in their theoretical, idealized forms, interact with each other, so that the ortho-
graphical surface form, i.e. the spelling of an individual root or a morpheme

1Personal communication 11.4.2005 from Arvi Hurskainen
2Personal communication 11.4.2005 from Liisa Vilkki
3Personal communication 11.4.2005 from Atro Voutilainen
4N.B. Many of the two-levels models mentioned here have been substantially developed fur-

ther since these initial versions and their documentation., i.e. the ones for Finnish, Swahili, Rus-
sian and English.
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always depends on the entire morphological structure of an inflected word.
In further contrast to English, common neologisms in many other European
languages are to a great extent constructed by using productive mechanisms
such as combining existing words in the vocabulary or by derivation, rather
than by borrowing. Therefore, in order to perform spell-checking or indexing
in inflecting languages, truncation is simply of no practical use. The example
below providing several morphological constructions based on the Finnish
wordvesi‘water’ illustrates this perfectly:5

vesi+SG(Singular)+NOM(Nominative):vesi ’water’
vesi+SG+GEN(Genitive):veden ’of water’
vesi+SG+ESS(Essive):vetenä ’as water’
vesi+DN-NEN(Nominal Derivation with-nen):vetinen ’watery’
vesi+DN-STO+SG+NOM:vesistö ’water system (group of waters)’
vesi+SG+NOM#pula+SG+NOM:vesipula ’shortage of water’
vesi+SG+GEN#tarve+SG+NOM:vedentarve ’need of water’
vuoro+SG+NOM#vesi+SG+NOM:vuorovesi ’tide (water)’

Thus, to quantify the nature and magnitude of the challenge faced in de-
veloping language tools for languages other than English, in e.g. Finnish one
can theoretically in the case of the open word classes construct some 2,000
different inflected forms for every noun, 6,000 for every adjective, and 20,000
for every verb.6

Should one want to enumerate all the possible inflected formsof, say the
100,000 most common and frequent Finnish words of these open(inflecting)
word classes, assuming a distribution as observed in newspaper text,7 the
theoretical sum total would exceed well over 300 million word forms8. Even

5Notation: MORPHOLOGICAL STRUCTURE:SURFACE FORM; where ‘+’ denotes a
morpheme boundary, and ‘#’ denotes a compound boundary

6The exact number of morphologically constructible forms isoften calculated as 1,872 for
Finnish nouns (2 numbers X 13 cases X 6 possessives X 12 clitics) and over 20,000 for Finnish
verbs, the latter figure depending on how participle forms are counted in the figure ([530 finite
forms + 320 infinitives] X 12 clitics + 5 participles X 1,872).The number of so-called core forms,
ignoring clitics, is considerably smaller. Of all of these forms, only a fraction can be observed in
even very large corpora of millions of words (personal observations of the author in context of
this and earlier work)

7This distribution is based on two month’s worth of HelsinginSanomat, Finland’s major daily
newspaper (January and February 1995), available at the Finnish text bank (Helsingin Sanomat
1995) and automatically morphologically analyzed with theFunctional Dependency parser for
Finnish (FI-FDG) developed by Connexor (Tapanainen & Järvinen 1997). Selecting the base
forms in this corpus of approximately 3.2 million unambiguously analyzed running words, all
these different inflected forms were found to represent 113,626 common or proper nouns, 12,005
adjectives and 6,641 verbs. On the basis of this, a rough distribution into 86% nouns, 9% adjec-
tives and 5% verbs was established.

886,000 nouns X 2,000 + 9,000 adjectives X 6,000 + 5,000 verbs X20,000 = 172M+54M+
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with the best compression algorithms there would be no pointin trying to
generate and list all these forms.

A morphological analyzer program developed according to the two-level
model can provide the base form for any inflected word, as longas this word
can be constructed using the root lexemes and the morphological rules con-
cerning compounding, derivation and inflection. With thesesame prerequi-
sites, such an analyzer can also provide the components of any compound
word. Furthermore, if a word can be analyzed, provided that the incorporated
model is an accurate representation of the orthographical and morphological
rules and norms of a language, this will mean that such a word is correctly
spelled – in the language in question, that is. Therefore, a two-level model can
be used as a basis for the significant improvement of spell-checking and in-
dexing tools for languages with extensive inflection, derivation or compound-
ing. In the case of spell-checking, one needs only to includethe root lexeme
and its inflectional category in the lexicon in order to recognize not only all
the inflected and derived forms of the root but also all the compound words in
which it might be used. In the case of indexing and search, onecan accurately
retrieve all the occurrences of both the inflected forms of a base form and its
occurrences as a component of compound words, which is many cases would
have been practically impossible or useless with the use of truncation or wild-
cards. For example, with the two-level model for Finnish, the rather complex
but actually observed compound wordväitöskirjatyönohjausajanvarauslista,
i.e.

väittää+DV-OS+SG+NOM#kirja+SG+NOM#...
...työ+SG+GEN#ohjata+DV-US+SG+NOM#...
...aika+SG+GEN#varata+DV-US+SG+NOM#lista+SG+NOM

‘reservation list of guidance times for dissertation work’can be correctly rec-
ognized in all its inflected forms, e.g.väitöskirjatyönohjausajanvarauslistal-
lanihan‘surely on my reservation list for ...’, and it can be correctly retrieved
using any of its components, e.g.väitöskirja ‘dissertation’ oraika ‘time’ The
detection of compound boundaries can also be used to improvehyphenation,
as some valid hyphenation borders cannot be detected solelyaccording to
character-based rules.

Another commercially interesting property of the two-level model lies in
the fact that the model can intrinsically be operated in bothdirections, i.e. in
addition to analysis it can also be used to generate any acceptable morpho-
logical form or combination of a root lexemes according to the incorporated
linguistic rules. In languages with extensive morphology,this feature turns
out to be very useful in the generation of suggestions for corrections of mis-
spelled words, as these correct forms cannot be comprehensively enumerated

100M = 326M word forms
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due to the reasons presented above.
The very embodiments of this bidirectional nature of the two-level model

are so-called inflecting thesauri, which combine the semantic content of a
synonym dictionary or thesaurus with a two-level morphological model for
the appropriate language. In these linguistic tools, provided an inflected form
as input, the analytical capability of the two-level model is first used to re-
trieve both the base form and the associated morphological data. Then, the
base form is used to retrieve the appropriate synonyms. Finally, the gener-
ative capability is coupled with the original morphological analysis data to
provide the synonyms of the originally input word in the matching morpho-
logical forms.

Nevertheless, one must remember that the two-level model isin the first
place a morphological, i.e. structural, rather than a semantic model, and was
originally used for linguistic analysis and recognition, in which case the in-
put language is assumed to be orthographically correct. Thus, the recogni-
tion of a word does not mean that the recognized word is necessarily a good
one in the given context or that it semantically makes any sense – it simply
means that the word is morphologically possible. All too often the typos of
very common words can be given such a theoretically possiblebut amusing
interpretation, e.g.*ko#mission‘cow mission’ instead ofkommission‘com-
mission’, or*vis#te‘song tee’ instead ofvisste‘knew’ in Swedish. Likewise,
whereas it is very satisfactory both as an end-user and as a developer of a
spell-checker to receivekielitiede‘linguistics’ as the only and correct sugges-
tion for the typo*kielittiede, this is not the case for a slightly different typo,
*kielitide, where one has to sift through six other alternatives, e.g.?kieli#taide
‘language/tongue art’,?kieli#tilde ‘tongue tilde’,?kieli#nide‘language vol-
ume’, ?kieli#kide ‘language crystal’,?kieli#side‘language/tongue tie’, and
?kieli#tie ‘language road’, which are either odd or utterly jibberish.

However, rising above these undesirable side-effects observed in the de-
velopment of practical linguistic software, the generative side of a two-level
model can be seen from the perspective of general linguistictheory as a mani-
festation of the semantic potential of the morphological system of a language
that it describes, and its misgivings demonstrate how little of this space a lan-
guage actually uses. Restricting this undesirably excessive word form genera-
tion, derivation and compounding without crippling the system’s openness is
the major challenge in developing spell-checkers, and alsoinflecting thesauri,
based on the two-level model. Discussions concerning the practical extent of
this inflectional generality as observed in the developmentof inflecting the-
sauri for the Scandinavian languages can be found in Arppe etal. 2000 and
Arppe 2001.
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1.4 The winding path of commercialization
The two-level model for Finnish attracted rapidly the interest of the industry,
and Finnish and foreign companies wanted to study, test or use the software
for various purposes either as such or desired some form of additional devel-
opment. This generated a number of commissioned joint projects which em-
ployed many researchers at the Department of General Linguistics from time
to time. In the 1980s, however, organizing and managing suchcommercial
projects under the auspices of Finnish universities, even at a small scale, was
a novel activity, and in contrast to the present there were even less well estab-
lished forms for it. Furthermore, the general mood in the Finnish academia at
the time was that research and business did not mix well, and this was also
the conclusion of Koskenniemi and his collaborator, Fred Karlsson, who as
head of the Department had to balance the goals and needs of both the basic
academic research and teaching activities and the commercial projects at the
Department. Therefore, they decided to move these commercial activities to
a private company, Lingsoft, which they founded in 1986 (seeKnuuttila 2006
for a detailed description and analysis of the views and motivations of the
various actors involved at the Department).

For the rest of the 1980s and the early 1990s, this move appears to have
had rather an organizational than an economic effect. Researchers who ear-
lier would have worked in the commercial projects at the Department sim-
ply continued the same activities at Lingsoft. Koskenniemitook care of the
necessary administrative duties as a part-time managing director while con-
tinuing as a full-time senior researcher at the Department.The company had
no permanent employees nor did it engage in aggressive marketing activi-
ties, and people were employed on a case-by-case basis in order to complete
some externally commissioned project, or to pursue some research interest
of Koskenniemi or Karlsson, which could be financed from the profits of the
commercial projects. Sometimes these noncommissioned projects had no di-
rect commercial goal, but would produce resources that would turn out many
years afterwards to be of great value by facilitating, accelerating and in some
cases simply making possible some later product development efforts. For in-
stance, as two researchers, Katri Olkinuora and Mari Siiroinen, had compiled
a synonym dictionary for Finnish in 1989-91, the company didnot have to
source and license or develop from scratch this resource when it was nec-
essary in order to develop a Finnish inflecting dictionary for Microsoft in
1995-6.

During this initial, project-driven phase of Lingsoft, theannual turnover
of the company hovered on the average at just below one hundred thousand
euros. However, at the same time the company succeeded in closing some
individual deals, which by themselves even exceeded the average annual
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turnover. The most important of such deals was the licensingof the Finnish
spell-checker and hyphenator to WordPerdfect in 1988, and the Finnish base
form indexing as part of the article data base of Helsingin Sanomat, Finland’s
largest daily newspaper, in 1992.

In 1992, the persevering efforts at the Department to turn computational
linguistics into its own independent discipline bore fruit, as the chair of
computational linguistics (renamed language technology in 1999) was estab-
lished permanently at the University of Helsinki, with Koskenniemi as its first
holder. It was then that a slow transformation into a commercial company op-
erating in the traditionally understood sense began at Lingsoft, which was
marked by the hiring of the first permanent employee, KristerLindén, as the
managing director. The company embarked on its first major technological
development project, undertaken entirely by the company, in order to develop
a two-level model for German. This project culminated in 1994 in the overall
victory of the first German Morpholympics (Hausser 1996), a competition on
developing an efficient and comprehensive morphological analyzer for Ger-
man in which Lingsoft with its GERTWOL (Koskenniemi & Haapalainen
1994) was the only commercial and non-German participant.

However, this victory did not immediately produce economicreturns
which had been invested in it, as one might have expected based on the size
of the German market and the enthusiastic commercial reception experienced
earlier with regards to FINTWOL. Other external developments were also
presenting rising challenges for the company. Lingsoft’s long-standing part-
ner and customer of proofing tools9, WordPerfect, was increasingly losing
market share in its main business of word-processors to Microsoft, which
could leverage its dominance in the operating systems market. Microsoft, on
the other hand, already had an existing licensing deal for all its proofing tools
for all the major European languages with Inso10, which had transformed
from the spin-off software division of the American publisher Houghton Mif-
flin into the major player in the language industry in the earlier 1990s. Though
Inso’s proofing tools were in essence word-list-based, following the English
model as presented above, Microsoft was apparently under nosufficient cus-
tomer pressure to change its subcontractor in 1994-5.11

9The term Proofing Tools has become to denote not only text-verification programs such as
spell-checkers and grammar-checkers also hyphenators andthesauri, i.e. synonym dictionaries,
mainly as a result of the influence of the major licensors of these tools, firstly WordPerfect and
later Microsoft.

10The company in question has operated under several company names, first as InfoSoft In-
ternational Incorporated 1994-1995, then as Inso Corporation 1995-2000, and finally as eBT
International 2000-, being liquidated in 2001. In 1998 the company, then as Inso, sold off its en-
tire linguistic tool business, including customer relationships and contracts, to Lernout&Hauspie,
itself now also defunct.

11Personal communications in October 1994 and 14.11.1995 from Tarja Tiirikainen, Program
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Therefore, from Lingsoft’s perspective Microsoft seemed to be a lost cause
at that time, and the only available path to generate revenues from proof-
ing tools would be to aim directly at each national end-user market. On
the other hand, it appeared that the window for proofing toolsas indepen-
dently marketed software was closing, based on the competitor analysis of
e.g. Kielikone, another Finnish language technology start-up, which seemed
to have been shifting its marketing and development focus away Morfo, its
reputed stand-alone spell-checker for Finnish, to electronic dictionaries. De-
spite some initial distaste to ‘annoying squiggly red lines” marking typos,
later developments have shown that proofing tools indeed have turned into
the deeply embedded and enabling components of other software programs
(EUROMAP 1998: 17-20), the functionality and quality of which are only
indirectly visible to the end-users of the parent applications such as word-
processors. In conjunction, the structure of the supply chain for proofing tools
has developed into a true niche-channel supplier model, with Lingsoft and
other small language technology companies in the role of niche suppliers,
and Microsoft and other international IT giants as the channels (EUROMAP
1998: 47-56).

Though Microsoft was thus not overtly interested in relicensing its proof-
ing tools, it was interested in localizing AnswerWizard, a fusion of a natural
language database query system with a help database, and it was keen on hav-
ing this work undertaken by a company with linguistic technological compe-
tence. Lingsoft was obviously such a company, with demonstrated experience
in a variety of languages. However, the range of languages offered to Ling-
soft were not only those in which the company had previous experience of its
own or through partnerships, such as Swedish and Danish, butalso languages
with which the company had no real previous competence, suchas Norwe-
gian, Dutch and Spanish. Nevertheless, Lingsoft succeededin negotiating in
1995 a deal covering the localization of AnswerWizard for all of the men-
tioned languages. Even more importantly, Lingsoft also satisfied Microsoft’s
quality and other requirements, as the project was renewed,with the addition
of Finnish, Russian, Czech and Polish, on several occasionsuntil 2000.

Not only was the AnswerWizard project instrumental in providing Ling-
soft desperately needed financial stability in 1995-1996, but by demonstrat-
ing the company’s capability to undertake such a demanding and complex
multlilngual project it also put Lingsoft in a favorable position when Mi-
crosoft finally, and in fact quite soon, did decide to reconsider its proofing
tool licensing relationships. Thus, Lingsoft had the full package of sufficient
financing, right contacts, and good track record, in addition to its birthright
of state-of-the-art linguistic technology, in order to be selected in 1996 out

manager for proofing tools at Microsoft.
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of three competitors as Microsoft’s new subcontractor for the Finnish spell-
checker, hyphenator and thesaurus, which relationship Lingsoft has retained
with Microsoft ever since. It is a tribute to Koskenniemi’s linguistic skills to
note that the linguistic description of Finnish incorporated by him in FINT-
WOL was to a very large extent used in its original form in these proofing
tools licensed to Microsoft, and this still continues to be very much the case,
even after over twenty years of their original inception.

After this suite of Finnish proofing tools, Lingsoft went on to license to Mi-
crosoft the Swedish inflecting thesaurus in 1996, the Swedish spell-checker
and hyphenator and the Norwegian (bokmål) and Danish inflecting thesauri
in 1997, and the German spell-checker, hyphenator and inflecting thesaurus,
and the Norwegian (both bokmål and nynorsk) spell-checkersand hyphen-
ators and the Danish spell-checker and hyphenator in 1998. In addition to
these proofing tools based essentially on the two-level model, Lingsoft also
succeeded in developing in 1997-1998 and licensing to Microsoft a Swedish
grammar-checker (Arppe 2000, Birn 2000), the first of its kind, which was
based on the Constraint Grammar formalism originally presented by Fred
Karlsson (1990), and realized and further developed by the Research Unit
for Multilingual Language Technology (RUMLAT) (Karlsson,Voutilainen,
Heikkilä & Anttila 1995). This product development processwas success-
fully duplicated for Finnish, Danish and Norwegian (bokmål), and licensed
to Microsoft in 2000-2001. In association with these successful contracts, the
number of personnel and the turnover of the company started to grow as pre-
sented in Table 1.

1.5 Factors which influenced the commercialization process
From the introduction of the two-level model in Koskenniemi’s dissertation in
1983 it took over ten years to transform this theory into a steady commercial
income flow of over one million euros in 1996, if measured in terms of Ling-
soft’s annual turnover presented in Table 1. With the benefitof hindsight one
can consider whether it would have been possible to significantly accelerate
this process of technology transfer and commercialization.

The basic building blocks used by Lingsoft in its proofing tools, e.g. the
two-level models for Finnish and Swedish, had been extensively developed by
1990, which is demonstrated by the licensing deal of a Finnish spell-checker
to WordPerfect as early as in 1988. The inhibiting factors were essentially
technical in nature and intrinsic to the initial development and implementa-
tion of the two-level model. At the University of Helsinki, Koskenniemi had
at his disposal the best and most advanced computer facilities available to
anyone in Finland, which already by the beginning of the 1980s used multi-
programming operating systems with virtual memory. As a component of a
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FIGURE 1 Lingsoft’s turnover and personnel 1992-2005.
Year Turnover Personnel
1992 0.4 MFIM (0.06 Me) 2
1993 1.3 MFIM (0.22 Me) 5
1994 1.4 MFIM (0.23 Me) 6
1995 4 MFIM (0.7 Me) 7
1996 6 MFIM (1.0 Me) 10
1997 8 MFIM (1.3 Me) 16
1998 13 MFIM (2.2 Me) 20
1999 8 MFIM (1.3 Me) 25
2000 (15 months) 17 MFIM (2.8 Me) 30
2001 1.2 Me 60
2002 0.15 Me 10
2003 (Pasanet merger)0.25 Me 4
2004 (estimate) 0.08 Me 10
2005 (estimate) 1.9 Me 15

functioning computer program, the obvious data structure into which the two-
level model could be transformed was a single finite-state automaton, which
in the case of the original FINTWOL consumed several hundredkilobytes of
memory, competing with the memory needs of other applications. This had
not been a problem in the computing facilities at the university. However, in
the realm of personal computers which were the source of commercial po-
tential for general software programs, as Microsoft’s MS-DOS and Windows
operating systems had gained a dominant position by the beginning of 1990s,
operating systems that in practice allowed for running multiple applications
concurrently, with genuinely flexible and sufficient virtual memory, were to
spread broadly on the general consumer market only with the introduction
of the Windows95 in 1995. In principle, it would have been possible to hack
a solution to make two-level models (of the full-fledged sizenecessary for
e.g. spell-checking) work with the memory constraints of earlier applications
and operating systems – certainly the existence of Kielikone’s Morfo spell-
checker was a practical proof of its feasibility – but with the limited personnel
resources at the disposal of the company it was simply not considered worth
all the effort, as the inevitable arrival of Windows95 was more or less certain
for several years before its eventual launch.12 At the time, these arguments
seemed from the perspective of Lingsoft’s marketing personnel some sort of

12Personal communications with Pasi Ryhänen in 18.3.2005 andMikko Silvonen on
18.3.2005, who were both senior software engineers and product development managers at Ling-
soft throughout the 1990s.
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unfounded resistance or reluctance of the software developers, but now it is
quite clear that in 1994 or even in 1993 the necessary development invest-
ments would not have been offset by any potential benefits andassociated
incomes in the year or two by which Windows95 had effectivelyreplaced
earlier PC operating systems.

Even without this intrinsic technical restriction on the spread of linguis-
tic tools exploiting two-level models, the embedded natureof proofing tools
had the logical consequence that no proofing nor other purelylinguistic tools
would have had any commercially interesting market potential before the
spread of word-processors or text data bases, which has beendescribed as the
product adoption hierarchy of linguistic tools (Arppe 1995a, 1995b). Without
software programs that enabled the electronic authoring oftext there would
hardly have been any commercial need for software programs to spell-check
such texts. Even more fundamentally, electronic text authoring tools could
become general household consumer tools only with spread ofpersonal com-
puters, which started in earnest with the introduction of IBM’s first PCs in the
early 1980s – at the very same time that the two-level model was conceived
of in the first place. Therefore, it is difficult to see how proofing tools which
capitalized on the rule-based, open nature of the two-levelmodel, allowing
for a crucial improvement when compared with the preceding list-based so-
lutions, could in practice have been successfully commercialized essentially
earlier than how the events folded out in practice.

1.6 Conclusions on the nature of scientific and commercial
advancement

In conclusion, Koskenniemi’s two-level model in 1983 was a practical com-
putational solution to originally linguistic research questions and subsequent
discussion which can be traced as far back as 1968, and even earlier. On its
own part, the commercialization process of the two-level model was greatly
dependent on developments in the external IT business environment. The in-
troduction of the first personal computers in the early 1980sand then the
spread of word-processors and text data bases in the late 1980s were oblig-
atory prerequisites for the emergence of a need for linguistic proofing tools.
The break-through of such solutions based on the two-level model was fur-
ther dependent on the large-scale spread of 32-bit operating systems starting
in the mid 1990s.

With the help of these external developments and as a result of all the de-
velopment work at Lingsoft in 1986-2001, the company becameMicrosoft’s
subcontractor of proofing tools for all the major Nordic languages and Ger-
man. Despite severe difficulties experienced by the companyin 2001-2004
(see Knuuttila 2006 and Arppe 2002), finally relieved by a merger with
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Pasanet, a translation and localization company based in Turku, these con-
tracts have all been renewed again in 2004, and in retrospectproofing tools
can clearly be seen to have in practice been for Lingsoft bothits core techno-
logical competence and its main source of income over its entire existence.
Thus, Finnish language technology, based on the two-level model and the
constraint grammar formalism, is now used by tens of millions of people in
the Nordic and German-speaking countries, which can be considered a ma-
jor success for the Finnish IT industry, and even more so for the Finnish
language technology community. In this, Kimmo Koskenniemihas played a
central role.

In order for all this to be possible we can see an overall arch of incremental
individual advances in basic research spanning over several decades from the
1950s to the 1990s. It is clear that the present, but by no means final scientific
and commercial outcomes could not have been predicted or determined at the
outset. The history leading to and proceeding on from the two-level model
is an outstanding example of how scientific research can produce significant
commercial benefits, when it is allow to proceed in a free and open manner,
and is not constrained by any short-term interests whatsoever.
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Inducing a Morphological Transducer
from Inflectional Paradigms
LAURI CARLSON

A traditional way to represent the morphology of inflectional languages is
throughparadigms. This paper presents an idea and a program to induce a
nondeterministic morphological transducer from traditional style paradigm
sets.

2.1 Paradigm morphology
A traditional way to represent the morphology of inflectional languages is
throughparadigms. A paradigm (the Greek word for example) is a list or table
of inflectional forms of an example word, representing a given inflectional
class. The table is indexed by grammatical tags, and the items in the table
cells are inflected forms. In linguistic morphology, this approach is known as
the WP (Word and Paradigm) model.

Ideally, to find a given form of a new member of the same class, one sub-
stitutes the inflectional stem of the new word in place of the stem of the
paradigm word and reads off the resulting form. In grammars intended for
human consumption, the relation between the paradigm and its representa-
tives may be subject to simple morphophonological rules sometimes left for
the human user to figure out.

Compared to concatenative (IA, Item and Arrangement) morphology, the
WP model differs by just listing the forms, without breakingthem up into cor-
respondences between individual tags and morphs. For instance, the paradigm
of Latin singular nominative noun likeservusonly tells that the genitive plural
is servorum. Compared to rule (IP, Item and Process) morphology, the corre-
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spondences do not go down to segment level, so there is no explicit treatment
of morphophonology.

Paradigms in a WP morphology can be identified by arbitrary labels (de-
clension or conjugation number) or by a set of thematic formswhich suffice
to identify the paradigm. For instance, Latin verbamobelongs to first conju-
gation, identified by the thematic form seriesamo, amavi, amatum, amare.

2.2 Inflectional morphology
murf is a small Prolog program intended to induce from traditional style
paradigm sets a morphological transducer which (1) produces the forms in
the paradigms, (2) does not produce any forms either explicitly or implicitly
excluded from the paradigms, and (3) generalises common features of the
paradigms, reducing redundancy in the paradigms.

The initial idea was quite simple.murf reads in forms in a set of tagged
forms, trying to place each form in a two-tape finite state network, maximis-
ing the match of the new form in the existing network. The new form is
matched with the existing network at both ends of the net. A match which
leaves the least unmatched residue is chosen, and the missing part is added
into the net as a new arc.

Given, for instance, a paradigm

Form Tagging
talossa talo 1 N SG INE
taloissa talo 1 N SG INE
talona talo 1 N SG ESS

murf correctly infers that the plural essive form istaloina :

0: talo talo 1 N 4
4 SG 5

5 ssa INE 1.
5 na ESS 1.

4 i PL 5
5

(The number following the base form identifies the base as a member of a
given paradigm. The numbering follows that ofNykysuomen sanakirja(Dic-
tionary of Contemporary Finnish). As the net shows,murf is able to infer
a segmentation of the forms into morphs and tags the morphs appropriately.
As a side effect of entering the attested form in the network,new, unattested
forms may get generated through re-entrances in the net. Call such forms side
effects.

The initial idea has gone through a number of refinements to capture famil-
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iar morphological phenomena in real data. They includemorphotax, comple-
mentary distribution, free variation, blocking, defective paradigmsandpro-
ductivity.

2.2.1 Morphotax

Morphotaxconcerns the admissible orders of tags in a well-formed word. The
heuristicsmurf follows here is that a proposed match of a new word is not
allowed to produce unattested taggings.

To guarantee that,murf first forms a separate one-tape morphotax net-
work of the taggings it has encountered. When a new form is considered for
entry at a given place of the net, its side effects are first checked for morpho-
tax.

2.2.2 Complementary distribution

Complementary distributionis present when any given tagging is realised by
just one form, although tags occurring in it have more than one allomorph.
For instance, Finnish partitive endingstA andA are in complementary distri-
bution, the former occurs after heavy syllables and the latter after light ones.
Identically tagged forms arefree variants. murf implements complementary
distribution by preventing production of free variants as aside effect of inser-
tion.

2.2.3 Free variation

To allow genuine free variation to get past the complementary distribution
check, it suffices to tag the variants as different. For instance, Finnish third
person possessive suffix has two formsnsA andVn which are in free variation
after light open syllables. They are tagged as P3/A and P3, respectively. If
desired, the distinguishing tags can be merged afterward.

2.2.4 Blocking

Blockingrefers to the phenomenon that a lexicalised exception to a regular
rule blocks a productive, regular rule. For instance, Finnish nominative plural
is talot , not taloi , as one might be led to expect from the previous data.
murf accounts for blocking in the following way. When a paradigm is read
in, all forms in it are put on a waiting list. Whenever a form isinserted, forms
on the waiting list are checked for blocking. An insertion isnot allowed if it
would produce a side effect blocked by a form on the waiting list.

2.2.5 Defective paradigms

Some paradigms aredefectivein that some forms are missing from an ex-
pected cross classification. For instance, Finnish comitative and instructive
(instrumental) cases only have one number (plural). From a combinatorial
point of view, case and number form in these cases aportmanteaumorph
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instead of two independent morphs. A straightforward way ofrecording this
gap in distribution is to make the tag combinationPL_COMa tag on its own.
Again, the tag can be normalised afterward if needed..

Another distributional gap is that nouns do not occur in comitative plural
without possessive suffix (adjectives do). To record such gapsmurf allows
defining, alongside the networks of legitimate forms, separate networks for
exceptions. For instance, entry

*- - N PL_COM

disallows nouns ending in plural comitative.

2.2.6 Productivity

Productivityrefers to the fact that certain forms generalise by default to new
words, while others are restricted to a closed set of forms. (This fact is one of
the main motivations of paradigm morphology in the first place.) For instance,
Finnish nominals have productive vowel stems and less productive consonant
stems. A new base form likepokemonwill automatically go in the productive
wovel stem paradigm.murf allows marking a variant as a nonproductive one
as follows:

tienoisiin tienoo 24 N PL ILL
tienoihin tienoo 24 N PL_ILL/h!
tienoiden tienoo 24 N PL GEN
tienoitten tienoo 24 N PL_GEN/tt!

Nonproductive variants marked with ! will not be generalised into
paradigms where they have not been specifically licensed by attested forms.

2.3 Derivational morphology
Derivational morphology allows concatenating base forms coming from dif-
ferent paradigms. A derivational affix may be specific (at least) to part of
speech. For instance, Finnish abessive adjective suffixtOn produces an ad-
jective out of a noun.

murf allows constraining derivational endings with a categorial grammar
style tag formatX\Y

onneton onni 8 N tOn N\A 57 A SG NOM

This constrainstOn to combine with nouns and produce adjectives. (For-
mally, X\Y is analogous to a portmanteau tag discussed above in that it con-
strains variation at a point in the net.)

2.4 Theory and implementation
Roughly, the idea behindmurf is to look for a minimal nondeterministic
acyclic transducer which produces all of the forms on a list of legitimate
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tagged word forms, none of the forms on a list of illicit forms, and produces
each legitimate tagging just once. (Free variation is handled by tagging free
variants as different and erasing the differences afterward.) The size of the
machine is measured by the numbers of states and arcs and the length of the
labels on the arcs.

Finding a minimal nondeterministic network for a list of forms is a NP
complete problem, Tamm (2004). Furthermore, it is not likely to have a
unique solution. There may be more than one minimal machine for any given
set of forms, with different side effects.

As stated, the problem is independent of the order of the items on the
list(s).murf , on the other hand, is order dependent. Its task is to find for each
form on the list the smallest extension of the network built so far which pro-
duces at least that form, under the same constraints as before. The algorithm
is roughly this:. take a form from list. while possible. find a new minimal arc which generates the form in the network. check the arc against constraints on list and net. compare the arc to the best find so far. insert the best arc in network

In murf , "smallest extension" is measured in terms of the length of the
infix arc.murf now actually goes through all minimal infixes which produce
the string, testing them against the list and against the network for duplicates,
and choosing the shortest among them. This can take long, because there may
be many minimal infixes, and each infix may produce many forms which must
be compared to the list as well as to the net for duplicates. The minimal infixes
depend on the form, so they are computed again for each form.

2.5 Experiments
murf has been tested with Finnish nominal and verb paradigms. There are
ca 80 nominal and 50 verb paradigms respectively, in the classification of
the Dictionary of Contemporary Finnish (original edition). In an initial test,
a set of 80 noun paradigms producing around 20,000 forms got coded into
a nondeterministic transducer with around 600 states and 1,700 arcs, almost
1,000 of which were epsilon arcs. Only correct forms get produced.

The largest run so far took 34 hours wallclock time. It loadeda training
set of about 5,000 word forms to produce a nondeterministic network for
about 140 word paradigms, among them all examples of the nominal inflec-
tion paradigms listed at front of the Dictionary of Contemporary Finnish,
including rare and obsolete patterns. A total of 463,282 word forms get gen-
erated from a network of 564 states and 1,647 arcs.
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The size of the C runtimemph is about 90 kilobytes and runs through the
forms in about 4.3 seconds, more than 100 words per millisecond. It stores
about 100 words per state, about 5 words per byte.

With little space/time optimisation done inmurf so far, adding new
paradigms gets slow toward the end of the process. There are likely to be
ways to makemurf more time efficient by caching or reordering tasks.

Many forms appear to produce the same illegal side effects. It seems to
pay to cache recurrent illegal forms: in a recent test run, the run time went
down three fourths as a result.

2.6 Adding new forms to existing paradigms
Adding new words to existing paradigms can be made faster once the
paradigm is in. The original idea ofmurf was precisely to implement this
insight of the WP model. Thanks to the organisation of the network, new
words only need to be given a few thematic forms for the word tosettle in the
right places in the network, and produce the predictable forms as side effects.

2.7 Guessing forms
It is also possible to use the net to guess the paradigms of unknown words on
the basis of thematic forms.

2.8 A runtime morphology analyser/generator in C
The network defined bymurf can be dumped in the form of a C language
string lookup table indexed by a one character lookahead. A tiny (250 lines,
50K) C runtime parser/generatormphdoes lookup from the table at the rate
of 100 words per millisecond (raw listing).

2.9 Order sensitivity
murf is sensitive to the order in which forms are presented toit. If regular
paradigms are presented before irregular ones, murf tends to overgeneralise,
and subregularities across irregular paradigms may get missed. The best strat-
egy seems to be to start with paradigms which exhibit centralregularities
but make significant splits between regular and irregular sets of endings. In
Finnish nouns, a good strategy proved to be to start with bisyllabic nouns
in paradigm 40 (susi ’wolf’, vesi ’water’ ) whose local cases are
regular, while irregular grammatical cases show stem allomorphy.

2.10 Discussion
There are by now a variety of approaches learning morphologyfrom data.
Koskenniemi (1991) considers learning two-level morphophonological rules
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from surface alternations. Goldsmith (2000) presents a heuristics and a sta-
tistical evaluation procedure to find a morphological segmentation for a lan-
guage from a raw text corpus. Creutz et al. (2005) carry this idea further and
make an unsupervised morphological segmenter available for download.

murf , in contrast, belongs to the paradigm of supervised learning, as it ex-
pects fully tagged and classified paradigms painstakingly prepared and sorted
by a linguist, restricting itself to the task of converting the paradigms into
a less redundant form. From a linguistic point of view, murf can be seen to
implement some of the traditional principles of taxonomical morphemic anal-
ysis.

As a solution of the theoretical minimisation problem,murf remains
naive. More robust methods could be found to optimise the transducer in-
duction task as a purely computational problem. As they are,murf andmph
may just about do for generating small scale morphological analysers and
generators for restricted natural language tasks.
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The DDI Approach to Morphology
KENNETH W. CHURCH

DDI stands for “Don’t Do It.” White (1980) used the acronym DDI in a de-
lightful paper on garbage collection. He argued 25 years agothat the garbage
collector should be run rarely – perhaps once a year – if at all. That’s pretty
much how many of us work these days. We buy enough memory so we don’t
have to clean up more than once a week. Rebooting is easier than garbage col-
lecting. As for disks, many of us buy enough to last a couple ofyears without
cleaning up (too much). And when it comes time to clean up, we buy a new
machine with even more disk space.

Cleaning up isn’t much fun. It would be nice if my son cleaned up his room
more often (but then I set a lousy example). Technology isn’tthe problem or
the solution. Even if I came home with a fancy new tool that didmost of the
work, I bet there would still be many things my son would rather do than
clean up his room (if given the choice).

So, what does morphology have to do with garbage collection?White sug-
gests that garbage collecting is harmful. We find that morphological infer-
ences are dangerous. Simple morphological inferences are better than com-
plex inferences. But even simple inferences are worse than none. Like clean-
ing up, we don’t want to do any more morphology than we absolutely have
to. Most of us would opt for DDI, if given the choice.

There are lots of programs out there that take out the garbageand decom-
pose words. Some of these programs work remarkably well, forthe most part.
But, why run such programs, if we don’t have to?

There are obvious morphological patterns that we would likeour computer
programs to take advantage of, but there are also many potential pitfalls. All
inferences introduce certain errors, but some inferences are safer than others.
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To err is human, but to really screw things up, you need a computer.
The argument for morphology comes down to a lack of choice. Dowe

have to run such programs? It is said that English has rather impoverished
morphology compared to other languages such as, say, Finnish. Perhaps so.
Thus, we’ll use morphology programs for Finnish (because wehave to, not
because we want to), but for English, we’ll use the DDI method, because we
can.

However, I wonder if DDI might be an option, even for Finnish.Suppose
we cached the more frequent words in the dictionary. How big would the
cache have to be? If space is the problem, is morphology the best solution, or
are there more effective compression techniques?

3.1 Morphology and the Bell Labs Text-to-Speech (TTS)
Synthesizer

I started working on morphology as part of the Bell Labs text-to-speech (TTS)
project. I wrote the letter to sound rules. They didn’t work very well, maybe
80 percent of the words were ok.

I knew the letter-to-sound rules weren’t very good. Rather than fix them,
I pushed for the DDI method (dictionary lookup). It wasn’t that hard to raise
the funds to buy the rights to a dictionary, but there was serious pushback on
the memory. It was hard, in those days, to justify an extra 1/4megabyte of
memory.

Dictionary lookup had obvious advantages in terms of precision, compared
to letter-to-sound rules. (Fewer inferences/guesses are better than more infer-
ences/guesses.) However, to improve recall, the dictionary had to be extended
with (morphological) inferences that are safer than letterto sound rules, but
not as safe as DDI (dictionary lookup). In Coker et al. (1990), we evaluated a
number of inference methods:

. Stress-Neutral Suffixes (including regular inflection): abandons = abandon
+ s, abandoning = abandon + ing, abandonment = abandon + ment,Abbotts
= Abbott + s, Abelson = Abel + son.. Primary-Stress Ending: addressee = address + ee, accountability = account
+ ability, adaptation = adapt + ation.. ity-Class Ending: abnormality = abnormal + ity, Adomovich = Adam +
ovich, Abmbrosian = Ambrose + ian.. al-Class Ending: accidental = accident + al, combative = combat + ive.. Suffix Exchange: nominee = nominate− ate + ee, Agnano = Agnelli−
elli + ano, Bierstade = Bierbaum− baum + stadt.. Prefix: adjoin = ad + join, cardiovascular = cardio + vascular, O’brien =
O’ + brien, Macdonald = Mac + donald.
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. Compound: airfield = air + field, anchorwoman = anchor + woman,Ab-
dulhussein = Abdul + hussein, Baumgaertner = Baum + gaertner.. Rhyming: Plotsky (from Trotsky), Alifano (from Califano).

Tables 1 and 2 report coverage by token over two data sources:

. 1988 Associated Press (AP) newswire, plus. a list of names from Donnelley Marketing.

Names are distinguished from non-names (general vocabulary) because
names are relatively hard. A high-quality commercial dictionary was used
for general vocabulary. In addition, there was a special purpose dictionary of
50,000 common American surnames.

Table 2 reports precision by morphological method. A singlejudge lis-
tened to approximately 100 names in each row and labeled themas:

. Good: That’s how I would have said it.. OK: I could imagine someone else saying it that way or I don’t know.. Poor: I know that’s wrong.

Don’t make an error-prone inference if you don’t have to. Even DDI (dic-
tionary lookup) is far from perfect. The judge labeled 2 percent of names in
the surname dictionary as “poor.”

If you have to make a morphological inference, focus on simple, safe infer-
ences with high precision and recall. The stress-neutral case, which includes
regular inflection, is simpler than many, but even so, the judge labeled 4 per-
cent of them as “poor,” twice as many as DDI.

In addition to morphological inferences, we also evaluatedthe rhyming
inference, proposed by Byrd and Chodorow (1985). Rhyming isriskier than
DDI and conservative morphological processes (such as regular inflection),
but safer than aggressive morphology such as compounding. Compounding
is nearly as risky as letter to sound rules (only 83 percent good). And that is
about as bad as it gets.

3.2 Information Retrieval
Information Retrieval was one of the first fields to question the value of mor-
phological inferences. Do stemmers help retrieval performance? See Table
8.1 in Frakes and Baeza-Yates (1992) for a summary of stemming experi-
ments, many of which failed to find much of a difference in terms of preci-
sion and recall. Salton and Lesk (1968) conclude, “For none of the collections
is the improvement of one method over the other really dramatic, so that in
practice either procedure might reasonably be used.”

Such a mixed bag of mostly negative results ought to be disturbing for
those of us working in natural language processing. If it is hard to show that
something as simple as stemming is helpful, how can we possibly justify our
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TABLE 1 Simple inferences cover much of the Associated Press news.

Inference Ordinary Words Capitalized Words

Method (Non-names) (Names)

Direct Hit (DDI) 75% 70%
Stress Neutral 17% 14%
ity-class 1% 2%
al-class 1% 1%
Rhyme 0% 2%
Prefix 2% 0%
Compound 1% 1%
Combinations 4% 8%

All Dictionary-Based Methods 100% 97%
Letter to Sound Rules 0% 3%

TABLE 2 Simple inferences are relatively reliable (on names in Donnelly Marketing
List). Rows are sorted by the “Poor” column.

Method Good OK Poor Coverage

Direct Hit (DDI) 95% 3% 2% 60%
Suffix Exchange 93% 5% 3% 1%
Stress Neutral 91% 6% 4% 25%
Rhyme 88% 8% 4% 2%
ity-Class 91% 3% 6% 1%
al-Class 87% 8% 6% 1%
Compound 83% 3% 14% 2%
All Dictionary-Based Methods 98%
Letter to Sound Rules 2%

interests in more challenging forms of natural language processing such as
part of speech tagging, word sense disambiguation and parsing?

In Church (1995), I argued that morphological variants like“hostage” and
“hostages” should not be treated as one term, or two, but somewhere in be-
tween, perhaps a term and a half. I looked at the distributionof terms across
documents in the AP newswire, as illustrated in Table 3. In the 1988 As-
sociated Press Newswire, there were 619 documents that mentioned both
“hostage” and “hostages,” 479 documents that mentioned theformer but not
the latter, 648 that mentioned the latter but not the former,and 78,223 that
mentioned neither. One can measure similarity statistics based on such con-
tingency tables. The correlation of documents that mentioned “hostage” and
documents that mention “hostages” is about1

2 , well above 0, but well below
1.

Treating “hostages” and “hostage” as one term makes sense, under the
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TABLE 3 Contingency Table (1988 Associated Press Newswire)

hostages ¬hostages
hostage 619 479

¬hostage 648 78,223

vector space model, if the correlation is 1. Treating them astwo terms would
be appropriate if the correlation were 0. But the correlation is in between.
The mixed bag of results arises, I suspect, because neither the one term sim-
plification, nor the two term simplification, fits the data. Inthe spirit of “do
no harm,” I lean toward DDI (two terms), rather than conflate things that
shouldn’t be conflated.

There are some very interesting lexical patterns to these correlations. Some
words have large correlations with their variants, and somedon’t. Nouns and
words with “lots of content” (better keywords for information retrieval) tend
to have higher correlations with their variant forms than function words and
non-nouns with relatively little meaning.

. large correlations: hostage(s), reactor(s), rebel(s), guerrilla(s), abortion(s),
delegate(s), drug(s), stock(s), pesticides(s), airline(s).. small correlations: await(s), ground(s), possession(s),boast(s), belong-
ing(s), compare(s), direct(s), shield(s), last(s), urge(s).

The correlations are remarkably stable over data collections. If a pair has
a large correlation in one corpus, then the correlation tends to be large in
other corpora. In Church (1995), I studied correlations of correlations across
five years of the AP newswire for 999 pairs of words like “hostage” and
“hostages” that differ by a final “s.” If we know the correlation of these 999
pairs in one year of the AP, then we can account for 80 percent or more of the
variance in predicting the correlations of these 999 pairs in another year.

Morphology is not that different from case normalization and other text
normalization steps that are commonly used in practice, butmay do more
harm than good. Some pairs likeHurricane/hurricanehave large correlations
while others likeContinental/continentalandAnytime/anytimedo not. The
correlations are large when both members of the pair have a lot of meaning
and they refer to the same thing (Hurricane/hurricane); the correlations are
small when they refer to different things (Continental/continental)1 or not
much of anything (Anytime/anytime).

. Large correlations (between upper and lower case variants): Hurricane,
Pope, Emperor, Lottery, Zoo, Ballet, Golf, Canal, Immigration.

1Continentalis an airline;continentalis not.
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. Small correlations (between upper and lower case variants): Troy, Path,
Editions, Continental, Burns, Levy, Haven, Rush, Anytime

Morphology and case normalization are similar to priming and repetition.
If a document mentions a word once, then it is likely that we will see that
word (and its friends) again in the same document, especially if the word
is a good keyword with lots of meaning. In Church (2000), I looked at the
distribution of “Noriega” across documents. Noriega was mentioned in quite
a number of AP news articles (about 6 articles per thousand) when the US
invaded Panama. Under standard independence assumptions,the chance of
two Noriega’s should be(6/1000)2. We shouldn’t expect to find an article
with two or more Noriega’s, but we have lots of them. Of those documents
that mention Noriega at least once, 75 percent mention Noriega a second time.

Repetition of a word (and its morphological variants and other friends) is
more likely for good keywords with lots of content and less likely for function
words that aren’t very useful for information retrieval. InChurch (2000), I
showed that distinctive surnames are more likely to be repeated than ordinary
first names:. Distinctive Surnames: Noriega, Aristide, Escobar. Ordinary First Names: John, George, Paul

There are lots of important linguistic generalizations that produce unde-
niable distributional patterns. Morphology is one of many such factors. The
information retrieval community had hoped that they could use standard off-
the-shelf morphology programs in straightforward ways to take advantage of
morphological patterns to improve precision and recall. Such attempts have
not worked out very well.

In the spirit of “there is no data like more data,” it is probably wise not
to collapse morphological variants, unless you run out of data, and have no
choice. If we have enough data to compute the distribution ofeach form of
each lemma separately, we might as well do so. As long as we have plenty
of data, there is no need to introduce unnecessary assumptions like perfect
correlation or total independence.

In recent years, with all the excitement about the web, therehas been more
talk about what we can do with all the data we have, and less talk about run-
ning out of data. Of course, we never have enough data, but right now, there is
more interest in finding clever ways to take advantage of all the data we have,
and less interest in finding clever smoothing techniques to compensate for all
the data we don’t have. Right now, the glass is half full, not half empty.

3.3 Part of Speech Tagging
There are, of course, many other applications for morphology programs in-
cluding part of speech tagging and spelling correction. Statistical part of
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speech taggers make use of two sets of probabilities:

. Lexicon:Pr(tag|word). Context:Pr(tag|context)

Much of the literature has tended to concentrate on the context model, but
that’s the easy part. Typically there are onlyP 3 parameters in the context
model, whereP is the number of parts of speech, typically several dozen.
The lexicon is far more challenging, since there are more parameters:V ×P ,
whereV is the size of the vocabulary, typically between105 and106. V is
typically much larger thanP 2.

To illustrate the challenge with lexical probabilities, myfavorite example
is the word “yawn.” “Yawn” occurs once in the training corpus(the Brown
Corpus)2 as a noun, and once as a verb. Based on this sparse evidence, we
need to know, not only the probability that “yawn” could be a noun or a verb,
but also the probability that it could be an adjective, or anyother part of
speech. Just because we haven’t seen “yawn” as an adjective,doesn’t mean it
can’t happen.

In fact, most words are like “yawn.” Of the 50,000 words in theBrown
Corpus, 80 percent appear 5 times or less. Given that we have more than 5
parts of speech, we have more parameters than data for most words. Perhaps
the Brown Corpus is just too small, but if we collect a larger corpus, we’ll
discover a pile of new infrequent words. The more data we lookat, the more
we realize just how little we know.

One might hope that one could infer the lexical probabilities by reason-
ing across morphological variants, but I have never been able to make this
work. In Church (1992), section 5.2, I looked at noun/verb ambiguous words
like “yawn” and “yawns.” Some of them are more likely to be nouns and
some are more likely to be verbs. I was hoping that the probabilities of one
morphological variant could be used to infer the probabilities for the other
morphological variant, but I failed to find anything of use. While there are
clear constraints on the grammatical possibilities, the statistical probabilities
are less predictable.

Co-training (Blum and Mitchell, 1998), appears to be a more promising
direction forward. That is, there are contexts where the tagger is likely to do
relatively well. For example, after “the,” we are much more likely to see a
noun than a verb. It ought to be possible to run the tagger on vast quanti-
ties of untagged material and use observations based on thisuntagged data
to estimate parameters that we couldn’t estimate very well based on the rel-
atively small amount of labeled training data that we happened to have, the
one-million word tagged Brown Corpus.

2http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Brown_Corpus
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Co-training needs to be performed carefully. Merialdo (1994) reported that
performance degraded the more he iterated (unless he started with almost
no labeled training data). Iterating always increases the model’s likelihood
scores, but doesn’t always improve performance. Co-training should not be
allowed to move the parameter settings very far from the estimates based on
the labeled training data, especially when we have plenty oflabeled training
data for the parameter in question. With appropriate precautions, I believe, co-
training will be more effective than morphological inference for estimating
lexical probabilities.

3.4 Spelling Correction
These days, it is no longer as necessary as it used to be to use morphology
and other tricks to reduce the size of the lexicon. McIlroy (1982) describes
the heroics that were used in the original Unix Spell programto pack a small
dictionary of 32,000 English words into a PDP-11 address space of 64k bytes.
That’s just two bytes per word.

Normally, hash tables use a hash function to jump quickly to the appropri-
ate bucket, and then the key is checked more thoroughly against the keys in
the bucket. But the Unix Spell program didn’t have enough memory to store
the keys in the table, so they didn’t. It was necessary to introduce a lossy com-
pression method that worked remarkably well in practice. Suppose we have a
table ofN ≈ 32, 000 words. Choose a prime,P , that is somewhat larger than
N . P trades off compression for accuracy. ShrinkingP saves memory, but
introduces loss (false hits). IncreasingP reduces loss, but consumes memory.

. Memory:N [ 1
loge2 + log2

P
N

] bits to storeN words. Loss: Pr(false hit) =1− (1− 1/P )N

The Unix Spell program hashed each word in the dictionary andthen mod
the hash code byP , to obtain a number between 0 andP−1. If the hash func-
tion is chosen well, these numbers will have a Poisson distribution. Sort the
hash codes and take first differences. These differences will be exponentially
distributed with a mean ofP/N , since the inter-arrivals of a Poisson process
are exponential. The differences were then compressed using a Golomb code,
an optimal Huffman code for exponentially distributed values.

During runtime, an input word would be hashed into a hash codefrom 0
to P − 1, using the procedure described above. This hash code would then
be looked up in the compressed table (by performing the Golomb decode and
computing running sums to invert the first differences). If the hash code was
found in the table, then the program assumed the input word was correctly
spelled. If not, the input word was flagged as potentially misspelled. There is
a small probability, Pr(false hit), that an incorrectly spelled word would gen-
erate a false hit, hashing into the same place as some other correctly spelled
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word, causing the Unix Spell program to fail to flag a misspelled word that it
would have flagged, if not for the clever (but lossy) compression.

In addition to these heroic compression techniques, the Unix Spell pro-
gram made heavy use of whatever tricks it could, including morphology;
memory was unbelievably tight. According to McIlroy (1982), derived words
were culled from the dictionary. Thus, “Wells” was culled because it could be
analyzed as “Well” + “s.” “Peters” was analyzed as “Peter” + “s.” The culling
was recursive, so “Peter” was also culled since it could be decomposed into
“Pete” + “er”! Recursive application of such heuristics wasrisky but neces-
sary, given the lack of memory.

These heroic compression methods are no longer necessary now that we
have 32-64 bits of address space. Modern spelling correctors no longer need
to make use of fancy (lossy) compression techniques. They nolonger cull the
dictionary as aggressively. Modern spelling correctors have larger dictionar-
ies with105 - 106 entries, many of which could be derived from other entries,
but doing so would introduce (unnecessary) risk. Sometimesit is ok to add
“er” to some other lexical entry, and sometimes it isn’t.

3.5 Conclusion
There are lots of morphology programs out there, many of which work sur-
prisingly well. Nevertheless, for many practical applications, we prefer not to
use such programs, if we have the choice. Simple morphological inferences
are better than complex inferences. But even simple inferences are worse than
none.
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Finite-State Parsing of German
ERHARD W. HINRICHS

4.1 Introduction
There has been a remarkable revival of finite-state methods in linguistics over
the last twenty-five years. This renewed interest is a directconsequence of
the pioneering work on two-level phonology and morphology by Kimmo
Koskenniemi (Koskenniemi, 1983) and of the independently developed ap-
proach to finite-state morphology by Ron Kaplan and Martin Kay (Kaplan
and Kay, 1994). Based on mathematically rigorous models of finite-state
transduction, there are now wide-coverage finite-state accounts of an impres-
sive range of typologically diverse languages available. Inspired by these suc-
cesses, research of finite-state models for syntactic analysis was revived in the
early nineties, notably by Stephen Abney (Abney, 1991) and by Fred Karls-
son and his associates (Karlsson et al., 1995)1. Their research ended a period
of more than three decades of little or no research on finite-state models of
syntax under the influence of Chomsky’s claim that finite-state automata are
inadequate due to their inability to account for center-embedding construction
in natural languages (Chomsky, 1963).

The two alternative models of finite-state syntax developedby Abney and
Karlsson reflect in an interesting way two leading paradigmsfor represent-
ing syntactic structure. Abney’s chunk parser is designed to provide a partial
bracketing of an input text. This bracketing identifies non-recursive phrases,
so-calledchunks, which span from the left periphery of a phrase to its phrasal
head. The resulting bracketing is partial in that it leaves any structural rela-

1Rules in Constraint Grammar are, in isolation, implementable with finite-state methods. Ed-
itor’s comment.
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tionships between individuals chunks unresolved.
Karlsson’s constraint-grammar formalism is designed to provide a shallow

syntactic parse of an input text that identifies the beginnings and ends of non-
recursive phrases and the grammatical functions of verbal complements.

The purpose of this paper is to review recent work on finite-state syn-
tactic analysis of German. Rather than comparing the details of individual
finite-state parsing systems for German, the discussion will focus on those as-
pects of German sentence structure that make German an interesting language
from a finite-state perspective. Section 4.2 surveys existing finite-state and
constraint-based parsers of German. Section 4.3 discussescomplex prenomi-
nal modifier structures in German which are recursive in nature. Their recur-
siveness provides an interesting challenge for Abney’s conception of what a
chunk is. Section 4.4 gives an overview of the main characteristics of Ger-
man sentence structure This provides the necessary background for the dis-
cussion of interesting challenges and opportunities that the sentence structure
of German poses for finite-state approaches. This discussion is the topic of
section 4.5.

4.2 A Survey of Finite-State and Constraint-Grammar Parsers
of German

Most of the research on finite-state parsing of German has utilized Abney’s
chunk parsing model and produces partial bracketings of theinput text. Two
recent examples of Abney-style chunk parsers for German arethe Dereko
parser (Müller and Ule, 2001) and the YAP parser (Kermes, 2002, Kermes
and Evert, 2002). In addition to finite-state chunk parsers,Schmid and Schulte
im Walde (2000) have developed a statistical chunk parser for German that is
based on probabilistic context-free grammars.

There are at least four parsers for German that use finite-state methods
internally and produce dependency relations. Connexor, a Finnish language
technology company, has developed a syntactic parser called Machinese Syn-
tax for a variety of languages, including German, that produce part-of-speech
classes, inflectional tags, noun phrase markers and syntactic dependencies for
written input. The output representations follow the styleof annotation famil-
iar from Constraint Grammar.2 Schiehlen (2003) has developed a finite-state
parser for German that produces dependency relations and that uses under-
specification to encode ambiguities that arise from alternative valence frames
of verbs and from alternative attachment sites for PP modifiers. Most recently,
Trushkina (2004) and Müller (2005) have developed parsers that combine
chunk parsing with dependency parsing. Trushkina’s GRIP parser is based

2Duchier (1999) and Foth et al. (2004) have also developed dependency parsers for German,
albeit without explicitly relying on finite-state methods.
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on the Xerox Incremental Parsing System (XIP) (Aït-Mokhtaret al., 2002),
while Müller’s parser uses the suite of lcg tools (Mikheev etal., 1998, 1999).
Both parsers are limited to those dependency relations thatrefer to comple-
ments and do not deal with adjuncts.

4.3 Prenominal Modifiers and Recursive Chunk Structures
One of the syntactic constructions that make German an interesting language
from a chunk parsing perspective are complex prenominal modifiers such as
the participial construction as in (1a).

(1) a. der
the

seinen
his

Sohn
son

liebende
loving

Vater
father

’the father who loves his son’

b. [NC der [NC seinen Sohn] liebende Vater]

Such examples are interesting since they do not simultaneously satisfy the
two defining properties that Abney associates with the termchunk. Abney
(1996) defines the notion of chunk as “ ... the non-recursive core of an intra-
clausal constituent, extending from the beginning of the constituent to its
head.” In the case of (1a), the articleder and the nominal headVater seem
to represent the left and right periphery of a nominal chunk.However, chunks
are also defined as non-recursive structures. This seems to suggest that only
the substringseinen Sohnqualifies as a noun chunk (NC) and seems rule out
the structure in (1b), where the entire string is a nominal chunk as well. In
fact, Abney appeals to the “no chunk within a chunk”-constraint to explain
the ungrammaticality of English NPs as in (2).

(2) * the proud of his son father

For cases like (1), there seem to be two solutions to this impasse: one may
argue that only the NP inside the premodifier, or one considers the complex
NP as a nominal chunk and gives up.

A telling piece of evidence in favor of the latter solution isprovided by the
grammaticality of (3), the German counterpart of (2).

(3) der
the

auf
on

seinen
his

Sohn
son

stolze
proud

Vater
father

’the father who is proud of his son’

This seems to suggest that Abney’s “no chunk within a chunk”-constraint
is not universally applicable across languages, even though it does seem to
hold for English. However, the assumption that chunks are non-recursive in
nature is not only motivated by examples such as (2). Notice that once one
accepts recursive bracketings shown in (1), one allows center-embedding con-
structions. The fact that natural languages allow for such constructions was
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identified by Chomsky as the key argument for rejecting finite-state models
for natural language analysis. If one allows center-embeddings to an arbitrary
level of embedding, then the analysis of such constructionslies beyond the
expressive power of regular grammars. Chomsky’s argument crucially rests
on the assumption that there is in principle no depth bound onthe number
of embeddings inside a center-embedding construction. Chomsky readily ad-
mits that there are, of course, processing limitations by language users that
limit center-embeddings to two or at most three for a given utterance. How-
ever, such upper bounds, he argues, should be considered aspects of perfor-
mance grammar, not of competence grammar. If one accepts this argument
then the inadequacy of finite-state grammars seems to refer to competence
grammar only. Thus, if one views a finite-state parser as a model of perfor-
mance grammar, then one can simply impose a reasonable depthbound on
center-embedding constructions in a finite-state grammar.This is precisely
what Kermes (2002) and Müller (2005) have done in order to be able to
treat complex prenominal modifiers as part of chunks that exhibit limited,
i.e. depth-bounded, recursion. In addition to complex, prenominal modifiers,
Kermes’ YAC parser also admits a limited number of post-headnominal mod-
ifiers as in (4).

(4) a. die
the

Köpfe
heads

der
of the

Apostel
apostles

’the heads of the apostles’

b. Jahre
years

später
later

’year later’

In order to accommodate examples such as (1), (3), and (4), Kermes (2002)
modifies Abney’s definition of a chunk as in (5).

(5) A chunk is a continuous part of an intra-clausal constituentincluding re-
cursion, pre-head as well as post-head modifiers, but no PP-attachment or
sentential elements.

4.4 The Macro-structure of German: topological fields
One of the characteristic features of German syntax is the placement of the
finite verb in different clause types. Consider the finite verb wird in (6) as an
example.

(6) a. Peter
Peter

wird
will

das
the

Buch
book

gelesen
read

haben.
have

’Peter will have read the book.’

b. Wird
Will

Peter
Peter

das
the

Buch
book

gelesen
have

haben?
read

’Will Peter have read the book?’
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c. dass
that

Peter
Peter

das
the

Buch
book

gelesen
read

haben
have

wird.
will

’... that Peter will have read the book.’

In non-embedded assertion clauses, the finite verb occupiesthe second
position in the clause, as in (6a). In yes/no questions, as in(6b), the finite
verb appears clause-initially, whereas in embedded clauses it appears clause
finally, as in (6c). Regardless of the particular clause type, any cluster of non-
finite verbs, such asgelesen habenin (6a) and (6b) orgelesen haben wirdin
(6c), appears at the right periphery of the clause.

The discontinuous positioning of the verbal elements in verb-first and
verb-second clauses is the traditional reason for structuring German clauses
into so-calledtopological fields(Erdmann, 1886, Drach, 1937, Höhle, 1986).
The positions of the verbal elements form theSatzklammer(sentence
bracket) which divides the sentence into aVorfeld (initial field), aMittelfeld
(middle field), and aNachfeld(final field). The Vorfeld and the Mittelfeld are
divided by thelinke Satzklammer(left sentence bracket), which is realized by
the finite verb or (in verb-final clauses) by a complementizerfield. Therechte
Satzklammer(right sentence bracket) is realized by the verb complex and
consists of verbal particles or sequences of verbs. This right sentence bracket
is positioned between the Mittelfeld and the Nachfeld. Thus, the theory of
topological fields states the fundamental regularities of German word order.

The topological field structures in (7) for the examples in (6) illustrate the
assignment of topological fields for different clause types.

(7) a. [V F [NC Peter] ] [LK wird ] [MF [NC das Buch] ]
[RK [V C gelesen haben.] ]

b. [LK Wird ] [MF [NC Peter] [NC das Buch] ]
[RK [V C gelesen haben?] ]

c. [LK [CF dass] ] [MF [NC Peter] [NC das Buch] ]
[RK [V C gelesen haben wird.] ]

(7a) and (7b) are made up of the following fields: LK (linke Satzklam-
mer) is occupied by the finite verb. MF (Mittelfeld) containsadjuncts and
complements of the main verb. RK (rechte Satzklammer) is realized by the
verbal complex (VC). Additionally, (7a) realizes the topological field VF
(Vorfeld), which contains the sentence-initial constituent. The left sentence
bracket (LK) in (7c) is realized by a complementizer field (CF) and the right
sentence bracket (RK) by a verbal complex (VC) that containsthe finite verb
wird.

4.5 Finite-state Parsing of German
The structure of topological fields delineates the borders and the composition
of a clause and thus reveals the overall anatomy of a sentence. It turns out
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that topological fields together with chunked phrases provide a solid basis
for a robust analysis of German sentence structure. All chunk parsing sys-
tems mentioned in section 4.2 adopt an annotation strategy which annotates
the topological fields for the left and right sentence brackets before identi-
fying any other fields or chunks. To my best knowledge, this strategy was
first proposed by Braun (1999) and by Neumann et al. (2000) as ameans of
identifying sentence boundaries for German.

It turns out that the advantages of topological field annotation go signifi-
cantly beyond sentence boundary detection. Robust identification of topolog-
ical fields can help reduce the search space for subsequent chunk annotation
since chunks can only occur within the boundaries of a given topological
field.

(8) [V F [NC Außenminister Joschka Fischer] ] [LK hat ] [MF [NC die

Abgeordneten] ] [RK gebeten] [NF [MF [NC die Entscheidung] ] [RK zu

verschieben.] ]

’Foreign Minister Joschka Fischer asked the members of parliament to postpone the
decision.’

(8) is a V2-clause with an extraposedzu-infinitive that is governed by the
verb formgebeten. Such extraposed constituents are positioned in the topo-
logical field Nachfeld (NF). By locating the noun chunksdie Abgeordneten
anddie Entscheidung, which occurs the Mittelfeld of the V2-clause, in dif-
ferent topological fields, it becomes clear that they modifythe verbsgebeten
andverschieben, respectively.

Recognition of topological fields can also effectively reduce potential am-
biguities that can arise if only local syntactic context is taken into account.

(9) [V F [NC Man ] ] [LK sah] [MF [PC in [NC der Öffentlichkeit] ] [ADV C

nur ] [NC Männer] [PC mit [NC Zigarette] ] ] [KOORD_F und] [V F [NC

rauchende Frauen] ] [LK waren] [MF [NC ein Thema] [PC für

Karikaturen] ]

’In public, you saw only men with cigarettes, and smoking women were a topic for
caricatures.’

In (9) the coordinationund forms a coordination field (KOORD_F) with
two V2 clauses as sentential conjunctions. The parallelismbetween the two
clauses can be easily detected in terms of the their left and right sentence
brackets and their Vorfeld constituents. However, if only local context is taken
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into account, the coordination may be misanalysed as an NP conjunction be-
tween the two NP chunksMänner mit Zigaretteandrauchende Frauen.

Identifying the left and right sentence bracket of a clause prior to any other
syntactic chunk annotation follows the principle of “easy first” parsing advo-
cated by Abney since these two sentence brackets can be detected with great
reliability for any clause type of German.

As shown by Müller and Ule (2001), Hinrichs et al. (2002), Müller and Ule
(2002), another class of ambiguities that can be resolved bytopological field
information concerns potential ambiguities in part-of-speech assignments to
lexical tokens. Two classes of common tagging errors in German concern the
distinction between finite and non-finite verb forms and the distinction be-
tween homonymous prepositions and subordinating conjunctions.3 The token
seit in (10) is ambiguous between a preposition (APPR) or a subordinating
conjunction (KOUS).4

(10) [V F [LK [CF Seit] ] [MF Banting und Best Insulin zum ersten Mal] [RK

[V C isolieren konnten] ] ], [LK haben] [MF die Mediziner

lebenserhaltende Kontrolle über Diabetiker] [RK [V C gewinnen können] ].

’Ever since Banting and Best have been able to isolate insulin for the first time, physi-
cians have been able to win life-preserving control of diabetes.’

The theory of topological fields helps to determine the correct tag forseit
in such cases. The entire clause is a verb-second clause withan embedded
clause occupying the clause-initial position. The embedded clause has to ad-
here to the constraints on how the left and right sentence bracket have to be
realized for a verb-final clause. In particular, the left sentence bracket (LK)
has to consist of a complementizer field (CF) which can be realized by a co-
ordinating conjunction (KOUS), but crucially not by a preposition (APPR).

Sentence (11) provides an example of a potential part-of-speech ambiguity
between a finite (VVFIN) and a non-finite (VVINF) verb for the verb form
nehmen.

(11) [V F [NC Libyen ] ] [LK kann] [MF [NC keinen Einfluss] [PC auf [NC die

Politik ] ] [NC Marokkos] ] [RK nehmen]

’Libya can exert no influence on the politics of Marocco.’

3See Brants (1999) for more detailed discussion.
4The part-of-speech tags used for the annotation are taken from the Stuttgart-Tübingen tagset

(STTS) Schiller et al. (1995).
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Once again, the topological field assignment shown in (11) uniquely de-
termines thatnehmenhas to be a non-finite verb (VVINF) since the right
sentence bracket in a verb-second clause may only contain non-finite verbs.

Notice that the type of topological field information that resolves the two
types of part-of-speech ambiguities illustrated by examples (10) and (11) are
non-local in nature. The crucial clues for disambiguating the lexical tokens in
question span essentially the entire clause. It is for this very reason that such
examples pose a serious challenge for both rule-based and statistical taggers.5

4.6 Conclusion
This paper has presented a survey of finite-state parsing systems for German
and has discussed two aspects of German sentence structure that are of gen-
eral interest from a finite-state perspective: the treatment of complex prenom-
inal modifiers and the characterization of German clauses structure in terms
of topological fields.
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5

Solutions for Handling
Non-concatenative Processes in Bantu
Languages
ARVI HURSKAINEN

The paper discusses the description of non-concatenative processes in word
formation by using examples from Bantu languages. The focalpoint is es-
pecially the verb, which may have up to fifteen morpheme slots. Because
of space restrictions, only reduplication and non-cumulative morpheme con-
catenation will be discussed and solutions for implementation will be demon-
strated. Some solutions require the use of such environments as provided by
the Xerox tool package and Koskenniemi’s Two-level morphology.

5.1 Introduction
Bantu languages display a number of features that cannot be effectively han-
dled by using the basic finite state processing. Examples of such features in-
clude, for example, the full-stem reduplication of verbs, the non-cumulative
sequence of verb morphemes, and the disjoining writing system.

Bantu languages exhibit a productive process of verb stem reduplication.
Reduplicated forms cannot be described simply by adding reduplicated stems
into the dictionary, because it is not the verb root but the full, possibly ex-
tended, stem of the verb that is reduplicated. When a verb mayhave up to
20 different extended stems, and each stem has at least threedifferent surface
forms, the listing of all of these forms in the lexicon is not practical.

Verb structures in Bantu languages are complex, comprisingup to fifteen
morpheme slots. There are a number of rules that restrict theco-occurrence
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of certain morphemes. For the morphemes that precede the verb stem, it is
possible to construct separate routes through the morphemeslots, allowing
some, and disallowing others, from occurring in the sequence of morphemes.
When the constraining morpheme is after the verb root, the problem cannot
be solved by constructing separate routes, because this would require also the
multiplication, perhaps several times, of the verb stems inthe lexicon.

Some Bantu languages have adopted a writing system where verb mor-
phemes, especially those preceding the stem, are written asseparate words,
while other languages, closely related to these, use a conjoining writing sys-
tem. The problem in computational processing is how to keep these mor-
phemes separate from similar morphemes which are not part ofthe verb and
constitute grammatical words in themselves. Because of space restrictions,
this problem is not discussed here.

The problems of implementing reduplication and the non-cumulative se-
quence of verb morphemes will be discussed below and solutions to them will
be demonstrated. Some of the solutions have been implemented with general-
purpose tools, and others require the use of such environments as provided by
the Xerox tool package and Koskenniemi’s Two-level morphology, licensed
by Lingsoft.

Acknowledgements
I wish to thank Kimmo Koskenniemi for his advice in the early phases of de-
veloping the Swahili morphological parser in the 1980s, andLauri Karttunen
for introducing the solutions for solving the types of problems discussed here.

5.2 Reduplication
The extensive use of reduplication for grammatical and semantic purposes
is a distinctive feature in most African languages. Part of reduplication is
fairly easy to describe in the lexicon. Some types of reduplication, however,
can hardly be described in a satisfactory way by simply concatenating mor-
phemes. Below I shall describe two methods for handling reduplication.

5.2.1 Using basic finite state methods

In SALAMA, Swahili Language Manager (Hurskainen 2004b), reduplication
was implemented by using the basic finite state concatenation. This led to
a somewhat strange situation because, although the extended forms of verb
stems were described with the help of continuation classes and corresponding
sub-lexicons, each reduplicated verb stem had to be writtenin full. Thus the
same basic verb may occur in the lexicon several times in different forms.
Reduplicated forms were added to the lexicon if they occurred in texts. The
verbs of the corpus of 15 million words have so far been included and new
reduplicated forms are added when they are found in new texts. An example
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of how the reduplicated forms of the verbkata (to cut) are described in this
system is in (1).

(1) Lexicon VRoot
katAkat redup/V "katakat ’cut’ SV SVO ";

katikAkatik redup/V "katakat ’cut’ SV STAT ";

katishAkatish redup/V "katakat ’cut’ SVO CAUS ";

katizAkatiz redup/V "katakat ’cut’ SVO CAUS ";

katizwAkatizw redup/V "katakat ’cut’ SV CAUS PASS ";

katwAkatw redup/V "katakat ’cut’ SV PASS ";

Lexicon Redup/V
A End;
A GenRel;
Lexicon GenRel
ye End;

Note that the use of two-level rules reduces the need of listing verb entries,
because the rules handle the surface realisation of the verb-final A. Without
the use of rules, each entry should be written three times, one for A > a as
default, another for A > i in present tense negative, and another for A > e in
subjunctive. The rules convert the A in the middle and at the end of the verb
as required.

In addition to verbs, reduplication occurs frequently in pronouns and ad-
verbs, and to a limited extent in adjectives. Reduplicationhas in these contexts
mainly a semantic role, which has to be taken into consideration in a bilingual
lexicon (Hurskainen 2004a). If reduplicated words, which do not inflect, are
written as a single word without a space in between, they are easy to describe
in the lexicon. There are, however, reduplicated adjectives with an alternat-
ing prefix defined by the noun class, written together as a single word. Some
examples of the wordzuri (good) are in (2).

(2) mzurimzuri End "zuri Adj 1/2-SG ’ good ’";
wazuriwazuri End "zuri Adj 1/2-PL ’ good ’";
mizurimizuri End "zuri Adj 3/4-PL ’ good ’";
kizurikizuri End "zuri Adj 7/8-SG ’ good ’";
zurizuri End "zuri Adj 9/10-SG ’ good ’";
pazuripazuri End "zuri Adj 16-LOC ’ good ’" ;

A more elegant way of describing reduplicated adjectives isto formulate
them as regular expressions. In this method, each of the basic stems is listed
only once. The stem receives its prefixes from the sub-lexicon of prefixes,
and the concatenated word is optionally reduplicated. Thiswill be described
in more detail in (11-12).
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In sum, the method of describing the reduplicated stems directly in the
lexicon has disadvantages, but also advantages. One disadvantage is that it
is rather tedious to keep track of all real instantiations ofreduplicated verbs.
The method also requires continuing follow up because it is based on corpus
occurrences and not on the grammatical word formation rules. On the posi-
tive side we can see the accuracy of the system because no potential verbs are
there which do not occur in text. This saves the system from testing unneces-
sary paths, and also eliminates the risk of unnecessary additional ambiguity.

5.2.2 Solution based on regular expressions

It is well known that if a string or a sequence of strings can beexpressed in
the form of a regular expression, it can be repeated. Limitedreduplication,
repetition of strings, can be achieved even with two-level rules, although the
power of this method is not sufficient for handling full scaleapplications such
as Swahili and other Bantu languages.

The Xerox tool package contains a compile-replace algorithm, which
makes it possible to include finite state operations other than concatenation
into the morphotactic description (Beesley and Karttunen 2003: 379-380).
In this method of describing non-concatenative phenomena,the initial lexi-
cal description is made by concatenating partial strings, usually morphemes,
into well-formed words through a finite state lexicon structure. This partly
abstract lexical description is mapped to the surface strings by applying mor-
phophonological alternation rules. While in the usual description, following
the terminology of Xerox, the lower language represents theorthographically
correct word forms, in the compile-replace algorithm the initial network (i.e.
the composition of the lexicon and the rules) is left abstract for including
meta-morphotactic descriptions of non-concatenative phenomena.

When processing this kind of description, the morphophonological rules
and lexicon, which are in the form of regular expressions, are first read
and composed into a network. This network contains strings which also in-
clude meta-morphotactic descriptions in the form of regular expressions. The
compile-replace command is applied to the lower side of the initial network,
where it finds the meta-morphotactic descriptions, compiles them as regular
expressions and replaces them in the lexicon network with the new network
resulting from the compilation (Beesley and Karttunen 2003: 381-382).

The example in (3) illuminates how the above description is implemented
with the Swahili verbsema (to say).

(3) Multichar_Symbols
^[ ^] @U.GENREL.abs@ @U.GENREL.pres@
@U.OBJ.abs@ @U.OBJ.pres@
Lexicon Root
Pref0@; Pref1; AdjStart;
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Lexicon Pref0@
@U.GENREL.abs@ Pref0;
Lexicon Pref0
ha=Neg+:ha^ VStart;
ha=Neg+:ha^ Pref4;
a=Subjn+:a! VStart;
a=Sbjn+:a! Pref4;
Lexicon Pref1
< {a=Sp+}:{a} “@U.GENREL.abs@” > Pref2@;
a=Sp+:a Pref4;
a=Sp+:a VStart;
Lexicon Pref2@
@U.GENREL.abs@ Pref2;
Lexicon Pref2
na=Pres+:na VStart;
na=Pres+:na Pref3@;
na=Pres+:na Pref4;
Lexicon Pref3@
“@U.GENREL.abs@” Pref3;
Lexicon Pref3
ye=1/2-Sg-Rel+:ye VStart;
ye=1/2-Sg-Rel+:ye Pref4;
Lexicon Pref4
< {ki=7/8-Sg-Obj+}:{ki} “@U.OBJ.pres@” > VStart;
Lexicon VStart
@:@^[{ VStem;
Lexicon VStem
sem VSuff;
Lexicon VSuff
+esh=Caus:Ish VSuff2;
+esh=Caus:Ish VFinV ;
VSuff2; VFinV;
Lexicon VSuff2
< {+w=Pass}:{w} “@U.OBJ.abs@” > VFinV;
Lexicon VFinV
+a:A EndSimple;
+a=Redup:A EndRedup;
Lexicon EndSimple
0:}^1^] End;
0:}^1^] GenRel;
Lexicon EndRedup
0:}^2^] #;
0:}^2^] GenRel;
Lexicon GenRel
< {+ye=1/2-Sg-GenRel}:{ye} “@U.GENREL.pres@” > #;
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Lexicon AdjStart
0:0^[{ AdjPref;
Lexicon AdjPref
m=1/2-SG+:m AdjRoot;
wa=1/2-PL+:wa AdjRoot;
mi=3/4-PL+:mi AdjRoot;
ki=1/2-SG+:ki AdjRoot;
0=9/10-SG+:0 AdjRoot;
pa=16-LOC+:pa AdjRoot;
Lexicon AdjRoot
zuri EndSimple;
zuri EndRedup;

In the lexicon above, the upper-side language is represented in such a way
that it contains a sequence of lexical morphemes and their grammatical flags,
and morpheme boundaries are shown with a plus sign. The lower-side lan-
guage is also abstract in that it contains characters in upper case that are sub-
ject to alternation rules for producing correct surface forms. Particularly im-
portant in the lower-side language is the section of the string that is subject to
reduplication. This section is delimited with special multi-character symbols
^[ and^] . Whatever is between these symbols is a regular expression that
can be manipulated accordingly, in this case, repeated. We also see that the ac-
tual string to be defined as a regular expression is enclosed with curly brackets

{ and } for making sure that the string is interpreted as a regular expres-
sion. In (4) is an example of how the surface stringanasemeshasemesha
(he makes to speak) is represented in the lexicon. Note that the influence of
alternation rules is here excluded.

(4) upper: a=1/2-Sg-Sp+na=Pr+sem+esh=Caus+a=Redup
lower: a na@^[{sem Ish A}^2^]

The multi-character symbol^2 in the lower string stands for repeating, i.e.
the preceding regular expression enclosed between curly brackets{ and} is
repeated. The alternation rules rewrite the I and A as neededin the surface
string. In (5) we show in stages how the final network is compiled by using a
script file.

(5) xfst -e "read regex < rules.txt"
-e "read lexc < redup.lex"
-e "compose"
-e "compile-replace lower"
-e "substitute symbol 0 for Caret"
-e "substitute symbol 0 for !"
-e "substitute symbol 0 for @"
-e "save redup.fst"
-stop
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Note that all diacritics needed as triggers in alternation rules are deleted in
the final network. They are substituted with the zero symbol.The command
sequence in (6) shows how the network operates.

(6) xfst[0]: load redup.fst
Opening ’redup.fst’
Closing ’redup.fst’
xfst[1]: up anasema
a=1/2-Sg-Sp+na=Pr+sem+a
xfst[1]: up anasemasema
a=1/2-Sg-Sp+na=Pr+sem+a=Redup

We see that both the simple and reduplicated stems are analysed. The sim-
ple stem is analysed when the repetition trigger is set to^1 . We can also test
the network in the other direction, as shown in (7).

(7) xfst[1]: down a=1/2-Sg-Sp+na=Pr+sem+a
anasema
xfst[1]: down a=1/2-Sg-Sp+na=Pr+sem+a=Redup
anasemasema

As is shown in (8), adding verb affixes does not affect the correct realisa-
tion of the verb stem.

(8) xfst[1]: up anasemesha
a=1/2-Sg-Sp+na=Pr+sem+esh=Caus+a
xfst[1]: up anasemeshasemesha
a=1/2-Sg-Sp+na=Pr+sem+esh=Caus+a=Redup
xfst[1]: up anayesemeshasemesha
a=1/2-Sg-Sp+na=Pr+ye=1/2-Sg-Rel+sem+esh=Caus+a=Redu p

xfst[1]: up anakisemeshasemesha
a=1/2-Sg-Sp+na=Pr+ki=7/8-Sg-Obj+sem+esh=Caus+a=Redu p

The lexicon in (3) shows that the verb stem is not always the last element
in the verb. For example, the marker of the general relative is attached to the
end of the verb stem, and this suffix is not reduplicated. The formalism also
handles such cases, as shown in (9). Ungrammatical concatenations cause a
failure.

(9) xfst[1]: up asemaye
a=1/2-Sg-Sp+sem+a+ye=1/2-Sg-GenRel
xfst[1]: up asemasemaye
a=1/2-Sg-Sp+sem+a=Redup+ye=1/2-Sg-GenRel
xfst[1]: up akisemasemaye
a=1/2-Sg-Sp+ki=7/8-Sg-Obj+sem+a=Redup+ye=1/2-Sg-Gen Rel

xfst[1]: up anasemasemaye

The negative present and subjunctive affect the verb-final vowel, and this
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is implemented with alternation rules as shown in (10). The analysis fails if
the final vowel is not correct.

(10) xfst[1]: up hasemi
ha=Neg1/2-SG-SP+sem+a
xfst[1]: up hasemisemi
ha=Neg1/2-SG-SP+sem+a=Redup
xfst[1]: up aseme
a=Sbjn1/2-SG-SP+sem+a
xfst[1]: up asemeseme
a=Sbjn1/2-SG-SP+sem+a=Redup
xfst[1]: up hasema
xfst[1]: up hasemasema
xfst[1]: up haseme

5.2.3 Reduplicated adjectives

We saw in (2) that inflecting reduplicated adjectives require multiple listing
in the dictionary if only the basic concatenation method in the system is avail-
able. Here we show that this can be avoided by describing the adjective, to-
gether with its prefix, as a regular expression. In the example lexicon (3) the
solution for adjectives is also demonstrated. The adjectivezuri (good) is de-
scribed, together with a sample of alternative prefixes. Test examples in (11)
show that both the simple and reduplicated forms are recognised and analysed
accordingly.

(11) xfst[1]: up mzuri
m=1/2-SG+zuri
xfst[1]: up mzurimzuri
m=1/2-SG+zuri=Redup
xfst[1]: up wazuriwazuri
wa=1/2-PL+zuri=Redup
xfst[1]: up pazuri
pa=16-LOC+zuri
xfst[1]: up pazuripazuri
pa=16-LOC+zuri=Redup

When the upper-side language is applied to the lower-side language, we
get the correct surface forms. When a string with different prefixes in the first
and second part of the reduplicated stem is entered, the testfails.

(12) xfst[1]: down m=1/2-SG+zuri=Redup
mzurimzuri
xfst[1]: down pa=16-LOC+zuri=Redup
pazuripazuri
xfst[1]: up kizurizuri
xfst[1]: up zurikizuri
xfst[1]: up kizuripazuri
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5.3 Non-concatenative dependencies
In the lexicon in (3) there are so-called flag diacritics, thepurpose of which
is to constrain the occurrence of incompatible features in the same string.
The relative marker after the verb stem blocks the occurrence of the relative
marker in Pref3, and also a number of other prefixes. Another similar case is
that the object prefix cannot co-occur with the passive marker. The triggers
for both types of constraints are located on different sidesof the verb stem,
and this calls for the use of flag diacritics (Beesley and Karttunen 2003: 339-
373). The unification flag diacritics are used in the lexicon for preventing the
co-occurrence of unwanted features in the same string. In the current example
lexicon (3), the flag diacritics are made visible on the upperand lower side of
the transducer, so that they function correctly in analysisand production.

Another possibility for constraining the unwanted combination of mor-
phemes here would be to use pairs of P-type (positive) and R-type (require)
diacritics for defining the correct strings, where both of the types of the same
flag with the same value must co-occur. Space does not allow the demonstra-
tion of this alternative. Examples in (13) show how the constraints with the
U-type (unification) flag diacritics work.

(13) xfst[1]: up anayesema
a=1/2-Sg-Sp+na=Pr+ye=1/2-Sg-Rel+sem+a
xfst[1]: up asemaye
a=1/2-Sg-Sp+sem+a+ye=1/2-Sg-GenRel
xfst[1]: up anayesemasema
a=1/2-Sg-Sp+na=Pr+ye=1/2-Sg-Rel+sem+a=Redup
xfst[1]: up asemasemaye
a=1/2-Sg-Sp+sem+a+Redup+ye=1/2-Sg-GenRel
xfst[1]: up anayesemaye
xfst[1]: up asemayesemaye

Note that if the verb stem with the general relative suffix is reduplicated,
the analysis fails. Only the verb stem, simple or extended, is reduplicated, and
the relative marker is attached to the end of the reduplicated stem.

5.4 Conclusion
We have discussed non-concatenative processes that take place in Bantu lan-
guages on the word level and tested methods for solving them.Our conclu-
sion on the basis of the tests is that the environment offeredby the Xerox tool
package offers elegant solutions to the problems discussed. The reduplication
of verbs and adjectives and constraining the co-occurrenceof non-contiguous
morphemes can be described simultaneously and compiled into a network.

Reduplication can be handled also in the basic finite state lexicon, but this
is more labor-intensive than with Xerox tools. The number ofvarious redupli-
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cated extended verb stems is in practice much more limited than the number
of extended non-duplicated verb stems. The number of extra listings required
by reduplicated verbs in Swahili for handling normal text isless than 300. The
reduplicated adjectives can be listed as such if they occur in real language.
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A Method for Tokenizing Text
RONALD M. KAPLAN

6.1 Introduction
The stream of characters in a natural language text must be broken up into
distinct meaningful units (or tokens) before any language processing beyond
the character level can be performed. If languages were perfectly punctuated,
this would be a trivial thing to do: a simple program could separate the text
into word and punctuation tokens simply by breaking it up at white-space and
punctuation marks. But real languages are not perfectly punctuated, and the
situation is always more complicated. Even in a well (but notperfectly) punc-
tuated language like English, there are cases where the correct tokenization
cannot be determined simply by knowing the classification ofindividual char-
acters, and even cases where several distinct tokenizations are possible. For
example, the English stringchap. can be taken as either an abbreviation for
the wordchapteror as the wordchapappearing at the end of a sentence, and
Jan. can be regarded either as an abbreviation forJanuaryor as a sentence-
final proper name. The period should be part of the word-tokenin the first
cases but taken as a separate token of the string in the second. As another
example, white-space is a fairly reliable indicator of an English token bound-
ary, but there are some multi-component words in English that include white-
space as internal characters (e.g.to and fro, jack rabbit, General Motors, a
priori ).

These difficulties for English are relatively limited and text-processing
applications often either ignore them (e.g., simply forgetabout abbrevia-
tions and multi-component words—there are many more difficult problems
to worry about) or treat them with special-purpose machinery. But this is a
much bigger problem for other languages (e.g. Chinese text is very poorly
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punctuated; the Greek on the Rosetta stone has no spaces at all) and they
require a more general solution.

This paper describes just such a general solution to the problem. We char-
acterize the tokenizing patterns of a language in terms of a regular relationT
that maps any tokenized-text, a string of characters with token-boundaries ex-
plicitly marked, into the concrete string of characters andpunctuations marks
that would be an expression in proper typography for the given sequence of
tokens. For example, it maps the tokenized-text

(1) HappilyTB , TB heTB sawTB theTB jack rabbitTB in
TB Jan.TB .

into the actual text

(2) Happily, he saw the jack rabbit in Jan.

whereTB is the explicit token-boundary marker. However, (1) is not the only
tokenized-text that can be expressed concretely as (2). Alternative sources
include texts in which there is a token-boundary betweenjackandrabbit (3a)
and where the last word is taken as a proper name (3b).

(3) a. HappilyTB , TB he TB sawTB the TB jack TB rabbit
TB in TB Jan.

b. HappilyTB , TB heTB sawTB theTB jack rabbitTB in
TB JanTB.

If T maps these (and perhaps other) alternative sources into theconcrete text
in (2), then its inverseT−1 will map the text in (2) back to the different ex-
plicitly tokenized sources in (1) and (3).

The correct tokenizing patterns for a language are thus defined by a reg-
ular relation or finite-state transducer, formal devices that have the power to
characterize the complexity and ambiguity of punctuation conventions across
the languages of the world. We describe a particular algorithm for applying
such a transducer to a given text. This algorithm is a variantof the general
composition algorithm for finite-state transducers, but itis specialized to the
particular properties of text streams: they are usually quite long but they can
be represented by finite-state machines with a single (acyclic) path. The algo-
rithm uses this fact to provide efficient management of temporary storage and
to provide guaranteed output for individual substrings of the text as rapidly
as possible. The output is guaranteed in the sense that no data later in the text
will cause the tokenization of a previous substring to be retracted as a possi-
ble tokenization—unless the text as a whole is ill-formed. Thus a client can
safely invest its own computational resources for higher-order applications
(text indexing, question-answering, machine translation. . . ) without fear of
wasting effort on incremental tokenizations that have no valid future.
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6.2 Tokenizing Relations
A tokenizing relation can be defined for a particular language by a set of rules
that denote regular relations (Kaplan and Kay, 1994), by a regular expression
over pairs, or by the state-transition diagram of a finite-state transducer. For
example, the following ordered set of obligatory context-sensitive rewriting
rules defines a regular relation that gives a first-approximation account of
English punctuation conventions:

(4) a. periodTB→ ε / period
b. TB→ ε / right-punctuation
c. TB→ ε / left-punctuation
d. TB→ space
e. space→ white-space+

The first rule deletes an abbreviatory (word-internal) period when it comes
before a sentence-final period, as needed in the mapping of (1) to (2) above.
The second rule causes token-boundaries to be deleted in front of punctua-
tion marks that normally appear at the ends of words (e.g. closing quotes,
commas) while the third deletes token boundaries after opening punctuation
marks (e.g. open quotes). The fourth converts any remaing token-boundaries
to space characters, and the fifth expands those spaces, as well as the inter-
nal spaces of multi-component tokens, to arbitrary sequences of white-space
characters (space, carriage return). Other rules could be added to deal, for
example, with optional end-of-line hyphenation, contractions, and sentence-
initial capitalization. These rules are written in the generative direction, which
may seem counterintuitive since the problem at hand is a recognition prob-
lem. But we have found that, as a general principle, such mappings are easier
to characterize as reductions of more structured (i.e. explicitly tokenized) to
less structured representations, with recognizers obtained by applying the re-
lations in reverse. Grammars of this type can be compiled into finite-state
transducers using the methods described by Kaplan and Kay (1994). Systems
of two-level transducers (Koskenniemi, 1983) or two-levelrules (Kaplan and
Kay, 1994) can also be used to define regular tokenizing relations.

6.3 The General Idea
With such a relation in hand, the problem of finding the set of all admissi-
ble tokenizations of a text is simply an instance of the general problem of
recognizing a text with respect to a transducer. If the text is interpreted as a
(single-string) regular language, the solution to this problem is computed by
the recognition operatorRec, defined as

(5) Rec(T, text)
def
= Dom(T ◦ Id(text))
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This operator constructs the identity relation that takes the given text into
itself, and composes that with the tokenizing relation. This has the effect of
restricting the general tokenizerT to the subrelation that only has the given
text as its output side. The domain of that restricted relation is exactly the set
of tokenized strings thatT would express as the given text (see Kaplan and
Kay, 1994, for a discussion of the domain and identity relations and other
relevant concepts). The result is a regular set (perhaps an infinite set ifT is
not linear bounded) that can be represented as a finite-stateautomaton. This
formula is equivalent to Sproat’s (1995) characterizationof the tokenizing
problem, modulo a transposition of the relational coordinates.

Formula (5) defines the computation we want to perform, and itis made
up of operations (identity, composition, domain-extraction) that are easy to
implement given a finite-state transducer presentation ofT and a finite-state
machine representation of the text. But the normal implementations of these
operations would be quite impractical when applied to a longtext. They tend
to build intermediate data structures that are linear in thelength of the text,
and they would produce no results at all until the entire texthas been pro-
cessed. The standard algorithms may be acceptable if we are willing to pre-
process a long text to break it up into sentence-size chunks and then oper-
ate on those one at a time. This is the arrangement contemplated by Sproat
(1995), for example, but it requires additional heuristic machinery and may
not deal gracefully with sentence-boundary ambiguities.

We describe here a method of evaluating this formula that is general and
uniform and applies with practical efficiency to texts of arbitrary length. The
method has four desirable properties:

1. It produces output incrementally, and does so whenever itreaches a
point in the text where all local tokenization ambiguities have been
resolved (so-called “pinch-points”).

2. The temporary storage it requires is bounded by the maximum distance
between pinch-points. Storage can be recycled in the computation be-
tween pinch-points when any path of ambiguity dies out.

3. It never causes previously produced output to be retracted, unless the
text as a whole has no proper tokenization (is globally ill-formed).

4. It combines nicely with higher-level sources of lexical information, so
that dictionary constraints on tokenization (e.g. a list ofknown abbre-
viations) can be taken into account without modifying the run-time al-
gorithm. It can also be combined with syntactic constraintsdefined in
grammatical formalisms that are closed under composition with regular
relations. These include context-free grammars and Lexical Functional
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Grammars (Kaplan and Bresnan, 1982).1

In a well-punctuated language, pinch-points come fairly close together
(e.g. almost (but not always) at every punctuation mark). Thus, this algorithm
is practical even for relatively simple languages like English, and it obviates
the need to develop special-purpose code to take advantage of its limited to-
kenization patterns (or to provide less than accurate approximations). In a
poorly punctuated language the pinch-points will not be as close together, so
that reliable output will be provided less frequently and the amount of inter-
nal storage will be larger. But these effects are directly proportional to the
inherent complexity of the language—it is extremely unlikely that there is a
simpler way of handling the facts of the matter.

6.4 A Practical Method
We start from the general implementation of the composition, domain, and
identity operations in the formula

Dom(T ◦ Id(text))

This sort of formula is usually evaluated by operating on thefinite-state trans-
ducer acceptingT and the finite-state machine accepting the text. The com-
position algorithm is normally a quadratic operation bounded by the product
of the number of states of its two operand transducers (in this case repre-
sentingT and Id(text). It would produce an output transducer with states
corresponding to pairs of states ofT andId(text), with the transitions from
each of the pair-states encoding what the next moves are, given that that the
particular pair of states in theT andId(text) fsts has been reached. An in-
dexing structure must be maintained, so that the data-structure representing
a given pair-state can be obtained if that same pair of statesis reached on
alternative paths throughT and Id(text). In this event, the forward moves
previously determined for that pair-state are valid on the new path, and the
alternatives can be merged together. This can happen when the composition
of disjunctive and infinite relations (with cyclic fsts) is computed. Indeed, if
the merger is not performed, then the composition computation may not ter-
minate on cyclic input machines. This general algorithm is impractical, or at
least unattractive, for tokenizing an arbitrary text because it would require an
amount of indexing storage proportional to the length of thetext.

1LFG’s nonbranching dominance (off-line parsability) condition must be general-
ized slightly to preserve decidability of the membership problem in the case that the
tokenizing relationT is not linear-bounded. A dominance chain must be regarded as
nonbranching if a re-encountered category is paired not just with the same position of
a single string but with the same suffix language of a tokenized regular set (as denoted
by a state of the finite-state machine that represents the tokenization result).
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Our tokenizing method circumvents these difficulties by finding correla-
tions between segments of the text and segments of the tokenizing relation.
We letT stand interchangeably for the regular relation or a transducer that
represents it, as appropriate. We suppose thats is the start-state ofT and,
without loss of generality, thatf is its single final state. Ifq andr are states
of T , we defineqTr to be the set of all pairs of strings for which there is an
accepting path inT that starts at stateq and ends at stater. We also interpret
the text itself as a finite-state automaton with numbered junctures between
characters playing the role of its states. Thusitextj is the substring of the
text between positionsi andj and the entire text ofn characters is denoted as
0textn. We now say that

(6) A text-positionk is apinch-point forRec(T, text) with pinch-
statep iff

Rec(t, text) = Rec(sTp, 0textk) ·Rec(pTf , ktextn).

The raised dot denotes the usual concatenation operator forformal languages:
the concatenationL1 · L2 is the language{xy | x ∈ L1, y ∈ L2}. Thus,
if k is a pinch-point andp is its pinch-state, any tokenizationt of the text
can be partitioned into two stringst1 and t2 such thatt1 is a tokenization
of the subtext before positionk provided by a path inT up to statep and
t2 is a tokenization for the rest of the text provided by a path inT leading
from statep. If such ak-p pair can be identified, then the strings in the reg-
ular languageRec(sTp, 0textk) can be supplied as incremental output to a
client application, and the legal continuations of all those strings are com-
pletely determined byk andp and can be computed by evaluating the suffix
tokenization-expressionRec(pTf , ktextn). The condition in (6) can be ap-
plied iteratively, so that a sequence of incremental outputs can be provided
one after the other.

We see that the computation ofRec(T, text) can be suspended whenever
a pinch-point is reached and that all tokenizations for the subtext to that point
can be delivered as output. Moreover, the detailed pair-state indexing struc-
tures required by the composition operator can be discardedat such a point,
and only two pieces of information, the positionk and the pinch-statep, are
needed to continue tokenizing the rest of the text. The challenge, of course, is
to identify pinch-points and pinch-states at the earliest positions of the text;
that is what our method for tokenizing text is organized to do.

We observe that the text itself is a linear string and soId(text) is repre-
sented by a single-path transducer. This means that a composition path that
has advanced beyond a particular text state/position will never return to that
same text-position. Thus, the indexing structures necessary to find previous
pair-states and carry out future mergers do not have to be maintained across
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the whole text. In particular, if we carry out the state-traversal computation of
the composition algorithm in a breadth-first manner, then wecan recycle the
storage for all the indexing structures involving a given text-position as soon
as we have examined all possible next-moves at that position.

The next obvious observation is that we can simulate the identity map on
the text by letting each character stand for its own image on the other tape
of the (now fictional) identity transducer. We can implementthe breadth-first
composition in this special case by simply maintaining a list of configurations
at a current character position. These configurations represent all the states in
the transducerT that were paired up with that text position, and they record
for eventual output the domain characters that were produced along the way.

In pursuing the future of a given configuration, we compare the transitions
leaving its transducer state with the next character in the text. We build new
configurations at the next-character position for those transitions that match
the next text character. If a transition has anε (empty string) so that it does not
advance through the text, the new configuration is added to the end of the list
of current-position configurations. However, before we adda new configura-
tion to one of the lists, we check to see whether a configuration with the same
transducer-state is already present. If such a configuration does exist, we add
alternatives to its output record instead of adding a separate new configura-
tion. This has the same effect as the merger step in the general composition
algorithm: it collapses alternative paths and insures termination even if theT
transducer is cyclic.

Thus, we maintain two lists of configurations: one for the current text po-
sition, one for the next. When we have exhaustively processed all the current
position’s configurations, we can recycle them to a free-list, move forward to
the next position, and start processing the configurations there.

The output of this computation is given by the domain side of theT transi-
tions that carry us across the text. We construct incrementally the transitions
of the finite-state machine that represents this output by associating an output-
state with each of the configurations. The transitions of this state are labeled
with the domain transitions of matching arcs ofT . A subtlety, however, is that
these transitions point backwards, towards the output state of the configura-
tion currently providing for the match against the text. We also maintain on
each output-state a reference count of the number of (backwards) transitions
that point to it. This enables us to implement a reference-counting garbage
collector that collects the storage for failed paths as soonas possible. A path
fails if there are no arcs at theT state of a configuration that match the current
text-character. In that case, the (backward) transitions at the configuration’s
output state are collected, and the reference counts of the states they point
to are decremented. If those counts go to zero, then those states and their
backward-pointing arcs can also be reclaimed, recursively.
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This arrangement will collect all unneeded output storage as soon as pos-
sible, provided thatT itself is linear-bounded. IfT is linear-bounded, then
Dom(T ◦Id(text)) will be finite and there will be no loops in the output finite-
state machine. Otherwise, there can be infinitely many tokenized strings, rep-
resented by a cyclic fsm, and there can be self-justifying loops that will not be
incrementally collected when a cyclic path cannot later be extended. In that
case, the loop-structures on failed paths will not be reclaimed until a pinch-
point is reached, the current output fsm is provided back to the client, and all
current-output structures are freed.

We note as an aside that a non-linear-bounded tokenizing relation produc-
ing infinitely many results is not entirely implausible. It is a convention of
English text that appositives and nonrestrictive relativeclauses are both set
off by commas, and the appearance of commas is thus an important signal for
the higher-level syntactic analysis of a text. Logically then, a nonrestrictive
relative ending in an appositive should be followed by two commas, but a
sequence of commas is always reduced to one by the rules of English typog-
raphy. This reduction can be expressed by adding the following rewriting rule
to the specification ofT :

(7) commaTB→ ε / comma

The resulting tokenizer will introduce an arbitrary numberof tokenization
commas in front of every comma that appears in the actual text, leaving it
to a syntactic analyzer to pick the ones that satisfy grammatical constraints.
This may not be helpful for unsophisticated uses of the output, but it can
enable substantial simplifications of grammars for applications requiring a
full syntactic or semantic analysis.

To finish describing our tokenizing method, we observe that there is an
easy way of recognizing that a pinch-point has been reached.This is a point
at which all open paths have come together at a single state ofT , so that
there is only one way of proceeding further ahead. This is marked by the fact
that there is only one item on the list of current configurations. Several items
are on the list if there are current ambiguities, one item remains when those
ambiguities have a determinate future, and the list becomesempty only when
the text itself is ill-formed. When there is only a single open configuration,
the output trailing behind that configuration can be provided to the client,
with the guarantee that the current output will not be retracted unless the text
as a whole is ill-formed (this can happen only if the range ofT is notΣ∗; it
is decidable in advance whetherT has this unattractive property). Thus, it is
safe to provide output whenever a singleton configuration-list is reached. It
may be desirable not to produce output in every such situation, but instead
let the output accumulate internally until a token boundaryis also reached.
This means that the client will receive outputs only in chunks of meaningful
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units. In a well-punctuated language, the output will come essentially at every
word boundary. The pinch-state needed for tokenizing the rest of the text is
the state ofT stored in the single configuration.

The output can be produced by reversing the arcs of the output-fsm that
has been threaded through the configuration, and then providing the result as
an fsm structure to the client. Or the output-fsm can be copied to some other
graph data structure as determined by the client, for example, the initial chart
of a chart-parser for higher-level syntactic analysis.

6.5 Higher-level Lexical Constraints
The tokenizing relationT can be modified in various ways to incorporate
higher-level constraints on tokenization and thus to eliminate inappropriate
tokenizations at an early stage of processing. If these additional constraints
can be expressed as regular relations or regular languages,they can be com-
posed into the original formula to provide a more restrictive tokenization
mapping. For example, suppose that the lexical relationL is regular and maps
sequences of word stem-and-tag-strings separated by tokenboundaries into
the corresponding inflected forms of the words (see, for example, Karttunen
et al., 1992). Then

(8) Dom(L ◦ T ◦ Id(text))

defines the morphological analysis of the tokenized text. Composition is an
associative operation, so we can rewrite this as

(9) Dom((L ◦ T ) ◦ Id(text))

SinceL andT are independent of the text, the compositionL◦T can be eval-
uated at compile-time to produce a new transducerLT that maps tokenized-
stems to surface text. Applying our algorithm toLT will produce the tok-
enized morphological analysis of the text.

If a full lexical or morphological relation is not availableor not desired,
it may still be advantageous to augment the tokenizing relation with a small
amount of additional information. This can be used to control the rampant
ambiguity that comes from letting every space be construed as expressing
either a token boundary or the internal space of a multi-component word, and
from letting every period be interpreted as marking either asentence boundary
or an abbreviation. Suppose thatM is a list of all the multi-component words
that are to be allowed, thatA is a list of known abbreviations, and thatX
is the regular set of all strings not containing either spaceor period. Define
the regular languageXAM to be the union ofX , A, andM . The strings in
this language do not contain spaces or periods unless they are in M or A.
We construct[(XAM TB)∗XAM ], allowing for the elements ofXAM to be
packed together with token boundary separators. The relation
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(10) Id([(XAM TB)∗XAM ]) ◦ T

can then be used as a tokenizing relation that produces space/period ambigu-
ities only for the strings contained inM orA.

6.6 The Best Tokenization
Even with higher-level lexical constraints there may be many more alternative
tokenizations than are desired, and many of them may be quiteimprobable.
Sproat (1995) suggests a different approach to selecting the most appropriate
outputs. He proposes to characterize the tokenization relation as a weighted
regular relation, where each mapping is associated with a weight, perhaps a
probability, that measures its degree of acceptability. The idea is to provide
the output produced along the best, most highly weighted path through the
transducer. It is easy to accommodate this proposal within our pinch-point
framework, since the best-path operatorBP distributes over concatenation
(11) and thus distributes over our pinch-points (12):

(11) BP(L1 · L2) = BP(L1) · BP(L2)

(12) BP(Rec(t, text)) = BP(Rec(sTp, 0textk)) · BP(Rec(pTf , ktextn))

We simply provide at each pinch-point the output corresponding to the best
path rather than the full set of tokenizations. This will produce the best tok-
enization of the entire text.
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Phonotactic Complexity of Finnish Nouns
FRED KARLSSON

7.1 Introduction
In the continuous list of publications on his homepage, Kimmo Koskenniemi
gives an item from 1979 as the first one. But this is not strictly speaking
his first publication. Here I shall elevate from international oblivion a report
of Kimmo’s from 1978 from which the following introductory prophecy is
taken: “The computer might be an extremely useful tool for linguistic re-
search. It is fast and precise and capable of treating even large materials”
(Koskenniemi 1978: 5).

This published report is actually a printed version of Kimmo’s Master’s
Thesis in general linguistics where he theoretically analyzed the possibili-
ties of automatic lemmatization of Finnish texts, including a formalization
of Finnish inflectional morphology. On the final pages of the report he esti-
mates that the production rules he formulated may be formalized as analytic
algorithms in several ways, that the machine lexicon might consist of some
200,000 (more or less truncated) stems, that there are some 4,000 inflectional
elements, that all of these stems and elements can be accommodated on one
magnetic tape or in direct-access memory, and that real-time computation
could be ‘very reasonable’ (varsin kohtuullista) if the data were well orga-
nized and a reasonably big computer were available (ibid.: 52-53). I obviously
am the happy owner of a bibliographical rarity because Kimmo’s dedication
of 1979 tells me that this is the next to the last copy.

This was five years before two-level morphology was launchedin 1983
when Kimmo substantiated his 1978 exploratory work by presenting a full-
blown theory of computational morphology and entered the international
computational-linguistic scene where he has been a main character ever since.
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In the 1970s Kimmo worked at the Computing Centre of the University
of Helsinki but he also studied general linguistics and engaged himself in lin-
guistic computing, i.e. the computational treatment of corpora for purposes of
linguistic research. When our collaboration started in 1980, he had obtained
a copy of the magnetic tape of the Reverse Dictionary of Modern Standard
Finnish (Tuomi 1972) of which he made various refined machineversions
that were of great importance for our early theoretical and descriptive work
in computational morphology.

My book Suomen kielen äänne- ja muotorakenne(Structure of Finnish
Phonology and Morphology, Karlsson 1983) profited greatly from the com-
puterized lexical and other corpora provided by Kimmo. In commemoration
of Kimmo’s work in linguistic computing in those early days Ishall here
present some observations on the phonotactic complexity ofFinnish nouns
using those same valuable data from around 1980 out of which not all poten-
tial scholarly juice has yet been squeezed.

If phonemically /long/ vowels and consonants are treated ascombinations
of identical phonemes (the standard solution), Finnish haseight vowel and
thirteen consonant phonemes, /i e æ y œ u o a/ and /p t k d s h v j l r mn / for
which I henceforth am going to use their standard orthographic equivalents
<i e ä y ö u o a p t k d s h v j l r m n ng> (// is phonemic only when long,
symbolized by the digraph <ng>).

Morpheme boundaries are indicated by ‘+’, syllable boundaries by the pe-
riod, ‘.’.

7.2 Number of nouns
How many nouns are there in Finnish (or in any language)? The question
might seem silly because nouns are the prime example of an open-ended word
class. But the question is relevant if rephrased to concern either (i) the size of
the core vocabulary, i.e. the ‘central words’ presumed to beknown by every
normal native speaker, or (ii) the number of atomic free rootmorphemes, to
the exclusion of derivatives and compounds. Here, I shall try to answer (ii)
on the basis of the material in theReverse Dictionary of Modern Standard
Finnish(RDF; Tuomi 1972).

The starting point of RDF was the data comprising the original version of
the standard Finnish reference dictionaryNykysuomen sanakirja(NS; 1952-
1962) with 207,256 entries the majority of which were more orless produc-
tively formed compounds. RDF contains all basic words, derived words, basic
components of compounds, compounds the basic parts of whichoccur only
in compound words, and a handful of clitics (which are not words proper).
In all, RDF comprises 72,711 entries which implies that the number of com-
pounds in NS is 134,545. (The machine-readable version of RDF available
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at the Department of General Linguistics, University of Helsinki, has 72,785
entries.)

Of the 72,785 entries in RDF 34,673 (47.6 %) have the code ‘S’,
short for noun (including words likesuomalainen‘Finn; Finnish (adj.)’,
which have homonymous nominal and adjectival readings). But among these
there are huge numbers of fully productive derivatives likepysäköi+nti
‘parking’, nuole+skel+u ‘(habit of) licking’, ost+el+ija ‘one who habit-
ually buys’, tilaa+ja ‘one who orders’,tanssi+ja+tar ‘female dancer’,
dumppa+us‘dumping’, suvaitse+vais+uus‘tolerance’, riittä+mättöm+yys
‘insufficiency’, marksi+lainen‘Marxist’. There are at least 16,000 – 17,000
fully transparent derivatives like these.

Among the remaining 18,000 – 19,000 nouns there are still many that are
morphologically more or less complex. For example, there are 251 words end-
ing in -isti and 285 ending in-ismi like aktivisti ‘activist’, aktivismi‘activism’.
A conservative estimate is that 1,500 more nouns could be decomposed by
careful morphological (and even etymological) analysis. Furthermore there
are at least 5,000 clear borrowings, e.g. around 4,000 nounscontaining the
foreign letters <b d g z x f c š w q> (words with the sequence <ng>are not
included among these, nor are the genuinely Finnish ones with <d>).

This would put the number of genuinely Finnish, morphologically atomic
noun roots in the vicinity of 12,000, perhaps even lower, which I think is much
less than popular beliefs would hold. The next section offers an analysis of
the 18,500 nouns which contain no fully transparent productive derivatives.

7.3 Canonical patterns
Table 1 depicts the incidence of monosyllabic noun roots in the nomina-
tive singular case form that belong to the core vocabulary, i.e. words which
are known to any normal speaker of Finnish. This means that e.g. musical
terms such asdo, re, mi, es, ais, cis, or obsolete and dialectal words and non-
assimilated borrowings are not considered, e.g.hie, huu, hyy, gnu, bei, boa,
jen, yen, sir. There are eight potential monosyllabic patterns:

The 29 monosyllabic nouns listed in Table 1 comprise just a fraction of
one percent of the 12,000 atomic root nouns surmised above. The only signif-
icant monosyllabic nominal pattern is CVV. This is surprising because from
the viewpoint of general markedness theory one would have predicted both
that the phonotactically simpler CV-pattern would occur and that it would
occur more frequently than CVV. But CV-nouns (and verbs) areeffectively
prohibited. The reason for the prevalence of CVV over CV cannot be mor-
phological either because there are CV-pronouns that are regularly inflected:
tä+hän ‘into this one’ (illative singular),jo+hon ‘into which’, mi+hin ‘into
which’.
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Table 1. Monosyllabic noun patterns in Finnish.
Pattern Number Examples
V -
VV 1 yö
CV -
CVV 24 hai, hää-, jää, koi, kuu, kyy, luu, maa, pii, puu,

pyy, pää, suo, suu, syy, sää, tee, tie, tiu, työ,
täi,voi, vuo, vyö

CVC -
VC -
CVVC 4 mies, syys, hius, ruis
VVC -
sum 29

The singleton VV-wordyö ‘night’ stands out as an exception. Monosyl-
labic VVV-strings are prohibited;aie ‘intention’ is disyllabic, cf.aikee+n
(genitive singular).

As for closed monosyllables, (C/V)VC-nouns are non-existing (ien, oas,
äesare disyllabic). CVVC-nouns are extremely marginal, thereare four of
them, which all have marked inflection.Syys‘autumn’ allows no inflection,
the other three are all inflected in different ways:mies‘man’- miehe+n, hius
‘hair’ - hiukse+n, ruis ‘rye’ - rukii+n . The inflected stems point in the direc-
tion of ‘deep’ (etymological) bisyllabicity.

We proceed to the disyllabic nouns, first those with an open second syllable
(Table 2), then those with a closed second syllable (‘.’ indicates the location
of the syllable boundary).

The tendency to avoid long vowels and diphthongs in the second syllable
of genuine underived noun roots is very strong. There are only a few handfuls
of such words, fractions of one percent of 4,958. However, there are around
100 borrowings likefilee, revyy, turneeand many bimorphemic derivatives
like takuu‘guarantee’ (fromtakaa-, inflectional stem, ‘to guarantee’).

The most striking fact of Table 2 is the prevalence of long (bimoraic)
first syllables , i.e. the structures CVV.CV and especially CVC.CV which are
much more frequent that than the theoretically simplest pattern CV.CV. The
trimoraic pattern CVVC.CV is almost as frequent as monomoraic CV.CV,
which must be considered very surprising. The share of monomoraic (C)V.CV
is only 756 + 61 = 817, i.e. 16%. The four-moraic pattern (C)VVCC.CV is
encountered only in a few borrowings. As is to be expected, V-initial first
syllables are much more infrequent, by a factor of 10 – 20, than CV-initial
first syllables, e.g. V.CV as compared to CV.CV. VV.V does notoccur in un-
derived words but the derivativeai.e ‘intention’ (ai+e, from aiko- ‘intend’)
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Table 2. Disyllabic noun patterns in Finnish with an open second syllable.
Pattern Number Examples
CV.CV 756 kala, peto, maku
V.CV 61 aho, ele, äly
CVV.CV 950 jousi, laatu, määrä, tuoli
VV.CV 52 aamu, aika, ääni
VV.V -
CVC.CV 1795 hihna, kukko, pentu
VC.CV 143 ahma, olki, ämmä
CVVC.CV 628 haaska, juusto, lieska
VVC.CV 33 aalto, aitta, äänne
CVCC.CV 503 harppi, kalske, lamppu
VCC.CV 23 ankka, arkki, yrtti
(C)VVCC.CV 6 aortta, nyanssi, seanssi
X.CVV 7 ehtoo, harmaa, suklaa, vastuu, tienoo,

Porvoo, vainaa
sum 4,958

is a singleton example of this pattern. The number of underived bisyllabic
nouns with a closed second syllable is around 800 of which some 650 have a
bimoraic first syllable.

7.4 Conclusion
Finnish has only some 30 monosyllabic and less than 6,000 underived bi-
syllabic nouns. Somewhat surprisingly, we have demonstrated that the pro-
totypical first syllable of mono- and disyllabic nouns is bimoraic rather than
monomoraic. The latter would be expected on grounds relating to general
phonological simplicity, i.e. the universal preference for optimal light CV-
syllables. Trisyllabic and longer nouns have not been analyzed in detail here
but a fast test shows that more than 75% of them too have bimoraic or even
heavier first syllables. The same holds across the board for the vocabulary:
75% of the lexemes listed in RDF have at least a bimoraic first syllable (CVC.
40,378, CVV. 13,899, CV. 17,171).

Why are more complex phonotactic structures so clearly preferred over
simpler ones? Three possible causes come to mind. First, languages with
relatively few phonemes (e.g. Finnish with twenty-one) tend to have longer
words than languages with more phonemes (Nettle 1999). Thus, in Nettle’s
sample of ten totally unrelated languages from different stocks, the mean
word length of Khoisan !Kung with 147 phonemes in its inventory was 4.02
segments whereas that of Turkish with 28 phonemes was 6.44 segments,
‘word’ being defined as a random sample of fifty uninflected stems in a size-
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able dictionary. Second, bimoraic (and longer) syllables amplify the effect of
the word-stress fixed in Finnish to the first syllable. Third,for morphophono-
logical reasons, new words and borrowings prefer quantitative over qualita-
tive consonant gradation. Quantitative gradation is possible only in (at least)
bimoraic syllables, e.g.rokki ‘rock’ - roki+n (genitive singular).
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Twenty-Five Years of Finite-State
Morphology
LAURI KARTTUNEN AND KENNETH R. BEESLEY

8.1 Introduction
Twenty-five years ago in the early 1980s, morphological analysis of natural
language was a challenge to computational linguists. Simple cut-and-paste
programs could be and were written to analyze strings in particular languages,
but there was no general language-independent method available. Further-
more, cut-and-paste programs for analysis were not reversible, they could not
be used to generate words. Generative phonologists of that time described
morphological alternations by means of ordered rewrite rules, but it was not
understood how such rules could be used for analysis.

This was the situation in the spring of 1981 when Kimmo Koskenniemi
came to a conference on parsing that Lauri Karttunen had organized at the
University of Texas at Austin. Also at the same conference were two Xerox
researchers from Palo Alto, Ronald M. Kaplan and Martin Kay.The four
Ks discovered that all of them were interested and had been working on the
problem of morphological analysis. Koskenniemi went on to Palo Alto to visit
Kay and Kaplan at XeroxPARC.

This was the beginning of Two-Level Morphology, the first general model
in the history of computational linguistics for the analysis and generation of
morphologically complex languages. The language-specificcomponents, the
lexicon and the rules, were combined with a runtime engine applicable to all
languages.
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8.2 The Origins
Traditional phonological grammars, formalized by Chomskyand Halle
(1968), consisted of an ordered sequence ofREWRITE RULESthat converted
abstract phonological representations into surface formsthrough a series
of intermediate representations. Such rewrite rules have the general form
α → β / γ _ δ whereα, β, γ, andδ can be arbitrarily complex strings or
feature-matrices. The rule is read “α is rewritten asβ betweenγ andδ”. In
mathematical linguistics (Partee et al. 1993), such rules are calledCONTEXT-
SENSITIVE REWRITE RULES, and they are more powerful than regular ex-
pressions or context-free rewrite rules.

In 1972, C. Douglas Johnson published his dissertation,Formal Aspects of
Phonological Description, wherein he showed that phonological rewrite rules
are actually much less powerful than the notation suggests.Johnson observed
that while the same context-sensitive rule could be appliedseveral times re-
cursively to its own output, phonologists have always assumed implicitly that
the site of application moves to the right or to the left in thestring after each
application. For example, if the ruleα → β / γ _ δ is used to rewrite the
string γαδ asγβδ, any subsequent application of the same rule must leave
theβ part unchanged, affecting onlyγ or δ. Johnson demonstrated that the
effect of this constraint is that the pairs of inputs and outputs produced by
a phonological rewrite rule can be modeled by a finite-state transducer. This
result was largely overlooked at the time and was rediscovered by Ronald
M. Kaplan and Martin Kay around 1980 . Putting things into a more algebraic
perspective than Johnson, Kaplan and Kay showed that phonological rewrite
rules describeREGULAR RELATIONS. By definition, a regular relation can be
represented by a finite-state transducer.

Johnson was already aware of an important mathematical property of
finite-state transducers established by Schützenberger (1961): there exists, for
any pair of transducers applied sequentially, an equivalent single transducer.
Any cascade of rule transducers can in principle be composedinto a single
transducer that maps lexical forms directly into the corresponding surface
forms, and vice versa, without any intermediate representations.

These theoretical insights did not immediately lead to practical results. The
development of a compiler for rewrite rules turned out to be avery complex
task. It became clear that building a compiler required as a first step a com-
plete implementation of basic finite-state operations suchas union, intersec-
tion, complementation, and composition. Developing a complete finite-state
calculus was a challenge in itself on the computers that wereavailable at the
time.

Another reason for the slow progress may have been that therewere per-
sistent doubts about the practicality of the approach for morphologicalANAL -
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YSIS. Traditional phonological rewrite rules describe the correspondence be-
tween lexical forms and surface forms as a one-directional,sequential map-
ping from lexical forms to surface forms. Even if it was possible to model
the GENERATION of surface forms efficiently by means of finite-state trans-
ducers, it was not evident that it would lead to an efficient analysis procedure
going in the reverse direction, from surface forms to lexical forms.

Let us consider a simple illustration of the problem with twosequentially
applied rewrite rules,N -> m / _ p and p -> m / m _ . The cor-
responding transducers map the lexical formkaNpatunambiguously tokam-
mat, with kampatas the intermediate representation. However if we apply the
same transducers in the other direction to the inputkammat, we get the three
results shown in Figure 1.

kampatkaNpat

kammat

kampat kammat

Surface Strings

N −> m / _ p

p −> m / m _

Lexical Strings

Intermediate Strings

kammat

FIGURE 1 Deterministic Generation, Nondeterministic Analysis

This asymmetry is an inherent property of the generative approach to
phonological description. If all the rules are deterministic and obligatory and
if the order of the rules is fixed, each lexical form generatesonly one surface
form. But a surface form can typically be generated in more than one way,
and the number of possible analyses grows with the number of rules that are
involved. Some of the analyses may turn out to be invalid because the pu-
tative lexical forms, saykammatandkampatin this case, might not exist in
the language. But in order to look them up in the lexicon, the system must
first complete the analysis. Depending on the number of rulesinvolved, a sur-
face form could easily have dozens of potential lexical forms, even an infinite
number in the case of certain deletion rules.

Although the generation problem had been solved by Johnson,Kaplan and
Kay, at least in principle, the problem of efficient morphological analysis in
the Chomsky-Halle paradigm was still seen as a formidable challenge. As
counterintuitive as it was, it appeared that analysis was computationally a
much more difficult task than generation. Composing all the rule transducers
into a single one would not solve the “overanalysis” problem. Because the
resulting single transducer is equivalent to the original cascade, the ambiguity
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remains.
The solution to the overanalysis problem should have been obvious: to for-

malize the lexicon itself as a finite state transducer and compose the lexicon
with the rules. In this way, all the spurious ambiguities produced by the rules
are eliminated at compile time. The resulting single transducer contains only
lexical forms that actually exist in the language. When thisidea first surfaced
in Karttunen et al. (1992), it was not in connection with traditional rewrite
rules but with an entirely different finite-state formalismthat had been intro-
duced in the meantime, calledTWO-LEVEL RULES (Koskenniemi 1983).

8.3 Two-level Morphology
In the spring of 1981 when Kimmo Koskenniemi came to the USA for a visit,
he learned about Kaplan and Kay’s finite-state discovery.1 PARC had begun
work on the finite-state algorithms, but they would prove to be many years
in the making. Koskenniemi was not convinced that efficient morphologi-
cal analysis would ever be practical with generative rules,even if they were
compiled into finite-state transducers. Some other way to use finite automata
might be more efficient.

Back in Finland, Koskenniemi invented a new way to describe phonolog-
ical alternations in finite-state terms. Instead of cascaded rules with interme-
diate stages and the computational problems they seemed to lead to, rules
could be thought of as statements that directly constrain the surface realiza-
tion of lexical strings. The rules would not be applied sequentially but in
parallel. Each rule would constrain a certain lexical/surface correspondence
and the environment in which the correspondence was allowed, required, or
prohibited. For his 1983 dissertation, Koskenniemi constructed an ingenious
implementation of his constraint-based model that did not depend on a rule
compiler, composition or any other finite-state algorithm,and he called it
TWO-LEVEL MORPHOLOGY. Two-level morphology is based on three ideas:

. Rules are symbol-to-symbol constraints that are applied inparallel, not
sequentially like rewrite rules.. The constraints can refer to the lexical context, to the surface context, or
to both contexts at the same time.. Lexical lookup and morphological analysis are performed intandem.

To illustrate the first two principles we can turn back to thekaNpatexam-
ple again. A two-level description of the lexical-surface relation is sketched
in Figure 2.
As the lines indicate, each symbol in the lexical stringkaNpatis paired with
its realization in the surface stringkammat. Two of the symbol pairs in Fig-

1They weren’t then aware of Johnson’s 1972 publication.
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ta

a

pa Nk

k a mm t

k a N a t

a a tk m

p

m

FIGURE 2 Example of Two-Level Constraints

ure 2 are constrained by the context marked by the associatedbox. TheN:m
pair is restricted to the environment having an immediately followingp on
the lexical side. In fact the constraint is tighter. In this context, all other
possible realizations of a lexicalN are prohibited. Similarly, thep:m pair
requires the preceding surfacem, and no other realization ofp is allowed
here. The two constraints are independent of each other. Acting in parallel,
they have the same effect as the cascade of the two rewrite rules in Figure 1.
In Koskenniemi’s notation, these rules are written asN:m <=> _ p: and
p:m <=> :m _ , where<=> is an operator that combines a context re-
striction with the prohibition of any other realization forthe lexical symbol
of the pair. The colon in the right context of first rule,p: , indicates that it
refers to a lexical symbol; the colon in the left context of the second rule,:m ,
indicates a surface symbol.

Two-level rules may refer to both sides of the context at the same time.
They∼ie alternation in English plural nouns could be described by two rules:
one realizesy as i in front of an epenthetice; the other inserts an epenthetic
ebetween a lexical consonant-ysequence and a morpheme boundary (+) that
is followed by ans. Figure 3 illustrates they:i and0:econstraints.

p

p

s

s e

0s p + s

s e

0 s

s0

+y

s0ip i

y

FIGURE 3 A Two-Level View ofy∼ie Alternation in English

Note that thee in Figure 3 is paired with a0 (= zero) on the lexical level. In
two-level rules, zero is a symbol like any other; it can be used to constrain the
realization of other symbols, as iny:i <=> _ 0:e . In fact, all the other
rules must “know” where zeros may occur. Zeros are treated asepsilons only
when two-level rules are applied to strings.

Like rewrite rules, two-level rules describe regular relations; but there is an
important difference. Because the zeros in two-level rulesare ordinary sym-
bols, a two-level rule represents anEQUAL-LENGTH RELATION. This has an
important consequence: Although regular relations in general are not closed
under intersection, equal length relations have that property. When a set of
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two-level transducers are applied in parallel, the apply routine in fact simu-
lates the intersection of the rule automata and composes theinput string with
the virtual constraint network.

Applying the rules in parallel does not in itself solve the overanalysis prob-
lem discussed in the previous section. The two constraints sketched above
allow kammatto be analyzed askaNpat, kampat, or kammat. However, the
problem becomes manageable when there are no intermediate levels of anal-
ysis. In Koskenniemi’s 1983 system, the lexicon was represented as a forest
of tries (= letter trees), tied together by continuation-class links from leaves
of one tree to roots of another tree or trees.2 Lexical lookup and the analysis
of the surface form are performed in tandem. In order to arrive at the point
shown in Figure 4, the analyzer has traversed a branch in the lexicon that

Rule
N:m

Rule
p:m

ma tak m

p
k a

N

FIGURE 4 Following a Path in the Lexicon

contains the lexical stringkaN. At this point, it only considers symbol pairs
whose lexical side matches one of the outgoing arcs of the current state. It
does not pursue analyses that have no matching lexical path.

Koskenniemi’s two-level morphology was the first practicalgeneral model
in the history of computational linguistics for the analysis of morphologi-
cally complex languages. The language-specific components, the rules and
the lexicon, were combined with a universal runtime engine applicable to all
languages.

8.4 A Two-Level Rule Compiler
In his dissertation, Koskenniemi introduced a formalism for two-level rules.
The semantics of two-level rules was well-defined but there was no rule com-
piler available at the time. Koskenniemi and other early practitioners of two-
level morphology constructed their rule automataby hand. This is tedious in
the extreme and very difficult for all but very simple rules.

Although two-level rules are formally quite different fromthe rewrite rules
studied by Kaplan and Kay, the methods that had been developed for com-

2TheTEXFIN analyzer developed at the University of Texas at Austin (Karttunen et al. 1981)
had the same lexicon architecture.
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piling rewrite rules were applicable to two-level rules as well. In both for-
malisms, the most difficult case is a rule where the symbol that is replaced or
constrained appears also in the context part of the rule. This problem Kaplan
and Kay had already solved by an ingenious technique for introducing and
then eliminating auxiliary symbols to mark context boundaries. Another fun-
damental insight they had was the encoding of context restrictions in terms
of double negation. For example, a constraint such as “p must be followed
by q” can be expressed as “it is not the case that something endingin p
is not followed by something starting withq.” In Koskenniemi’s formalism,
p => _ q .

In the summer of 1985, when Koskenniemi was a visitor at Stanford,
Kaplan and Koskenniemi worked out the basic compilation algorithm for
two-level rules. The first two-level rule compiler was written in InterLisp by
Koskenniemi and Karttunen in 1985-87 using Kaplan’s implementation of the
finite-state calculus (Koskenniemi 1986, Karttunen et al. 1987). The current
C-version of the compiler, calledTWOLC, was written atPARC in 1991-92
(Karttunen and Beesley 1992).3

Although the basic compilation problem was solved quickly,building a
practical compiler for two-level rules took a long time. TheTWOLC com-
piler includes sophisticated techniques for checking and resolving conflicts
between rules whenever possible. Without these features, large rule systems
would have been impossible to construct and debug. If two constraints are in
conflict, some lexical forms have no valid surface form. Thisis a common
problem and often difficult to remedy even if the compiler is able to detect
the situation and to pinpoint the cause.

8.5 Two-Level Implementations
Koskenniemi’s Pascal implementation was quickly followedby others. The
most influential of them was theKIMMO system by Lauri Karttunen and his
students at the University of Texas (Karttunen 1983, Gajek et al. 1983). This
Lisp project inspired many copies and variations, including those by Beesley
(1989, 1990). A freeC implementation of classic Two-Level Morphol-
ogy, calledPC-KIMMO , from the Summer Institute of Linguistics (Antworth
1990), became a popular tool.

In Europe, two-level morphological analyzers became a standard com-

3The landmark 1994 article by Kaplan and Kay on the mathematical foundations of finite-
state linguistics defines the basic compilation algorithm for phonological rewrite rules and for
Koskenniemi’s two-level rules. The article appeared yearsafter the work on the two-level com-
piler was completed and just before the implementation of the so-calledREPLACE RULESin the
currentPARC/XRCE regular expression compiler. The article is accurate on theformer topic, but
the algorithm for replace rules (Karttunen 1995, 1996, Kempe and Karttunen 1996) differs in
many details from the compilation of rewrite rules as described by Kaplan and Kay.
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ponent in several large systems for natural language processing such as the
British Alvey project (Black et al. 1987, Ritchie et al. 1987, 1992),SRI’s CLE

Core Language Engine (Carter 1995), theALEP Natural Language Engineer-
ing Platform (Pulman 1991) and theMULTEXT project (Armstrong 1996).
ALEP andMULTEXT were funded by the European Commission.4

Some of these systems were based on simplified two-level rules, the so-
calledPARTITION-BASED formalism Ruessink (1989), which was claimed to
be easier for linguists to learn than the original Koskenniemi notation. But
none of these systems had a finite-state rule compiler.5 Another difference
was that morphological parsing could be constrained by feature unification.
Because the rules were interpreted at runtime and because ofthe unifica-
tion overhead, these systems were not efficient, and two-level morphology
acquired, undeservedly, a reputation for being slow.

At XRCE and Inxight, theTWOLC compiler was used in the 1990s to de-
velop comprehensive morphological analyzer for numerous languages. An-
other utility, calledLEXC (Karttunen 1993b), made it possible to combine a
finite-state lexicon with a set of two-level rules into a single LEXICAL TRANS-
DUCER using a special “intersecting composition” algorithm thatsimulates
the intersection of the rules while simultaneously composing the virtual rule
transducer with the lexicon. A lexical transducer can be considered the ulti-
mate two-level model of a language as it encodes compactly:

. all theLEMMAS (canonical lexical forms with morphological tags). all the inflected surface forms. all the mappings between lexical forms and surface forms.

In the course of this work it became evident that lexical transducers are easier
to construct with sequentially applied replace rules than with two-level rules.
Large systems of two-level rules are notoriously difficult to debug. Most de-
velopers of morphological analyzers atXRCE and at companies such as Inx-
ight have over the years switched to the sequential model andthe XFST tool
that includes a compiler for replace rules. The ordering of replace rules seems
to be less of a problem than the mental discipline required toavoid rule con-
flicts in a two-level system, even if the compiler automatically resolves most
of them. From a formal point of view there is no substantive difference; a
cascade of rewrite rules and a set of parallel two-level constraints are just two
different ways to decompose a complex regular relation intoa set of simpler
relations that are easier to understand and manipulate.

4The MULTEXT morphology tool (Petitpierre and Russel 1995) built atISSCOis available at
http://packages.debian.org/stable/misc/mmorph.html

5A compilation algorithm has been developed for the partition-based formalism Grimley-
Evans et al. (1996), but to our knowledge there is no publiclyavailable implementation.
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The Beesley and Karttunen (2003) bookFinite State Morphologyde-
scribes theXFST andLEXC tools and offers a lot of practical advice on tech-
niques for constructing lexical transducers.6

8.6 Reflections
Although the two-level approach to morphological analysiswas quickly ac-
cepted as a useful practical method, the linguistic insightbehind it was not
picked up by mainstream linguists. The idea of rules as parallel constraints
between a lexical symbol and its surface counterpart was nottaken seriously
at the time outside the circle of computational linguists. Many arguments had
been advanced in the literature to show that phonological alternations could
not be described or explained adequately without sequential rewrite rules. It
went largely unnoticed that two-level rules could have the same effect as or-
dered rewrite rules because two-level rules allow the realization of a lexical
symbol to be constrained either by the lexical side or by the surface side. The
standard arguments for rule ordering were based on thea priori assumption
that a rule could refer only to the input context (Karttunen 1993a).

But the world has changed. Current phonologists, writing inthe frame-
work of OT (Optimality Theory), are sharply critical of the “serialist” tradition
of ordered rewrite rules that Johnson, Kaplan and Kay wantedto formalize
(Prince and Smolensky 1993, Kager 1999, McCarthy 2002).7 In a nutshell,
OT is a two-level theory withrankedparallel constraints. Many types of op-
timality constraints can be represented trivially as two-level rules. In contrast
to Koskenniemi’s “hard” constraints, optimality constraints are “soft” and vi-
olable. There are of course many other differences. Most importantly,OT con-
straints are meant to be universal. The fact that two-level rules can describe
orthographic idiosyncrasies such as they∼ie alternation in English with no
appeal to universal principles is a minus rather than a plus.It makes the ap-
proach uninteresting from theOT point of view.8

Nevertheless, from theOT perspective, two-level rules have some inter-
esting properties. They are symbol-to-symbol constraints, not string-to-string
relations like general rewrite rules. Two-level rules enable the linguist to re-
fer to the input and the output context in the same constraint. The notion of
FAITHFULNESS(= no change) can be expressed straight-forwardly. It is pos-
sible to formulate constraints that constrain directly thesurface level. These
ideas were ten years ahead of their time in 1983.

6The book includes aCD that containsTWOLC, XFST, LEXC and other finite-state tools. See
alsohttp://www.fsmbook.com . The documentation forTWOLC, missing from the book,
is included on theCD.

7The termSERIAL, a pejorative term in anOT context, refers to sequential rule application.
8Finite-state approaches to Optimality Theory have been explored in several recent articles

(Eisner 1997, Frank and Satta 1998, Karttunen 1998).
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It is interesting to observe that computational linguists and “paper-and-
pencil linguists” have historically been out of sync in their approach to
phonology and morphology. When computational linguists implemented par-
allel two-level models in the 1980s, paper-and-pencil linguists were still stuck
in the serialist Chomsky-Halle paradigm. When most of the computational
morphologists working with the Xerox tools embraced the sequential model
as the more practical approach in the mid 1990s, a two-level theory took over
paper-and-pencil linguistics by a storm in the guise ofOT.

If one views the mapping from lexical forms to surface forms as a regular
relation, the choice between different ways of decomposingit has practical
consequences but it is not a deep theoretical issue for computational linguists.
No brand of finite-state morphology has ever been promoted asa theory about
language. Its practitioners have always been focused on thepractical task of
representing the morphological aspects of a language in a form that supports
efficient analysis and generation. They have been remarkably successful in
that task.

Paper-and-pencil morphologists in general are not interested in creat-
ing complete descriptions for particular languages. They design formalisms
for expressing generalizations about morphological phenomena commonly
found in all natural languages. But if it turns out, as in the case ofREALIZA -
TIONAL MORPHOLOGY (Stump 2001), that the theory can be implemented
with finite-state tools (Karttunen 2003), perhaps the phenomena are not as
complex as the linguist has imagined.
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Local Grammar Algorithms
MEHRYAR MOHRI

Local syntactic constraints can often be described with much precision. For
example, the sequences of preverbal particles in French, e.g.,ne, le, lui, obey
strict rules that govern their ordering and the insertion ofother terms among
them, regardless of the remaining material forming the sentence (Gross,
1968). As such, they can be viewed aslocal rules, or local grammars. Similar
detailed local grammars have been given for time expressions (Maurel, 1989)
and later for many other linguistic expressions (Gross, 1997).

Suchlocal grammarsdo not just capture some rare linguistic phenomena.
Widespread technical jargon, idioms, or clichés, lead to common syntactic
constraints that can be accurately described locally without resorting to more
powerful syntactic formalisms. A careful examination of articles written in
the financial section of a newspaper reveals for example thatonly a limited
number of constructions accounts for the description of thevariations of the
stock market, or the changes in inflation or unemployment rate.

A local grammar may describe a set of forbidden or unavoidable se-
quences. In both cases, it can be compactly represented by a finite automaton.
A collection of local grammars can be combined and represented by a more
complex finite automaton by taking the union of the simpler local grammar
automata. Novel linguistic studies keep increasing the number of local gram-
mars (Gross, 1997). This tends to significantly increase thesize of the union
local grammar finite automata and creates the need for efficient algorithms to
apply large local grammar automata.

This chapter presents an overview of algorithms for the application of lo-
cal grammar automata. Section 1 introduces the algorithmicproblem related
to the application of large local grammar automata. Section2 reviews two
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FIGURE 1 Automata representing the possible part-of-speech tags for (a) this; and (b)
limit; in the absence of any context.

local grammar algorithms and presents in detail the most efficient one. It also
illustrates these algorithms by showing examples of their applications.

9.1 Description of the problem
Let Σ denote the alphabet and letA be a local grammar finite automaton
specifying a set of forbidden sequences. We denote byL(A) the language
accepted byA. By definition, any sequence containing a sequence accepted
byA is unacceptable. Thus, acceptable sequences must be inΣ∗L(A)Σ∗.

Let us illustrate this with an example related to part-of-speech tagging.
Let T be the automaton representing the set of all possible tagging of a text
(Koskenniemi, 1990).T can be obtained by concatenating simpler automata
representing the set of possible tagging for each of the wordcomposing the
text. Figures 1(a)-(b) show these automata for the wordsthis and limit. The
three paths of the automaton of Figure 1(a) account for the fact thatthismay
be a singular (sing) determiner (Det) or pronoun (Pro), or anadverb (Adv) as
in: Tom is this tall. Similarly, the automaton of Figure 1(b) has different paths
corresponding to the case where the wordlimit is a singular (sing) noun (N),
or the infinitive (inf), imperative (imp), or present (pres)form of a verb (V),
with the third (3rd) person singular (sing) form excluded inthe latter case.

Simple observations can help derive a set of forbidden sequences repre-
sented by the automatonA of Figure 2. For example, whenthis is an adverb,
it cannot be followed by a noun or a verb, and similarly, when it is a deter-
miner, it cannot precede a verb unless the verb is a past or present participle.
The automatonA can help reduce the ambiguities of the textT since it en-
forces that the sequences accepted must be inL(T ) ∩ Σ∗L(A)Σ∗. Figure 3
shows the automaton of accepted sequences resulting from the application of
the local grammarA to T .
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FIGURE 3 Accepted sequencesL(T ) ∩ Σ∗L(A)Σ∗.

The main problem for the application of a large local grammarA to a
text automatonT is the efficient computation of an automaton representing
L(T )∩Σ∗L(A)Σ∗. Complex local grammars automata may have in the order
of several million transitions. The alphabet includes the vocabulary of the
language considered, which, in English, has more than 200,000 words.

An automaton acceptingΣ∗L(A)Σ∗ can thus be very large. Taking the
complement of that automaton may lead to an even larger automaton since
the worst case complexity of complementation is exponential for a non-
deterministic automaton, and the result would yet need to beintersected with
T .

The next section examines several algorithms for the computation of an
automaton representingL(T ) ∩ Σ∗L(A)Σ∗.

9.2 Algorithms
This section presents two local grammar algorithms. It firstdiscusses the
properties of a simple algorithm that can be viewed as the counter-part
for local grammar algorithms of the straightforward quadratic-time string-
matching algorithm and illustrates its application. A moreefficient algorithm
is then described in detail, including its pseudocode, and its optimization. In
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(a) 0 1a 2a 3a 4a 5a
b

(b) 0 1a 2a
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4c
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(c) (0, {0}) (1, {0, 1})a (2, {0, 1, 2})a (3, {0, 1, 2, 3})a (4, {0, 1, 2, 3})a (5, {0, 1, 2, 3})a

(d) (0, 0) (1, 1)a (2, 2)a (3, 3)a (4, 3)a (5, 3)a

FIGURE 4 (a) Simple text automatonT0. (b) Simple local grammar automatonA0. (c)
Result of the application ofA0 to T0 using the simple algorithm. (d) Application of

A0 to T0 using a more efficient algorithm.

what follows, the local grammar automatonA and the text automatonT will
be assumed to be deterministic.

9.2.1 A simple algorithm

The problem of the application of a local grammar can be viewed as a gen-
eralization to automata of pattern-matching in text. A simple algorithm for
the application ofA to T is to search for all sequences accepted byA start-
ing from each state ofT . If a forbidden sequence is found, the appropriate
transition is removed to disallow that sequence. This can bedone by:

. simulating the presence of a self-loop labeled with all elements ofΣ at the
initial state ofA;. reading the paths ofT starting from its initial state while pairing each state
reached by a stringx with the set of all states ofA that can be reached by
x from its initial state.

This describes the algorithm of Roche (1992). Figure 4(c) shows its result
when using the simple text automaton of Figure 4(a) and the local grammar
A0 shown in Figure 4(b). Each state of the output automaton is a pair (p, s)
wherep is a state ofT ands an element of the powerset of the states ofA.
At each state, the transitions of statep and those of the set of states ins are
matched to form new transitions. In general, this operationmay be very costly
because of the large number of transitions leaving the states of s. Note that
the transition labeled withb from the state(4, {0, 1, 2, 3}) to (5, {4}) is not
constructed to disallow the forbidden sequenceaaab (state 4 is a final state of
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A0).
As it is clear from this example, the algorithm is very similar to the simple

quadratic-time string-matching algorithm seeking to match a pattern at each
position of the text, ignoring the information derived frommatching attempts
at previous positions.

The next section describes an algorithm that precisely exploits such in-
formation as with the linear-time string-matching algorithm of Knuth et al.
(1977). Figure 4(d) shows the result of the application of that algorithm. Each
state of the output automaton is identified with a pair of states(p, q) wherep
is a state ofT andq the state ofA corresponding to the longest (proper) suffix
of the strings leading top.

9.2.2 A more efficient local grammar algorithm

The application of a local grammar is directly related to thecomputation of
a deterministic automaton representingΣ∗L(A). Let A′ be the automaton
constructed by augmentingA with a self-loop at its initial state labeled with
all elements of the alphabetΣ, and letB = det(A′) be the result of the
determinization ofA′.B recognizes the languageΣ∗L(A). To apply the local
grammarA to T , we can proceed as for computing the intersectionB ∩ T ,
barring the creation of transitions leading to a state identified with a pair(p, q)
whereq is a final state ofB.

In fact, since determinization can be computed on-the-fly (Aho et al., 1986,
Mohri, 1997a), the full determinization ofA′ is not needed, only the part rele-
vant to the computation of the intersection withT . However, if one wishes to
apply the grammar to many different texts, it is preferable to computeB′ once
beforehand. In general, the computation ofB′ may be very costly though, in
particular because of the alphabet size|Σ| which can reach several hundred
thousand.

There exists an algorithm for constructing a compact representation of
the deterministic automaton representingΣ∗L(A) using failure transitions
(Mohri, 1997b). A failure transition is a special transition that is taken when
no standard transition with the desired input label is found.

The algorithm can be viewed as a generalization to an arbitrary determin-
istic automatonA of the classical algorithms of Knuth et al. (1977) and that of
Aho and Corasick (1975) that were designed only for strings or trees. When
A is a tree, the complexity of the algorithm of Mohri (1997b) coincides with
that of Aho and Corasick (1975): it is linear in the sum of the lengths of the
strings accepted byA.

The following is the pseudocode of that algorithm in the casewhereA is
acyclic.

LocalGrammar(A)
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1 E ← E ∪ {(i, φ, i)}
2 ENQUEUE(S, i)
3 while S 6= ∅ do
4 p← DEQUEUE(S)
5 for e ∈ E[p] do
6 q ← δ(p, φ)
7 while q 6= i and δ(q, l[e]) = UNDEFINED do q ← δ(p, φ)
8 if p 6= i and δ(q, l[e]) 6= UNDEFINED

9 then q ← δ(q, l[e])
10 if δ(n[e], φ) = UNDEFINED

11 then δ(n[e], φ)← q
12 if q ∈ F then F ← F ∪ {n[e]}
13 L[n[e]] = L[n[e]] ∪ {n[e]}
14 ENQUEUE(S, n[e])
15 else if there existsr ∈ L[old[n[e]]] such that(r, φ, q) ∈ E
16 then n[e]← r
17 else if old[q] 6= n[e]
18 then create new stater
19 for e′ ∈ E[n[e]] such thatl[e′] 6= φ do
20 E ← E ∪ {(r, l[e′], old[n[e′]])}
21 E ← E ∪ (r, φ, q)
22 old[r]← old[n[e]]
23 if old[n[e]] ∈ F then F ← F ∪ {r}
24 L[old[n[e]]] = L[old[n[e]]] ∪ {r}
25 n[e]← r
26 ENQUEUE(S, r)
27 else n[e]← q

The algorithm takes as input a deterministic automatonA that it modifies
to construct the desired local grammar automaton. States ofA are visited in
the order of a breadth-first search using a FIFO queueS. Each stateq admits
a failure transition labeled withφ. The destination state of that transition is
the failure stateof q, which is defined as the state reached by the longest
proper suffix of the strings reachingq that are prefix ofL(A). Two distinct
paths reachingq may correspond to two distinct failure states forq. In that
case,q must be duplicated. Thus, the algorithm maintains the two following
attributes:old[q], the original state from whichq was copied and, ifq was
originally inA (i.e.old[q] = q),L[q], the list of the states obtained by copying
q.

The outgoing transitionse of each statep extracted from the queueS (line
4) are examined. The candidate failure stateq of n[e] is determined (lines 6-
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FIGURE 5 Finite automatonB′

0 recognizingΣ∗L(A0), whereA0 is the automaton of
Figure 4. Failure transitions are marked withφ.
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FIGURE 6 (a) Deterministic automatonA; (b) deterministic automatonB recognizing
Σ∗L(A). Transitions labeled withφ represent failure transitions.

10) as the first state on the failure path ofp that has an outgoing transition
labeled byl[e]. If n[e] is not already assigned a failure state, its failure state
is set toq andn[e] is added to the queue (lines 10-14). If there exists a state
r that has the same original state asn[e] and hasq as a failure state, then the
destination ofe is changed tor (lines 15-16). Ifq is not a copy ofn[e], then
a new stater is created by copyingn[e], the failure state ofr is set toq, the
destination state ofe is changed tor andr is added to the queue (lines 17-26).
Otherwise, the destination state ofe is changed toq (line 27).

WhenA is not acyclic, the condition of the test of line 17 needs to begen-
eralized as described in detail in (Mohri, 1997b). An efficient implementation
of this algorithm has been incorporated in the GRM library (Allauzen et al.,
2005) with the command-line utilitygrmlocalgrammar .

Figure 5 shows the output of the algorithm when applied to theautomaton
A0 of Figure 4(b). Each state admits a failure transition. The failure transition
at the initial state is a self-loop. In such cases, the searchfor a default state
can stop, e.g., at state 0, if a desired label such asb cannot be found, no further
default state is considered. The automaton of Figure 5 is intersected withT0

in the way previously described to produce the result (Figure 4(d)).
Figure 6(b) shows another illustration of the application where it is applied

to the automaton of Figure 6(a). The special symbolφ is used to mark failure
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(a) (b)

FIGURE 7 (a) Local grammar automatonA; (b) deterministic automatonB
recognizingΣ∗L(A) represented with failure transitions.

transitions.
The algorithm just described admits an on-the-fly implementation which

makes it suitable for expanding only those states and transitions of the result
need for the intersection withT .

An offline construction is preferable when multiple applications of the lo-
cal grammar are expected. Unlike the algorithm presented inthe previous
section, the determinization ofA′ is then computed just once. The resulting
automatonB′ is compact thanks to the use of failure transitions.

The use ofB′ can be further optimized in a way similar to what can be
done in the case of the algorithm of Knuth et al. (1977) using the following
observation: if a labela is unavailable atq, it is also unavailable at the default
stateq′ of q if the set of labels atq′ is included in set of labels atq. Let the
context ofq be defined by:

C(q) = {a ∈ Σ : δ(q, a) 6= ∅}.

To speed up the use of default transitions, the new transition functionδ′ can
thus be defined as follows:

δ′(q, φ)←

{

δ(q, φ) if C(δ(q, φ)) 6⊆ C(q) or δ(q, φ) = q;
δ′(δ(q, φ), φ) otherwise.

For example, the context of state 3 contains that of its default state 1 in the
automaton of Figure 6(b). Thus, its default transition can be redefined to point
to the default state of state 1, that is state 0.

Figures 7 and 8 provide a full example of application of a local grammar
using the algorithm described. Figure 7(a) shows an exampleof a local gram-
mar automatonA. The application of the algorithm produces the compact
deterministic automatonB of Figure 7(b) represented with failure transitions.

Figure 8(a) shows a text automaton and Figure 8(b) the resultof the ap-
plication of the application ofA to T obtained by intersectingB with T . The
dotted transition is a transition not constructed during that intersection since
it leads to the state pair(2, 3) where3 is a final state ofB.
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FIGURE 8 (a) Text automatonT ; (b) Result of the application of the local grammarA
to T .

9.3 Conclusion
Accurate local grammar automata are useful tools for disambiguation. They
can significantly speed up the application of further text processing steps such
as part-of-speech tagging or parsing. We gave a brief overview of several local
grammar algorithms, including an efficient algorithm for their application to
a text represented by an automaton.

Another natural way to define local grammars is to use context-dependent
rewrite rules. Context-dependent rules can be efficiently compiled into finite-
state transducers that can then be readily applied to an input text automaton
(Kaplan and Kay, 1994, Mohri and Sproat, 1996). They can be further gener-
alized to weighted context-dependent rules compiled into weighted transduc-
ers (Mohri and Sproat, 1996).
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Twol at Work
SJUR MOSHAGEN, PEKKA SAMMALLAHTI AND TROND

TROSTERUD

10.1 Introduction
In this article, we will show two-level morphology at work. In sections 10.2
and 10.3, we will lay out the foundation for the work, by presenting the
philosophy behind the Northern Saami two-level parser. In sections 10.4.1,
10.4.2 and 10.4.3 we then have a look at different applications, pedagogical
programs, spell checking and terminology management.

10.2 Two-level morphology
Languages with ample morphophonological variation pose a problem for
automatic analysis. A recapitulation of historical changes (or phonological
rules) in two-level rules may be an elegant solution from thepoint of view of
an overall grasp of the language in question but one soon runsinto difficulties
in dealing with products of analogical levellings and otherexceptions, espe-
cially when text words consist of several morphemes each interacting with
the other phonologically. One such language is Saami where word stems in-
teracting with affixes can have over 20 phonological variants and derivational
and inflectional morphemes interacting with word stems or each other more
than five phonological variants.

After unsuccesfully trying different morphophonologicalrule approaches
to the variation stemming from morpheme interaction anindexed concate-
nation model was devised. This model providesphonological/graphemic
morpheme variants with indexes (or abstract features) according to their
continuation categories, the sets of suffixes it precedes. In practice a phono-
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logical/graphemic variant of a word stem occurring in frontof a certain set
of suffixes receives an index different from that of another variant occurring
before a different set of suffixes.

Since the distribution of stem variants in relation to suffixsets vary from
one stem type to another, a single phonological/graphemic variant of a word
stem may belong to two or more morphophonological variants if a different
stem has two or more phonological/graphemic variants before the same set
of suffixes. Accordingly the suffixes are indexed according to their relations
with morphophonological word stem variants.

The interaction with the word stemsgiehta‘hand; arm’ andnjunni ‘nose’
with the nominative plural suffixÂt and the second person singular ac-
cusative possessive suffixÂt may serve as an example. Both suffixes call for
weak gradein the stem consonant center (the consonants between a stressed
and a stressless vowel): (njunni→) njuni-t ‘noses’ and (giehta→) gied̄a-t
‘hands/arms’. However, the two suffixes call for different stem vowel alter-
nants in i-stems but not in a-stems:njuni-t ‘noses’ 6= njuná-t ‘your nose’ but
gied̄a-t ‘hands/arms’= gied̄a-t ‘your hand/arm’. The stemsnjuni- andnjuná-
receive different indexes or abstract features (such asnjuni-N1andnjuná-N2)
because they call for different sets of suffixes but so do the corresponding
instances of the stemgied̄a- (gied̄a-N1andgied̄a-N2) because the suffixes it
precedes belong to two sets.

Since nouns have partly the same mophophonological variants as verbs,
the morphophonological variants receive three kinds of indexes:N for the
morphophonological variants of nouns,V for the morphophonological vari-
ants of verbs, andX for the morphophonological variants shared by nouns
and verbs. To illustrate the use of indexes, a selection of noun and verb in-
flectional forms from three different parisyllabic stems are given. The ex-
amples represent types which show maximal morphophonological variation.
Those with monophthongs in the first syllable (such asruhta ‘money’, lohti
‘wedge’, rohtu ‘grove’; sihtat ‘want’, bihtit ‘to be strong enough for some-
thing’, vihkut ‘to suspect’) or with other kinds of consonant centers (such
asgálgat ‘to undo’, máhttit ‘to know how’, riggut ‘to become rich’) have a
smaller number of morphophonological variants because some word stem ac-
commodations such as diphthong simplification or extra strong grade do not
manifest themselves in them. Cf. tables 1 and 2.
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TABLE 1 Noun Stems:giehta‘hand; arm’,goahti ‘hut; Saami tent’,niehku‘dream’

NomSg giehta-0 goahti-0 niehku-0
IllSg gihti-i goahtá-i nihku-i
LocSg giēda-s goādi-s niegu-s
ComSg giēda-in gōdi-in niegu-in
Ess giehta-n goahti-n niehku-n
NomPl giēda-t goādi-t niegu-t
NomSg+Sg2Px giehta-t goahtá-t nihko-t
GenSg+Sg2Px giēda-t goādá-t nigo-t

TABLE 2 Verb Stems:viehkat‘to run’, boahtit ‘to come’,biehkut‘to complain’

Inf viehka-t boahti-t biehku-t
IndPrsSg1 viega-n boādá-n biegu-n
IndPrsSg3 viehká-0 boahtá-0 biehku-0
IndPrt Du3 viega-iga bōdi-iga biegu-iga
IndPrtPl3 vihke-t bohte-t bihko-t
PotPrsSg1 viega-žan bōde-žan bigo-žan
CondPrsSg1 viega-šin boad̄á-šin bigo-šin
ImprtPrsSg2 viega-0 boāde-0 biego-0
ImprtPrsSg3 vihk-os boht-os bihk-os
ImprtPrsDu2 viehkki-0 boahtti-0 biehkku-0
ImprtPrsPl1 vihk-ot boht-ot bihko-t
VrbGen viega-0 boādi-0 biegu-0
PrsPtcComSg vihkki-in bohtti-in biehkku-in
PrfPrc viehka-n boahtá-n bihko-n
PassiveStem vihkk-o- bohtt-o- bihkk-o-
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The inflectional morphemes are accompanied with a number of word
stem accommodations, the ones relevant with regard to the examples in the
paradigms are shown in table 3:

TABLE 3 Word Stem Accomodations

(a) Weak Grade (WG): hk→ g, ht→ d̄
(b) Extra Strong Grade (ESG): hk→ hkk, ht→ htt
(c) Diphtong Simplification (DS): ie→ i, oa→ o, uo→ o
(d) Second Syllable Vowel Accomm. I (SSVAI): i→ á, u→ o
(e) Second Syllable Vowel Accomm. II (SSVAII): i→ e, u→ o
(f) Second Syll. Vowel Accomm. III (SSVAIII): a→ i
(g) Second Syll. Vowel Accomm. IV (SSVAIV): a→ á, i→ á
(h) Second Syll. Vowel Accomm. V (SSVAV): a→ i, i → á
(i) Second Syll. Allegro Shortening (SSAS): i→ e, u→ o (+ á→ a)
(j) Second Syll. Vowel Loss

Before Suffixal Vowel (SSVL): -a→ -0, -i → -0, -u→ -0

We can see that the distribution of these accommodations, each of which
corresponds to a rule in the two-level analysis program, is not the same in the
paradigms representing different stem types. Grade Alternation, Consonant
Center Strengthening, Second Syllable Allegro Shorteningand Second Sylla-
ble Vowel Loss Before Suffixal Vowel occur in the same paradigmatic forms
for all types of parisyllabic stems but Diphthong Simplification and the dif-
ferent Second Syllable Vowel Accommodations do not. On closer inspection,
however, it becomes clear that DS and SSVAs are conditioned by the phono-
logical properties of the stems and that their distributiondifferences depend
on their applicability to different kinds of stems.

The stem variants can now be grouped according to the combinations of
accommodations in the suffixes the continuation categoriescall for; if Diph-
thong Simplification is restricted to a stem type, it will be indicated with the
stem vowel in braces. Out of the 15 groups of stem variants requiring differ-
ent sets of suffixes in table 4, one is specific to nouns (nr. 4),9 are specific to
verbs (nrs 3, 5, 6, 9, 10, 12-15) and 6 are shared by nouns and verbs (nrs 1,
2, 6, 7, 8, 11). This means that in the presented examples, noun stems have 7
variants which require different continuation categoriesand verb stems have
13, as in table 4.

The continuation categories presented here are considerably simplified for
the purposes of this paper; those in the actual program take various kinds
of redundances as well as sequences of continuation categories into account
and are far more complex. Furthermore, most of the continuation categories
contain a number of suffixes in addition to those in the examples.

With the indexed concatenation model outlined here, it is possible to deal
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TABLE 4 Stem variants

(1) X1: No Accommodation
N+Sg+Nom: 0 giehta-0 goahti-0 niehku-0
N+Ess: n giehta-n goahti-n niehku-n
V+Inf: t viehka-t boahti-t biehku-t

(2) X2: SSVAI
N+Sg+NomSg+Sg2Px: t giehta-t goahtá-t nihko-t
V+PrfPrc: n viehka-n boahtá-n bihko-n

(3) V1: SSVAIV
V+Ind+Prs+Sg3: 0 viehká-0 boahtá-0 biehku-0

(4) N1: DS(a,u) + SSVAV
N+Sg+Ill: i gihti-i goahtá-i nihku-i

(5) V2: DS + SSVAII
V+Ind+Prt+Pl3: t vihke-t bohte-t bihko-t

(6) V3: DS + SSVL
V+Imprt+Prs+Sg3: os vihk-os boht-os bihk-os
V+Imprt+Prs+Pl1: ot vihk-ot boht-ot bihk-ot

(7) X3: WG
N+Sg+Loc: s giēda-s goādi-s niegu-s
N+Pl+Nom: t giēda-t goādi-t niegu-t
V+VrbGen: 0 viega-0 boādi-0 niegu-0

(8) X4: WG + SSVAI
N+Sg+Gen+Sg2Px: t giēda-t goādá-t nigo-t
V+Cond+Prs+Sg1: šin viega-šin boad̄á-šin bigo-šin

(9) V4: WG + SSAS
V+Imprt+Prs+Sg2: 0 viega-0 boāde-0 biego-

(10)V5: WG + SSVAIV
V+Ind+Prs+Sg1: n viega-n boādá-n biegu-n

(11)X5: WG + DS(i)
N+Sg+Com: in giēda-in gōdi-in niegu-in
V+Ind+Prt+Du3: iga viega-iga bōdi-iga biegu-iga

(12)V6: WG + SSVAII
V+Pot+Prs+Sg1: žan viega-žan bod̄e-žan bigo-žan

(13)V7: ESG + SSVAIII
V+Imprt+Prs+Du2: 0 viehkki-0 boahtti-0 biehkku-0

(14)V8: ESG + DS(a,i) + SSVAIII
N+Sg+Com: in vihkki-in bohtti-in biehkku-in

(15)V9: ESG + DS + SSVL
V+Passive: o vihkk-o- bohtt-o- bihkk-o-
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with all kinds of complex morphophonologies in a straightforward manner. It
is also relatively easy to add new morphophonological accommodations into
the analyser.

10.3 Disambiguation
Disambiguation may be done in several ways. One is Finite-state intersec-
tion grammar, as suggested by Koskenniemi (1997). In our Saami project,
we have chosen a different path, and use constraint grammar,as presented
by Tapanainen (1996), here in Eckhard Bick’s open-source versionvislcg(cf.
sourceforge.net/projects/vislcg/. This component is being written by Trond
Trosterud and Marit Julien. Although still under development, it is already
good enough to match the level of statistically-based POS taggers. At its
present stage, it contains approximately 1300 disambiguation rules.

10.4 Twol in use
A grammatical analysator can be used for many purposes. We will here have
a look at some areas where the Saami analysator has been put touse.

10.4.1 Pedagogical programs

The Saami analysator has been used to analyse sentences for interactive peda-
gogical syntax learning in the so-called visl project (Visual Syntax Learning)
at Syddansk Universitet. The format in itself is not dependent upon having a
grammatical analysator, but the analysator makes it possible to add sentences
automatically. The process behind the analysis in Figure 3 consists of three
parts:

1. The morphological analyser gives all possible analyses
2. A morphological disambiguator removes the incorrect ones, and adds

syntactic functions
3. A phrase structure grammar gives the linear representation a hierarchi-

cal structure

At present, beta versions of the first two components are in place. The
third component is still missing. For a sentence likeÁhčči lea oastán munnje
divrras sabehiid’Father has bought me a an expensive pair of skis’, the mor-
phological analyser gives the representation in Figure 1.

After disambiguation and adding of syntactic functions, the same sentence
can be seen in Figure 2.

The underlying representation of the pedagogical program takes the dis-
ambiguated analysis as input, and makes a tree structure, asseen in Figure
3. At present, this process is only partly automatised, the bracketing of con-
stituents (denoted with ’=’) must be done manually, making such a compo-
nent is the next task ahead.
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"<Áh č či>"
"áh č či" N Sg Nom

"<lea>"
"leat" V Ind Prs Sg3

"<oastán>"
"oastit" V PrfPrc
"oastit" V* N Actor Sg Nom PxSg1
"oastit" V* N Actor Sg Gen PxSg1
"oastit" V* N Actor Sg Acc PxSg1
"oasti" N Sg Nom PxSg1
"oasti" N Sg Gen PxSg1
"oasti" N Sg Acc PxSg1

"<munnje>"
"mun" Pron Pers Sg1 Ill

"<divrras>"
"divrras" A Attr
"divrras" A Sg Nom

"<sabehiid>"
"sabet" N Pl Gen
"sabet" N Pl Acc

"<.>"
"." CLB

FIGURE 1 Morphological analysis

"<Áh č či>"
"áh č či" N Sg Nom @SUBJ

"<lea>"
"leat" V Ind Prs Sg3 @+FAUXV

"<oastán>"
"oastit" V PrfPrc @-FMAINV

"<munnje>"
"mun" Pron Pers Sg1 Ill @ADVL

"<divrras>"
"divrras" A Attr @AN>

"<sabehiid>"
"sabet" N Pl Acc @OBJ

"<.>"

FIGURE 2 Disambiguated version

S:n(’áh č či’,sg,nom) Áh č či
P:g
=D:v(’leat’,ind,pr,3sg) lea
=H:v(’oastit’,pcp2) oastán
A:pron(’mun’,<pers>,1sg,ill) munnje
Od:g
=D:adj(’divrras’,attr) divrras
=H:n(’sabet’,pl,acc) sabehiid

FIGURE 3 Underlying representation in the pedagogical program
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A pilot set of 200 Saami sentences will shortly be included inthe
http://visl.sdu.dk/visl/. As soon as they become part of that pedagogical plat-
form, the sentences will be reused in a large range of pedagogical programs,
ranging from interactive syntax analysis via word-class shooting games to
text analysis.

Later, when the analysator becomes better, it will also be possible to of-
fer an open system, where the computer analyses user input and offers an
interface for the user to analyse for himself.

10.4.2 TWOL as generator 1: paradigm generation for a
terminological database

The bidirectional nature of the two-level model makes it ideal not only for
analysis but also for generation of word forms. An example ofthis is seen in
Figure 4, using the current North Saami transducer.

xfst[1]: apply up
apply up> máná
mánná+N+Sg+Acc
mánná+N+Sg+Gen

xfst[1]: apply down
apply down> mánná+N+Sg+Acc
máná

FIGURE 4 Analysis and generation of the same word form using the same two-level
model in oposite directions

This feature of the two-level model will be put into use in a terminolog-
ical database developed by the Saami parliament (athttp://www.risten.no/)
to generate complete paradigms at runtime of any entry in thedatabase. The
paradigm generation will first be implemented for North Saami, and later for
Julev (Lule) Saami and other Saami languages.

Unless special attention is paid to homonym entry words withdifferent
inflections, the simple application of a two-level model in the oposite direc-
tion will overgenerate, leading to wrongly generated word forms. One way of
dealing with the overgeneration would be to add a unique string to homonyms
as part of their lexical entry, as shown in Figure 5. This would ensure round-
trip consistency without over-generation (one will alwaysbe able to gener-
ate exactly what was analyzed), but would complicate generation of such
homonyms if no analysis is available: without knowing that it is a homonym,
how would one know that the word requires a special tag to be generated?

With appropriate rules for dealing with homonym indices like _1 and_2,
the analysis output (and hence the generator input) would include the neces-
sary info to generate complete and accurate paradigms without overgenera-
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beassi:beassi_1 GOAHTI ;
beas0s0i:beas’si_2 GOAHTI ;
ára:ára_1 GOAHTI ;
á0ra0:árran2_2 SEAMU ;

FIGURE 5 Homonym lexical entries with an additional differentiatorto differentiate
them in analysis and generation

tion.

10.4.3 Spell checker

Using two-level technologies for making spellers was earlyon a pretty ob-
vious application of it (see Arppe (2002) for a summary of thedifferent ini-
tiatives in Finland), and one way of implementing orthographic correction
is briefly described in Beesley and Karttunen (2003). Commercial imple-
mentations have been available since 1986 from Lingsoft Oy for Finnish,
then Swedish, later also several other languages. For languages with rich in-
flectional and/or derivational morphology and free compounding, like Saami
languages as well as many others, using a two-level or similar approach is in
practice the only possibility.

Two-level technology is not only good for spellers. For languages with free
compounding, using two-level technologies can also improve hyphenation,
cf. Karlsson (1985). A commercial implementation is available from Lingsoft
Oy, and described athttp://www.lingsoft.fi/doc/d-finhyp9.html.

Since October 2004 the Norwegian Saami Parliament has been running a
project to create proofing tools for North and Julev (Lule) Saami. The project
is based on the work by Pekka Sammallahti and the projects at the University
of Tromsø ,̧ described earlier in this article.

Handling descriptive and normative models at the same time
The proofing tools project is using the same lexicons as otherSaami lan-
guage technology projects at the University of Tromsø .̧ While the university
projects by nature are descriptive and want to be able to analyse both stan-
dard orthography and common substandard variants, the proofing tools’ goal
is to help authors make written text conform to orthographicstandards. The
language of the proofing tools is thus a subset of the languageof the other
projects, and to create a two-level model for proofing tools,we need to ex-
tract this subset language.

A very simple, but often sufficient, way of doing this is to adda com-
ment to unofficial variants, and remove these variants usingtext processing
methods in a preprocessing stage before compiling the lexicon, typically us-
ing ’grep’. This is how it is implemented in the present version of the North
Saami TWOL, cf Figure 6, where the comment!SUBmarks substandard vari-
ants.
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leans#mán0ni:leans#mán’ni VIVVA ;
lens#mán0ni:lens#mán’ni VIVVA ; !SUB
kapihtal GAHPIR ; !SUB
sektor GAHPIR ; !SUB

FIGURE 6 Example North Saami entries with comments for substandard forms

Another method would be to use the network operations available in cur-
rent language technology tools such as the Xerox Finite State tools described
in Beesley and Karttunen (2003). Using network subtractionit would be pos-
sible to remove from the full (descriptive) language model the language con-
taining all and only a specified feature, e.g. +Sub. This would also imply that
substandard variants that are morphophonological rather than lexical in their
nature could easily be removed, which is not necessarily possible with the
preprocessing approach discussed above.

Extending both the approaches briefly discussed above wouldalso make
it possible to cover dialectal variation. Comparative forms of North Saami
adjectives have one standard variant used in western dialects, and another
standard form used in eastern dialects. Each of these dialect groups has in
addition another variant ending in -u, which is not part of the orthography,
but used orally and thus sometimes showing up in print. All four variants are
listed in Figure 7, in theirlexcrepresentation.

Lexicon EABBO/EAMOS_CONT
+Comp+W:eabbo EABBU ; ! Parallel form Standard. West
+Comp+E:ab’bo EABBU ; ! Parallel form Standard. East
+Comp+W+Sub:eabbu EABBU ; ! Parallel form Not standard. Wes t
+Comp+E+Sub:ab’bu EABBU ; ! Parallel form Not standard. Eas t

FIGURE 7 Dialectal variation of Comparative, both standard and substandard variants

We have introduced two more tags in the description above,+W and+E, to
denote western and eastern dialects respectively. We have also used a lexc tag
+Subinstead of a comment to identify substandard variants. Using any of the
methods above we can extract any combination of these parameters, that is,
including or excluding substandard variants, for eastern or western dialects.
In a speller context, this can be used to e.g. create a more strict speller, by
excluding forms not relevant for the user.

TWOL as generator 2: full form list generation for LT-weak sp ellers
The proofing tools project at the Saami parliament will create spellers and
hyphenators for several applications on Windows, MacOS X and Linux, using
several different speller engines. Some of these engines are dictated by the
applications the project needs to make spellers for, for other applications it
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has been a goal to reduce the dependency on commercial software as much
as possible. The most likely such speller engine is Aspell (http://aspell.net/),
a derivative of iSpell, which employs a simple one-level automaton model for
its engine. Aspell is open source, freely available, and runs on all operating
systems the project plans to support. In addition, it plugs in to a multitude of
applications on all platforms. Aspell’s only weakness is its limited descriptive
power, that is - the missingtwo level, which makes it quite hard to write
spellers for languages with complex morphophonology.

Recreating the linguistic model in the limited format of Aspell is not an
attractive choice: we do not want to maintain two sets of source files, let
alone make sure they are syncronised. Developing a good linguistic model is
in itself a huge task, and it is imperative that we can, with reasonable effort,
reuse what has already been done.

Thanks to the bidirectional nature of the two-level model, it is relatively
easy today to circumvent the limitations of spellers like Aspell to a large
degree. As long as a transducer is non-circular, we can use itas a generator
to not only produce paradigms as described in Section 10.4.2, but to print out
the whole language of the transducer. The circular points inour lexicon are
marked up, which makes it trivial to extract a subset of it that is non-recursive
with a simplegrep command. This subset still contains all the non-circular
word formation, such as derivation, plus all the inflection.

Though quite substantial, such a generated full-form list will of course
not have satisfying lexical coverage unless the underlyinglexicon source files
are themself «complete». Acompletelexicon does not exist, but to make the
actual lexicon as close to the ideal one as possible within the scope of the
proofing project, we will add to the lexicon all entries foundin available writ-
ten material1, including all compounds, such that the total lexical coverage
should be quite good. It still remains to be seen whether the result will be
satisfying. The following criteria will be essential in evaluating whether we
are successful:

. size of resulting binary dictionary file. speed of the speller. precision and recall of the speller. relevance of given suggestions

Using a full-form list also defeats another benefit of automatons and trans-
ducers, namely the space-efficient construction of regularmorphology in con-

1The proofing project is building a corpus of Saami texts together with the disambiguator
project; the corpus will hopefully contain substantial parts of the total body of Saami texts written
in modern orthography
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tinuation lexicons. iSpell2 and lately Aspell3 support what is called "affix
compression" using "affix lexicons", which is a limited implementation of
continuation lexicons4. The Divvun project will look into whether it would
be possible to generate such affix lexicons automatically from the generated
full-form list, or at least with minimal effort maintain such affix lexicons.
This will be especially important if the resulting binary lexicons turn out to
be very large without affix compression.

10.5 Summing up
In this article we have tried to describe issues in the development of the North
Saami two-level model, and some of the applications for which it has been, or
is going to be put to work. With the resent projects for pedagogical software
and proofing tools, it is possible to secure a place in the modern, digital world
for small languages like North Saami by using language technology rooted in
Koskenniemi (1983).
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Two Notions of Parsing
JOAKIM NIVRE

The termparsing, derived from Latinpars orationis(parts of speech), was
originally used to denote the grammatical explication of sentences, as prac-
ticed in elementary schools. The term was later borrowed into computer sci-
ence and linguistics, where it has acquired a specialized sense in connection
with the theory of formal languages and grammars. However, in practical
applications of natural language processing, the term is also used to denote
the syntactic analysis of sentences in text, without reference to any particular
formal grammar, a sense which is in many ways quite close to the original
grammar school sense.

In other words, there are at least two distinct notions of parsing that can be
found in the current literature on natural language processing, notions that are
not always clearly distinguished. I will call the two notionsgrammar parsing
andtext parsing, respectively. Although I am certainly not the first to notice
this ambiguity, I feel that it may not have been given the attention that it de-
serves. While it is true that there are intimate connectionsbetween the two
notions, they are nevertheless independent notions with quite different prop-
erties in some respects. In this paper I will try to pinpoint these differences
through a comparative discussion of the two notions of parsing. This is mo-
tivated primarily by an interest in the problem of text parsing and a desire
to understand how it is related to the more well-defined problem of gram-
mar parsing. In a following companion paper I will go on to discuss different
strategies for solving the text parsing problem, which may or may not involve
grammar parsing as a crucial component.
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S → NP VP PU JJ → Economic
VP → VP PP JJ → little
VP → VBD NP JJ → financial
NP → NP PP NN → news
NP → JJ NN NN → effect
NP → JJ NNS NNS → markets
PP → IN NP VB → had
PU → . IN → on

FIGURE 1 Context-free grammar for a fragment of English

11.1 Grammar Parsing
The notion of grammar parsing is intimately connected to thenotion of a
formal grammarG defining a formal languageL(G) over some (terminal)
alphabetΣ. Theparsing problemcan then be defined as follows:

Given a grammarG and an input stringx ∈ Σ∗, derive some or all of the
analyses assigned tox by G.

The analysis of formal grammars and their parsing problems goes back to the
pioneering work of Noam Chomsky and others in the 1950’s and continues
to be a very active area of research. The most widely used formal grammar,
both in computer science and in computational linguistics,is thecontext-free
grammar(CFG) of Chomsky (1956). Figure 1 shows a context-free grammar
defining a fragment of English including the sentence analyzed in Figure 2,
which is taken from the Wall Street Journal section of the Penn Treebank
(Marcus et al., 1993).

Over the years, a variety of different formal grammars have been intro-
duced, many of which are more expressive than the CFG model and motivated
by the desire to provide a more adequate analysis of natural language syn-
tax. This development started with the transformational grammars of Chom-
sky (1957, 1965) and has continued with syntactic theories like Lexical-
Functional Grammar (Kaplan and Bresnan, 1982) and Head-Driven Phrase
Structure Grammar (Pollard and Sag, 1994). In recent years,there has been
a special interest in so-called mildly context-sensitive grammars, exempli-
fied by Tree-Adjoining Grammars (Joshi, 1985) and Combinatory-Categorial
Grammar (Steedman, 2000), which appear to strike a good balance between
linguistic adequacy and computational complexity. However, there has also
been considerable interest in grammars that are less expressive but more effi-
cient, notably frameworks based on finite-state techniques(cf. Koskenniemi,
1997).
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FIGURE 2 Constituent structure for English sentence

Solving the parsing problem for a specific type of grammar requires a pars-
ing algorithm, i.e. an algorithm that computes analyses fora stringx relative
to a grammarG. Throughout the years a number of different parsing algo-
rithms for different classes of grammars have been proposedand analyzed.
For context-free grammars, some of the more well-known algorithms are the
Cocke-Kasami-Younger (CKY) algorithm (Kasami, 1965, Younger, 1967),
Earley’s algorithm (Earley, 1970), and the left corner algorithm (Rosenkrantz
and Lewis, 1970). These algorithms all make use of tabulation to store partial
results, which potentially allows exponential reductionsof the search space
and thereby provides a way of coping with ambiguity. This type of method,
which constitutes a form ofdynamic programming(Cormen et al., 1990), can
also be generalized to more expressive grammar formalisms.

Traditional parsing algorithms can be described asconstructivein the
sense that they analyze sentences by constructing syntactic representations
in accordance with the rules of the grammar. An alternative to this is to
use aneliminative parsing strategy, with treats the grammar as a set of
constraints and views parsing as a constraint satisfactionproblem. In this
approach, which is found in different forms in frameworks such as Con-
straint Grammar (Karlsson, 1990, Karlsson et al., 1995), Parallel Constraint
Grammar (Koskenniemi, 1990, 1997), and Constraint Dependency Grammar
(Maruyama, 1990), sentences are analyzed by successively eliminating rep-
resentations that violate constraints until only valid representations remain.

I will make no attempt to review the vast literature on grammar parsing
here but will concentrate on some general observations concerning the prop-
erties of the parsing problem and the methods used to solve it. First of all, it
is worth noting that the parsing problem for a class of grammars is a well-
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FIGURE 3 Alternative constituent structure for English sentence

definedabstract problemin the sense of algorithm theory (Cormen et al.,
1990), i.e. a relation between a setI of inputs, which in this case are pairs
consisting of a grammarG and a stringx, and a setO of outputs, which are
syntactic representations of strings inL(G). A parsing algorithm provides a
solution to this problem by computing the mapping from arbitrary inputs to
outputs.

Secondly, the parsing problem for formal grammars is intimately tied to
the correspondingrecognition problem, i.e., the problem of deciding whether
the stringx is in L(G). It is only strings inL(G) that receive an analysis in
the parsing process, and most parsing algorithms in fact solve the recognition
problem simultaneously.

Thirdly, we note that the analyses to be assigned to a particular input string
x are completely defined by the grammarG itself. For example, ifG is a
context-free grammar, we may be interested in the number of distinct parse
trees that result from derivations ofx from the start symbolS ofG. In princi-
ple, this means that the correctness of a parsing algorithm can be established
without considering any particular input strings, since the set of all input-
output pairs are given implicitly by the grammarG itself.

The abstract nature of the grammar parsing problem is reflected in the
evaluation criteria that are usually applied to parsing methods in this context.
For example, a parsing algorithm is said to beconsistentif, for any grammar
G and input stringx, it only derives analyses forx that are licensed byG; it
is said to becompleteif, for any G andx, it derivesall analyses forx that
are licensed byG. For example, the grammar in Figure 1 is ambiguous and
assigns to our example sentence not only the analysis in Figure 2 but also
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the analysis in Figure 3. Thus, a complete parsing algorithmmust compute
both these analyses, while a consistent algorithm must not compute any other
analysis. However, both consistency and completeness can be proven without
considering any particular grammarG or input stringx, given the formal
definition of the class of grammars and the relevant notions of derivation and
representation.

The same goes for considerations of efficiency, where proofsof complex-
ity, either for particular parsing algorithms or for classes of grammars, pro-
vide the most relevant tools for evaluation. For a context-free grammarG,
parsing can be performed inO(n3) time, wheren is the length of the in-
put stringx, using a dynamic programming algorithm. For mildly context-
sensitive grammars, parsing complexity is still polynomial — typicallyO(n6)
— while for more expressive formalisms running time becomesexponential
in the worst case. By contrast, systems based on finite-statetechniques nor-
mally support parsing inO(n) time. Research on the complexity of linguis-
tically motivated classes of grammars was pioneered by Barton et al. (1987)
and has been followed by a wide range of subsequent studies.

Although complexity results often need to be supplemented by practical
running time experiments, as shown for example by Carroll (1994), the role
of empirical evaluation remains limited in grammar parsing, especially as far
as correctness is concerned. This follows from the fact thatgrammar parsing
is an abstract and mathematically well-defined problem, which can be studied
using formal methods only.

11.2 Text Parsing
Text parsing1 is concerned with the syntactic analysis of (more or less) unre-
stricted text. This notion of parsing therefore applies to concrete manifesta-
tions of a languageL, where we cannot necessarily assume thatL is a formal
language. In particular, we are of course interested in the case whereL is a
natural language, or possibly a restricted subset of a natural language. I as-
sume that atext in a languageL is a sequenceT = (x1, . . . , xn) of sentences
(strings)xi, and I define thetext parsingproblem as follows:

Given a textT = (x1, . . . , xn) in languageL, derive the correct analysis for
every sentencexi ∈ T .

The termsentenceshould be understood in the sense oftext sentencerather
thansystem sentence(Lyons, 1977), i.e., it refers to a segment of text with-

1The termtext in text parsingis not meant to exclude spoken language, but rather to empha-
size the relation to naturally occurring language use. Although I will have nothing to say about
the parsing of spoken utterances in this paper, I want the notion of text parsing to encompass
both written texts and spoken dialogues. An alternative term would bediscourse parsing, but it
seems that this would give rise to misleading associations of a different kind.
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out any specific assumptions about syntactic completeness or other structural
properties. What constitutes a sentence in this sense may differ from one lan-
guage to the other and may not always be completely clear-cut. In the context
of this paper I will simply disregard this problem, althoughit is well-known
that the problem of sentence segmentation in text processing is far from trivial
(Palmer, 2000).

To exemplify the notion of text parsing, let us return again to the example
sentence from Figure 2. In its original context, which is a text taken from the
Wall Street Journal and included in the Penn Treebank, this sentence has an
interpretation that corresponds to the analysis in Figure 2— rather than the
alternative analysis in Figure 3. Therefore, the former analysis is the one and
only correct analysis in the context of text parsing.

Let us now return to the observations made with respect to grammar pars-
ing in the previous section and see in what respects text parsing is different.
First of all, it is not clear that text parsing is a well-defined abstract problem
in the same sense as grammar parsing, especially not when we consider texts
in a natural language. It is true that text parsing has the structure of a mapping
problem, but in the absence of a formal definition for the languageL, there
is no precise delimitation of the input set. Moreover, even if we can agree on
the formal properties of output representations, there is no formal grammar
defining the correct mapping from inputs to outputs. For example, the syn-
tactic representation in Figure 2 is clearly of the kind thatcan be defined by
a context-free grammar. But according to my conception of the text parsing
problem, there is no specific instance of this formal grammarthat defines the
mapping from input strings to specific representations.

One way of looking at the problem is instead to say that it is anempirical
approximation problem, where we try to approximate the correct mapping
given increasingly large but finite samples of the mapping relation. Needless
to say, this is a view that fits very well with a data-driven approach to text
parsing, but the main point right now is simply that, unlike grammar parsing,
the problem of text parsing lacks a precise characterization in formal terms.

Secondly, text parsing lacks the connection between parsing and recogni-
tion that we observed for grammar parsing. This is a direct consequence of the
fact that the input language is not formally defined, which means that recog-
nition is not a well-defined problem. Therefore, we can no longerrequirethat
an input string be part of the language to be analyzed. In mostcases, we in-
stead have toassumethat any text sentence is a valid input string. And if we
want to be able to reject some input strings as ill-formed, then we cannot refer
to a formal language definition but must appeal to some other criterion.2

2For certain practical applications, such as grammar checking, it is obviously both relevant
and necessary to reject certain strings by appeal to a prescriptive grammar, but it can be prob-
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Thirdly, while there is no reference to a grammar in the definition of text
parsing, there is reference to a sequence of sentences providing a textual con-
text for each sentence to be analyzed. This is based on the assumption that
text parsing deals with language use, and that the analysis assigned to a sen-
tence is sensitive to the context in which it occurs. In particular, I assume that
each text sentence has a single correct analysis, even if thestring of words re-
alizing the sentence may be found with other interpretations in other contexts.
In other words, text parsing entails disambiguation.

However, the absence of a formal grammar also means that we need some
external criterion for deciding what is the correct analysis for a given sentence
in context. For natural languages, the obvious criterion touse is human per-
formance, meaning that an analysis is correct if it coincides with the interpre-
tation of competent users of the language in question. This leads to the notion
of anempirical gold standard, i.e. a reference corpus of texts, where each rel-
evant text segment has been assigned its correct analysis bya human expert.
In the case of syntactic parsing, the relevant segments are sentences and the
corpus will normally be atreebank(Abeillé, 2003, Nivre, 2005). Thus, my
reason for saying that the analysis given in Figure 2 is correct is simply that
this is the analysis found in the Penn Treebank.

The use of treebank data to establish a gold standard for textparsing is
problematic in many ways, having to do both with the representativity of the
corpus material and the reliability and validity of the treebank annotation.
And even if we can establish a gold standard treebank, it willonly provide us
with a finite sample of input-output pairs, which means that any generaliza-
tion to an infinite language will have to rely on statistical inference. This is in
marked contrast to the case of grammar parsing, where the consistency and
completeness of parsing algorithms, for any grammar and anyinput, can be
established using formal proofs.

The empirical nature of the text parsing problem is reflectedalso in the
evaluation criteria that are applied to parsing methods in this context. Since
notions of consistency and completeness are meaningless inthe absence of a
formal grammar, the central evaluation criterion is instead the empirical no-
tion of accuracy, which is standardly operationalized as agreement with gold
standard data. However, it is important to remember that, even though it is of-
ten difficult to apply formal methods to the text parsing problem itself given
its open-ended nature, the parsing methods we develop to deal with this prob-
lem can of course be subjected to the same rigorous analysis as algorithms
for grammar parsing. Thus, if we are interested in the efficiency of different
methods, we may use results about theoretical complexity ofalgorithms as
well as empirical running time experiments. However, for the central notion

lematic in the general case.
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of accuracy, there seems to be no alternative but to rely on empirical evalua-
tion methods, at least given the current state of our knowledge.

11.3 Competence and Performance
The discussion of grammar parsing and text parsing leads naturally to a con-
sideration of the well-known distinction betweencompetenceand perfor-
mancein linguistic theory (Chomsky, 1965).3 It may be tempting to assume
that grammar parsing belongs to the realm of competence, while text parsing
is concerned with performance. After all, the whole tradition of generative
grammar in linguistics is built on the idea of using formal grammars to model
linguistic competence, starting with Chomsky (1957, 1965). The idea that
natural languages can be modeled as formal languages unitestheorists as dif-
ferent as Chomsky and Montague (1970). Within this tradition, it might be
natural to view the study of grammar parsing, when applied tonatural lan-
guage, as the study of idealized human sentence processing.

The traditional notion of linguistic competence has recently been called
into question, and it has been suggested that many of the properties typically
associated with linguistic performance, such as frequencyeffects and prob-
abilistic category structure, also belong to our linguistic competence (Bod
et al., 2003). While the nature of linguistic competence is ahotly debated
and controversial issue, it seems unproblematic to assume that text parsing is
concerned with performance, at least if we want to use text parsing methods
to build systems that can handle naturally occurring texts.This means that
a model of linguistic competence is of use to us only if it can be coupled
with an appropriate model of performance. So, regardless ofwhether gram-
mar parsing is a good model of linguistic competence or not, it is still an open
question what role it has to play in text parsing (cf. Chanod,2001).

11.4 Conclusion
The main conclusion that I want to draw from the discussion inthis paper
is that grammar parsing and text parsing are in many ways radically differ-
ent problems and therefore require different methods. In particular, grammar
parsing is an abstract problem, which can be studied using formal methods
and internal evaluation criteria, while text parsing is an empirical problem,
where formal methods need to be combined with experimental methods and
external evaluation criteria. In a following companion paper I will discuss
different methods that have been proposed for text parsing.Some of these
methods crucially involve grammar parsing; others do not.

3Before Chomsky, similar distinctions had been proposed by Saussure (1916), between
langueandparole, and by Hjelmslev (1943), betweensystemandprocess, among others.
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Computational Morphologies for Small
Uralic Languages
GÁBOR PRÓSZÉKY AND ATTILA NOVÁK

12.1 Introduction
This article presents a set of morphological tools for smallUralic languages.
Various Hungarian research groups specialized in Finno-Ugric linguistics
and a Hungarian language technology company (MorphoLogic)have initi-
ated a project with the goal of producing annotated electronic corpora for
small Uralic languages. The languages described include Mordvin, Udmurt
(Votyak), Komi (Zyryan), Mansi (Vogul), Khanty (Ostyak), Tundra Nenets
(Yurak) and Nganasan (Tavgi). Most of these languages are endangered, some
of them are on the verge of extinction, so their documentation is an urgent
scientific task. The most important subgoal of the project was to create mor-
phological analyzers for the languages involved.1

In the project, we used the morphological analyzer engine called Hu-
mor (’High speed Unification MORphology’) developed at MorphoLogic
(Prószéky and Kis (1999)), which had been first successfullyapplied to an-
other Uralic (Finno-Ugric) language, Hungarian, and laterto various Slavic,
Germanic and Romance languages. We supplemented the analyzer with two
additional tools: a lemmatizer and a morphological generator. We present the
tools through their application to the Komi language, specifically to the stan-
dard Komi-Zyryan dialect.

Creating analyzers for the two Samoyed languages involved in the project,

1The project was funded by the National Research and Development Programmes of Hungary
(‘Complex Uralic Lingustic Database’, NKFP 5/135/2001).
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Nenets and Nganasan, turned out to be a great challenge. Nganasan morphol-
ogy and especially its phonology is very complex and the available linguis-
tic data and their linguistic descriptions proved to be incomplete and partly
contradictory, which made numerous revisions to our computational model
necessary. Thus using the Humor formalism, which we successfully applied
to other languages in and outside the project, was not feasible in the case of
Nganasan, as shown in the second part of the present article.We used instead
the regular relation calculus based toolset,xfstof Xerox to create the analyzer.

12.2 The Humor Tools
12.2.1 Features of the Morphological Analyzer

The Humor analyzer performs a classical ’item-and-arrangement’ (IA) style
analysis. The input word is analyzed as a sequence of morphs.It is segmented
into parts which have (i) a surface form (that appears as partof the input
string), (ii) a lexical form (the ’quotation form’ of the morpheme) and (iii) a
category label (which may contain some structured information or simply be
an unstructured label). The lexical form and the category label together more
or less well identify the morpheme of which the surface form is an allomorph.

The analyzer produces flat morph lists as possible analyses,since it con-
tains a regular word grammar, which is represented as a finite-state automa-
ton.

The following is a sample output of the Humor analyzer for theKomi word
form kylanly(‘to a listener/listening one’).

analyzer>kylanly
kyv[S_V]=kyl+an[D=A_PImpPs]+ly[I_DAT]
kyv[S_V]=kyl+an[D=N_Tool]+ly[I_DAT]

Morphs are separated by+ signs from each other. The representation
of morphs islexical form[category label]=surface form .
A prefix in category labels identifies the morphological category of the mor-
pheme (stem, derivational/inflectional suffix). In the caseof derivational af-
fixes, the syntactic category of the derived word is also given.

12.2.2 How the analyzer works

The program performs a search on the input word form for possible analyses.
It looks up morphs in the lexicon the surface form of which matches the
beginning of the input word (and later the beginning of the yet unanalyzed
part of it). The lexicon may contain not only single morphs but also morph
sequences. These are ready-made analyses for irregular forms of stems or
suffix sequences, which can thus be identified by the analyzerin a single
step, which makes its operation more efficient.

In addition to assuring that the requirement that the surface form of the
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next morpheme must match the beginning of the yet unanalyzedpart of the
word (uppercase-lowercase conversions may be possible) ismet, two kinds
of checks are performed by the analyzer at every step, which make an early
pruning of the search space possible.

On the one hand, it is checked whether the morph being considered as the
next one is locally compatible with the previous one. On the other hand, it is
examined whether the candidate morph is of a category which,together with
the already analyzed part, is the beginning of a possible word construction
in the given language. Possible word structures are described by an extended
finite-state automaton.

12.2.3 The Lemmatizer

Our ‘lemmatizer’ tool, built around the analyzer core, doesmore than just
identifying lemmas of word forms: it also identifies the exposed morphosyn-
tactic features. In contrast to the more verbose analyses produced by the core
analyzer, compound members and derivational suffixes do notappear as in-
dependent items in the output of the lemmatizer, so the internal structure of
words is not revealed.

The analyses produced by the lemmatizer are well suited for such tasks as
corpus tagging, indexing and parsing. The output of the lemmatizer and the
analyzer is compared in the example below:

analyzer>kylanly
kyv[S_V]=kyl+an[D=A_PImpPs]+ly[I_DAT]
kyv[S_V]=kyl+an[D=N_Tool]+ly[I_DAT]

lemmatizer>kylanly
kylan[N][DAT]
kylan[A][DAT]

The lemmatizer identifies the word formkylanlyas the dative of the noun
or adjective (in fact: participle)kylan(‘listener’, ‘listening one’).

12.2.4 The Generator

The generator produces all word forms that could be realizations of a given
morpheme sequence. The input for the generator is a lemma followed by a
sequence of category labels which express the morphosyntactic features the
word form should expose.

The generator is not a simple inverse of the corresponding analyzer, thus
it can generate the inflected and derived forms of any multiply derived and/or
compound stem without explicitly referring to compound boundaries and
derivational suffixes in the input even if the whole complex stem is not in
the lexicon of the analyzer. This is a useful feature in the case of languages
where morphologically very complex stems are commonplace.
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The following examples show how the generator produces an inflected
form of the derived nominal stemkylan, which is not part of the stem lexicon,
and the explicit application of the derivational suffix (andthe same inflec-
tional suffix) to the absolute verbal root of the word.

generator>kylan[N][DAT]
kylanly

generator>kyv[V][_Tool][DAT]
kylanly

It is possible to describe preferences for the cases when a certain set of
morphosyntactic features may have more than one possible realization. This
can be useful for such applications of the generator as text generation in ma-
chine translation applications, where the generation of a single word form is
required.

12.3 The Morphological Database
Various versions of the Humor morphological analyzer have been in use for
over a decade now. Although the analyzer itself proved to be an efficient tool,
the format of the original database turned out to be problematic. For the an-
alyzer to work efficiently, the data structures it uses contain redundant data.
However, these redundant data structures are hard to read and modify for
humans. So we built a morphological description development environment
which facilitates the creation of the database.

12.3.1 Creating a Morphological Description

In the environment, the linguist has to create a high level human readable de-
scription which contains no redundant information and the system transforms
it in a consistent way to the redundant representations which the analyzer
uses. The work of the linguist consists of the following tasks:
a. Identification of the relevant morpheme categoriesin the language to be
described (parts of speech, affix categories).
b. Description of stem and suffix alternations:an operation must be described
which produces each allomorph from the lexical form of the morpheme for
each phonological allomorphy class. The morphs or phonological or phono-
tactic properties which condition the given alternation must be identified.
c. Identification of features:all features (pertaining to the category or shape
of morphemes, or to the idiosyncratic allomorphies triggered) playing a role
in the morphology of the language must be identified.
d. Definition of selectional restrictions between adjacentmorphs:selectional
restrictions are described in terms of requirements that must be satisfied by
the set of properties (features) of any morph adjacent to a morph. Each morph
has two sets of properties: one can be seen by morphs adjacentto the left and
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the other by morphs adjacent to the right. Likewise, any morph can constrain
its possible neighbors by defining a formula expressing its requirements on
each of its two sides.
e. Identification of implicational relations between properties of allomorphs
and morphemes:these implicational relations must be formulated as rules,
which either define how redundant properties and requirements of allomorphs
can be inferred from their already known (lexically given orpreviously in-
ferred) properties (including their shape), or define default properties.
f. Creation of stem and affix morpheme lexicons:in contrast to the lexicon
used by the morphological analyzer, the lexicons created bythe linguist con-
tain the descriptions of morphemes instead of allomorphs. Morphemes are
defined by listing their lexical form, category and all unpredictable features
and requirements. A simple inheritance mechanism facilitates the consistent
treatment of complex lexical entries (primarily compounds).
g. Creation of a word grammar:restrictions on the internal morphological
structure of words (including selectional restrictions between nonadjacent
morphemes) are described by a regular word grammar.
h. Creation of a suffix grammar (optional):a suffix grammar can be defined
by setting up morphotactic classes for the suffixes and creating a directed
graph labeled with the name these classes on its arcs. The development envi-
ronment can produce segmented suffix sequences using this description and
the suffix lexicon. Using such preprocessed segmented sequences enhances
the performance of the analyzer.

As it can be seen from the description of the tasks above, we encourage
the linguist to create a real analysis of the data (within thelimits of the model
that we provide).

12.3.2 Conversion of the Morphological Database

Using a description that consists of the information described above, the de-
velopment environment can produce a lexical representation which already
explicitly contains all the allomorphs of each morpheme along with all the
properties and requirements of each of them. This representation still contains
the formulae expressing properties and selectional restrictions in a human-
readable form and can thus be easily checked by a linguist.

The readable redundant representation is then transformedto the format
used by the analyzer using an encoding definition description, which defines
how each of the features should be encoded for the analyzer.

12.4 The Komi Analyzer
In the subproject on Komi, which concentrates on the standard Komi-Zyryan
dialect, we created a Komi morphological description usingthe development
environment described in the previous section.
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12.4.1 The Language

Komi (or Zyryan, Komi-Zyryan) is a Finno-Ugric language spoken in the
northeastern part of Europe, West of the Ural Mountains. Thenumber of
speakers is about 300,000.

12.4.2 Creating a Komi Morphological Description

Since the annotated corpora we want to create are intended for linguists, we
decided to use a quasi-phonological transcription of Komi based on Latin
script instead of the Cyrillic orthography of the language.However, we plan
to produce a Cyrillic version of the analyzer as well.

The first piece of description we created in the Komi subproject was a
lexicon of suffix morphemes along with a suffix grammar, whichdescribes
possible nominal inflectional suffix sequences. One of the most complicated,
though quite properly described, aspect of Komi morphologyis the intricate
interaction between nominal case and possessive suffixes.

A problem we were faced with was the lack of good and thorough modern
synchronic grammars on many of the languages involved in theproject. This
was also the case for Komi, so we had to do a lot of research on the distribu-
tion of individual morphemes and allomorphies. In some cases we managed
to get some information by producing the forms in question (along with their
intended meaning) with the generator and having native speakers judge them.

An initial stem lexicon was created by hand using corpus dataand a printed
Komi-Russian dictionary (Beznosikova (2000)). Later we managed to acquire
the dictionary in an electronic form. It contains about 31,000 stems plus 2800
names. Its conversion to the format used by the development environment is
in progress.

There is a number of stem alternations in Komi. They are all triggered
by attaching vowel initial suffixes. The alternations themselves are also very
simple (there is anl–v alternation class and a number of epenthetic classes).

In many cases, it is predictable from the (quotation) form ofa stem on
phonotactic grounds whether it belongs to an alternation class. In other cases,
this information must be entered into the stem lexicon. Since the underlying
rules had not been described, finding them out was our task, and it is one of
the scientific outcomes of the project.

12.5 Creating a morphological description for Nganasan
A formal description of Nganasan was written by fellow linguists taking part
in the project (Wagner-Nagy (2002)). They also digitized a Russian-Nganasan
dictionary (Kost’erkina et al. (2001)) and converted it to the phonemic tran-
scription based on Latin script used by their team. The dictionary contains
approximately 3,650 non-derived roots. The Nganasan team also provided
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category labels for each item, which was missing from the original source.
Wagner-Nagy (2002) also contains some short texts which we could use as
a corpus along with a collection of text from other sources. Later we added
another 500 roots encountered when testing the analyzer on this corpus.

During the preparation of the above described root dictionary, we also
started to describe the suffixes of Nganasan in a formal manner. The first step
of this was the creation of a list of the suffixes that contained the underlying
phonological form of each suffix together with its category label, plus a fea-
ture that indicates which morphological root form the suffixcan attach to. We
used the following model to describe Nganasan morphology: we hypothesize
that each root morpheme has three morphological stem variants (out of which
two or all three might have the same form), and suffixes are sorted into three
groups depending on which root allomorph they attach to. We also described
the morphotactic restrictions governing the linear order of suffixes by defin-
ing a suffix grammar. The underlying phonological representation contains
some archiphonemes: harmonic vowels and ‘quasi-consonants’ which never
appear on the surface but condition gradation.

In Nganasan, nominal and verbal roots follow different alternation pat-
terns. Additionally, vowel final and consonant final roots also exhibit differ-
ent behavior. Some root-final changes are restricted to lexically marked root
classes. Each of these roots must have a relevant lexical mark in the root
inventory. Other root-final changes occur in each root satisfying the formal
requirements of the rule.

12.6 The complexity of Nganasan morphophonology
It was relatively easy to describe root-final sound alternations in the Humor
formalism. Those productive phonological processes that are sensitive to lo-
cal contexts (such as degemination) could be formalized as separate rules.
However, the phenomenon of gradation (i.e. the rule-governed alternation of
obstruents in syllable onsets) proved to be so complex that we could not de-
scribe it satisfactorily. The root of the problem is that theHumor analyzer sees
each word as a sequence of allomorphs and during analysis it checks whether
the adjacent morphs are locally compatible with each other.Nganasan grada-
tion, however, does not depend on the morphological make-upof the word:
the only factor at play is syllable structure. Syllable boundaries and morph
boundaries do not usually coincide. In the case of short suffixes (made-up
of one segment), it is possible that even non-adjacent morphs belong to the
same syllable. Moreover, the rules governing gradation in Nganasan are quite
intricate. An obstruent in the onset position is in strong grade (i) in even-
numbered open syllables (if not preceded by a long vowel) and(ii) if it is
preceded by a non-nasal coda consonant. Otherwise, it is in rhythmical weak
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grade (i) if preceded by a long vowel or (ii) if it is in odd-numbered syllable.
Otherwise, it is in syllabic weak grade in even-numbered closed syllables.
Gradation combines with other alternations in the language: vowel harmony,
degemination, root alternations and various morphophonological suffix alter-
nations (as a result of which a monosyllabic suffix can have asmany as 20
different allomorphs).

To illustrate the complexity of the above outlined system let us look at
the allomorphs of a single verbal suffix (of narrative mood used in the subjec-
tive and the non-plural objective conjugations). The underlying representation
of the morpheme ishA2nhV, and its 12 allomorphs are:banghu, bjanghy,
bambu, bjamby, bahu, bjahy, hwanghu, hjanghy, hwambu, hjamby, hwahu,
hjahy. These allomorphs are produced from the underlying representation by
the general phonological processes of the langage, undergoing vowel har-
mony,a-diphthongization and gradation.

While gradation is extremely difficult to formalize as a set of allomorph
adjacency restrictions, it is such a productive process in Nganasan that it
must be included in a proper morphological analyzer. It seemed, however,
that though the formalism of the Humor analyzer proved to be adequate for
the description of most phenomena in the language, the rule-formalism of the
development environment could not cover all of the essential processes.

12.7 The application of a new formalism
In June 2003, a book was published (Beesley and Karttunen (2003)) with a
CD containing a version of the two level morphological toolset of Xerox. This
program set is based on finite state transducer technology and the versions
published with the book can be freely used for non-commercial purposes.
We decided to rewrite our description of Nganasan in the format used by the
Xerox programs: lexc (Lexicon Compiler) and xfst (Xerox Finite-State Tool).

Using the xfst formalism, we could create a full descriptionof Nganasan.
The calculus implemented by the program makes it possible toignore irrel-
evant symbols (such as morpheme boundaries in the case of gradation) in
the environment description of re-write rules, therefore environments encom-
passing non-adjacent morphemes can be easily defined. As during compo-
sition the program automatically eliminates intermediatelevels of represen-
tation created by individual rules producing a single finite-state transducer,
generation and analysis can be performed efficiently.

Nganasan gradation was described in xfst as a cascade of rules performing
syllabification, the identification of syllable grades, changing the quality of
the obstruents in syllable onsets and removing auxiliary symbols. The rule
system covers the irregularities of Nganasan syllabification. The whole of
the rule system naturally contains several other rules. It describes all pro-
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ductive, automatic phonological rules (e.g. the assimilation of nasals to the
immediately following obstruent, degemination, vowel harmony, nunnation,
palatalization etc.) and morphologically or lexically constrained root and suf-
fix alternations.

We converted our morpheme inventories into the format used by lexc.
Some of the feature-based constraints of the Humor description (e.g. the mor-
phological stem selection) were retained in the new formalism: we used the
‘flag diacritics’ construct of the Xerox tools to implement them.

12.8 Conclusion
In addition to the ones described above, analyzers for Udmurt, Mari and Tun-
dra Nenets have been finished.2 The former two were prepared using the Hu-
mor based formalism, the latter was implemented using xfst and lexc. Addi-
tional analyzers for Mansi, Khanty and Mordvin are under construction using
the Humor formalism.

A very important result of the project besides creating the programs and
annotated corpora using them is that many gaps, uncertainties and inconsis-
tencies were detected and in many cases corrected in the written grammars of
these languages. Many details of the description which often remain vague in
written grammars (such as the ordering and exact formulation of rewrite rules)
must unavoidably made explicit in a computationally implemented grammar.
Moreover, the adequacy of the implemented grammar can be very thoroughly
tested against a great amount of real lingustic data. Systematic comparison of
word forms generated against model paradigms has pinpointed errors not only
in the computational implementation (which were then eliminated) but also in
the model paradigms or the grammars the computational implementation was
based on. We consider it very important to provide feedback to the linguists
having prepared the original grammars and to publish the linguistic results of
the project. We also hope that the many questions which remained open will
induce further field research concerning these endangered languages and that
they will be answered before it is too late.
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Morphology and the Harappan Gods
RICHARD SPROAT AND STEVE FARMER

13.1 Introduction
Kimmo Koskenniemi has done work in a variety of areas having to do with
the computational modeling of language, including computational syntax, in-
formation retrieval and, most famously, computational morphology. It is this
latter area, and one other perhaps less well-known one, thatare the topic of
this chapter.

Koskenniemi’s thesis work on the computational modeling ofFinnish mor-
phology (Koskenniemi, 1983) is certainly the best-known work in the field of
computational morphology, and it has inspired a wealth of derivative work,
including practical working morphological analyzers for awide variety of
languages.

One of his lesser known contributions is in the area of decipherment,
namely his collaboration with the Finnish Indologist Asko Parpola on the
computational analysis of the inscriptions of the Indus Valley.

In this chapter we will review these two contributions and their importance
for their respective fields. Note that the first author of thispaper may possibly
be the only other person in the world who, like Koskenniemi, has done work
on these two topics. The second author is the first author’s collaborator on the
Indus Valley work.

13.2 Koskenniemi’s Contributions in Morphology
Koskenniemi’s development of Two-Level Morphology can be thought of as
a fortuitous accident of history. It had been known since C. Douglas John-
son’s PhD thesis 1972 that “context-sensitive” rewrite rules of the kind that
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had become familiar in generative phonology described regular relations and
could thus be implemented using finite-state transducers (FSTs). By the late
1970’s Ron Kaplan and Martin Kay at Xerox PARC were developing algo-
rithms for the automatic compilation of FSTs from rewrite rules in a format
that would be familiar to linguists, namely:

φ→ ψ/λ ρ (13.1)

Here,φ,ψ, λ andρ could be arbitrary regular expressions. Furthermore, since
regular relations are closed under composition, this meantthat one could write
a series of ordered rules of the kind found in SPE (Chomsky andHalle, 1968),
compile each of the rules into a transducer and then compose the entire se-
ries of rules together to form a single transducer representing the entire rule
system. Kaplan and Kay finally published their algorithm many years later
(Kaplan and Kay, 1994), and there has been subsequent work ona simpler
and more efficient algorithm in Mohri and Sproat (1996).

But in the late 1970’s and early 1980’s there was just one problem: com-
puters were simply not fast enough, nor did they have enough memory to
compile rule systems of any serious complexity. Indeed complex rule systems
of several tens of rules over a reasonable-sized alphabet (say 100 symbols)
can easily produce FST’s with several hundred thousand states with a similar
number of arcs, with a total memory footprint of several megabytes. While
any PC today could easily handle this, this was simply not viable around
1980.1

13.2.1 The two-level morphological system

Koskenniemi therefore proposed an alternative, one that still used transduc-
ers but constructed them and used them in a different way. First of all, he
eschewed rule compilation entirely, instead constructinghis transducers by
hand. This is not quite as bad as it seems, since he proposed various ergonom-
ically reasonable devices, such as the use of a “wildcard” (‘=’ in his notation)
that would match any character not already mentioned: thus for any state, one
could specify transitions to other states on designated symbol pairs, and have
a default transition on ‘=:=’ if none of the other specifications matched. This
allowed the FSTs in Koskenniemi’s description to be quite compact.

Second, rather than deal with rule composition, he came up with a novel
alternative: the FSTs would run in parallel, each of them reading characters
from the surface tape (the form of the word that appears in text) and the lexical
tape (the form of the word that is entered in the lexicon, along with its mor-
phosyntactic features). This presents a theoretical problem though, because a
system of this kind is implementingintersectionof FSTs and hence regular

1Recall Bill Gates’ 1981 statement that “640k ought to be enough for anybody.”
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relations, whereas it is known that regular relations are not generally closed
under intersection (Kaplan and Kay, 1994); however so long as the number of
insertions or deletions is bounded, it can be shown that regular relations are
closed even under intersection (Roark and Sproat, 2006), and in effect this is
what Koskenniemi’s system is doing when it constrains the transducers from
getting too out of sync.

Koskenniemi’s implementation of the lexical entries themselves, as well as
affixes was less of an innovation. For the lexicons, he used the idea of letter
tries, from Knuth (1973). To handle morphological decompositionhe used the
notion ofcontinuation lexiconwhere a lexical entry would be annotated with
information on what other lexical entries (usually affixes)could follow it. But
this is just an implementation of a finite-state grammar and in fact Kosken-
niemi’s trie-plus-continuation-lexicon approach is formally equivalent to rep-
resenting the lexicons as finite-state acceptors (FSAs).

In Koskenniemi’s original formulation, the input (surface) word would be
matched against the lexicon by starting at a root lexicon andthen matching
the characters of the input against the characters in the lexicon trie, modulated
by the parallel phonological transducers, which Koskenniemi picturesquely
describes as viewing the lexicon through a slightly distorting lens. A present
day two-level system would, of course, implement the following set of finite-
state operations, whereI is the input word,Ri are the rule transducers, andL
is a lexical FSA:

I ◦
⋂

i

(Ri) ◦ L (13.2)

13.2.2 Two-Level Rules

The other innovation of Koskenniemi’s approach was his formalization of
two-level rewrite rules; again, he did not provide a compiler for these rules,
but the rules served to specify the semantics underlying thetransducers that
he built by hand. All rules in his system followed a template in that they were
all of the following form:

CorrespondencePairoperator LeftContext RightContext

That is, the rules specified conditions for the occurrence ofa correspondence
pair — a pairing of a lexical and a surface symbol (one of whichmight be
empty), modeling deletion or insertion — in a given left or right context.
The contexts could be regular expressions, but the correspondence pair was a
single pair of symbols, and thus was not as general as theφ→ ψ formulation
from Kaplan and Kay (1994).

Koskenniemi’s rules came in four flavors, determined by the particular
operator used. These were:
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Exclusion rule a:b /⇐ LC RC
Context restriction rule a:b⇒ LC RC
Surface coercion rule a:b⇐ LC RC
Composite rule a:b⇔ LC RC

The interpretation of these was as follows:

. Exclusion rule: a cannot be realized asb in the stated context.. Context restriction rule : a can only be realized asb in the stated context
(i.e. nowhere else). Surface coercion rule: a must be realized asb in the stated context.. Composite rule: a is realized asb obligatorily and only in the stated con-
text.

In many ways the semantics of Koskenniemi’s rules was betterdefined
than the ones that had previously been used in generative phonology. For one
thing, each rule type specified a direct relation between theunderlying and
surface forms, something that was not possible within generative phonology
due to the arbitrary number of ordered rewrite rules: in general, in generative
phonology there was no way to know how a given lexical form would surface,
short of applying all rules in the specified order and seeing what the outcome
was. Koskenniemi’s rules, in contrast, specified the relation directly.

Ignoring for the moment that traditional generative phonological rules
were not two-level, one can ask which of Koskenniemi’s rulescorrespond
to the rule types (basically just obligatory or optional rewrite rules) of gener-
ative phonology. In fact only thesurface coercion rulehas a direct counter-
part: it corresponds pretty directly to an obligatory rewrite rule. All the other
two-level rule types depend upon global knowledge of the system. Thus the
context restriction rule is equivalent to a situation in a traditional generative
account where there is but one optional rule that changesa into b; but note
that this is a property of the system, not of a specific rule. The composite
rule, which is just a combination ofcontext restriction andsurface coer-
cion is similar, but in this case the unique rule changinga into b is obligatory.
Note that since one could write, say, acontext restriction rule that relatesa
to b in one environment, and then also write anothercontext restriction rule
that allowsa to becomeb in another environment, it is perfectly possible in
Koskenniemi’s system to write an inconsistent grammar. A lot of the work
in designing later two-level systems involved writing debuggers that would
catch these kinds of conflicts. Finally, theexclusion rule is again global in
nature: it is equivalent to the situation in a traditional generative grammar
where there is no rule that relatesa to b in the specified environment.

But really, Koskenniemi’s rules can best be thought of as involving con-
straints on correspondence pairs. Constraints were virtually non-existent as
a device in early generative phonology, but have since become quite popular
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in various theories of phonology including Declarative Phonology (Coleman,
1992), One-Level Phonology (Bird and Ellison, 1994) and Optimality Theory
(Prince and Smolensky, 1993).

13.2.3 Koskenniemi’s impact on computational morphology

Koskenniemi’s two-level morphology was remarkable in another way: in the
early 1980’s most computational linguistic systems were toys. This included
parsers, which were usually fairly restricted in the kinds of sentences they
could handle; dialog systems, which only worked in very limited domains;
and models of language acquisition, which were only designed to learn sim-
ple grammatical constraints. In contrast, Koskenniemi’s implementation of
Finnish morphology was quite real in that it handled a large portion of in-
flected words that one found in real Finnish text. To some extent this reflects
the fact that it is easier to get a quite complete coverage of morphology in any
language than it is to have a similar coverage of syntax, let alone dialog. But
it also reflects Koskenniemi’s own decision to develop a full-fledged system,
rather than present a mere “proof of concept” of his ideas.

While two-level morphology was originally motivated by thedifficulties,
at the time, with Kaplan and Kay’s approach to cascaded rewrite rules, the
model quickly took on a life of its own. Koskenniemi took it tobe a substan-
tive theoretical claim that only two levels of analysis werenecessary, a claim
that was fairly radical in its day (at least in contrast to generative phonology),
but which has since been superseded by claims that only one-level is needed
(e.g. Bird and Ellison, 1994).

Nevertheless, practical considerations of developing morphological ana-
lyzers have led people to not rely wholly on the two-level assumption. Since
transducers can be combined both by composition (under which they are al-
ways closed) and by intersection (under which they are closed under certain
conditions) combinations of these two operations may be used in any given
system; see, e.g., Karttunen et al. (1992). Indeed, one of the beauties of finite-
state techniques is that the calculus of the combination of regular languages
and relations is expressive enough that one can develop modules of systems
without regard to following any particular overall design:thus, for handling
certain phenomena it may be more convenient to think in termsof a two-level
system. For others, it may be easier to write cascaded rules.No matter: the
two components can be combined as if one had built them both inone way or
the other.

While Koskenniemi certainly did not invent finite-state approaches to mor-
phology and phonology, he was the first to develop a system that worked fully
using finite-state techniques, and he is thus to be given muchcredit for bring-
ing the field of finite-state morphology to maturity, and building the way for
the renaissance of finite-state approaches to language and speech that has de-
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veloped over the past couple of decades.

13.3 Koskenniemi’s Contributions to Indus Valley Studies
Koskenniemi’s other contribution of interest here is his collaboration with
the Indologist Asko Parpola in attempts to decipher the so-called Indus script
(Koskenniemi and Parpola, 1980, 1982, Koskenniemi, 1981, Parpola, 1994).
One of the products of that collaboration was the development of a concor-
dance of Indus inscriptions (Koskenniemi and Parpola, 1979, 1982) that ex-
panded on earlier work by Parpola and Koskenniemi’s brotherSeppo. Later
on we will say a bit about that concordance, whose structure relies on the
traditional assumption that the Indus symbols were part of awriting sys-
tem, which we have recently challenged on a variety of statistical and non-
statistical grounds (Farmer et al., 2004). Of deeper interest in the context of
this paper is Koskenniemi’s work on the automatic derivation of groupings
among Indus symbols, which (on the linguistic assumption) he links to pu-
tative syntactic structures and to the detection in the inscriptions of possible
homographs. Koskenniemi uses two main methods to distinguish sign group-
ings in the inscriptions. The first he attributes to S. Koskenniemi et al. 1970.
The method, as Kimmo Koskenniemi describes it, involves comparing the
actual counts of paired symbols with the expected counts based on the gen-
eral frequencies of each sign. Symbol pairs with higher ratios are assumed
to reflect underlying syntactic regularities in the system.This measure is re-
lated to pointwise mutual information (Shannon, 1948), which has been used
extensively in computational linguistics for computing associations between
words; for example, the measure was used in (Sproat and Shih,1990) for the
unsupervised discovery of word boundaries in Chinese textsand for parsing
more generally in (Magerman and Marcus, 1990). Unfortunately, mutual in-
formation does not provide a solid foundation for syntacticanalysis since high
mutual information between terms is more often indicative of semantic asso-
ciation than syntactic constituency. While strong syntactic associations are
sometimes found with closely linked terms, strong semanticassociations also
show up between terms that have no necessary syntactic relationship, e.g. be-
tween the English wordsdoctorandnurse. Moreover, strong pairwise associ-
ations also show up often in non-linguistic strings, as witnessed in mathemat-
ical equations or chains of non-linguistic symbols associated with pantheons
of gods (see (Farmer et al., 2004)), that have nothing to do with linguistic
syntax.

Koskenniemi’s other method ultimately derives from the work of Zellig
Harris (1951). Starting from the left or right end of a sequence of glyphs,
one counts, for each initial substring, the number of other texts that share
the same beginning or end. One expects the number of possiblenext signs
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to rise at a major syntactic boundary, since there are fewer restrictions across
constituents than within constituents. Harris originallyused essentially the
same measure to determine the location of morph boundaries in unsegmented
sequences of text. Koskenniemi argues that the two methods —the mutual-
information-like method and the Harrisian method — producesimilar syn-
tactic analyses.

Koskenniemi also associates with Harris his method for detecting poten-
tial homographs. As Koskenniemi correctly notes, early writing systems were
replete with homography, so it is reasonable to expect that Indus signs (based
again on the assumption that they are linguistic) would alsocontain many
homographs. The discovery of homographs is one of the trickiest aspects of
decipherment. Based on what we know of the extensive homography of early
scripts, we certainly cannot assume that a particular sign always has the same
value; but at the same time we cannot simply assign homographs at will since
such a strategy permits an unlimited number of potential decipherments of a
given inscription with no obvious way to choose between them. Many of the
well over 100 claimed decipherments that have been proposedin the past of
the so-called Indus script have been plagued by this problem. The result is
that a robust, replicable method for detecting potential homographs would be
a useful tool in helping to select between potential linguistic readings of an
undeciphered script. The method that Koskenniemi proposesto deal with this
problem can be summarized as follows: consider symbolsy andz, which oc-
cur in distinct linguistic environments, e.g. in two differing sets of preceding
and following glyph environments. Now suppose one finds a glyphx that oc-
curs in both of these environments: sincex behaves in some cases likey and
in other cases likez, x is a reasonable candidate for being a homograph. In
other words, it is possible in this context thatx is being used to represent two
distinct linguistic entities. To provide an example from English, consider the
wordscarp andviolin. If one examines a corpus of English, one will likely
find that the linguistic environments in which the wordcarp shows up have
little in common with those that include the wordviolin. Now consider the
word bass. If one looks again at the corpus, one will find thatbassoccurs
both in environments similar to those in whichcarp appears and in environ-
ments similar to those in which we findviolin. From this one can guess that
bassis a potential homograph with two very different senses — in this case
involving fish and musical instruments. A more sophisticated approach to au-
tomatic ambiguity detection along the lines of what Koskenniemi proposed,
following Harris, was explored in (Sproat and van Santen, 1998).

The two problems that Koskenniemi addressed — the automaticdetec-
tion of syntactic structures and of potential homographs — are topics that
remain at the forefront of computational linguistics, as researchers search for
more powerful automatic method of analyzing linguistic data. Unfortunately,
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Koskenniemi’s proposed methods have not had a major impact on Indus re-
search, not due necessarily to any formal flaws in those methods, but instead,
as suggested earlier, since those methods overlay the deeper, unexamined,
assumption that Indus inscriptions encoded natural language. Non-linguistic
sign systems often display levels of formal structure no less extreme than
those seen in linguistic systems: witness the complex syntactic structures in
mathematical expressions, or the recurrent sign groups that regularly show up
in non-linguistic sign systems in the ancient Near East (Farmer et al., 2004).
It has also long been known that non-linguistic signs display semantic “mul-
tivocality” that can be loosely pictured as the non-linguistic equivalent of
homography in scripts. The upshot is that while Koskenniemi’s methods may
in fact identify genuine systematic relationships betweensymbols in Indus
inscriptions, relationships of this type are not unique to writing but show up
as well in a much wider class of sign systems. Since ethnographical studies
suggest that the intended sense of nonlinguistic symbols are typically less
“fixed” than those in written systems (cf., e.g., Barth (1987)), this finding
also raises questions about the utility of the types of concordances of Indus
inscriptions to which Koskenniemi has contributed, which overly standard-
ize signs in ways that may mask important visual clues to the original sense
of those signs, which may have differed widely in different Indus sites and
periods as well as on diverse artifact types.

It is noteworthy that no unsupervised means has ever been proposed to
distinguish linguistic from non-linguistic strings. It would be interesting to
see whether the methods that Koskenniemi introduced in his studies of In-
dus signs might be applied to this interesting and still undeveloped area of
research, grounded perhaps on systematic comparison of thespecific types
of regularities found in a significant cross-section of different classes of lin-
guistic and non-linguistic sign systems. Those methods mayalso have pos-
sible applications in future studies of Indus symbols that are not tied to the
traditional assumption, which is now being seriously challenged, that Indus
inscriptions systematically encoded speech.

13.4 Summary
Koskenniemi has made many contributions to many areas in computational
linguistics. This paper has reviewed what is certainly his best known con-
tribution — two-level computational morphology, and what may well be his
least-known contributions, namely his work on the Indus Valley corpus. Two-
level morphology has, of course, been highly influential andis still used de-
spite the fact that one of the main motivations for this approach (the process-
ing power of early 1980’s computers) is no longer relevant. Koskenniemi’s
work on the Indus Valley corpus is also interesting since, although we believe
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there is compelling evidence that the Indus Valley “script”did not encode a
language, he was investigating issues — the automatic discovery of structure,
and the automatic discovery of senses — which are very much relevant today.
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Consonant Gradation in Estonian and
Sámi: Two-Level Solution
TROND TROSTERUD ANDHELI UIBO

14.1 Introduction
Koskenniemi’s two-level morphology was the first practicalgeneral model
in the history of computational linguistics for the analysis of morphologi-
cally complex languages. In this article we will reconsiderone of the key
innovations in Koskenniemi (1983), namely the treatment ofconsonant gra-
dation in finite state transducers. We will look not at Finnish, but at two lan-
guages with a more extensive consonant gradation system, namely Estonian
and Sámi. The goal of the paper is to demonstrate two different ways of mod-
eling consonant gradation in a finite state morphological system - lexical and
morphophonological. We will also compare the resulting systems by their
computational complexity and human-readability.

Consonant gradation is rare among the languages of the world, but stem al-
ternation in itself is not, and the treatment of consonant gradation can readily
be transferred to other stem alternation phenomena. Koskenniemi’s original
idea was to see stem alternation as an agglutinative phenomenon. Consider
the example (14.1), showing a two-level representation of stem alternation.

ehTe$ : ehe (14.1)

Here the $ sign is a quasi-suffix, introduced to trigger consonant grada-
tion in the stem. Two-level rules decide the correspondenceof T to surface
phonemest or 0 (empty symbol), based on the context, specifically, according
to the presence or absence of the symbol $ in the right context.

Another type of rules for handling stem alternations that can be compiled
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into finite state automata is the method of sequentially ordered replace rules
presented in Karttunen (1994) which have the format shown in(14.2):

a − > b || LC RC (14.2)

The rule should be interpreted like "a is replaced byb in the left context
LC and right contextRC". The main practical preference of the replace rules
compared to two-level rules is that they can handle a segmentconsisting of
several characters as a whole, whereas handling the change of a character
string by two-level rules requires several rules to be co-ordinated, one for
each character alternation. This is, for instance, useful for building the addi-
tive forms for some inflection types in Estonian where the lemma has duration
I, but the singular additive form has duration III. This caseis especially dif-
ficult for stops, the III grade of which is not built by simple doubling but the
double consonant is different from the corresponding I grade phoneme, cf.
the nominative and short illative (additive) formsrida:ritta ’row’, tuba:tuppa
’room’, nägu:näkku’face’.

This kind of change can be handled byonereplace rule (14.3) but requires
two two-level rules. In two-level rule system it also requires the introduction
of new lexical symbols (=, 2) which invoke the rules in (Figure 14.1).

d − > tt || V _ V 2 :; (14.3)

WeakStop:Stop <=> _ %=: (StemVowel:) 2:;
where WeakStop in (g G b B d D)

Stop in (k k p p t t)
matched;

%=:Stop <=> WeakStop: _ (StemVowel:) 2:;
where WeakStop in (g G b B d D)

Stop in (k k p p t t)
matched;

FIGURE 1 Handling grade alternation I-III by two-level rules

On the other hand, the strong preference of two-level rules is that there
should not been defined any ordering on them as they work independently
from each other. We have made some experiments with replace rules in the
early stage of building Estonian finite state morphology. Based on our ex-
perience it was quite difficult to write a consistent replacerule set, as some
higher-priority rules often spoiled the contexts for some of the lower-priority
rules. Writing aconsistent two-level rule setturned out to be considerably
easier.
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These advantages / disadvantages have the same source. As the empty
symbols are coded as real zeros in the lexical level of the two-level model,
the two-level rules (as finite state transducers) can be intersected. And this
approach does not allow "unequal" changes likeb -> pp, where one character
is replaced by two. Replace rules can replace a segment of arbitrary length by
another segment of arbitrary length. On the other hand, replace rules cannot
be intersected, but should be applied sequentially instead.

More or less the same advantages have also been pointed to in Karttunen
(2001):

From the current point of view, two-level rules have many interesting proper-
ties. They are symbol-to-symbol constraints, not string-to-string relations like
general rewrite rules. Two-level rules make it possible to directly constrain
deletion and epenthesis sites because the zero is an ordinary symbol. Two-level
rules enable the linguist to refer to the input and the outputcontext in the same
constraint.

From a formal point of view there is no substantive difference: a cascade
of rewrite rules and a set of parallel two-level constraintsare just two different
ways to decompose a complex regular relation into a set of simpler relations
that are easier to understand and manipulate Karttunen (2001). Thus, it is
more like matter of taste, i.e. what kind of rule system seemsbetter to grasp
for the individual language engineers. We have opted for two-level rules but
that does not mean we exclude the possibility of using replace rules at all.
At the moment only two-level rules are used in the description of Estonian
morphology but it is possible to codeb -> pp, d -> tt etc. rules as replace
rules instead.

In their historical overview of the development of finite state transducers,
Karttunen (2001) pointed out that one problem with two-level transducers in
the early years was connected to hardware limitations:

It was also known from the beginning that a set of two-level transducers could
be merged into a single one (...) by intersecting them. The problem is that in
both cases the resulting single transducer is typically huge compared to the
sizes of the original rule networks. Composition and intersection are exponen-
tial in the worst case. That is, the number of states in the resulting network
may be the product of the sizes of the operands. Although the worst case is
purely theoretical, in practice it turned out that intersecting large two-level rule
systems was either impossible or impractical on the computers available in the
early 90s.

In the present article we would like to look at the efficiency issue of two-
level rule systems again, in the light of the processor speedof contemporary
computers.
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14.2 Method
In addition to giving a descriptive overview of the finite state systems of Es-
tonian Northern and Lule Sámi, we are also going to give some characteristic
numbers in order to measure the rule sets and lexicons of eachsystem, thereby
givingsome ground for comparison.

We will compare the morphological transducers of Northern Sámi, Lule
Sámi and Estonian. Linguistically, we may say that Estonianand Sámi are
similar as regard to the number of stem variants for the wordswith conso-
nant gradation - usually two, but in some cases there are evenfour. While
comparing we have to bear in mind that the systems are in different stage of
development, as regard to their lexical coverage.

In section 14.5.1, we will use the following units of measure:

. number of records per lexical unit in stem lexicon;. number of continuation lexica per lexical unit;. number of states and arcs in the resulting morphological transducer (which
is the composition of lexical and rule transducers);. time of compilation of the rule (and lexicon) transducer.

14.3 Consonant gradation types in Estonian and Sámi
14.3.1 Consonant gradation types in Estonian

There are three different phoneme durations in Estonian (I -short, II - long
and III - extra long). In written form the durations II and IIIare identical
(written as a double vowel/consonant or a cluster of 2-5 consonants or two
vowels), except for the stops where there are three different written forms as
well (I - g, b, d,II - k, p, t,III - kk, pp, tt). There are two principally different
consonant gradation types in Estonian - qualitative and quantitative.

1) Qualitative changes
1a) deletion of a stop (g, b, d, k, t) or s (table 1).
1b) assimilation (kandma : kannan’to carry’, vars : varre’stalk’);
1c) replacement of a weak stop by rules b:v, d:j, g:j (kaebama : kaevata

’to complain’,rada : raja ’path’, märg : märja’wet’);

arg : ara fearful käskida : käsin to order
tuba : toa room ehte : ehe adornment

vedama : vean to transport mesi : mee honey
uskuda : usun to believe

TABLE 1 Deletion of g, b, d, k, t, s

Additionally, in some inflection types with the gradation type 1a) the sin-
gular additive form is in duration III (cf. the examples presented in section
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14.1). The same occurs in another inflection type where in allother cases the
stem remains unchanged (sg nompesa’nest’, sg genpesa, sg partpesa, sg
additpessa).

2) Quantitative changes
2a) alternation of long and short geminate (table 2, I column);
2b) alternation of strong and weak stops (table 2, II column);

kk : k pikk : pika long k : g vilkuda : vilgub twinkle
pp : p sepp : sepa smith p : b kubjas : kupja taskmaster
tt : t võtta : võtan to take t : d kartma : kardan to be afraid
ss : s kirss : kirsi cherry

TABLE 2 Estonian quantitative gradation

Estonian differs from Finnish, where consonant gradation is a weakening
process only, in also having some noun inflection types with strengthening
quantitative consonant gradation, although the weakeningconsonant grada-
tion is considered the main type of consonant gradation.

Weakening consonant gradation is defined as follows:

. nouns: sg nom (sg part) - strong grade, sg gen - weak grade. verbs: supine (primary form) - strong grade, indicative mode present tense
- weak grade

In the paradigms of words with strengthening consonant gradation the
strong and weak grade stems occur just conversely.

The strengthening consonant gradation types of nouns are the following:
a) nouns that derived from a verb with consonant gradation, e.g.: hinne :

hinde’mark’ (verbhindama - hinnata - hindan’to evaluate’)
b) nouns that end with s and are in weak grade in singular nominative, but

singular genitive is in strong grade and the final s is deleted, e.g ,saabas :
saapa’boot’.

c) nouns that end with vowel + r (vaher : vahtra’maple’, tütar : tütre
’daughter’)

d) nouns that additionally to the gradating stem have stem final change
e-me (liige : liikme ’member’,võti : võtme’key’)

There are no verb inflection types with strengthening consonant gradation
in Estonian.

14.3.2 Consonant gradation in Sámi

In essence, Sámi consonant gradation is a phenomenon quite similar to its
Finnish and Estonian counterpart. The consonant cluster onthe border of the
final and antepenultimate syllables of the stem, may change,i.e. the consonant
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cluster has different grades. Typically, there are two grades, strong grade and
weak grade. Sámi and Estonian are among the few gradation systems with
three grades, but in most cases the grade alternation is binary, i.e. III-II or
II-I. Thus, a grade II consonant cluster may be strong relative to a grade I
cluster, and weak relatively to a grade III cluster.

Historically speaking, strong grade was found in the consonant at the on-
set of the final or penultimate open syllable in a stem, whereas the grade
changed to weak when inflectional processes closed the final open syllable
(and vice versa, for consonant-final stems). In the modern languages, the trig-
gering environment for consonant gradation is (inflectional or derivational)
morphology.

We will look at the consonant gradation pattern of Lule Sámi,and in some
special cases also at the pattern found in Northern Sámi. Linguistically speak-
ing, they have the same consonant gradation system, but thispattern is repre-
sented in different ways in the respective orthographies ofthe two languages.
Since the automata presented in this article generalise over written language,
rather than over phonological representations, Lule and Northern Sámi con-
sonant gradation must be treated as being more different than they are in the
spoken language.

One difference is that Lule Sámi makes more use of digraphs, i.e., instead
of š they writesj. In the two-level morphology formalism, each alternating
symbol must get its own rule (many-to-many alternation is not allowed), this
calls for more rules than the Northern Sámi gradation. On theother hand, in
Lule Sámi going from strong to weak grade is a uniform process, letters are
either changed or deleted, whereas in Northern Sámi lettersmay be either
changed, deleted or added. Compare the following parallel forms, where the
strong-weak alternation is denoted asxy : xyy in Northern Sámi, and as
xyy : xy in Lule Sámi. Linguistically speaking, the gradation is in both cases
of the same typexøy:xy, whereø= schwa.

‘stone’ nominative genitive
Northern Sami geādgi geādggi
Lule Sámi giergge gierge

TABLE 3 Northern Sámixy : xyy and Lule Sámixyy : xy

We will first look at quantitative gradation, and then at qualitative grada-
tion. Finally, we will look at a mixed type.

Quantitative alternation involves fricatives, liquids and voiced nasals, 34
alternating pairs in Northern Sámi and 57 alternating pairsin Lule Sámi. In
one subtype of the qualitative gradation, grade I is writtenwith single conso-
nant, and grade II with double consonant. In the standard orthography, grade
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III is also written with double consonant. In earlier orthography, grade III
was written with an apostrophe, and in order to give a linguistically adequate
representation, our transducer also accounts for III-II gradation, although it
is not visible in output mode. In future applications involving text-to-speech,
the orthographically invisible III-II alternation will become relevant, as we
via disambiguation will be able to predict the correct gradeof nominative
(grade III) and accusative/genitive (grade II) nouns, although they are writ-
ten identically. An example from Northern Sámi isoad̄’d̄i : oad̄d̄it : oad̄án
’sleeper : to sleep : I sleep’.

A single, nongeminate letter may also be deleted. There are no exam-
ples in Sámi of an intervocalic consonant being deleted (of the Estonian type
tuba : toa, but consonants that are part of consonant clusters may be deleted,
as in the Lule Sámi pairsjiegńa : jieńa’ice Nom:Gen’,spádnjo : spánjo’birch
forest Nom:Gen’. Due to orthographical convention, one qualitative alterna-
tion in Lule Sámi is written as if it were a quantitative one,htj:tj, hts:ts, cf.
biehtse : bietse, ’spruce Nom:Gen’. The other alternation belonging to this
type are treated in section 14.4.2 below.

There are several types of qualitative consonant gradation. The simplest
case is found in Lule Sámi, where one letter is changed into another one,
like in oakse : oavse’branch Nom:Gen’ andbákte : bávte’cliff Nom:Gen’.
Only k undergoes this change, in consonant clusters withs, t, tj andts. One-
consonant changes are found in Northern Sámi as well, but with more com-
plex context, as for therbm:rpm, rdn:rtn, rg:rk, pairs, e.g.fierbmi : fierpmi
’net (Nom:Gen)’.

A different type of qualitative alternation is thexx : yy type voice al-
ternation where voiced stops and affricates change into unvoiced stops and
affricates. The pairs arebb/pp, dd/tt, gg/kk, in Northern Sámi alsoddj/dj,
zz/cc, žž/čč, cf. Lule Sámioabbá : oappá’sister Nom : Gen’. Lule Sámi has
the three latter alternations, but due to the different orthographical principles,
they are written asdtj:ttj, dts:tts, and pattern with theks:vsalternation, as far
as two-level rules are concerned.

One type of qualitative consonant gradation is preaspirated stops and af-
fricates change into their voiced counterparts. The II-I pairs in Northern Sámi
arehp:b, ht:d̄, hk:g, hdj:j, hc:z, hč:ž, the Lule Sámi ones arehp:b, ht:d, hk:g.
In grade III, the stops from grade II are doubled. Cf. the Northern Sámi series
ohcci : ohcat : ozan, ’searcher : to search : I search’, a three-grade inflection
pattern. A corresponding example for Lule Sámi would bejåhtte : jåhtet :
jådåv’mover : to move : I move’.

14.3.3 Similarities and differences between Sámi and Estonian

We see that Sámi consonant gradation is more complex and variable than Es-
tonian consonant gradation but there also exist a common part. Compared to
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the more well-known Finnish gradation, Sámi and Estonian are both more
complex: More letters are involved in the alternation, a larger part of the lex-
icon is affected by the alternation. Contrary to Finnish, both Sámi and Esto-
nian have a 3-way opposition, where the strongest grade III in certain cases
is invisible in writing. The bulk of the alternation involves a binary opposi-
tion III/II or II/I, but there are also cases of III/II/I alternation within a single
paradigm.

Typologically speaking, it is no accident that Estonian andSámi differ
from Finnish in another respect as well: Due to several apocopy processes,
the segmental morphology has been shortened, and in many cases even disap-
peared (as in the important Genitive case). This has given consonant gradation
a more prominent position in the grammar of Estonian and Sámi. Seen from a
computational point of view, this typological difference is of no importance.
In all three languages, consonant gradation is a non-segmental morphological
operation, which must be triggered by elements introduced via the morpho-
logical process.

From the computational point of view, a more important difference is the
non-existence of the stem final vowel in the lemmas of some noun types of
Estonian: the stem vowel appears in inflected (genitive) stem but not in lemma
stem. For handling this phenomenon, the two-level model provides us with a
sufficient toolset. It is possible either to include the stemfinal vowel to into
the lexical representation of the stem and force it to be deleted for singular
nominative. And it is also possible to add the stem vowel to the inflected stem
in a continuation lexicon. The morphological description of Estonian uses the
second approach.

In the following section we will see how the consonant gradation processes
have been described by the means of finite state morphology. The research
have been done independently, thus coming to the similar solutions is inci-
dental. And in some cases we have used different means to describe similar
processes.

14.4 The finite state description of Estonian and Sámi
morphology

14.4.1 Two-level morphology of Estonian

The morphological description of Estonian has been built up, lead by the
principles of two-level morphology model (Koskenniemi (1983)). It consists
of a network of lexicons and a set of two-level rules.

The two-levelness of the model means that the lexical representations of
morphemes are maintained in the lexicons and the task of two-level rules is
to "translate" the lexical forms into the surface forms and vice versa. The
lexical forms may contain information about the phoneme alternations, about
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the structure of the word form (morpheme and compound boundaries) etc.
The most optimized system of inflection types of Estonian Viks (1992) in-

cludes 38 types - 26 noun types and 12 verb types. 14 noun typesand 10 verb
types are the types which have some kind of consonant gradation (including
the types where the gradation is not visible in the written form). As the system
deals with written language, only the inflection types with qualitative changes
in stem and types with quantitative stop gradation are of ourinterest. There
are 15 such inflection types according to Viks (1992) in Estonian – 10 noun
types and 5 verb types.

The main principle in describing Estonian consonant gradation has been
to keep the lexical representation as readable and meaningful as possible.
We have used the capital lettersK,P, T,G,B,D, S to mark the phonemes
which undergo some kind of change (deletion, assimilation)in the inflection
processes. Additionally, the character $ is used to mark theweak grade (sim-
ilarly to Koskenniemi (1983)).

Lexicon Nimisona Lexicon 18
hamBa 07_S-0; poisS 23_I; TP_18at;
jalG 22_A; riD=a 18_Adt_PlPV; :$ TP_18an;
jıG=i 18_Adt; siGa 18_PlPV;
laD=u 18_Adt; sıD=a 18_Adt_PlPV;
laG=i 18_Adt; teGu 18;
luG=u 18_Adt; tiGu 18;
maDu 18; tikK 22_U;
maG=u 18_Adt; tekK 22_I;
manDEr 03_I; tuB=a 18_Adt_PlPV;
paTj 24; vahTEr 03_A;

TABLE 4 Presentation of the stems with consonant gradation in the root lexicon

Note that there is only lexical representation given in the root lexicon, not
as it is usually done in lexical transducers (e.g.tigu + S : tiGu18) where
lemma and morphological information are given on the left side of the trans-
ducer and lexical representation of the word-form is on the right side. The
considerations for this kind of solutions are discussed in Uibo (2005). The
capital vowels are subject to deletion synchronously with grade alternation.
The symbol = is used to mark the consonants that are subject togemination
when building singular additive (corresponding rules given in section 14.3.1).
The next level of lexicons (Lexicon 18 in Table 4) divides theword-forms
between strong and weak grade referring to the corresponding continuation
lexiconsTP_18at andTP_18an. For the weak grade stems the $ sign is
added at the end of the stem.
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The two-level rules are convenient to handle phoneme alternations, con-
cerning only one phoneme. If the stem change is more complex (e.g.idu:eo),
then it can be handled analytically.

Let us consider an inflection type in Estonian, which is characterized by
weakening stem inflection (the deletion of phonemeb, d, g or s) and also
changes in the immediate neighborhood of the disappeared consonant - the
lowering of the surrounding vowels.

Example list of words belonging to the type is given in Table 5.

madu : mao snake lugu : loo story
siga : sea pig käsi : käe hand
pidu : peo party nuga : noa knife
tegu : teo action süsi : söe coal
uba : oa bean

TABLE 5 Weakening stem inflection in Estonian

A rule for handling the deletion in Table 5 is found in Figure 2:

"b,d,g,s deletion" ($ marks the weak grade)
LV:0 <=> Vowel: _ Vowel: $:;

FIGURE 2 "b,d,g,s deletion"

The immediate right and left contexts of the deletion rule (figure 2) are
identical (Vowel: ), they refer to any underlying vowel. The rule for vowel
lowering (figure 3) has two distinct contexts: the vowel lowering may occur
before (siga : sea) or after (madu : mao) the consonant gradation, in the first
case the consonant gradation is part of the right context, and in the latter case
it is part of the left context.

HVow:LVow <=> Bgn _ LV: StemVow: %$: ;
Bgn Vow: LV: _ %$: ;
where HVow in (u ü i)

LVow in (o õ e)
matched ;

FIGURE 3 "Vowel lowering"

In the paper Uibo (2000) the stem flexion types and the discovery pro-
cess of rules have been discussed in details. The most problematic morpho-
phoneme in Estonian isD which may correspond to five different surface
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phonemes in weak grade:D : 0, D : l, D : n, D : r andD : j. There the
only way was to differentiate the correspondences by very detailed context.
And luckily, the contexts do not overlap.

The number of consonant gradation rules in Estonian two-level morphol-
ogy is 16 - this is the number of different lexical-surface character pairs that
correspond to the weak grade (strong grade is considered default and weak
grade - marked).

14.4.2 Finite state morphology of Sámi

Sámi consonant gradation is intertwined with many other morphophonolog-
ical processes, such as stem vowel alternation and diphthong simplification.
We use dummy elements to trigger the different morphophonological pro-
cesses.

We will present two approaches to representing the consonant gradation
types with two-level automata, the process-wise and the segment-wise ap-
proach, respectively. We will concentrate upon three typesof alternations:
The quantitative alternation (ff:f ), the voicing alternation (bb:pp) and the
seemingly inverted alternationig:igg for the Northern Sámi schwa alterna-
tion.

14.4.3 Process-wise vs. segment-wise alternation

In the two-level formalism, we may generalise over either consonant gra-
dation type (i.e., over context) or over alternating letter. We illustrate both
options with an example from Lule Sámi. First we give a rule for the Lule
Sámi consonant alternationrgg : rg, the rule in 4 (as a rule collapsing the 19
different consonant gradation patterns of this type that can be found in Lule
Sámi). We may note thatg takes part in another consonant gradation pattern
as well, in theg:ń pattern in Figure 5, with 3 other consonant pairs.

Cx:0 <=> Vow: Cx _ Cy Vow ( StemCns: ) WeG: ;
where Cx in ( b d d g k l l l m m n p p s s s s ń ń )

Cy in ( m j n ń n d j t b p d s t k m n t g k )
matched ;

FIGURE 4 "Gradation Series 1, III-II, three-letter patterns"

Cx:0 <=> Vow: _ Cy Vow ( StemCns: ) WeG: ;
where Cx in ( b d d g )

Cy in ( m j n ń )
matched ;

FIGURE 5 "Gradation Series 1, II-I, two-letter patterns"
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Alternatively, one may choose to analyse the alternation inquestion not as
a generalisation over multiple types, but as a generation over multiple con-
texts, i.e. write one rule for each of the 10 consonant that are involved in the
23 alternation patterns of the 2 rules above. The result, forg, may be seen in
Figure6:

g:0 <=> Vow: ( g ) _ ń Vow: (StemCns: ) WeG: ,
Vow: [ j|l|r|v ] _ g Vow: ( StemCns: ) WeG: ;

FIGURE 6 “Consonant gradation g:0”

The Lule Sámi consonant gradation was analysed in both ways.Ordered
according to context, the set contains 20 rules, ordered according to alternat-
ing consonant, it contains 25 rules. When ordered accordingto alternating
consonant, each rule contains appr 4 subrules, thus the total number of rules
in the latter approach is 74.

The computational difference between the two is that ordered according
to context, the rule set contains a large number of conflicting contexts, who
must be resolved by the parser. The parser is good at it, but ittakes time, a
quarter of an hour on a not too fast machine, as a matter of fact. Comparing
the compilation time between the two rule sets (on a 400 MHz Power Mac
G4), we se a huge difference, cf. Table 6.

Rule set ordered # of # of Compilation time
according to: rules subrules real user system
alternating consonant 4 16 0m11.013s 0m1.140s 0m0.240s
context 4 4 16m14.387s 3m8.250s 0m7.430s

TABLE 6 Compilation time

We discuss the compilation issue at the end of paragraph 14.5.1.

Schwa alternation
This alternation was represented in Table 3 above. In Lule Sámi, this alter-
nation may be analysed in the same way as the quantitative alternation type
xyy : xy found in pairs likeliehppa:liehpa’shelter Nom:Gen’. The phono-
logical realisation is different in the two cases, but from acomputational point
of view, this is irrelevant. In Northern Sámi, the gradationin question is writ-
tenxy : xyy, and here this alternation must be analysed in a different way.
The method chosen was to represent the strong grade underlyingly asx′y, and
to replace the apostrophe with the consonant to the right in the weak grade,
and then to prevent any apostrophe from the surface representation.
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14.5 Comparing the treatments
14.5.1 Consonant gradation as lexeme property or as lexiconproperty

Originally, consonant gradation was a phonological alternation, which af-
fected phonologically defined consonant clusters in phonologically defined
environments. As we have seen, the environments have now become mor-
phological, and must be treated as such. When it comes to the gradating con-
sonants themselves, the situation is not that clear. Most ofthe phonologically
appropriate stems undergo consonant gradation, but not allof them do. The
gradation types are not equally regular, in Estonian, for example, the qualita-
tive gradation forms a closed class, whereas the some types of the quantitative
consonant gradation are regular and productive.

In principle, there are two ways of dealing with this:

1. Alternating and non-alternating consonant clusters arenot distin-
guished in the lexicon, rather, they are directed to different sublexica,
and treated differently there.

2. Alternating and non-alternating consonant clusters arepointed towards
the same sublexica, hence they have the same morphology. Thedif-
ference is found in the stem, where the consonant clusters are given
different archiphonemes. Either the alternating or the non-alternating
consonant may be given the special phoneme.

The Sámi wordsgoahti ’hut’ and stáhta ’state’ both contain the conso-
nant cluster-ht-. The former alternates with-d̄-, and the latter does not. This
difference may be handled in two ways, denoteda andb in Figure 7.

a. Directing gradating and non-gradating to different lexi ca
LEXICON NounStems
goahti GRADATING-BISYLL-NOUN ;
stáhta NONGRADATING-BISYLL-NOUN ;

b.i One continuation lexica, but marking the gradating noun
LEXICON NounStems
goahti:goahTi BISYLL-NOUN ;
stáhta BISYLL-NOUN ;

b.ii One continuation lexica, but marking the non-gradatin g noun
LEXICON NounStems
goahti BISYLL-NOUN ;
stáhta:stáhTa BISYLL-NOUN ;

FIGURE 7 Two strategies for continuation lexica

In a., the subsequent lexicon GRADATING-BISYLL-NOUN wouldcon-
tain a consonant gradation trigger not present in NONGRADATING-
BISYLL-NOUN. In b.i, we would have a morphophonological rule changing
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T to d̄, and another rule deleting h in front of a T:d̄pair. Solution b.ii would
be the mirror image of b.i, having gradation as the default case, with a rule
deleting all instances of t (but not T) in the context h_V, forthe relevant word-
forms, and with a rule rewriting T as t in all contexts.

Whether to choose b.i or b.ii is a matter of taste. If consonant gradation is
the rule and not the exception, it is of course tempting to treat the exceptions
as such. On the other hand side, giving gradation the specialtreatment makes
it easier to control: Gradation occurs where we have said that it should, and
nowhere else. Both Koskenniemi (1983) and the present treatment of Estonian
thus chose the b.i option.

The Sámi solutions presented here opt for alternative a. This gives a sim-
pler stem lexicon but more complicated continuation lexica. And indeed, the
Northern Sámi transducer has 250 continuation lexica for the noun, adjective
and adverb complex, as compared to the somewhat lower 164 forEstonian.
Note that the number of continuation lexica is also dependent upon the cov-
erage of the transducer. The Lule Sámi transducer has a weaker coverage
for derivational processes, and a somewhat more regular adjective declension
pattern, and here the number of continuation lexica is 108.

For our Southern Sámi transducer we have chosen option b.i, and although
the numbers cannot be compared directly (Southern Sámi doesnot have con-
sonant gradation, but its Umlaut phenomenon is of compatible size and com-
plexity), it contains only 29 continuation lexica.

records per root Processor Compilation time
language lex unit lexicon states archs paths MHz rule trans lex trans
Estonian 109/55=1.98 400 1,940 5,009 circular 700 3s 0s
Lule S. 166/48=3.45 760 2,413 4,722 755,374 1,400 0.5s 1.6s

North. S. 75,294 95,652 258,350 circular 1,400 1m 6.2s 2m 38.9s
Lule S. 400 6.2s 12.2s
North S 400 5m 6.5s 7m 25.6s

TABLE 7 Comparing the compilation of Estonian and Sámi

In evaluating the results shown in Table 7, one has to be awarethat the
rule sets have been built based on different principles - Northern Sámi uses
the context-oriented approach, whereas in the rule sets forEstonian and Lule
Sámi each rule handles a concrete pair and lists all the possible contexts dis-
junctively on the right side of the rule. There are lots of formal conflicts in the
Northern Sámi rule set, which is reflected in the compilationtime. As long
as compilation time is not a critical factor, the context-oriented approach of
Northern Sámi is fine, but writing two-level rules relative to the alternations
will reduce compilation time drastically.
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14.6 Conclusion
The two-level morphology compilertwolc is fully capable of handling even
large and complex grammars. However, in a longer perspective we could try
to combine two-level and replace rules (another tool from the Xerox finite
state package –xfst– can be used for that purpose), as some kind of rules are
more convenient to be handled by replace rules.

Non-segmental morphology may be handled by abstract, segmental rule
triggers.

If compilation time is a factor, then context conflicts should be resolved
before compilation. Still, even for large rule systems compiled on machines
as slow as 400 MHz, this only gives 7 min as compilation time. During a
developmental phase this may be a nuisance, but it can be lived with. And
better source code reduces the compilation time to seconds.

We have shown that the finite state system of lexicons and rules both of
which are computationally finite state transducers is very flexible: the sys-
tem builder can choose if (s)he wants to describe a certain phenomenon by
rules or by lexicons. As a rule of thumb, stem changes are morelikely to be
described by rules and morpheme combination rules by lexicons, but as we
have seen, some types of the stem changes can be more naturally described
by continuation lexicons.
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RUSTWOL: A Tool for Automatic
Russian Word Form Recognition
L IISA V ILKKI

15.1 Introduction
The purpose of this paper is to describe the earlier version of RUSTWOL as a
tool for automatic Russian word form recognition. The theoretical foundation
of the RUSTWOL program is the two-level model, a language-independent
model of morphological analysis and synthesis by Kimmo Koskenniemi
(1983). My description is based on a document written by me, when I was
working as a linguist at Lingsoft (Vilkki 1997). This earlier version of RUST-
WOL was later used at Lingsoft as a basis for a new format. The newer
version of RUSTWOL, representing the new format, and its documentation,
written by me, are currently available at Lingsoft for customers only.

The main motivation for turning back to history and describing the first
quasi-final version of RUSTWOL is that RUSTWOL is one of the most large-
scale morphological programs in the tradition of the two-level formalism -
yet my document at Lingsoft (Vilkki 1997) is the only presentation of it.
The second motivation is that this earlier version has been useful at the De-
partment of Slavonic and Baltic Languages and Literatures at University of
Helsinki for the purposes of research and teaching. In 2000,I used this ver-
sion of RUSTWOL for the morphological analysis of the Russian Corpus
of Newspaper Articles, which is available in the Universityof Helsinki Lan-
guage Corpus Server (UHLCS) and, in addition, at the University of Tampere.
Recently, some changes in the RUSTWOL lexicon and rules havebeen made
by Alexander Paile (2003) for the purposes of the HANCO project (Kopotev,
Mustajoki 2003).
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In Koskenniemi’s (e.g. 1983,1997) two-level formalism, morphological
phenomena are described as relations between lexical and surface levels. One
character of the lexical level corresponds to one or a null character of the
surface level. Therefore, the two-level formalism is neutral with respect to
analysis and generation of word forms.

The RUSTWOL alphabet includes letters, numbers, special characters and
diacritic symbols. The surface representations of the wordforms are transla-
tions of their Cyrillic ortography.

The main components of TWOL are the lexicon and the two-levelrules.
The RUSTWOL lexicon defines lexical entries and their representations. It
also specifies the morphotactic structure of the language and includes part of
the morphophonological alternations. The RUSTWOL rule component con-
tains 50 rules, and it deals with fairly natural, transparent alternations. There
are also rules for the correct combination of stems and endings. These rules
refer to the diacritic symbols of masculinity, animacy, transitivity, reflexivity
and imperfective or perfective aspect. In addition, some ofthe rules control
the correct combination of the parts of the compound words. Because the
length of this contribution is restricted, it is not possible to describe here the
rule component in detail. In addition, only some parts of thelexicon can be
focused on.

15.2 An overview of RUSTWOL
The basic lexicon of RUSTWOL is based on a machine-readable version of
Zaliznjak (1987). The complete material of this dictionarywas not included
in the lexicon of RUSTWOL. The dictionaries Jevgen’eva (1981-1984) and
Zasorina (1977) were used in order to exclude, e.g. very infrequent words,
some words representing special vocabulary and words marked stylistically
as colloquial, archaic or local. The word material of the Zaliznjak lexicon
was completed with words from Scheitz (1986), Kotelova (1984) and Kahla
(1982,1984).

The most productive derivated forms and compounds, listed in Zalizn-
jak (1987) in their own entries, are treated in RUSTWOL by continuation
classes and by the mechanism of compounding. Apart from Zaliznjak, Šve-
dova (1982), Kuznecova and Efremova (1986), Tihonov (1985)and Buǩcina
and Kalakǔckaja (1987) were used on matters relating to the description of
derivational morphology and compounding. The evolving RUSTWOL was
tested on various text corpora: newspaper and magazine articles and literary
texts. These corpora are included in Helsinki Corpus of Russian Texts, which
are available in UHLCS.

RUSTWOL described in this paper has a lexicon of approximately 72,000
words. This number is considerably increased by a derivational morphology
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and the mechanism for compounding.
RUSTWOL assigns the possible readings of Russian word forms. The

readings consist of the base form of the word and the morphological infor-
mation of the inflected form.

Word form
Reading: "base form" morphological analysis
Reading: "base form" morphological analysis
etc.

RUSTWOL is meant to be used as the basis morphological tool in, for
example, text analysis, spelling correction and information retrieval. Here are
some central aims and properties of RUSTWOL:

. analyses written standard Russian. gives the morphological information of Russian word forms. has a complete inflectional morphology and a fairly extensive derivational
and compounding morphology. contains the basic vocabulary of Russian. prefers traditional morphological categories

15.3 Lexicon
The lexicon of RUSTWOL consists of sublexicons connected toeach other.
The sublexicons include mostly root entries but also some full-form entries.
Examples of root entries are given in 15.3.1. A full-form entry contains the
whole word form and its morphological information. Only theextremely ir-
regular word forms and some compounds, both parts of which are inflected
(see 15.3.3), are coded as full-form entries. For example, apronoun form
c1to-to ‘something’ has the following two full-form entries:

c1to-to # “c1to-to INDEF PRON ACC”;
c1to-to # “c1to-to INDEF PRON NOM”;

15.3.1 Inflection

RUSTWOL incorporates a full description of Russian inflectional morphol-
ogy. It uses 14 parts of speech. The parts of speech and other morphological
properties of word forms are indicated by tags. To each word,a base form and
at least one tag is associated.

Verbs
Verbs are labelled with V and they are identified by aspect, mood, tense, per-
son and number, voice and reflexivity. Past tense forms are not identified by
person and number but by gender or plurality. Here are some examples of the
forms of a verbdelat’ ‘to do’:
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delat’
“delat’” IMPF V INF ACT

delaet
“delat’” IMPF V PRES SG3 ACT

delal
“delat’” IMPF V PAST MA ACT

Participles are labelled with PART and verbal adverbs with VADV. Long–
form participles change according to gender, number and case. Short-form
participles have a label SH. The following examples are forms of the verb
c1itat’ ‘to read’:

c1itaemyj
“c1itat’” IMPF V PRES PART MA SG NOM PASS
“c1itat’” IMPF V PRES PART MA SG ACC PASS

c1itaema
“c1itat’” IMPF V PRES PART PASS SH FE

c1itav
“c1itat’” IMPF V PAST V ADV ACT

c1itano
“c1itat’” IMPF V PAST PART PASS SH NE
“c1itat’” IMPF V PART PASS PRED

Verbs are divided into two conjugations (1V and 2V). Some verbs do not
clearly belong to any of these conjugations (V). Nearly all inflectional types
of verbs have an alternation pattern, which is a sublexicon that lists the lexical
representations of suppletion-like alternatives. The stems of verbs are usually
formed from roots and from some alternation pattern. Many inflectional types
of verbs have variants for impersonal verbs. They are indicated by a tag IM-
PERS before other tags.

Correct combinations of stems and endings are defined by using proper
continuation classes for each alternation entry or ending in the lexicons. In
some cases rules are used for forbidding or permitting only certain combina-
tions. For example, rules (33)-(39), concerning diacritics P~, P, V, V~, R and
R~, exclude invalid combinations (see below).

Verbal endings are grouped into a few sublexicons. Continuation classes
can also consist of a single minilexicon:

1V1: PRES PART ACT
1V2: PRES PART PASS, PRES V ADV
2V2: PRES PART ACT

For example, a verbpet’ ‘to sing’ has the following entry that refers to the
LEXICON oJ-e/1V:
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pP~VR~ oJ-e/1V;

LEXICON oJ-e/1V
oJ 1V011 “et’”;
ojP~ 1V1 “et’Q4”;
oJP~ 1V2 “et’”;
e V021 “et’”;
eV V32 “et’Q5”;

The first stem, poJ, has the continuations 1V011, 1V1 and 1V2,and the
second stem, pe, has the continuations V021 and V32. All verbentries of this
inflectional type refer to this minilexicon. However, only the continuation
classes in the first and in the fourth entry of the minilexiconare possible
for all verbs of this inflectional type. In the second and third entry, P~ is a
symbol of imperfective aspect. For all verb stems that are marked P, a symbol
of perfective aspect, the continuation 1V1 and 1V2 are excluded.

There are three types of diacritics in verb inflection. They indicate aspect
(P and P~), transitivity (V and V~) and reflexivity (R and R~).Most of the
verb stems have either P or P~. In this way, perfective and imperfective stems
of the same inflectional type can have the same ending minilexicons. Diacritic
V is used in transitive verbs and V~ in intransitive verbs. Only stems marked
V can get PAST PART PASS and PART PASS PRED ending. These end-
ings are given in minilexicons V31 and V32. So before continuation classes
referring to these minilexicons there is a diacritic V.

In minilexicon 1V2, the entry PRES PART PASS demands both V and P~.
These diacritics are also necessary in the case of PASS REFL.Only stems
having them can get PASS REFL ending -sa1 (in minilexicon RF0) or -s’ (in
minilexicon RF1). These endings can be added after personal(PRES/FUT),
past tense or infinitive endings. After PRES PART ACT or PAST PART ACT
ending some adjectival ending is added and only after it reflexive ending.

All stems marked R get interpretation ACT REFL. These are called re-
flexive verbs. Many imperfective verb forms have both ACT REFL and PASS
REFL interpretations. For example, a formc1itau1s2ijsa1of the verbc1itat’
‘to read’ is given the following interpretations:

c1itau1s2ijsa1
“c1itat’” IMPF V PRES PART MA SG NOM ACT REFL
“c1itat’” IMPF V PRES PART MA SG ACC ACT REFL
“c1itat’” IMPF V PRES PART MA SG NOM PASS REFL
“c1itat’” IMPF V PRES PART MA SG ACC PASS REFL

The first and the second interpretations represent the following entry:
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c1itaP~V~R J-0/1V-R;

The third and the fourth interpretations are representations of a different
kind of entry:

c1itaP~VR~ J-0/1V;

Some verb forms (V ADV, IMPV, PASS PART) cannot get PASS REFL
ending, even if their stems have diacritics P~ and V. Therefore, these forms
have continuations to minilexicons where PASS REFL interpretation is lack-
ing.

Nouns
Nouns are given a tag N, and they are categorized by gender, number and
case. A noundom ‘house’ has, for example, these inflectional forms:

dom
“dom” N MA SG NOM
“dom” N MA SG ACC

dome
“dom” N MA SG PREP

The main declension types of nouns are determined by gender:masculine
(/1SM), feminine (/2SF and /3SF) and neuter (/1SN). All of them have sub-
types. These are distinguished on the basis of, for example,u/u1 ending in
MA SG GEN and MA SG PREP, various exceptional plural forms andvari-
ous alternation patterns.

Some of the subtypes are further divided into two types of minilexicons:
words representing the first type cannot be used as the first parts of compound
words, whereas words representing the second type can be used (see 15.3.3).

In addition, there are declension types and subtypes for words that are
inflected like feminines but are used syntactically as masculines (/2SM) or
either as masculines or as feminines (/2SMF) and for words that are inflected
like neuters but are used syntactically as masculines (/1SMN). Words that
cannot be inflected (/SM-ind, /SF-ind and /SN-ind) and wordsoccurring only
in plural have their own types, too.

A nominal declension type usually includes one or more continuation
classes of singular forms and plural forms. Some continuation classes con-
sist of only a single minilexicon.

Some endings in nominal ending lexicons have diacritics N (animate), N~
(inanimate) or M (masculine). Therefore, only noun stems having appropriate
diacritics can get these endings. The combination of stems and endings is
controlled by rules. For example, a noundivo ‘miracle’ has an entry of the
following kind:

divM~N~ /1SN;
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The stemdiv gets some of its endings in minilexicons 1SM1, SPL1 and
SPL3. It has diacritics M~ and N~ and, therefore, SG ACC ending in minilexi-
con 1SM1 and PL ACC ending in minilexicon SPL3 cannot be added. By con-
trast, the stem can be combined with PL ACC ending in minilexicon SPL1.
A diacritic Q3 in minilexicons is used for compound formation (see 15.3.3).

LEXICON 1SM1
AQ3 TO “ SG GEN”;
UQ3 TO “ SG DAT”;
AMNQ3 TO “ SG ACC”;
OmQ3 TO “ SG INSTR”;
eQ3 TO “ SG PREP”;

LEXICON SPL1
AQ3 TO “ PL NOM”;
AN~Q3 TO “ PL ACC”;

LEXICON SPL3
Q3 TO “ PL GEN”;
NQ3 TO “ PL ACC”;

Other parts of speech
The description of other parts of speech is presented in Vilkki 1997. This
version of RUSTWOL does not contain special labels for proper names and
abbreviations. However, capital letters in these words have an asterisk (*).
Proper nouns can be inflected in various declension types of adjectives, nouns
and pronouns. Some of them, like all abbreviations, are not inflected.

15.3.2 Derivation

The version of RUSTWOL described here has only a system of first-degree
derivation. Most of the adverbs and predicatives are derived from adjectives.
Nouns with various suffixes are derived from adjectives or verbs.

Adverbial or predicative suffixes:

-o/e otkryt-o
-i a1nvarsk-i

Nominal suffixes:
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-ost’/est’ a1dovit-ost’
-nost’ gotov-nost’
-stvo grabitel’-stvo
-estvo imus2-estvo
-instvo dosto-instvo
(-jstvo) bespoko-jstvo
-izm biolog-izm
-’ glub-’
-ina glub-ina
-nie avla1-nie
-anie z1ivopis-anie
-ovanie/evanie absorbirov-anie
-a1nie ble-a1nie
-enie opolz-enie

Besides the kinds of derived words listed above there are, ofcourse, many
other kinds of derived words in Russian. The most frequent ofthese have
entries in the lexicon.

15.3.3 Compounding

This first version of RUSTWOL has a mechanism for building compounds,
mainly consisting of two parts. The most frequent compounds, consisting
of more than two parts, are listed in the lexicon. Only the most productive
first parts are chosen in productive compound formation. Thebulk of the first
parts can occur as independent words, too. The continuationclasses of these
roots include a continuation to the Stem1 or Stem2 lexicon asone alternative.
Many compounds have a hyphen and/or a linking elementO or i between the
components. These are usually included in continuation classes. The linking
elementO is realized aso or e.

Word forms that are permitted as second parts have the following diacrit-
ics:

Q1+F1: qualitative adjective (long forms and short forms)
Q2+F1: relative adjective (long forms and short forms)
Q3: noun
Q4: present participle active
Q5: past participle passive

Most of the second parts can be used as independent words. Compounds
that are listed in the lexicon have the diacritics mentionedabove, too. In this
way, the mechanism also permits compounds, consisting of more than two
parts. The first parts have a diacritic C1, C2, C3, C4, C5, B1, B2 or B3. They
permit the second parts of the following types:

C1: Q2+F1
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C2: Q1+F1
C3: Q2+F1, Q3
C4: Q2+F1, Q3, Q4
C5: Q1+F1, Q2+F1
B1: Q3
B2: Q4
B3: Q5

The correct combination of the parts is controlled by rules (40)-(48).
In order to treat compounds, the vocabulary is split up into four main lex-

icons. Stem1 is the largest one. It contains most nouns, adjectives, verbs, and
derivated adverbs and predicatives. In RUSTWOL, the most productive nouns
and adjectives can occur as first parts of compounds. The following examples
of possible combinations are presented in surface forms, except for #, which
is a sign of word boundary:

REL A + REL A motorno#-parusnyj (C1 + Q2+F1)
QUAL A + QUAL A barhatisto#-mohnatyj (C2 + Q1+F1)
N + N stroj#bank (C3 + Q3)
N + PRES PART ACT gazo#obrazuu1s2ij (C4 + Q4)
QUAL A + REL A geroic1eski#-nezemnoj (C5 + Q2+F1)
N + N kvartiro#sdatc1ik (B1 + Q3)
N + PRES PART ACT luc1e#ispuskau1s2ij (B2 + Q4)
N + PAST PART PASS gazo#zas2is2ennyj (B3 + Q5)

Some of the first parts in Stem1 cannot be used as independent words, for
example the following:

ae1ro#s1kola (C3 + Q3)
gamma#-kvantovyj (C4 + Q2+F1)

Lexicon Stem2 includes color adjectives. On the one hand, when two color
adjectives are combined, there must be a linking element anda hyphen be-
tween the parts. On the other hand, only a linking element is needed, when
color adjectives are connected to nouns or adjectives in Stem1.

Lexicon Stem3 contains, firstly, pronouns, numerals, proper nouns, abbre-
viations and non-inflecting parts of speech that are not formed in the declen-
sion types of adjectives. In addition, some nouns, adjectives and verbs that
are not partaking in productive compound formation are included in this lexi-
con. Only some pronouns and numerals can occur as first parts of compounds.
Lexicon Stem4 contains only numbers 0...9. The continuation classes of num-
bers account for words like 0, 125, 2.2, 334, 5, 1997-2000, 50-letie. They also
include a continuation to Stem1.
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15.4 Final Remarks
The most difficult problem that I faced in developing the firstversion of the
RUSTWOL lexicon and rules was the problem of handling compounds, both
parts of which are inflected. This problem is not discussed byme in the doc-
ument Vilkki 1997. Russian has a fairly productive means of forming com-
pounds by inflecting the both parts in the same case and number. Most of these
are nouns, but it is also possible to form compound relative adjectives using
this kind of compounding. For example, the dictionary of Russian compounds
Bukčina and Kalakǔckaja 1987 lists 82,000 compounds, and approximately
5,800 these represent compounds, both parts of which are inflected. Here are
some examples of these kinds of compounds in the genitive case:

pisatela1-gumanista ‘writer-humanist’
funkcii-kriterija ‘function-criterion’
z1ens2iny-uc1enogo (sekretara1) ‘woman-scientific (secretary)’

Besides genitive, this kind of inflection concerns all the other singular and
plural cases. Because it was difficult to find any appropriateway to handle
these kinds of compounds adequately, they were totally excluded from the
lexicon.

At a more general level, Koskenniemi (1983) understood thathis
initial two-level model had significant limitations in handling various
kinds of non-concatenative morphotactic processes. Several kinds of non-
concatenative phenomena are considered in, for example, Beesley and Kart-
tunen (2003:375-420).They rightly state that non-concatenative morphotactis
is the cutting edge of computational morphology. I would like to emphasize,
however, that the version of RUSTWOL presented here is not the current one.
As far as I know, the current RUSTWOL at Lingsoft has, on the whole, a more
adequate system of forming compounds. This newer version represents a new
kind of format the practical implementation of which is based on suggestions
of Koskenniemi.

Appendix
This appendix gives Cyrillic translations of the alphabet used in RUSTWOL.
It also lists all the tags contained in RUSTWOL.

Alphabet:
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a a1 b c c1 d e e1 f g h i j k la � b  q d e � f g h i � k l
m n o p r s s1 s2 t u u1 v y z z1m n o p r s x w t u � v y z �
‘ $~ �

RUSTWOL tag set:

ACC accusative
ACT active
ADV adverb
ADV-CMP comparative form

of adverb
CARD cardinal number
CMP comparative
COLL collective
COMP compound
CONJ conjunction
CONST constituent
DAT dative
DEF definite
DEM demonstrative
FE feminine
FUT future
GEN genitive
IMPERS impersonal
IMPF imperfective
IMPV imperative
INF infinitive
INDECL indeclinable
INDEF indefinite
INSTR instrumental
INTERJ interjection
INTERR interrogative
MA masculine
N noun
NOM nominative
NE neuter
NEG negative

NUM numeral
ORD ordinal number
PARENTH parenthetical
PART participle
PASS passive
PAST past tense (preterite)
PCLE particle
PERF perfective
PERS personal
PL plural
PL1 1st person, plural
PL2 2nd person, plural
PL3 3rd person, plural
POSS possessive
PRED predicative
PREP prepositional
PRES present tense
PRON pronoun
REFL reflexive
SG singular
SG1 1st person, singular
SG2 2nd person, singular
SG3 3rd person, singular
SH FE short feminine
SH MA short masculine
SH NE short neuter
SH PL short plural
SUP superlative
V verb
V ADV verbal adverb
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Combining Regular Expressions with
Near-Optimal Automata in the FIRE
Station Environment
BRUCE W. WATSON, M ICHIEL FRISHERT AND LOEK

CLEOPHAS

We discuss a method for efficiently computing deterministicBrzozowski
(derivatives) automata. Our approach is based on efficiently storing regular
expressions using parse trees and expressions using commonsubexpression
elimination.

16.1 Introduction
Derivatives of regular expressions were first introduced byBrzozowski in
(Brzozowski, 1964). By recursively computing all derivatives of a regular
expression, a deterministic automaton can be constructed.To guarantee con-
vergence of this process, derivatives are compared modulosimilarity, i.e.
modulo associativity, commutativity, and idempotence of the union operator.
Additionaly, through simplification based on the identities for regular expres-
sions, the number of derivatives can be further reduced.

We have developed an efficient method for computing such automata by
combining parse trees with the automata. In our implementation, we recog-
nize and remove similar regular expressions throughglobal common subex-
pression elimination(GCSE) on the parse tree. The concept of GCSE is a
well-known optimization technique in the field of compilers, see for exam-
ple (Cocke, 1970). Because the regular expressions are stored in parse trees,
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and subtrees of common expressions are reused optimally, wecan avoid the
expense of storing an entire regular expression (as a stringor parse tree) per
derivative. Also, we never compute derivatives twice for a class of similar
regular expressions.

Reduction of the number of regular expressions by identities is done
through regular expression rewriting. Due to the generic framework for
rewriting, we are able to reduce using additional rewrite rules, which results
in smaller automata.

An earlier version of some of the research reported on in thispaper was
presented as a poster paper at CIAA 2004 (Frishert and Watson, 2004).

16.1.1 Historical note by Bruce Watson

These algorithms, data-structures, and techniques have now been imple-
mented in the FIRE Station environment, also described in a number of recent
articles. The FIRE Station, related to the FIRE Engine series of toolkits for fi-
nite automata and regular expressions, is a workstation-type environment (in
software) manipulating regular expressions, finite automata, and other finite-
state objects, including their languages. In the mid-1990’s, I made several
visits to Kimmo in Helsinki. The need and underlying ideas for FIRE Sta-
tion grew directly out of those brainstorming sessions withKimmo and his
group. There were already a number of tools (notably tools from Xerox and
AT&T and also INTEX) available, though all rather tightly coupled to their
applications in NLP. The core philosophy behind the FIRE Station is to pro-
vide a number of efficient application-neutral algorithms and data-structures.
Layered on top of this core will be the option of several ‘skins,’ providing the
look-and-feel of the various application domains for finitestate techniques,
such as: NLP, modeling of concurrent systems, compiler design, text index-
ing and hardware design. Each such skin may additionally provide domain-
specific operators, views of the automata, etc. Kimmo’s ongoing interest and
inputs have given a unique NLP perspective on the potential applications of
a tool such as FIRE Station. (FIRE Station is being made available—also in
source form—for noncommercial use.)

16.2 Preliminaries
Definition 1 [Regular Languages and Regular Expressions] We define regu-
lar expressionsRE over alphabetΣ and the languages they denote,LRE ∈
RE → P(Σ∗) as follows:

. ∅ ∈ RE andLRE(∅) = ∅. ε ∈ RE andLRE(ε) = {ε}. For alla ∈ Σ, a ∈ RE andLRE(a) = {a}

ForE,F ∈ RE
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. E|F ∈ RE andLRE(E|F ) = LRE(E) ∪ LRE(F ). E · F ∈ RE andLRE(E · F ) = LRE(E) · LRE(F ). E∗ ∈ RE andLRE(E∗) = LRE(E)∗ 2

16.3 Parse Trees
The parse tree is a tree based representation of regular expressions. Each node
in the tree defines a regular expression based on its childrenand the operator
associated with the node. In contrast with the binary parse trees that are often
found in the literature, our parse trees are n-ary trees. Nodes in the parse tree
are represented by the setV , and each nodev ∈ V is either an internal node
(has children), or a leaf node.

Definition 2 [The Set of Regular Operators] We define the set of constants
and operations on regular languages by their names:
operators = {[∅], [ε], [Σ], [∗], [|], [·]} 2

Definition 3 [Regular Operator Nodes] The set of nodesV is partitioned over
operators:

. (∀i : i ∈ operators : Vi ⊆ V ). (∪i : i ∈ operators : Vi) = V. (∩i : i ∈ operators : Vi) = ∅ 2

Definition 4 [Structure of the Parse Tree] The structure of the parse treeis
uniquely determined by the following four functions:

. symbol : V[Σ] → Σ.. term : V[∗] → V. termset : V[|] → P(V ). termlist : V[·] → V ∗ 2

Definition 5 [Parse Tree to Regular Expression] For a nodev ∈ V , we de-
fine a mappingregex ∈ V → RE, from parse tree to regular expression
straightforwardly as:

. v ∈ V[∅] ⇒ regex(v) = ∅. v ∈ V[ε] ⇒ regex(v) = ε. v ∈ V[Σ] ⇒ regex(v) = symbol(v). v ∈ V[∗] ⇒ regex(v) = term(v)∗. v ∈ V[|] ⇒ regex(v) = (|w : w ∈ termset(v) : w). v ∈ V[·] ⇒ regex(v) = termlist(v)
0
· . . . · termlist(v)|termlist(v)|−1 2

Definition 6 [Regular Language of a NodeLPT (v)] For a nodev ∈ V , the
regular language represented byv is given byLPT (v) ∈ V → RE as fol-
lows:
LPT (v) = LRE(regex(v)) 2
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Definition 7 [Creating Regular Expression Nodes] We can create new nodes
in the parse tree through the functionmknode ∈ ([∅] ∪ [ε] ∪ ([Σ] × Σ) ∪
([∗]× V ) ∪ ([|]×P(V )) ∪ ([·]× V ∗))→ V . This function has to satisfy the
following specification:

. LPT (mknode([∅])) = ∅. LPT (mknode([ε]))) = {ε}. LPT (mknode([Σ], a)) = {a}, (∀a ∈ Σ). LPT (mknode([∗], v)) = LPT (v)∗, (∀v ∈ V ). LPT (mknode([|],W )) = (
⋃

w : w ∈W : LPT (w)), (∀W ∈ P(V )). LPT (mknode([·],W )) = LPT (W0) · . . . · LPT (W|W |−1), (∀W ∈ V
∗) 2

Note that these specifications seem weaker than they need to be, however,
they allow room for refinement in the implementation. For example, given
nodesv, w ∈ V , so thatLPT (v) = {ε} andLPT (w) = {a}, the function
mknode([|], v, w) may return a new nodeu ∈ V[|] ∧ termset(u) = {v, w};
but it may also simply returnw. This leaves room for improvements that will
be discussed at a later point.

16.4 Derivatives
First, we adapt Brzozowski’s definition of derivatives to our parse tree.

Definition 8 Functionδ ∈ V → RE determines whether or not the regular
language represented by a nodev ∈ V contains the empty stringε and is
defined as:
δ(v) = ε, if ε ∈ LPT (v)
δ(v) = ∅, if ε /∈ LPT (v) 2

Definition 9 [Brzozowski Derivatives] For nodev ∈ V and symbola ∈ Σ
the derivatives functionD ∈ V × Σ→ RE is defined as:

. if v ∈ V[∅], thenD(v, a) = ∅. if v ∈ V[ε], thenD(v, a) = ∅. if v ∈ V[Σ] ∧ symbol(v) = a, thenD(v, a) = ε. if v ∈ V[Σ] ∧ symbol(v) 6= a, thenD(v, a) = ∅. if v ∈ V[∗], thenD(v, a) = D(term(v), a) · v. if v ∈ V[|], thenD(v, a) = (|u : u ∈ childset(v) : D(u, a)). if v ∈ V[·], thenD(v, a) =
(D(termlist(v)0, a) · termlist(v)1 · . . . · termlist(v)|termlist(v)|−1)
|(δ(termlist(v)0) ·D(termlist(v)1 . . . termlist(v)|termlist(v)|−1, a)) 2

Our goal is to find or create a node in the parse tree that represents the
derivative of a given node-symbol pair. To this end, we introduce the function
∆ ∈ V × Σ → V . A straightforward∆ could satisfyregex(∆(v, a)) =
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D(v, a). We deviate slightly and only require the weaker condition of
LPT (∆(v, a)) = LRE(D(v, a)), i.e. that the regular languages rather than
the regular expressions are equivalent. This allows us someroom to add
optimizations, potentially leading to smaller automata. It also allows for a
straightforward definition of∆ in terms ofmknode, as seen in Def. 10.

Definition 10 [Derivatives via the Parse Tree] We create the function∆ ∈
V ×Σ→ V , which computes the node representing the derivative of a given
nodev ∈ V and symbola ∈ Σ, such thatLPT (∆(v, a)) = LRE(D(v, a)).
∆ is expressed in terms ofmknode:

. if v ∈ V[∅], then∆(v, a) ≡ mknode([∅]). if v ∈ V[ε], then∆(v, a) ≡ mknode([∅]). if v ∈ V[Σ] ∧ a = symbol(v), then∆(v, a) ≡ mknode([ε]). if v ∈ V[Σ] ∧ a 6= symbol(v), then∆(v, a) ≡ mknode([∅]). if v ∈ V[∗], then∆(v, a) ≡ mknode([·],∆(term(v), a), v). if v ∈ V[|], then∆(v, a) ≡ mknode([|],∪u ∈ V : u ∈ termset(v) :
∆(u, a)). if v ∈ V[·] ∧ termlist(v)0 /∈ null, then∆(v, a) ≡mknode([·],

∆(termlist(v)0, a), termlist(v)1, . . . , termlist(v)|termlist(v)|−1). if v ∈ V[·] ∧ termlist(v)0 ∈ null, then∆(v, a) ≡ mknode([|],
{mknode([·],

∆(termlist(v)0, a), termlist(v)1, . . . , termlist(v)|termlist(v)|−1),
∆(mknode([·], termlist(v)1, . . . , termlist(v)|termlist(v)|−1), a)})

2

All that remains is an implementation of the functionmknode. To this end,
we now discuss our means of dealing with similar expressionsand reduction
via identities.

16.5 Common Subexpression Elimination
The subexpression of a nodev is the regular expression as described by the
parse tree. It is not uncommon for two equivalent subexpressions to occur
in different parts of the parse tree. By finding and eliminating thesecommon
subexpressions, we can merge similar derivatives.

Definition 11 [Subexpression Equivalence∼cse] Nodesv, w ∈ V are in re-
lationv ∼cse w holds if any of the following holds:

. v = w. v, w ∈ V[∅]. v, w ∈ V[ε]. v, w ∈ V[Σ] ∧ symbol(v) = symbol(w). v, w ∈ V[∗] ∧ term(v) ∼cse term(w)
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FIGURE 1 (a) (abc)∗abc before GCSE (b) after GCSE

. v, w ∈ V[|] ∧ (∀p ∈ termset(v) : (∃q ∈ termset(w) : p ∼cse q))∧
(∀q ∈ termset(w) : (∃p ∈ termset(v) : p ∼cse q)). v, w ∈ V[·] ∧ (∀i : 0 ≤ i ≤ |termlist(v)| : termlist(v)i ∼cse

termlist(w)i)

Note thatv ∼cse w ≡ regex(v) = regex(w) 2

We can reduce all nodes that are in the same equivalence classdefined by
∼cse to a single node. This process is calledGlobal Common Subexpression
Elimination(GCSE). Removing equivalent nodes does not affect the regular
languages represented, however, it does change the parse tree into a directed
acyclic graph (DAG). As an example of this, the regular expression(abc)*abc
results in the parse tree in Figure 1(a). The subexpressionabcoccurs in two
locations. We can replace these by a single instance, as in Figure 1(b). Note
that we will continue to use the term parse tree, since that isstill the intended
interpretation of the graph; the fact that it is a DAG merely provides us with
a more efficient representation.

If we integrate GCSE into the functionmknode, we can establish the fol-
lowing invariant:

Definition 12 [CSE Invariant](∀v, w ∈ V : v ∼cse w⇒ v = w) 2

This CSE invariant means that we will never create a new node if a
∼cse equivalent node already exists, and it allows us to detect common sub-
expressions without resorting to expensive recursion:

Definition 13 [Subexpression Equivalence without recursion] Nodesv, w ∈
V , are in relationv ∼cse w if CSE Invariant of Def. 12 holds, and if any of
the following holds:

. v = w. v, w ∈ V[∅]. v, w ∈ V[ε]. v, w ∈ V[Σ] ∧ symbol(v) = symbol(w)
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TABLE 1 Rewrite Rules for identities. Note thatE ∈ RE

∅ ·E → ∅
E · ∅ → ∅
ε · E → E
E|∅ → E

. v, w ∈ V[∗] ∧ term(v) = term(w). v, w ∈ V[|] ∧ termset(v) = termset(w). v, w ∈ V[·] ∧ termlist(v) = termlist(w) 2

When attempting to create a new (internal) node with operator o ∈
operators and childrenW , finding a node that is∼cse equivalent (if it ex-
ists) can be done by examining the parents for the child nodesin W to find
a nodem ∈ Vo and children equal toW . We can instantly find the parents
of a particular node by storing the reverse relations from the parse tree. Note
that it is sufficient to search the parents of only one of the elements ofW for
an equivalent parent node, rather than all the children, because a matching
node will be parent to all the nodes inW . To maintain the CSE Invariant of
Def. 12, we return the equivalent node if it is found to exist,and only create
a new node if it does not exist.

16.6 Rewriting
As suggested by Brzozowski (Brzozowski, 1964), the number of derivatives
can be reduced by simplification using the identities. We implement this us-
ing a rewriting system as described in (Frishert et al., 2003). As discussed,
the specification of∆ was deliberately weak, which now allows us to use any
number of rewrite rules. If we wish to obtain the exact Brzozowski deriva-
tives automata, we restrict ourselves to the rewrite rules in Table 1. If we add
additional rewrite rules we can potentially obtain smallerautomata.

Combining rewriting and GCSE, the functionmknode can now be imple-
mented as follows for a given operator and operand (either a symbol, node,
nodeset or a nodelist): If an applicable rewrite rule exists, apply that rule, re-
sulting in a new operator/operand pair. Repeat this until there are no further
applicable rewrite rules. For the final operator/operand pair, we search the
existing nodes for a CSE-equivalent node. If such a node exists, we return
that node; otherwise we add a new node to V and set its operator/operands
accordingly.

16.7 Results and Future Work
We have implemented the approach discussed in this paper in our tool FIRE
STATION, see (Frishert, 2005). All figures in this paper were generated using
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FIGURE 2 Combined Parse Trees for the Derivatives of(abc)∗

FIRE STATION. In Figure 2, the combined parse graph for the derivatives
of (abc)∗ is shown. The numbered edges indicate the order of concatenated
nodes: due to GCSE, a node can be used in multiple concatentations, and the
order for these concatentations is sometimes conflicting, making it impossible
for the concatenated nodes to be drawn in left-to-right order.

The extended regular operators: negation, intersection, relative/symmetric
difference, negation, as well as the POSIX character classes, and repeat
ranges can easily be added to this framework and require no special treate-
ment.

The approach we have discussed in this paper also lends itself well to
partial derivatives (Antimirov, 1996), which also have been implemented
successfully in FIRE STATION.

We see two interesting next steps. First, additional rewrite rules, which may
result in further reduction of automata sizes, could be included. Second, it
may be possible to perform incremental minimization, reducing intermediate
memory requirements.
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Linguistic Grammars with Very Low
Complexity
ANSSI YLI -JYRÄ

17.1 Introduction
Fifteen years ago, in the COLING-90 in Helsinki, Kimmo Koskenniemi
sketched a finite-state approach to surface syntax (Koskenniemi, 1990): an ap-
proach that later became known by the name Finite-State Intersection Gram-
mar (FSIG). During the subsequent few years this approach was investigated
by Koskenniemi’s associates Pasi Tapanainen, Atro Voutilainen and some
others in the Research Unit of Multilingual Language Technology at the De-
partment of General Linguistics at the University of Helsinki.

A while after Koskenniemi’s proposal, technical problems related to the
state complexity of FSIG grammars became a major challenge in the further
development of the system. However, this was largely due to the fact that
the rules in the first grammars did not suggest means to exploit the locality
of linguistic constraints. Meanwhile, a similar but less ambitious constraint
system flourished independently in France as Maurice Gross and his students
had introducedlocal grammarsand developed algorithms that apply these to
lexically ambiguous sentences.

In 1995, the current author became involved, for the first time, in investi-
gations that pursued more efficient FSIG parsing strategiesand complexity.
These investigations continued in 2000’s and led to a PhD thesis. This chapter
tries to give an overview of the recent discoveries related to the complexity
of FSIG parsing. The chapter is structured as follows: Section 17.2 sketches
a rough background of Kimmo’s approach, relating FSIG to thewell known
CG framework, and to finite-state methods in general. Section 17.3 general-
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FIGURE 1 FSIG and its forerunner: Constraint Grammar.

izes the FSIG architecture to non-regular languages and linguistically impor-
tant structures. Section 17.4 explains the star-freeness property of the FSIG
grammars. Section 17.5 approaches FSIG parsing through a layered structure,
essentially improving the compactness of the grammar.

17.2 The Background of FSIG
17.2.1 The Inspiration

Kimmo’s FSIG approach was largely inspired by the Constraint Grammar
(CG) system (Karlsson, 1990) that can be described as follows.

The input of CG is a tokenized sentence with alternative readings listed
at each token. Each CG constraint rule application is a transformation that
removes one or more readings of an ambiguous token in a given context.
Each transformation is a rational transduction. The context conditions tested
by the rules are able to refer to contextual ambiguity and to test bunches of
alternative readings in the token and its context.

As a whole, a CG parser is a combination of a prioritized unionof rules
that is applied iteratively up to a fixed point where no rule can reduce any
more ambiguity. The parser works by iteratively selecting aconstraint and
an ambiguous token and applying the selected constraint to the selected to-
ken. This process terminates: the maximal number of iterations carried out
by the parser is proportional to the length of the sentence. Furthermore, the
order in which the tokens are processed may require a linear number of back
and forth jumps between token positions. It is thus not generally possible to
characterize a CG parser (Figure 1, left side) as a regular relation.

In 1983, Kimmo Koskenniemi had became an inventor of a parallel con-
straint system, the two-level model of morphology (Koskenniemi, 1983)
(TWOL). TWOL had already been proved a practical alternative to a cascade
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of phonological rules, such as used in generative phonology. As a natural
continuation to this work, Kimmo proposed a similar approach to syntactic
parsing and disambiguation: a system of parallel finite-state constraints that
defined a regular relation (Koskenniemi, 1990). This systempresented an al-
ternative for the serial approach of the CG parsing, but was not claimed to be
equivalent to it.

17.2.2 FSIG as a One-Level System

The formal elegance of FSIG was remarkable. It was a one-level system,
while, in contrast, the number of intermediate levels in CG was not bounded
by a constant. Furthermore, FSIG was able to give new insighton possi-
ble parsing approaches by putting into practice a set-theoretic semantics for
grammars. FSIG parsing consists of two phases:

1. generation of a set of potential reading strings, and
2. constraint-driven selection of the grammatical readings.

First, potentialsentence readingsof the input sentence — each being a
string of morphemes and word boundaries — are constructed byinserting
annotation codes freely into the sequence of input tokens (in practice, it is
desirable that the insertion is controlled by lexical lookup). This creates a
set of alternatives that is often referred to as anambiguous sentence1. The
generated set is represented by a deterministic finite automaton (DFA) that is
often called thesentence automaton2.

Second, there areconstraint automataeach of which implements a lin-
guistic or administrative constraint, originally described using an extended
FSIG notation of regular expressions. When a new ambiguous sentence has
been generated the constraint automata are applied to reduce ungrammatical
sentence readings (strings) in the sentence automaton. This can be carried
out, in theory, by computing a direct product of the sentenceautomaton and
the constraint automata, or by performing a backtracking search for alterna-
tive analyses. The direct product automaton describes exactly those sentence
readings that are recognized by every constraint automaton.

In contrast to the fixed point semantics of the CG disambiguation process,
the standard FSIG is a one-level constraint system with hardconstraints: if
some constraint rejects all potential readings, there willbe no readings left
in the output. An alternative FSIG framework with soft constraints would be
desirable for purposes of robust parsing (although we do notwant to run into
the practical difficulties of Optimality Theoretic approaches).

1Generation of this set resembles the GEN function in Optimality Theory, but can be already
constrained by the lexicon.

2Earlier, this automaton used to be acyclic, but this restriction is no more maintained in recent
FSIG systems.
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17.2.3 FSIG and State Complexity

In addition to the parallel constraints, the initial developers of the FSIG frame-
work adopted a useful operation from the formalism of the original two-level
morphology: the so-called context restriction operator became a part of the
FSIG notation. This regular operator has an interesting history, and it allows
for further generalizations (Yli-Jyrä and Koskenniemi, 2004).

The FSIG rule formalism is able to specify complex finite-state grammars
in a very compact fashion. In fact, we could estimate that thedeterministic
state complexity (the size of the minimal DFA) corresponding to the combi-
nation of all constraint automata of a full-coverage grammar could be some
1010 – 101000 states. The constraints can be applied in linear time to the in-
put sentence, according to the the input size, but linear time complexity alone
does not thus imply a practical implementation.

It is also important to understand how the complexity of the grammar is
related to the way the grammar is designed. A few initial results on state
complexity of bracketing restriction operator– a recent novelty (Yli-Jyrä,
2003c) – andcontext restriction operator(Yli-Jyrä and Koskenniemi, 2004)
have been published. Their complexity grows, in the worst case, exponentially
according to the maximum depth of bracketing.

17.2.4 The Quest for Locality in FSIG

Some FSIG experts, including Kimmo himself, have always maintained the
optimism that an efficient parser for FSIG could be found. Thehope is moti-
vated by the fact that the parse result – the reduced set of alternatives – does
not exhibit remarkable state complexity although its computation is difficult.
To be more successful, an efficient parser would need to decompose the gram-
mar in a fashion that maintains compactness during the intermediate parsing
steps. How this should be done has been an open problem, but a recently pre-
sented compilation method for rules (Yli-Jyrä and Koskenniemi, 2004) sheds
some light on how the grammar can be split into almost independent modules.

An informal comparison to a personal computer may be helpfulin un-
derstanding compact representations of finite automata andtransition func-
tions: CPUs implement predefined state transitions in an immense state space,
without any difficulties. This is possible because (i) the CPUs modify, within
one step, only a small portion of the computer’s memory, making only local
state transitionsat a time, and (ii) the next state is often computed in par-
allel, largely independent circuits within the processor (such as the program
counter, the arithmetic logic unit and the cache). If similar design principles
– locality and decomposition – could be used to store the FSIGgrammar and
the intermediate results, we could perhaps find an efficient parser.
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17.3 A generalization of Kimmo’s Approach
17.3.1 Anti-Approximations

Constraint grammars (CGs) and local grammars are typicallyapplied to a
flat sequence of lemmas and tags, without any attempts to copewith brack-
eted trees. In contrast to this, Kimmo’s proposal and the first FSIGs included
clausal embedding up to one level of clause boundaries. It was argued by
Kimmo that only a tiny proportion of running-text sentenceswould contain a
double-center-embedded clause.

The current author (Yli-Jyrä, 2003a) considered explicitly an arbitrary
limit d for center embedding in FSIG. This generalization suggeststhe pos-
sibility of taking union of the languages of an FSIG grammarsG when its
d-parameter goes to infinite:

L(Ĝ) = ∪d=0..∞L(Gd) = lim
d→∞

L(Gd).

According to the formula, every FSIG grammarG, such as Voutilainen’s
English grammar (Voutilainen, 1997) is in fact a parameterized specification
that gives us both

. a series of finite-state grammarsG0, G1, G2, . . ., and. an idealistic generalization, ananti-approximationL(Ĝ).

In the case of Voutilainen’s English grammar, the anti-approximationL(Ĝ)
is context-free, but, in some other cases, it can be non-context-free3.

This view suggests a perspective on how non-regular grammars could be
learned: through a series of regular languages. Furthermore, the view suggests
connections to bracket-based representations of non-regular grammars.

17.3.2 Chomsky-Schützenberger Representations

In early 1960’s, Noam Chomsky and Marcel Paul Schützenberger (1963) dis-
covered a technique to represent the language of any context-free grammarG
as a homomorphic image of an intersection of a Dyck language and a regular
language that depends onG.

FSIG grammars have a close relationship to the Chomsky-Schützenberger
representations. In any FSIG grammarGd, the parameterd actually specifies
an approximation of a Dyck language. By using, in the constraint semantics,
a Dyck language instead of its regular approximation, we geta representation
for the anti-approximated languageL(Ĝ).

This view has been very fruitful. We have been able to specifymany
new Chomsky-Schützenberger style representations4 for various classes of

3This is possible if the grammar uses crossing sets of brackets as in (Yli-Jyrä, 2004).
4In some of our representations, the Dyck language is distributed and used as a constant in

the rules. We refer to them loosely as Chomsky-Schützenberger style representations.
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FIGURE 2 A dependency tree.

formal grammars. There are such representations for (i) extended context-
free languages, (ii) projective dependency grammars, and (iii) certain mildly
context-sensitive grammars (MCSGs) that correspond to some families of
non-projective dependency grammars.

A tantalizing opportunity of this approach is to try and develop similar
bracketing-based representations to further examples of MCSGs, such as tree-
adjoining grammars and (multi-modal) combinatorial categorial grammars.
Whether this can be done is an open problem, but a success would greatly in-
crease the relevance of the FSIG framework to Natural Language Processing
(NLP), since a single architecture would allow for both an idealistic general-
ization and a series of finite-state approximations.

17.3.3 A New Bracketed Representation for Dependencies

According to Koskenniemi (1990), his approachdoes not aim to uncover se-
mantically oriented distinctions. This limitation was maintained in the first
FSIG systems that were clearly meant for partial parsing andnot for, e.g.
producing an explicit dependency structure.

Dependency links indicate, ideally, how words with predicate-argument
structures are composed in a semantically coherent way. As we saw in the
above, recent developments of FSIG have introduced new sub-frameworks,
including frameworks for projective and non-projective dependency parsing.

For example, the dependency tree in Figure 2 can be represented as a
bracketed string as in Figure 3.

# that det [←
# ]← man subj [←
# ]← ate pred [→
# an det [←
# ]← ]→ apple obj #

FIGURE 3 String with dependency-tree bracketing. The line breaks have been added.

In non-projective dependency structures (Yli-Jyrä, 2003b, 2004), we use
disjoint sets of brackets and follow a non-trivial generalization of the so-
called stack discipline when allocating crossing brackets. Thanks to this, each
non-projective structure has a unique encoding as a bracketed string. The cor-
responding system of stacks is connected to a class of MCSGs (Yli-Jyrä and
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Nykänen, 2004).
The ability of recent FSIGs to cope with dependency trees (and graphs)

under certain performance restrictions suggests that the framework might be
capable of assigning even some semantically coherent structures in terms of
syntactic dependencies.

17.4 A Characterization of the Complexity of FSIG
17.4.1 Background

Thestar-free languagesare the smallest class of languages that contains all fi-
nite languages and is closed under concatenation and the Boolean operations.

In Coding Theory, Schützenberger (1965) made a seminal finding by char-
acterizing the star-free languages with aperiodic finite syntactic monoids5.
Mathematics of Coding Theory and in particular the study of star-free lan-
guages are inherently connected to linguistic performance, communication
and error tolerance, but star-free languages are seldom discussed in linguis-
tic literature. As a positive example, Kornai (1985) argueson practical lim-
its in natural language semantics, and how this supports an assumption of
star-freeness of natural language. The relevance of star-free languages to the
language acquisition task has been demonstrated separately by learning algo-
rithms that cope with certain star-free classes of regular languages (Segarra
et al., 2003).

17.4.2 Establishment of Star-Free FSIGs

The property of star-freeness has been recently assigned tothe FSIG frame-
work. First, the star-freeness of the annotated language described by Vouti-
lainen’s English FSIG was established through a rewriting approach (Yli-
Jyrä, 2003a). Second, it has become increasingly clearer that the star-freeness
restriction does not imply essential losses in the linguistic applicability of
FSIGs although it is not difficult to construct artificial examples of FSIGs
that fail to be star-free. This is indicated by the flavors of star-free FSIGs
that coped with various syntactic structures, including bracketed string rep-
resentations for unranked constituent trees, projective dependency trees and
restricted non-projective dependency trees.

17.4.3 Definability in the First-Order Logic

Robert McNaughton and Seymour Papert (1971) discovered that star-free lan-
guages are exactly those described inFO[<], a fragment of first-order logic
whose signature contains linear order relation< over string positions. This
result is important because it connects star-free languages, such as described

5Transitions of a minimal DFAA = (Q, i, F, Σ, δ) define forw ∈ Σ∗ the functionδw :
Q → Q. The set of all functionsδw with a composition operator and the identity elementδǫ is
the transition monoid ofA as well as the syntactic monoid of the languageL(A).
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FIGURE 4 Computational complexity of polynomial-time problems, adapted from
Immerman (1999).

by FSIG grammars, to (i) the locality characterizations of first-order definable
structures, and (ii) to descriptive complexity.

First, we get access to a famous theorem by W. Hanf (Immerman,1999,
p.102-103). According to this theorem, first-order formulae with abounded
quantifier rank6 cannot distinguish between two graphs of bounded degree if
the graphs have the same number of local neighborhoods of allpossible types
where the number of possible types depends exponentially onthe quantifier
rank. The definition of locality is here more general than in NLP since it
involves quantification.

Second, we get access to results in Finite Model Theory, where many
computational complexity classes have been characterizedusing fragments of
first-order logic. The close relationship between the computational complex-
ity of problems and the richness of logical language needed to describe them
— their descriptive complexity — was established when Ron Fagin showed
in 1974 that the problems computable in nondeterministic polynomial time
(NP) are exactly characterized by the problems that can be described in ex-
istential second-order logic. Neil Immerman (1999, p.2) summarizes the role
of descriptive complexity as follows:

It [descriptive complexity] gives a mathematical structure with which to view
and set to work on what had previously been engineering questions.

17.4.4 Parallel Computational Complexity

When the languages definable withFO[<] are placed into the picture of com-
putational complexity classes, we observe that they correspond, as illustrated
in Figure 4,

. to the logarithmic-time hierarchy, and. to the uniform circuit complexity classAC0.

6The quantifier rank of a first-order formula is basically the number of nested quantifiers.
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A short explanation for some classes in Figure 4 is in place. Thelogarithmic-
time hierarchy(LH) contains languages that can be recognized with an alter-
nating Turing machine (ATM) inlogarithmic time(according to the length of
input) using a bounded number of alternations between existential and univer-
sal states. Thecircuit complexity classAC0 consists languages whose strings
can be recognized using a constant depth, unbounded-fan-inpolynomial-size
AND-OR circuits. The circuits in the classNC1 differ fromAC0 by having
a logarithmic depth according to the length of the strings, but restricting the
AND and OR gates to ones with two fan-ins.

Star-freeness implies an essential restriction to the parallel computational
complexity and circuit complexity of regular languages. Among all regular
languages, there are some that do not belong toAC0, but all are included in
NC1. AC0 contains all star-free regular languages (Thomas, 1997).

17.5 Structure of Annotated FSIG Languages
17.5.1 The Dot-Depth Hierarchy

Based on the star-freeness of FSIGs, we are able to study the means to rep-
resent and parse these grammars in a compact fashion. Star-free languages
admit representations that are not available to regular languages in general.

A particularly interesting representation of star-free languages is based on
the closure of finite languages, Boolean operations and so-calledconcatena-
tion products. Such a representation of star-free languages generates aninfi-
nite sequence or hierarchy of language classes. One of the possible sequences
is the dot-depth hierarchyB0,B1,B2, . . . that was introduced by Brzozowski
and Knast (1978). It defines the set of all star-free languages:

SF= ∪i=0...∞Bi = lim
i→∞

Bi.

The dot-depth hierarchy is defined over an alphabetΣ as follows:

. B0 consists of finite and co-finite subsets ofΣ∗,. Ci consists of concatenations of languages inBi,. Bi consists of Boolean combinations of languages inCi−1.

Thomas (1982) showed that the dot-depth hierarchy corresponds to the
quantifier-alternation and logarithmic-time hierarchiesmentioned above. Ac-
cording to Thomas, languageL ∈ Bi can be described by a prenex normal-
form that has a so-calledΣi prefix of quantifiers7.

If we knew the lowest dot-depth levelBi that contains the language (the
set of annotated strings) of a grammar, we could say more about the parallel
computational complexity of the grammar. Unfortunately, the determination

7A formula is in prenex normal-form if it consists of a string of quantifiers applied to a
quantifier free formula.
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of the exact dot-depth of a language is a difficult (open) problem. We can
still easily approximate the level from above because the dot-depth depends
mainly ond, the depth of allowed bracketing. For example, approximations
of the Dyck language can be constructed using a recursive star-free formula
(Yli-Jyrä, 2003a) that specifies a language belonging toBO(d). This can be
shown easily by the structure of the recursive formula.

In summary, understanding of the locality in FSIG grammars can be
largely built around the relationship between descriptiveand parallel com-
putational complexity,d, the dot-depth and the size of the quantifier prefix.

17.5.2 Relative State Complexity of FSIGs

Parallel computational complexity of FSIGs is not just about non-
deterministic time. If the minimal DFA equivalent to an ATM could be con-
structed in a straightforward way (the problem is undecidable for arbitrary
ATMs), regular operations applied during the constructionwould contribute
to thestate complexityof the result. It is imaginable that the alternation be-
tween the existential and universal states would amount foradditional steps
in the state complexity.

In an FSIG approximation of non-projective dependency grammars, the
depthd of bracketing corresponds to the number of alternations between con-
catenations and Boolean operations, while the combinationof n disjoint sets
of brackets corresponds to an intersection ofn star-free languages. Both of
these parameters are able to cause an exponential growth in the state com-
plexity of some pathological FSIG grammars.

In the structure of FSIG languages, certain language class distinctions
seem to differ radically from the Chomsky hierarchy. For example, if we
anti-approximate the mentioned FSIG implementations of non-projective de-
pendency grammars,n induces a hierarchy of MCSGs. Such hierarchies of
MCSGs are often seen to exhibit a competence feature, while limited clausal
embedding would be an example of a performance feature. In contrast to this
complexity landscape, both these parameters (n crossings andd embeddings)
appear to be equally important when we determine the state complexity of an
FSIG, and the number of crossing sets of brackets(n) does not have any role,
when we determine the asymptotic bound for the dot-depth.

17.5.3 Parallel Decompositions

Each new dot-depth level makes references to lower dot-depth levels in a
similar fashion as compact parse forest representations pack ambiguity that is
beyond the domain of locality. This observation suggests a compact parallel
representation for FSIG grammars wheren = 1 andd > 0 (an FSIG with
n > 1 is obtained by combining simpler FSIGs under intersection). The use
of such a representation requires the following steps:
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FIGURE 5 FSIG parsing with layers and sub-grammars.

. decomposition of each FSIG constraint into separate constraints each of
which checks one layer,i.e. level of brackets (>sub-grammars),. applying the constraints of each layer into a separate copy of the sentence
automaton, and. combining all the constrained sentence automata to obtain the final result.

These tasks have been discussed more in detail by the author (Yli-Jyrä, 2005).
A rough overview of the proposed parsing strategy is presented in Figure 5.

17.6 Conclusion
We have presented an overview of the FSIG approach and related FSIG gram-
mars to issues of very low complexity and parsing strategy. We ended up with
serious optimism according to which most FSIG grammars could be decom-
posed in a reasonable way and then processed efficiently.
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Part II

Speech and Meaning



18

Speech is Special: What’s Special about
It?
OLLI AALTONEN AND ESA UUSIPAIKKA

From the ethologist perspective, speech is to the human being as echolocation
is to the bat or song is to the bird. Thus, speech, as well as thephonological
communication it underlies, is plainly a species-typical product of evolution.
Speech defined as the production and perception of vowels andconsonants
originates from a pre-phonetic capacity to perform speech sounds and ges-
tures. Similarly, language defined as the syntax "machine" originates from a
pre-syntactic capacity to organize longer sequences of sounds and gestures.
We suggest therefore that the faculty of human language is biological and thus
a product of evolution. Furthermore we suggest that formal language follows
from speech which is based on motion (gestures) and perception of motion
(sensorymotor perception of articulatory gestures).

18.1 Biological View of Language and Speech
Language depends on ‘being human’. From a scientific perspective language
is neither a divine gift nor a “cultural invention”, but a product of human bio-
logical evolution. Spoken language evolved to make rapid vocal communica-
tion possible, providing man with a better chance of surviving in the struggle
for existence (Darwin, 1874). Every normal individual acquires language in
a uniform and automatic way by going through the same stages at the same
age, without requiring specific instruction (Stromswold, 1996). Once learnt,
the complex processes of speech production, perception andsyntactic coding
become automatized and are carried out below the level of conscious aware-
ness, allowing the semantic content of the message to be the primary concern
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of the speaker or the listener. Hence, in order to say a word the speakers need
not to know what sequence of sounds it comprises but only to think of its
meaning. Indeed, they do not even have to know that it has a spelling. The
specialized speech system automatically converts the phonological represen-
tation of the word into the coarticulated movements of the articulators that
convey it. Correspondingly, to perceive a word, listeners need not puzzle out
the complex and peculiarly phonetic relation between signal and the phono-
logical message it conveys. All we have to do to perceive speech is to listen;
somehow the meanings just emerge as the sounds go by. Again, the phonetic
specialization automatically parses the sound so as to recover its phonetic
structure. Hence processes of speech, whether in production or perception,
are not calculated to put the speaker’s attention on the phonological units that
those processes are specialized to manage. Thus, a complex design, function-
ally completely different from animal communication, musthave evolved for
spoken language (Pinker 1994, pg. 362).

The phonetic units of speech are the vehicles of every language on earth,
and they are commanded by every neurologically normal humanbeing. Lai et.
al. (2001) found a gene, FOXP2, which seems to be involved in speech. The
regulating gene, located on chromosome 7, was discovered while studying a
family most of whose members had troubles controlling theirlips and tongue
and forming words. More recently, Enard et. al. (2002) studied FOXP2’s evo-
lutionary history by comparing versions of the gene in various primates and
mice. According to these comparisons FOXP2 has remained essentially un-
altered during mammalian evolution, but it changed in humans after the ho-
minid line of descent had split off from the closely related chimpanzee one.
The changes in the gene are universal in human populations. Enard et. al.
suggest that the changes affected articulation and they estimate that the hu-
man version of the gene emerged only 120,000 years ago. Perhaps this mu-
tation of the FOXP2 was the final adjustment that allowed speech to become
autonomous, freeing the hands for the development of technologies. Thus,
writing and reading did not evolve as part of the language faculty and, there-
fore, writing and reading differ biologically from speech,being intellectual
achievements in a way that speech is not. Many languages do not even have
a written form, and, among those that do, some competent speakers find it
impossible to master. Awareness of phonological structureis obviously nec-
essary for anyone who would make proper use of an alphabetic script, but
such awareness would not normally be a consequence of havinglearnt to
speak.
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18.2 Emergence of Symbolic Species
The Victorian people must have been quite shocked when Darwin presented
in his Descent of Man (1874) that man evolved from apes. According to
Klein’s scenario (Klein, 2000), the first primate with bipedal locomotion
(Ardipthecus ramidus) lived on African savanna roughly 4.4million years
ago and it took about 2 million years of additional evolutionbefore the first
crude tools appeared in the paleontological record about 2.5 million years
ago. Brain expansion in homo line begins around 1.2. millionyears ago and
the period of most rapid brain expansion occurred between 500 and 100 thou-
sand years ago. However, all human fossils from 30,000 yearsago to today
share the same modern anatomical form: a distinct skull shape, a large brain
(1,350 cubic centimeters), a chin and a lightly built skeleton. Neanderthals
were as human as we are but something dramatic must have happened about
30,000 years ago when Neanderthals suddenly went extinct.

Neanderthals’ disappearance coincided with the arrival ofthe anatomically
modern Homo sapiens (Homo sapiens sapiens). Genetic evidence reveals that
Neanderthal DNA is distinct from that of modern humans, and it implies that
the two lineages diverged perhaps 400,000 years ago. Archeological artefacts
left behind show that 100,000 years ago Neanderthals and Homo sapiens were
quite similar culturally. However, about 40,000 to 50,000 years ago, a massive
transformation occurred (Johanson, 2001; Klein, 2000). Tools became diverse
and tailored for different purposes, burials became elaborate and hunters be-
gan to target dangerous large animals. This “creative explosion” was almost
exclusively limited to Homo sapiens.

Deacon (1997) suggests that symbolic communication originating from
new brain adaptations in Homo sapiens sapiens made possiblebetter cultural
information transmission from one generation to another and hence better or-
ganizational skills that permitted more efficient utilization of sources. Thus,
a modern man was equipped with neural prerequisities for theuse of sym-
bols in communication, while the Neanderthals were evolveddifferently in
this respect. Neither non-human primates seem to have this adaptation. Ac-
cording to an alternative explanation, there is no specific adaptation for the
symbolization per se but adaptation was for understanding others on analogy
with the self and symbols then developed as a kind of natural consequence
(Chomsky, 1991; Tomasello, 2003). From the comparative perspective, prob-
ably the potential for symbolism exists in any animal with a brain of sufficient
complexity.

Studdert-Kennedy and Goldstein (2003) suggest that once gestures of
distinct organs had evolved as discrete, combinable units,expansion of the
phonological systems have occurred by sociocultural processes without any
further genetic change. On this view, speech as a motor function evolved
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from phylogenetically ancient mammalian oral capacities for sucking, lick-
ing, swallowing and chewing (MacNeilage, 1998). For example, sucking,
licking, and tongue actions for swallowing might have initiated neuroanatom-
ical differentiation of the mammalian tongue, which the evolution of speech
carried further by differentiating tongue tip, tongue body, and tongue root
into independent organs of phonetic action. On this view, the basic unit of
phonological structure is gesture, not the sounds those gestures produce.

It may be that that the human brain and body were at time ‘language-ready’
in the sense that the first Homo sapiens used a form of vocal communication
which was but a pale approximation of the richness of language as we know
it today. The Mirror System Hypothesis (Arbib, 2003) suggests that the func-
tional specialization of human Broca’s area derives from anancient mecha-
nism related to the production and understanding of motor acts. The mirror
system’s capacity to generate and recognize a set of actionsprovides the evo-
lutionary basis for language parity, in which an utterance means roughly the
same for both speaker and hearer. Therefore, Arbib (2003, pg. 194) states:

extension of the mirror system from a system for recognitionof single actions
to a system for recognition and imitation of compound actions was one of the
key innovations in the brains of hominids relevant to language.

According to this motor theory of speech (for a review, see e.g. Liberman
1996) the gestures are specifically phonetic, having evolved solely for the
purpose of phonological communication. Therefore, apprehending phonetic
structures has to be managed by a distinct, language-specific system that has
its own phonetic domain and its own phonetic mode of processing served by
a neurobiology of its own (speech module). The motor theorists suggest that
the biology of language incorporates a precognitive specialization for the pro-
duction and perception of vowels and consonants, and that perception of those
is therefore immediate; there is no translation from a nonphonetic (auditory)
representation because there is no such representation forspeech.Thus, early
hominids changed by adopting for communicative use an apparatus already
divided into discrete units and specialized perceptual system for the recog-
nition of articulatory gestures from the continuously varying acoustic signals
(pre- or protolanguage). These adaptations in production and perception of
speech finally resulted in symbolic communication by exhaled breath (lan-
guage). Thus, in addition to changes in the organization of the brain, more
peripheral adaptations were also needed for spoken language to be favoured
in natural selection.

During the evolution of language speaking and listening became so tightly
integrated that they seem to be merely two different manifestations of a sin-
gle linguistic faculty rather than two separate abilities,coordinate but distinct.
The distinction between speaking and listening is clear at the pheripheral
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level, because they are based on fundamentally different organs. At a more
central level, however, the distinction is less clear; speaking and listening si-
multaneously would not be so difficult, if they were not integrated at some
point. Therefore, the processes of production and perception must somehow
be linked and, consequently, their sensorimotor representations must, at some
point, be the same. The evolution of brain guaranteed this parity (or the ‘mir-
ror’ property) between speaking and listening and, thus, speech signals be-
came more relevant for man than other acoustic signals in theenvironment
and became linked to units of language (Liberman, 1996).

18.3 Language and the Brain
Inhuman rationalist principles in the philosophy of science have held on for
centuries also in the study of language evolution. Accordingly, it has been a
tacit assumption in linguistics and psychology that the purely physical or bi-
ological aspects of language should be distinguished from the psychological
aspect, and that only the latter belongs to the study of language (Chomsky,
1965). Nevertheless, human language is primarily spoken, which suggests
that its evolution must have been constrained by the speech apparatus and the
auditory system. In recent years alternative views based onthis perspective
have emerged, indicating that rather than being two independent domains,
the physical and psychological aspects overlap significantly (Diehl, 1991).
Therefore, theories of language must link up with theories of brain function.
Otherwise the study of language degenerates into a signal-processing oriented
or a formalist discipline, both perfectly possible per se but remote from the
study of what actually takes place in human beings when something is artic-
ulated or perceived.

From the evolutionary perspective, the brain was not built like a computer
with a special design in mind but natural selection is responsible for its de-
velopment. In this process of millions of years of evolution, new anatom-
ical structures and functions developed in succession in relatively distinct
stages from existing structures (Lamendella, 1980). Thesechanges often in-
volved increases in the anatomical size and configuration ofparticular struc-
tures, qualitative changes in physiological and functional organization, and
increases in the overall information processing potentialas existing structures
took new functions. New structures arose and carried out oldfunctions in new
ways. Consequently, all parts of the brain are functionallyintegrated so inti-
mately in the course of evolution that physically distinct neural movements
for spoken language cannot be shown on the basis of the gross anatomy of the
human central nervous system. Therefore, there is no singlesite for language
in the brain but it is scattered all over the distinct parts ofthe brain.

Biologically human language originates from earlier pre-adaptations
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which pave the way for subsequent adaptive changes (Hurford, 2003). For
example, bipedalism set in train anatomical changes which culminated in
the human vocal tract. Similarly, changes in human mental capacities were
necessary before modern man became ready for language. These cognitive
pre-adaptations set forward another process of evolution which led to the ap-
pearance of syntax relatively late in the history of man. Syntax involves the
stringing together of independent subunits into a larger signal. In phonologi-
cal syntax in units, like the speech sounds, there is no independent meaning,
while in lexical syntax in the units, such as the words, thereare meanings
which contribute the overall meaning of the whole signal.

It is nowadays commonly accepted that language somehow emerges grad-
ually from highly complex neuronal events which are firmly organized on a
time basis. These neuronal events can be referred to as a kindof programme
to emphasize the computational character of the higher-level brain functions.
The term “serial action programme” (Ingvar, 1983) has been used in neuro-
physiology to refer to conceptual structures, which is a term used in linguistic
literature for temporally organized neuronal events pertaining to language.
According to Chomsky (2004), uniquely human component of the language
faculty is syntax, varying little among humans and without significant ana-
logue elsewhere. Thus, language is biologically isolated in its essential prop-
erties, and a rather recent development in human evolution.Chomsky (1991)
has argued that language is not an adaptation at all, but rather is a by-product
or side effect of the tremendous growth of the human brain. His argument
is that after the brain attained its current size and complexity, language sim-
ply emerged spontaneously as one of many side effects. Despite arguing that
language is not a designed adaptation produced by evolution, Chomsky nev-
ertheless has argued that the deep structure of the grammar is innate rather
than acquired, and universal in all humans.

18.4 Comparative approach to evolution of symbols and syntax
The faculty of language refers to the narrow syntax “machine” (faculty of lan-
guage in the narrow sense, FLN), which is a computational system operating
on syntactic symbols according to specific rules of computation, and gener-
ates an infinite number of utterances from a finite set of syntactic symbols
(Hauser, Chomsky & Fitch, 2002). FLN represents a “languageorgan” per
se, which is a subsystem of a more complex structure consisting of two inter-
faces: the Articulatory-Perceptual and the Conceptual-Intentional (faculty of
language in the broad sense, FLB). The syntax “machine” was not instanta-
neously inserted into a mind/brain with the rest of its architecture fully intact.
Rather, it is embedded within the broader architecture of the mind/brain and
it interacts with other systems. Therefore, the systems within which the lan-
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guage faculty is embedded must be able to communicate the expressions of
the language and use them as guidelines for thought and action. Similarly,
the sensorymotor systems have to be able to read their instructions having
to do with sound and the articulatory and the perceptual systems have spe-
cific design that enables them to interpret certain properties, and not others.
Thus, the focus in explanations of the language faculty shifted from the study
of its subcomponents to their interrelations. Hauser and Fitch (2003) suggest
that animals lack the capacity of recursion implying that FLN is an adaption
produced by evolution, while subsystems that mediate speech production and
perception are not. Many characteristics of speech production and perception
are also present either in our closest living relatives or inother, more distantly
related species.

Many bird species can learn songs with phonological syntax and apes
are known to show a pre-syntactic capacity to organize longer sequences of
sounds. Thus, it may be that combinatory principles underlying phonology
and syntax of human language emerged gradually by a gradually enlarging
brain providing more available neurons and more specialized connections be-
tween neurons, not greater intelligence per se (Chomsky, 1991; Bickerton,
2003). As a result of an enlarging brain, the modular and highly domain-
specific system of recursion may have become penetrable and domain-
general, because human mind cannot consist solely of isolated mechanisms
that are completely walled off from each other. Selection favors functionally
specialized mechanisms that work well together in various combinations and
permutations (Buss, 2004). If recursion evolved to solve computational prob-
lems such as navigation, number quantifications, or social relationships, then
it is possible that other animals have such abilities (Hauser, Chomsky & Fitch,
2002). Under these circumstances, FLN evolved as a by-product of evolution
without any survival value.

There are two features of languages, in whatever modality they are ex-
pressed, that are generally not present among the communications of other an-
imals: symbols and syntax. Symbolic communication arose first being within
the reach of a number of non-human animals, while syntax emerged later re-
maining beyond the reach of any other species. Thus, protolanguage, with
symbolic content but no syntactical structure evolved fromdifferent genetic
and neural substrate than the subsequent language with syntax (Bickerton,
1995; Pinker, 1994). Okanoya (2003) studied complex vocalizations of Ben-
galese finches and suggests that Bengalese finches and humansfollow similar
developmental path. In both species, phonological development precedes syn-
tactical development. Bengalese finches show syntactical control of singing,
which may have evolved through the process of sexual selection. Thus, the
rudimentary syntax might have evolved also in humans as a by-product of
sexual selection without the need for survival value. In addition, there is also
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some evidence that complex syntactic rules emerge from quite simple sys-
tems of networks, which have a very small number of initial assumptions and
learn from imperfect inputs (Tonkes & Wiles, 2003).

18.5 Concluding Remarks
Computers can be programmed for various purposes; in this sense the com-
puter is a domain-general information processor. The idea that there might
be some information-processing problems that the human mind was specially
designed to process was missing from the cognitive revolution in psychology.
For example, the information processing view on speech perception sees the
perception of speech as a wholly unexceptional example of the workings of
an auditory modality that deals with speech as it does with all other sounds
to which the ear is sensitive. In so doing, however, this viewsacrifices a more
important kind of generality, since it makes speech perception a mere ad-
junct to language, having a connection to it no less arbitrary than that which
characterizes the relation of language to the visually perceived shapes of an
alphabet. However, speech is special, but neither more or less so than any
other biologically coherent adaptations, including language itself. Thus, the
specializations for phonetic and syntactic perception have in common that
their products are deeply linguistic, and are arrived at by procedures that are
similarly synthetic.
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Data Mining Meets Collocations
Discovery
HELENA AHONEN-MYKA AND ANTOINE DOUCET

In this paper we discuss the problem of discovering interesting word se-
quences in the light of two traditions:sequential pattern mining(from data
mining) andcollocations discovery(from computational linguistics). Smadja
(1993) defines acollocationas “a recurrent combination of words that co-
occur more often than chance and that correspond to arbitrary word usages.”
The notion of arbitrariness underlines the fact that if one word of a collocation
is substituted by a synonym, the resulting phrase may becomepeculiar or even
incorrect. For instance, “strong tea” cannot be replaced with “powerful tea”.
Acquisition of collocations, a.k.amulti-word units, are crucial for many fields,
like lexicography, machine translation, foreign languagelearning, and infor-
mation retrieval. We attempt to describe the collocations discovery problem
as a general problem of discovering interesting sequences in text. Moreover,
we give a survey of common approaches from both collocationsdiscovery
and data mining and propose new avenues for fruitful combination of these
approaches.

19.1 Representation of Text and Interesting Sequences
In this section, we discuss several alternatives for representing text and se-
quences. Moreover, we define the problem of discovering interesting se-
quences in text.

Assume a text is split intoa set of text fragments, e.g., into a set of sen-
tences, paragraphs, or documents. Each fragment is asequence, i.e., an or-
dered list, ofevents. An event is a non-empty unordered set ofitems. Each
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item belongs to analphabet. If we are interested in word sequences, each
event contains one item only, i.e., a word. Events can, however, also have
some inner structure. For instance, we could record for eachword token its
baseform, part of speech, and some morphological information dependent on
the part of speech, like in the following example.

i i nom pron
saw see past v
a a sg det
red red abs a
ball ball nom n
and and nil cc
a a sg det
green green abs a
ball ball nom n

In the sample, the first item of an event is an inflected word, the second is
the base form, and the fourth is the part of speech. The third item varies based
on the part of speech of the word. For instance, ’nom’ means nominative
(nouns, pronouns), ’abs’ an absolute (adjectives; as opposite to comparatives
and superlatives), and ’past’ means past tense (verbs). Some parts of speech
(adverbials, determiners) do not have any specific information. Thus, the third
item has a value ’nil’ for them.

The lengthof a sequence can be defined as the number of items or as the
number of events. Hence, using the first definition, the length of a sequence
〈sg, det〉 → 〈a〉 → 〈ball, nom, n〉 is six, whereas using the second defini-
tion, the length would be three.

In data mining, the sequential pattern discovery problem isusually stated
as“Find all interesting subsequences in the input data.”If each event contains
one item only, the subsequence relation can be defined in the following way.

Definition 1 A sequencep = a1 · · · ak is a subsequenceof a sequenceq if
all the itemsai, 1 ≤ i ≤ k, occur inq and they occur in the same order as in
p. If a sequencep is a subsequence of a sequenceq, we also say thatp occurs
in q and thatq is a supersequenceof p.

For instance, the sequence〈unfair practices〉 can be found in all of the
three sentences in Figure 1. If an event can contain a set of items, it is
enough if some of the items occur in the corresponding event in a longer
sequence. For instance,〈det〉 → 〈nom, n〉 is a subsequence of〈sg, det〉 →
〈a〉 → 〈ball, nom, n〉, but 〈saw, see, past〉 → 〈v〉 is not a subsequence of
〈saw, see, past, v〉.

The interestingnessof a subsequence is usually defined with respect to a
set ofconstraints, which are assumed to represent some natural restrictions in
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1. TheCongresssubcommittee backed away from mandating specificre-
taliation against foreign countries forunfair foreigntrade practices.

2. He urgedCongressto reject provisions that would mandate U.S.retal-
iation against foreign unfair trade practices.

3. Washington charged France West Germany the U.K. Spain andthe EC
Commission withunfair practices on behalf of Airbus.

FIGURE 1 A set of sentences (Reuters-21578 1987).

the domain. In practice, the constraints are also used to reduce computational
costs. The most common constraint is theminimum frequency. The frequency
of a (sub)sequence can be, e.g., the number of text fragmentsthat contain it.

Definition 2 A sequencep is frequentin a set of fragmentsS if p is a subse-
quence of at leastσ fragments ofS, whereσ is a given frequency threshold.

If we assume that the frequency threshold is2, we can find two frequent se-
quences in our sample set of sentences:〈congress retaliation against foreign
unfair trade practices〉 and〈unfair practices〉 (Fig. 1).

As we will see below, the special characteristics of text data usually pro-
hibits discovering all frequent subsequences. Instead, the patterns of interest
can be restricted to bemaximal frequent subsequences.

Definition 3 A sequencep is a maximal frequent (sub)sequencein a set of
fragmentsS if there does not exist any sequencep′ in S such thatp is a
subsequence ofp′ andp′ is frequent inS.

In our example, the sequence〈unfair practices〉 is not maximal, since it
is a subsequence of the sequence〈congress retaliation against foreign unfair
trade practices〉, which is also frequent. The latter sequence is maximal.

In addition to a minimum frequency threshold, we can also setamaximum
frequency threshold. If we prune away the very frequent words, we can reduce
the search space significantly. The disadvantage is naturally that we cannot
discover any sequences that contain common words, like verb–preposition
pairs.

The internal densityof subsequences can be influenced by constraining
the occurrences of events into a predefined window. The size of a window
can be a fixed constant, or some natural structure can be takeninto account.
For instance, the words in a sequence have to occur within a sentence or
a paragraph. This latter constraint can be easily implemented by choosing
the representation of a text to be a set of sentences or a set ofparagraphs,
respectively. We can also define amaximum gap, which gives the number of
other words that are allowed in the text between the words of asequence. If
the maximum gap is zero, we findn-grams in the most common sense, i.e.,
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sequences of words, where the words occur consecutively. Itis also possible
to define aminimum gap, although it is harder to find any reasons for that in
a general case.

A minimumand maximum lengthof sequences can also be defined, al-
though both are problematic in practice. Usually the minimum length of in-
teresting sequences is 2. As the number of frequent sequences decreases rad-
ically when the length of sequences increases, we would probably lose a sig-
nificant part of interesting sequences, if we set the threshold even to 3. The set
of frequent pairs naturally also contains a load of uninteresting information,
and hence, ignoring them is tempting. It seems, however, to be more reason-
able to use some other ways to measure the interestingness than plain length.
Setting a maximum length for a sequence may also be problematic, as very
long frequent sequences may occur in text. If we set a length threshold to, say,
10, but there is a frequent sequence of length 22 in a text, thediscovery pro-
cess has to output all the 10-subsequences of this long sequence. This would
mean outputting thousands of subsequences that actually only represent one
sequence. If length is not restricted, the maximal frequentsequences get a
chance to be a very compact representation of the regularities in text.

Discovery of interesting sequences in a text is influenced bythe special
characteristics of textual data. The alphabet size can be 50,000-100,000words
even in a moderate size text collection, which is high compared to alphabets
in other application fields, e.g., there are 20 amino acids only. The distribution
of words is skewed. There is a small number of words that are very frequent,
whereas the majority of words are very infrequent. The wordssomewhere
in the middle, i.e., words with moderate frequency, are usually considered
the most interesting and most informative. If the very frequent words are re-
moved, the resulting search space is very sparse. Also the length of the inter-
esting sequences is skewed. There is a large number of short sequences, but
also very long sequences are possible. An extreme case is, for instance, if the
data set contains several copies of the same document.

19.2 Collocations Discovery
Collocations discovery has been an active research field fordecades and
various techniques have been explored. Three major types ofapproaches
can be recognized (Schone and Jurafsky 2001): 1) segmentation-based, 2)
word-based and knowledge-driven, and 3) word-based and probabilistic.
Segmentation-based approaches have focused on identifying words in pho-
netic streams or in languages that do not include word delimiters. Word-
based, knowledge-driven approaches use more or less advanced linguistic
filtering, whereas word-based, probabilistic approaches attempt to find collo-
cations using word combination probabilities. Many word-based techniques,
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naturally, combine the both approaches.
Choueka et al. (1983) define a collocation simply as “a sequence of adja-

cent words that frequently appear together”. In their approach the sequences
are theoretically of any length but were limited to size 6 in practice, due to
computational reasons. They experimented on a corpus of 11 million words
from the New York Times archive and found thousands of commonexpres-
sions such as “home run”, “fried chicken”, and so on. The criteria used to
qualify or reject a sequence as a collocation is simply basedon a frequency
threshold, which makes the results dependent on the size of the document
collection.

The technique presented by Mitra et al. (1987) for extracting syntactical
phrases is based on a part-of-speech analysis of the document collection. A
set of part-of-speech tag sequence patterns are predefined to be recognized as
useful phrases. All maximal sequences of words accepted by this grammar
form the set of phrases. For instance, a sequence of words tagged as “verb,
cardinal number, adjective, adjective, noun” constitutesa phrase of length
5. Every subsequence occurring in this same order is also extracted, with an
unlimited gap (e.g., the pair “verb, noun”). This techniquedefines no minimal
frequency threshold.

Church and Hanks defined a collocation to be “a pair of correlated
words” (Church and Hanks 1990), that is, as a pair of words that occur to-
gether more often than by chance. The correlation is measured by pointwise
mutual informationI:

I(x, y) = log2
P (x, y)

P (x)P (y)
,

whereP (x) andP (y) are the probabilities of occurrence of the wordsx andy,
andP (x, y) is the probability that both occur simultaneously. Simultaneous
occurrence can be defined in several ways. Two words may occurtogether,
when they are adjacent and in a given order, while a more relaxed defini-
tion may require the words to occur within a given window or inthe same
document in any order.

Building on the work of Choueka et al., Smadja (1993) proposed a hybrid
technique that uses statistical measures to find candidate sequences and syn-
tactical analysis to extract collocations. In the statistical phase, thez-scoreof
a pair is calculated by computing the average frequency of the words occur-
ring within a 5-word radius of a given word (either forward orbackward) and
then determining the number of standard deviations above the average fre-
quency for each word pair. Pairs with az-scorebelow a threshold parameter
are pruned away. Syntactic filters are then applied to get ridof those pairs
which are not considered to be true lexical collocations. For instance, if a
candidate is a noun-verb pair, it is accepted only if it is identified either as
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a subject-verb or as a verb-object collocation. Following the identification of
word pairs, the collocation set is recursively extended to longer sequences,
by searching for the words that co-occurred significantly often together with
a collocated sequence identified earlier.

A more recent approach of Dias et al. (2000) generates directly all the n-
grams, in practice 7-grams, and attempts then to identify their subsequences
that are collocations. A sequence is considered to be a collocation, if its words
are tighter associated than the words in any of its sub- or supersequences. The
association measure used is based on the average expectation of one word
occurring in a given position knowing the occurrence of the othern−1 words,
also constrained by their positions. Also the frequency of asequence is taken
into account. This approach does not need any global thresholds.

Most of the approaches for collocations discovery find rather short se-
quences only. This is linguistically motivated by experimental evidence that
most of the lexical relations associate words separated by at most five other
words (Smadja 1993, Dias et al. 2000). As some other languages than En-
glish may not share this property, and as some applications,like text sum-
marization, may benefit also from longer interesting sequences, it would be
important to have methods that can find longer collocations as well. The ap-
proaches described above, however, cannot be straightforwardly extended to
find longer sequences, when applied to large corpora. The performance bot-
tleneck can be, at least partially, traced back to processing collocations for
each word separately. In the next section we introduce several methods from
the data mining community which might solve the problem by processing
contexts of many words in parallel, and hence, reducing overlapping work.

19.3 Discovery of Maximal Frequent Sequences
In the spirit of some previous data mining algorithms (Mannila et al. 1995,
Srikant and Agrawal 1996), one might suggest the breadth-first, bottom-up
approach in Algorithm 1 for the discovery of maximal frequent word se-
quences. Given the specific characteristics of textual data, the applicability of
this algorithm is rather restricted. It generates a lot of candidates and counting
of their frequency is slow. In order to answer the question ofwhether a can-
didate occurs in an input sequence, all thek-sequences of the input sequence
are conceptually generated and compared to the set of candidates. If frequent
sequences can be longer than 10 words, this becomes prohibitive.

Some recent methods (Zaki 2001, Tsoukatos and Gunopulos 2001) have
proposed ways around this problem. SPADE (Zaki 2001) accelerates fre-
quency counting by using more efficient data structures, butit still enumerates
all frequent sequences. DFS_MINE (Tsoukatos and Gunopulos2001) uses
a depth-first approach and, hence, avoids enumerating all subsequences. A
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Algorithm 1 Bottom-up
Input: a set of sequences (e.g. a set of sentences), a frequency threshold
Output: a set of maximal frequent sequences

1. Collect all the items of the input sequences, count them,
and select the frequent ones.

2. Build candidate sequences of lengthk + 1 from frequent
sequences of lengthk

3. Prune a candidate if some subsequence is infrequent.
4. Count the occurrences of the candidate sequences in input

and select sequences that are frequent.
5. If sequences left: Go to 2.
6. Choose the maximal frequent sequences.

candidatek+1-sequence is formed by intersecting ak-sequence with all fre-
quent items. The method has been developed for spatiotemporal data, where
the number of different items is much less than in textual data. Intersecting
frequent word sequences with all (or many) words is not reasonable.

As we have seen, discovery of maximal frequent sequences in text cannot
rely on enumerating all the frequent sequences. Although breadth-first search
enables more pruning, it is not feasible, as all subsequences are processed.
Depth-first search makes direct computing of maximal frequent sequences
possible, but it may have to consider several sequences which are not fre-
quent in the text. We have developed a method MineMFS (Ahonen1999a,b)
that combines breadth-first and depth-first processing. It extracts maximal fre-
quent sequences of any length, i.e., also very long sequences, and it allows an
unrestricted gap between words of the sequence. In practice, however, text is
usually divided into sentences, which restricts the lengthof sequences, and
gaps as well.

The constraints used in the method are minimum and maximum frequency.
Hence, words that are less frequent than a minimum frequencythreshold and
words that are more frequent than a maximum frequency threshold are first
removed. Then, we collect all the ordered pairs, or2-grams,(A,B) such that
wordsA andB occur in the same sentence in this order and the pair is fre-
quent in the sentence collection.

In the discovery part (Algorithm 2), maximal frequent sequences are dis-
covered directly, expanding eachk-sequence that is not a subsequence of any
known maximal sequence, until the sequence is not frequent any more. After
all k-sequences have been processed, thosek-sequences that cannot be used
to construct any new maximal sequences are pruned away. The remainingk-
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Algorithm 2 MineMFS.
Input:G2: the frequent pairs
Output:Max: the set of maximal frequent sequences

1. k := 2
2.Max := ∅
3. WhileGk is not empty
4. For all gramsg ∈ Gk

5. If a gramg is not a subsequence of somem ∈Max
6. If a gramg is frequent
7. max := Expand(g)
8. Max := Max ∪max
9. Ifmax = g
10. Removeg fromGk

11. Else
12. Removeg fromGk

13. Prune away grams that are not needed any more
14. Join the grams ofGk to formGk+1

15. k := k + 1
16. ReturnMax

sequences are joined to form the set ofk + 1-sequences (e.g.AB andBC
would produceABC), and the process is repeated. In our approach the set
of k-sequences restricts the depth-first search. Although the alphabet size is
large, we have to check only a few alternatives for expandinga sequence. As
we do not enumerate all subsequences, we do not have to restrict the length
of the sequences.

For experiments the publicly available Reuters-21578 newswire collec-
tion (Reuters-21578 1987), which contains about 19,000 non-empty docu-
ments, has been used. The average length of the documents is 135 words.
Originally, the documents contain 2.5 million words. We have implemented
the MineMFS algorithm in Perl and performed experiments using several val-
ues for a minimum frequency threshold and a maximum frequency threshold.
For instance, with minimum threshold 5 and maximum threshold 200, we
found 25,000 frequent 2-sequences, 6,100 3-sequences, 3,700 4-sequences,
and so on. In this case, the longest frequent sequences had 20words. Respec-
tively, with minimum threshold 15 and maximum threshold 500, we found
9,000 2-sequences, 1,600 3-sequences, 650 4-sequences, and finally one se-
quence of 15 words.
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19.4 Discussion
Data mining research often concentrates on developing efficient algorithms
with simple frequency-based interestingness measures only. Hence, a new
avenue could be to embed interestingness considerations ofcollocations dis-
covery methods into some data mining algorithms. We have also identified
a clear need for more general approaches: both data mining and collocations
discovery methods are often developed with some specific data type, task, or
language in mind, and, hence, they are not easily applicableto new areas. In
the data mining community this need has recently led to the birth of a new
research field:local patterns detection(Hand et al. (2002)). Its main objec-
tive is to develop a theoretical base that would make it possible to identify
which methods and interestingness measures are useful for what purposes. In
this same spirit we hope, one day, to be able to develop a collocations dis-
covery method that can be easily tuned for any wish of a potential user, let
it be common verb–object relations for a foreign language learner, the most
significant topical phrases for information retrieval, or domain-specific terms
for a machine translation system.
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Semantic Morphology
BJÖRN GAMBÄCK

Semantic Morphology addresses the problem of designing therules needed
for mapping between the semantic lexicon and semantic grammar. The
text discusses the relation between semantics, lexicon, and morphology in
unification-based grammars and builds on the current trendsin Computational
Semantics to use underspecification and compositionality.The approach to
Semantic Morphology advocated here assumes compositionalword forma-
tion from (semantic) word roots and affixes that are given their own entries
in the semantic lexicon. Different feature usages are then utilized to reach the
intended surface word-form matches, with the correct feature settings.

20.1 Introduction
The interaction between morphology and the (syntactic) lexicon on one side
and the (syntactic) grammar on the other has been discussed at length in var-
ious papers and for various languages. However, the parentheses in the previ-
ous sentence point to an almost general restriction: the treatment of language
structure has focused mainly on the problems relating morphology to syntax,
while little attention has been given to the semantics.

With Semantic Morphology we do not mean the issue of how the actual
word-forms are located in the input string, but will take forgranted that a
module is available to do this work in a unification-based grammar setting,
for example such a “lazy” implementation of two-level stylemorphology
(Koskenniemi, 1983) as the one of Carter (1995). Thus in essence, there
should be a separation of the task of identifying the input word-form and the
task of mapping the lexical feature settings into the grammar, as also argued
by Trost and Matiasek (1994).
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The rest of the text will address the issues of designing and implementing
unification-based semantic morphological processing. That is, the morpho-
logical rules that execute the mapping between the semanticlexicon and (the
rest of!) the semantic grammar — and the way in which featurescan be used
in order to restrict the output to only the desired forms. In doing so, some
practical implementations will be discussed, in particular for Japanese and
Swedish. Firstly, though, we should note that there have been three strong
trends in the Computational Linguistic community during the last decades,
both in unification-based grammar approaches in general as well as in most
approaches to Computational Semantics:

1. keep as much as possible of the semantic information lexicalized,
2. build complex structures in a compositional manner, and
3. postpone decisions as long as possible.1

The first two trends are the topics of the next section, while the third trend is
discussed in Section 20.3. Then Section 20.4 introduces some of the work on
separating out Semantic Morphology, while Sections 20.5 and 20.6 go into
some examples for Japanese and Swedish, respectively. Finally, Section 20.7
sums up the discussion.

20.2 Lexicalization and compositionality
The trend to keep most of the information in the lexicon (rather than in the
grammar rules, as traditionally) aims to keep the grammar rules as simple as
possible and the number of distinct grammar rules as low as possible — which
in turn may result in rather complicated lexica; lexica thatare hard, or even
impossible, to clearly separate from the grammar proper. Onthe morphology
side, the solution adopted here is the one of introducing affixes as lexical
categories, that is, that word formation is given as a compositional addition
of affixes to the word roots.

Compositionality may be defined rather strictly so that the interpretation
of a phrase always should be the (logical) sum of the interpretations of its
subphrases. A semantic formalism being compositional in this strict sense
would also trivially be monotonic, since no destructive changes would need
to be undertaken while building the interpretation of a phrase from those of
its subphrases.2 In effect then, all the information from the terminal nodes
would be passed up to the input (top-level) nodes of the grammar.

1A fourth strong trend has been to do away with all “deep” levelprocessing and only use
shallow rules or statistical models. However, a discussionof the treatment of morphology in
such a “shallow” approach is outside of the scope of this text.

2A semantic representation is monotonic if and only if the interpretation of a category on the
right side of a rule subsumes the interpretation of the left side of the rule.
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However, compositionality is more commonly defined in a wider sense, al-
lowing for other mappings from subphrase-to-phrase interpretation than the
sum, as long as the mappings are such that the interpretationof the phrase
still is a function of the interpretations of the subphrases. A common such
mapping is to let the interpretation of the phrase be the interpretation of its
(semantic) head modified by the interpretations of the adjuncts. If this modi-
fication is done by proper unification, the monotonicity of the formalism will
still be guaranteed.

In general we need morphology and grammar rules for additionof al-
ready manifest semantic information (e.g., from the lexicon) and ways of
passing non-manifest information (e.g., about complements sought). Assum-
ing a normalised structure, we can then allow for information passing in
three ways: trivial composition, function-argument application, and modifier-
argument application. The trivial composition manifests itself mainly in rules
that are inherently (semantically) unary branching. That is, rules that either
are syntactically unary branching, or where the semantics of at most one of
the daughter (right-hand side) nodes need to influence the interpretation of
the mother (left-hand side) node.

The two types of application rules are quite similar to each other and ap-
pear on all (semantically) binary branching rules of the grammar. In both
application rule types, the bulk of the semantic information is passed to the
mother node from the semantic head among the daughter nodes.However,
in functor-argument application the functor is the semantic head, while in
modifier-argument application the argument is the semantichead.

The main difference between the two types pertains to the (semantic) sub-
categorisation schemes: In functor-argument application, the functor subcat-
egorises for the argument, the argument may optionally subcategorise for the
functor, and the mother’s subcategorisation list is the same as the functor’s,
minus the argument. Lettingmain intuitively identify the semantic informa-
tion,subcatthe subcategorisation list, andFunctor the semantic head, we get:

(1) Mother
[

main 1

subcat
〈

3

〉

]

⇒
Functor

[

main 1

subcat
〈

2 | 3

〉

]

Argument
[

main 2

subcat
〈

1

〉

]

In modifier-argument application, the modifier subcategorises for the argu-
ment (only), while the argument does not subcategorise for the modifier; its
subcategorisation list is passed unchanged to the mother node. This is shown
schematically in (2), withArgumentbeing the semantic head:

(2) Mother
[

main 1

subcat
〈

2

〉

]

⇒
Modifier

[

main
subcat

〈

1

〉

]

Argument
[

main 1

subcat
〈

2

〉

]
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20.3 Ambiguity and underspecification
The third trend concerning postponing decisions relates tothe problem of
ambiguity. Amongst others, ambiguity in a natural languageexpression may
be due to the fact that one of the words used may not have a unique meaning,
that more than one syntactic structure may be assigned to theexpression,
or that the scope relations are not clear. Ambiguities of this kind decrease
processing efficiency, since usually all of the possible interpretations have to
be assumed to be right until hard facts prove the contrary. The bad news is
that this normally happens after a lot of processing has beendone.

A way around this dilemma is to have a common representation for all of
the possible interpretations of an ambiguous expression, as in the so-called
Quasi-Logical Form notation introduced by Alshawi and van Eijck (1989).
Following Reyle (1993), the termunderspecificationhas been the accepted
one to describe this idea. The basic strategy is not to use representations that
encode a concrete interpretation but asetof interpretations. Thus, the repre-
sentations are underspecified with respect to one single specific interpretation.

Most work on underspecification has concentrated on scopal ambigu-
ities and anaphora; however, Pinkal (1996) extends the theory of under-
specification and discusses several phenomena that lend themselves to this
type of compact representation: local ambiguities (e.g., lexical ambiguities,
anaphoric or deictic use of pronouns), global ambiguities (e.g., scopal ambi-
guities, collective-distributive readings), and ambiguous or incoherent non-
semantic information (e.g., PP-attachment, number disagreement). Another
argument (in addition to the issues related to processing) for underspecified
representations is the observation that there is evidence that humans use un-
derspecified information when dealing with natural language. Pinkal (1999)
gives a good overview of different approaches to underspecification and also
argues at length for its cognitive motivations based on the fact that humans
are able to draw inferences from underspecified semantic information.

In order to represent underspecifation, we will assume a semantic repre-
sentation language such as the ones described by Bos et al. (1996) and Copes-
take et al. (1999), that is, a language of ‘flat’ structures which assigns a unique
label (name) to every basic formula of the object language with scope (appear-
ing on quantifiers and operators) being represented in an underspecified way
by variables ranging over labels. The labeling of conditions is used to make it
easier to refer to a particular condition, enabling us to state constraints on the
relations between the conditions at the meta-level.

For building these representations we use the operations described above
in order to compositionally combine simple representations into complex
ones. In addition, a we use a three-place structure referredto as thecontext. It
contains the representation’s main instance,inst (the label of the main event,
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which normally is the verb) and two functions that help us keep track of a
couple of special labels. These aremain, the label of the semantic head of the
representation, andtop, the top-most label of the semantic structure.

20.4 Related work
One reason for the lack of interest in computational semantic morphology
is that there is a straightforward way to completely ignore it! A common
solution is to let the syntactic part of the morphology do allthe work and
let the semantics “piggyback” on that, letting the semanticlexicon handle
the cases where this cannot be done. Accordingly, the Germanversion of the
Verbmobil grammar (Bos et al., 1996) let the syntax resolve all inflectional
affixing, while verb prefixing (which is rich in German) was fully specified in
the lexicon. This means that, e.g.,durchlaufen(run through) anddurchleben
(live through) need two separate entries in the semantic lexicon, neither of
which relate directly to the compositional parts. Thus the “straightforward”
solution is possible, but neither elegant nor implementationally attractive. It
makes more sense to allow each of the different parts of the word to have their
own entries in the semantic lexicon and to apply semantic morphological rules
to the parts in order to build the overall semantic interpretation of the word.

There has been some work on relating morphology to semanticswithin
the Lexical Functional Grammar (LFG) and Head-Driven Phrase Structure
Grammar (HPSG) traditions. In LFG, Sadler and Nordlinger (2006) argue
for treating the problem of case-stacking3 by connecting the morphology to
LFG’s functional descriptions in a tree-based fashion. Andrews (2005) argues
against this and instead proposes a flat notation. In the HPSGschool, most
work on semantics has during the last decade concentrated on(flat) Minimal
Recursion Semantics, MRS (Copestake et al., 1999). However, these efforts
have mainly been devoted to the grammar as such and have more or less dis-
regarded the morphological semantics. The main exceptionsto this concern
the work on HPSG for Japanese (e.g. Siegel and Bender, 2002).

A recent alternative to MRS is LRS, Lexical Resource Semantics (Sailer,
2004) which aims to separate out the description of local semantic phenomena
(such as selectional restrictions and linking, the mappingbetween semantic
roles and syntactic complements) from the non-local (clausal) semantics. In
effect, the representation of local semantics in LRS takes the “semantic-head
based resolution” of Gambäck and Bos (1998) as a starting point, but ex-
tends it and formalises it. Riehemann (1998) argues for an approach in which
generalisations from existing words are expressed as schemata, organised in
an HPSG-style inheritance network. This is attractive and elegant, although
efficiency of an implementation of it still has to be demonstrated.

3When a single word contains multiple case markers.
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20.5 Japanese morphology
Here we will instead adopt an alternative solution to morphology, where af-
fixes are given specific lexical entries. A very clear exampleof this kind of
treatment can be seen in Japanese. Japanese verbs exhibit affix-based inflec-
tional morphology in its own right, but also more specific phenomena such as
the usage of light verbs and particles (especially postpositional) are common.
By including the verbal affixes in the semantic lexicon we cantreat them and
the postpositional particles in a uniform way. Consider as an example the verb
phrasehaitte orimasuin (3).

(3) itsumo iroiro kaigi ga hait- te ori- masu
always various meetingNOM be-put-inPART ASP HON+PRES

‘all types of meetings are scheduled every day’

Herehait is the main verb andori an auxiliary, whilete andmasuare inflec-
tional affixes. The core semantical information comes from the main verb, so
that the affixes can be treated as modifiers of the respective verb and the aux-
iliary as a modifier of the main verb. Thus we can, for example,let the lexical
entry for masumainly introduce the semantic information for representing
the honorific form and pass it up in a purely compositional manner in the
morphological analysis tree. The lexical entry for the honorific affix would
basically look as (4). So, the only argument whichmasusubcategorises for is
its verb, which in turn introduces the discourse marker labeled as 1 .

(4) 
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〉









































The most important part of the entry in (4) is the feature-bundle designated
TENSE-ASPECT. Here it introduces two things, the present tense and the hon-
orific level which can be viewed as a sort of aspectual information. The hon-
orific level is set simply tomasu and will in due time be bound to the dis-
course marker by themain label ofmasu, 2 — thus the lexical entry in effect
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introduces a honorific aspect on the main verb. There is no need to refer to the
main label of the main verb (shown by the ’’), but its top label 3 is bound
to the top label of masu, meaning that the honorific aspect and the present
tense will take the same scope as the verb (i.e., normally over the entire sen-
tence). This is not very important for the present discussion, but obviously not
a necessary restriction. Bonami (2001) suggests includingan (underspecified)
scopal restriction in the lexical entry for the tense relation itself, allowing it
to take a different scope than the other elements of the tense-aspect structure.

In the same fashion,ori would introduce a progressive aspect, while the
affix tebasically would not add anything to the semantics. The verbhait is in
itself intransitive and thus subcategorises for one argument, the subject. The
entire verb phrase structure would then be built recursively using the modifier
application rule of Section 20.2. Filling in the schematic rule (2) on Page 206
gives us an overall structure like the one in (5).

(5)
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Nicely enough, we would need to make no principal distinction between the
applications of the affixes to the verbs and the application of the auxiliary to
the main verb. Quite importantly, there would also be no fundamental distinc-
tion between the behaviour of these morphology level rules and the rules, for
example, for the application of postpositions to NPs to build PPs.

The basic construction in the Japanese syntax is the PP. A PP may be
constructed in a range of different ways, the base case, however, being
PP→ NP P. Semantically, the P in this rule is treated uniformly (for all types
of postpositions) as a functor applying to the NP, that is, using the functor-
argument application rule (1) shown schematically on Page 206.
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20.6 Swedish morphology
For an inflectional language like Swedish, where, for example, most of the
tense and aspect information can be found in the suffix of the main verb, it is
natural to view the tense-aspect information as forming a function of the affix
— the information is then filtered up from the verbal affix to the verb phrase.
Most work on morphology for Swedish and other Scandinavian languages
has concentrated on the purely syntactic side (e.g. Karlsson, 1992; Gambäck,
2001). However, the treatment of non-compositional Danishphrasal verbs in
PAROLE/SIMPLE by Pedersen and Nimb (2000) follows the same lines as
here by advocating a “split late” strategy where phrasal verbs are singled out
as late as possible in the morphological processing, that is, in the semantic
part of it.

The lexicon form of choice for Swedish verbs is the imperative, since this
form constitutes the stem of most other inflections. For tense and aspect pur-
poses, however, the imperative is a bit peculiar: it stands almost on the side of
the entire tense-aspect system. Thus the lexicon contains stems for which the
tense-aspect information is only partially instantiated.The (normally) full in-
stantiation is obtained by the inflection in morphology rules as the following
schematic one:

(6) Mother




main 1

ten-asp 3

subcat
〈

2

〉





⇒

Verb




main 1

ten-asp
subcat

〈

2

〉





Suffix




main
ten-asp 3

subcat
〈

1

〉





where the mother verb is formed by adding a suffix to the daughter verb (i.e.,
the stem form). The tense-aspect information from the suffixis passed up to
the inflected verb. This is also the only (semantic) information added by the
suffix; the other parts of the mother-verb semantics come from the daughter.
An example of a suffix entry is the one in (7) for the ending ‘-r’, which is
used to form the present tense when added to the stem of verbs belonging to
the first (e.g.,menar) and third declension (sker) as well as those belonging
to the third subgroup of the fourth declension (ser).

Just like the rules for affixing, we can allow for rules, for example, for the
construction of particle verbs simply by including the particle on the (seman-
tic) subcategorisation list of the verb and having a semantic morphology rule
for V → P V. Wolters (1997) thus proposes a solution to the German prefix
verb problem (Section 20.4) in which each verb’s lexical entry contains an
indication of which prefixes it may combine with in an HPSG framework. Or
rather, whichsensesof the prefixes a verb may combine with in order to form
specific interpretations.
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(7) 
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20.7 Summary
The text has advocated singling out Semantic Morphology as atopic in its
own right. This contrasts with many approaches to unification-based gram-
mars where syntax and semantics are treated in parallel, as well as with ap-
proaches where the syntax takes total control of the morphology. A key aspect
of the treatment presented here is to introduce affixes as their own entries in
the semantic lexicon.
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Morphological Processing in Mono- and
Cross-Lingual Information Retrieval
KALERVO JÄRVELIN AND ARI PIRKOLA

21.1 Introduction
Text-based information retrieval (IR) matches text-basedrepresentations of
information needs to text-based representations of documents. Since both rep-
resentations deal with natural language and have differentsources and char-
acteristics, their match rarely is perfect. IR therefore has to deal with several
difficult problems: First, the request representing the information need often
is vague and short thereby providing little evidence for theIR system about
desired document features - suggesting document relevance. Secondly, the re-
quest wording may be different from that of relevant documents due to many
natural language features, e.g., synonymy and inflection. Thirdly, even use-
less documents may contain many request words.

In this paper we shall focus on text-based representations of documents
and requests, and their matching. Our specific focus will be morphological
processing of documents and requests in order to derive representations that
better support document - request matching. This study is motivated by the
morphological variability of natural languages. While much of IR research
deals with English, English is morphologically fairly simple. Therefore find-
ings in the English IR context do not necessarily apply IR in other languages
with different morphological characteristics. We shall therefore contrast find-
ings in English IR with findings in Finnish IR. Finnish is morphologically
much more complex than English. For example, English nouns have singu-
lar and plural and two cases while Finnish nouns in principlemay have over
2,000 different inflectional forms (Koskenniemi 1983).
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In IR multiple approaches have been adopted in the handling of morpho-
logical variation of words. The baseline is token-based indexing and retrieval
- i.e. plain text words are used as such for the representation of documents
and requests - with obvious problems when the request word tokens do not
match the document word tokens. A simple way to alleviate theproblems is
to leave the document representation intact, but use atruncation operation
on the request words to match in the index all document words having the
same initial characters. In large text databases truncation tends to match too
many words turning queries unmanageably long. Linguistic morphological
processing can be alleviated also by approximate string matching, e.g., by
n-gramming(McNamee and Mayfield 2004).

Among linguistically informed approaches, one possibility is to apply
stemming on both request and document words thereby removing much of
inflectional variation (Porter 1980). Stemming may howeverconflate fairly
remote words to common stems turning them unspecific or fail to identify the
common stem of some words in complex cases. An elaborated approach com-
bining stemming and truncation isstem generation(Kettunen et al. 2005).
Here several distinct inflectional stems are generated for one lemma before
matching the token-based index - yielding shorter and more specific queries.
A further possibility consists of the production of all inflectional word forms
(Arppe 1996) for request words. However, in morphologically complex lan-
guages this tends to lead to excessively long queries. The final approach is
lemmatizationwhere the lemma of each document and request word is au-
tomatically identified and request word lemmas are comparedto the lemma-
based index.

Lemmatization would be the ideal approach for handling morphology
in IR if not for two problems: word form ambiguity and out-of-vocabulary
(OOV) words. Words are often ambiguous but may be disambiguated. How-
ever, most IR studies on disambiguation have reported no or minor improve-
ments in retrieval performance (Krovetz and Croft 1992; Sanderson 1994).
Lemmatizers often cannot handle OOV words (correctly). Often such words
are proper names, which tend to be significant words in requests. Their incor-
rect treatment thus leads to severe loss in IR performance.

In this paper we accept lemmatization as the gold standard for morpho-
logical processing in IR and compare the plain words baseline and the mor-
phologically simpler approaches to lemmatization w.r.t. IR performance. A
prominent approach in lemmatization is the Two-level Morphology devel-
oped by Kimmo Koskenniemi (1983) and implemented in severallemmatiza-
tion programs for several languages - e.g., FINTWOL, GERTWOL, ENGT-
WOL, SWETWOL. Riitta Alkula (2000; 2001) conducted the seminal exper-
iments with Finnish morphological processing in IR and the TWOL software
(among others). Her studies were performed in the Boolean exact-match re-
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trieval environment. In this paper we shall focus however solely on experi-
ments in best-match IR environments.

We shall look at the following research questions:

. Monolingual IR test condition:. What is the relative IR performance in Finnish IR of plain words, stem-
ming, and inflectional stem generation w.r.t. lemmatization by FINT-
WOL.. Regarding FINTWOL: what is the relative IR performance of FINT-
WOL when compounds are split and they are kept intact.. What is the relative IR performance in English IR of plain words and
stemming w.r.t. lemmatization by ENGTWOL.. Cross-lingual IR test condition, keeping English as a source language,

Finnish, German, and Swedish as target languages:. What is the relative retrieval performance in cross-language IR of stem-
ming w.r.t. lemmatization by TWOL.. Regarding TWOL: what is the relative IR performance of TWOL when
compounds are split and they are kept intact.

We shall review recent empirical findings produced at the University of
Tampere (Airio 2005; Kettunen et al. 2005; Kettunen 2005).

This paper is organized as follows. Chapter 2 first discussesmorphological
differences between Finnish and English, then presents findings on morpho-
logical normalization in IR and then discusses morphological processing in
cross-language IR. Chapter 3 presents the test settings andChapter 4 the re-
sults. Chapter 5 contains discussion and conclusions.

21.2 Morphological Processing in IR
21.2.1 Morphological Differences between Finnish and English

Morphology studies word structure and formation and consists of inflectional
morphology and derivational morphology. The former focuses on the forma-
tion of inflectional forms from lexemes. The latter is concerned with the
derivation of new words from other words or roots. English and Chinese
have a simple morphology whereas many other languages, e.g., Germanic
languages or such languages as Finnish are morphologicallymore complex.

TheFinnish languageis a very inflectional and compound rich language.
If Finnish text words are stored in their inflected forms in the database index,
this results in clearly greater space requirements for Finnish text compared to
that of English texts of corresponding length. For example,Finnish has more
case endings than is usual in Indo-European languages. Finnish case endings
correspond to prepositions or postpositions in other languages (cf. Finnish
auto/ssa, auto/sta, auto/on, auto/llaand English in the car, out of the car, into
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the car, by car). There are 15 cases, while English has only two (Karlsson
1987).

In Finnish, several layers of endings may be affixed to word stems, in-
dicating number, case, possession, modality, tense, person, and other mor-
phological characteristics. This results in an enormous number of possible
distinct word forms: a noun may have some 2,000 forms, an adjective 6,000,
and a verb 12,000 forms. Moreover, these figures do not include the effect
of derivation, which increases the figures roughly by a factor of 10 (Kosken-
niemi 1985). Consonant gradation makes the inflection even more compli-
cated, as the stem of a word may alter when certain types of endings are
attached to it. For example, the wordlaki (law) has in practice four inflected
stems:laki-, lake-, lai-,and lae-. The common root of the stems consists of
only two characters, which renders it inappropriate as a search key.

Several languages, Germanic and Finno-Ugrian languages included, are
rich in compounds in contrast to English, which is phrase-oriented. For ex-
ample, in Finnish, The Dictionary of Modern Standard Finnish contains
some 200,000 entries, of which two-thirds are compound words (Kosken-
niemi 1983). For example the English phrase ’Turnover Tax Bureau’ is li-
ike|vaihto|vero|toimistoin Finnish (word boundaries here marked by ’|’). In
Finnish, compounding results in a problem of retrieving thesecond or later el-
ements of compounds, for exampleverotoimisto(tax bureau), if the searcher
is not able to recall all possible first components.

The fairly simple morphology of English suggests that the costs of mor-
phological processing in IR are low. One may dispense with the morpholog-
ical processing and still achieve good results. However, stemming has been
shown to be useful in English IR (Section 2.2). In contrast toEnglish, the
complex morphology of Finnish suggests that simple morphological methods
may not be sufficient, but lemmatization or some other sophisticated method
is required to achieve the best possible results.

21.2.2 Previous Research

Stemminghas been the most widely applied morphological technique inIR.
With stemming, the searcher does not need to worry about the correct trun-
cation point of search keys. Stemming also reduces the totalnumber of dis-
tinct index entries. Further, stemming causes query expansion by bringing
word variants, derivations included, together (see, e.g. Alkula 2001; Krovetz
1993; Pirkola 2001). Some early research results with English collections
questioned the effectiveness of stemming (Harman 1991). Later results by,
e.g. Krovetz (1993) and Hull (1996) found stemming useful especially when
long enough retrieved sets of documents are analyzed. Hull also found out
that stemming is always useful with short queries. With short queries and
short documents, a derivational stemmer is most useful, butwith longer
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ones the derivational stemmer brings in more non-relevant documents. Stem-
ming increases search key ambiguity and greedy stemming maybe counter-
productive. With long queries and documents, relevant material can be iden-
tified with conservative stemming. In languages other than English, stem-
mers have been even more successful than in English text retrieval - e.g., in
Slovenian (Popovic and Willett 1992), French (Savoy 1999),Modern Greek
(Kalamboukis 1995), and Arabic (Abu-Salem et al. 1999).

The benefits oflemmatizationare the same as in stemming. In addition,
when basic word forms are used, the searcher may match an exact search
key to an exact index key. Such accuracy is not possible with truncated, am-
biguous stems. Homographic word forms cause ambiguity (andprecision)
problems - this may also occur with inflectional word forms (Alkula 2001).
Another problem is owing to words that cannot be lemmatized,e.g. foreign
proper names, because the lemmatizer’s dictionary does notcontain them.
Such problem words need special handling.

Compoundwords may be split into their components in lemmatization.
When indexing a text collection, both compounds and their components may
be recorded in the database index thus enabling retrieval through all combina-
tions of compound components. Recent findings suggest that lemmatization
with compound splitting improves retrieval performance inBoolean (Alkula
2001) and best-match retrieval (Kunttu 2003). Their most important effects,
however, may be the cognitive simplification of query formulation. The
searcher is greatly relieved if she need not consider potential expressions like
"Verkehrswegeplanungsbeschleunigungsgesetzveränderungsentwurf"1 when
interested in legislation on road planning.

21.2.3 Morphological Processing in Cross-Language Retrieval

Cross-language information retrieval (CLIR) refers to an information retrieval
task where the language of queries is other than that of the retrieved docu-
ments. Different approaches to cross-language retrieval are discussed in Oard
and Diekema (1998). Indictionary-based CLIRa standard method is to re-
place each source language key by all of its target language equivalents in-
cluded in a translation dictionary (Pirkola 1998; Pirkola et al. 2001). The
main problems associated with dictionary-based CLIR are (1) OOV words,
(2) morphological processing of keys, (3) phrase identification and transla-
tion, and (4) lexical ambiguity in source and target languages. Here our focus
is on the problem (2).

Morphological processing is needed in three situations in dictionary- based
CLIR: processing of source language search keys for dictionary look- up,
processing of inflected dictionary output words, and processing of database

1In German - a proposal for changing the law on speeding up the planning of roads - here no
compounds.
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index keys. Lemmatization is often used in the first stage to facilitate match-
ing of source keys with dictionary headwords (in base forms)also in the case
of inflected search keys. Alternatively, source keys and headwords can be
conflated into the same form by a stemmer (Davis and Ogden 1997). One
problem related to stemming is that different headwords maybe conflated
into the same form. In our experiments source language (English) keys were
lemmatized by ENGTWOL for dictionary look-up (Section 3).

If index keys are stemmed, dictionary output words also haveto be
stemmed (Davis and Ogden 1997). In the case of the lemmatizedindex keys,
the lemmatization of the output words does not seem necessary, but might
be useful since some dictionary output words may be in inflected forms, e.g.,
some phrase component words (Hedlund et al. 2001).

Regarding word inflection CLIR effectiveness depends to a great extent
on the morphological processing of index keys. This issue isthe focus of our
cross-language IR experiments. We explore the matching of target language
queries against different types of indexes as described in Section 3.

21.3 Test Data and Settings
The tests of this study were conducted in the Information Retrieval Labora-
tory of the Department of Information Studies, University of Tampere. Actual
searches were conducted with a probabilistic partial matchsystem, InQuery,
version 3.1 (Callan et al. 1992, Broglio et al. 1995) in two different testing
environments calledEnvironment OneandEnvironment Two. In Environment
One we studied monolingual Finnish IR, and in Environment Two monolin-
gual Finnish and English IR and cross-lingual English to Finnish, German,
and Swedish IR. Next we describe the two environments.

The test collection ofEnvironment One, TUTK, contains a full text
database of newspaper articles published in three Finnish newspapers in 1988
- 1992 (Sormunen 2000). The database consists of 53,893 articles. The arti-
cles of the database are fairly short on average. Typical text paragraphs are
two or three sentences in length. The topic set consists of 30topics. Topics
are long: the mean length of the original topics is 17.4 words. The relevance
of documents is assessed on a four-level scale. In this studywe used a binary
relevance scale and combined the documents on the levels 2 and 3 into a class
of relevant documents, and the documents on the levels 0 and 1into a class
of irrelevant documents.

We used the following morphological programs: FINTWOL (forlemma-
tization), MaxStemma (for stem generation), and Finnish Snowball stem-
mer which is freely available on the Web (http://snowball.tartarus.org).
MaxStemma was implemented by Kimmo Kettunen in early 1990’s. Its orig-
inal version is described in more detail in (Kettunen 1991a,1991b).
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The MaxStemma stem generator works in the following fashion: given the
base word form (nominative singular for nouns), it producesall the differing
inflectional stems of the words. Depending on the input noun,1 - 5 different
stems (including the base form) are produced for a noun. For instance, if
the input word iskissa (’cat’), the program would generate the following
inflectional stems for the word:kissa, kissoi, kissoj.

The Snowball stemmer returns stems out of inflected word forms. Snow-
ball is a Lovins’ style stemmer that strips off suffixes from the input word
according to a suffix list and set of rules and returns stems for the words
(Frakes 1992, Porter 2001).

The experiments conducted inEnvironment Twoused CLEF (Cross Lan-
guage Evaluation Forum; http://clef.isti.cnr.it/) data and the UTACLIR query
translation system of the University of Tampere. We used CLEF 2003
Finnish, German, Swedish, and English test collections, test topics and rel-
evance assessments. There are 60 CLEF 2003 topics, translated into all the
CLEF languages, including the present test languages.

The UTACLIR system utilizes several external language resources (trans-
lation dictionaries, stemmers and lemmatizers, and stop word lists) in pro-
cessing queries for retrieval (Airio et al. 2003). Word processing in UTACLIR
proceeds as follows. First the topic words are lemmatized. The existence of a
lemmatizer for the source language is vital, because stemmed words are not
translatable. The lemmatizer produces one or more basic forms for a token.
After normalization, stop-words are removed, and non-stopwords are trans-
lated. If translation equivalents are found, they are normalized utilizing a lem-
matizer or a stemmer, depending on the target index. If translation equivalents
are not found, they are identified in the target index by n-gramming the source
word. Queries are structured utilizing InQuery’s synonym operator: the target
words derived from the same source word are grouped into the same synonym
group (Pirkola 1998).

For comparing performance of different word normalizationtools and de-
compounding in monolingual and cross-lingual IR differentkinds of indexes
were created (inflected, stemmed, lemmatized with decompounding, and lem-
matized without decompounding). As normalization tools weused TWOLs
and Snowball stemmers for Finnish, German, Swedish, and English. Alto-
gether 16 test runs were performed, out of which 7 were monolingual and 9
cross- lingual.

The approach in themonolingual stemmed runswas to stem the topic
words, and perform retrieval in the stemmed index. In themonolingual lem-
matized runs, the topic words were lemmatized, and retrieval was performed
in the lemmatized indexes. For Finnish there were two lemmatized indexes
(compounds were and were not split) and for English one (compounds were
not split). In theinflected word formruns, topic words were added as such
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into the query, and retrieval was performed in the inflected word form index.
For the cross-language IR tests two lemmatized runs (one in the de-

compounded index and one in the index without decompounding) and one
stemmed run were performed for all the language pairs.

21.4 Results
The results of the monolingual Finnish IR experiments in Environment One
are presented in Table 1. The results of the monolingual Finnish and English
IR experiments conducted in Environment Two are presented in Table 2. The
results of the cross-lingual IR experiments are shown in Table 3.

From Table 1 one may see that FINTWOL (lemmatization) performs
slightly better than MaxStemma (stem generation). The performance of
Snowball (stemming) is clearly below the former. The worst performance
was achieved for Plain Words. On the average Plain Words achieved 54.0 %
of FINTWOL’s performance.

In Environment Two for Finnish monolingual runs the best result was
achieved with the decompounded lemmatized index, the next best with the
stemmed index, and the worst with the inflected index (Table 2). The results
of English monolingual runs are in line with the majority of the earlier results:
no statistically significant differences could be found between the inflected
run and the normalized runs.

Table 3 shows average precision for the cross-lingual runs.Retrieval in the
lemmatized indexes where compounds were split performed best in all the
cross-lingual runs. In English-Finnish and English-German, the next best was
the run in the lemmatized index without decompounding, and the stemmed
run achieved the worst result. In English-Finnish, the stemmed run performed
clearly worse than both of the lemmatized runs: the result was 41.4 % worse
than that of the run in the lemmatized decompounded index.

In English-Swedish and in English-German, the differencesbetween the
two lemmatized runs were statistically significant by the Wilcoxon signed
ranks test at the 0.01 level, but differences between the runin the lemma-
tized index without decompounding and stemmed run were not significant.
In English-Finnish the situation is opposite: the differences between the two
lemmatized runs were not statistically significant, but between the run in the
lemmatized index without decompounding and stemmed run they were sig-
nificant. All the differences between the cross-lingual stemmed runs and the
runs in the lemmatized decompounded indexes were statistically significant
at the 0.01 level.

Table 1.The performance of monolingual Finnish runs in EnvironmentOne
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Morphological Average Change % w.r.t
tool Precision % FINTWOL
1. FINTWOL 35.0
2. MaxStemma 34.2 -2.3
3. Snowball 27.7 -20.9
4. Plain Words 18.9 -46.0

Table 2.The performance of monolingual Finnish and English runs in
Environment Two

Language Index type Average Change %
precision w.r.t 1a or
% 2a

1a. Lemmatized, 50.5
Finnish split
1b. Lemmatized, 47.0 -7.0
Finnish no split
1c. Stemmed 48.5 -4.0
Finnish
1d. Inflected 31.0 -38.6
Finnish
2a. Lemmatized, 45.6
English no split
2b. Stemmed 46.3 +1.5
English
2c. Inflected 43.4 -4.8
English

Table 3.The performance of cross-language runs with English as the source
language
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Target Index type Average Change %
Language precision w.r.t 1a, 2a

% or 3a
1a. Lemmatized, 35.5
Finnish split
1b. Lemmatized, 29.0 -18.3
Finnish no split
1c. Stemmed 20.8 -41.4
Finnish
2a. Lemmatized, 27.1
Swedish split
2b. Lemmatized, 17.4 -35.8
Swedish no split
2c. Stemmed 19.0 -29.9
Swedish
3a. German Lemmatized, 31.0

split
3b. German Lemmatized, 26.4 -14.8

no split
3c. German Stemmed 25.7 -17.1

21.5 Discussion and conclusions
In this paper we focused on the question of the effectivenessof morphological
processing in mono and cross-lingual IR. In our MonolingualIR tests we
found out that, in Finnish IR, lemmatization by FINTWOL outperforms other
approaches, in particular plain words and stemming, while inflectional stem
generation approaches the performance of lemmatization. Their difference in
performance is not significant. However, in the latter approach, the index must
be harvested for full words matching the generated stems. Thus queries tend
to become unmanageably long. Kettunen (2005) has however found that by
extending the inflectional stems by regular expressions, query length can be
reduced dramatically with only a minor penalty in performance.

In the second set of monolingual tests we found that the performance of
lemmatization by FINTWOL when compounds were split vs. keptintact,
splitting compounds clearly improved performance. Interestingly, in the test
collection used, stemming by Snowball approached lemmatization in perfor-
mance. In the English monolingual tests, stemming was foundbetter than
lemmatization by ENGTWOL. Simpler morphology and the lack of com-
pound words in English compared to Finnish seem to explain the finding.
However, another test collection might yield slightly different results.

In our cross-lingual IR tests,Englishwas the source language, andFinnish,
German, and Swedishserved as target languages. In all findings, lemma-
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tization and splitting compounds by TWOL clearly outperforms other ap-
proaches. This further confirms the importance of handling compound words
properly in compound-rich languages. The relative performance of lemmati-
zation without splitting compounds vs. stemming gave mixedresults, which
may in part be explained by the quality of stemmers.

In summary, lemmatization and splitting compounds in morphologically
complex languages seem to consistently provide the best performance. The
down sides are that this approach requires large dictionaries, which need to
be updated, and techniques for handling the unavoidable andimportant out-
of-vocabulary words. Automatic stem generation seems to bea much lighter-
weight approach delivering competitive performance, at least in the case of
Finnish. However, in this approach, after harvesting full index words match-
ing the generated stems, queries tend to become long. This may be critical
for efficiency in some IR environments. Further research in morphological
processing for IR is therefore in order.
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A Grammar for Finnish Discourse
Patterns
KRISTIINA JOKINEN

22.1 Introduction
This article deals with Finnish discourse oriented word-order variations,
and provides their implementation in the HPSG-style typed feature struc-
ture grammar using the LKB toolkit (Copestake, 2002). It does not present
a full-coverage Finnish grammar or even a small HPSG fragment of the stan-
dard syntactic phenomena in Finnish. Rather, the aim has been to implement
the Finnish discourse configuration in the Finnish Discourse Pattern Gram-
mar (FDPG), employing typed feature structures and old and new discourse
information, and thus to supply a starting point for furtherresearch in com-
putational modelling of syntax-discourse interplay. The goal is motivated by
the need for a dialogue system to analyse utterances and generate responses
using semantic representation which is rich enough to encode discourse ref-
erents with different information status. The dialogue manager distinguishes
old and new information, keeps track of the discourse topic,and also provides
a context e.g. for the specific corrections where the speakerobjects what has
been stated in the previous utterance and contrasts it with anew fact. The use
of topic and new information in language generation is discussed in Jokinen
and Wilcock (2003) in more detail.

The interpretation of the Finnish word-order variations isbased on Vilkuna
(1989). She points out that the different syntactic orders reflect a discourse
configurational structure of the language: constituents incertain positions are
always interpreted as conveying particular discourse functions. In order to
parse the word-order variations in the HPSG grammar formalism, I will argue
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in favour of discoursepatterns. These are fixed orders of the main sentential
constituents based on Vilkuna’s discourse configuration and used for present-
ing and interpreting discourse information in utterances.I have extended the
head-complement and head-specifier rules in the HPSG grammar with a set
of combination rules that concern discourse patterns, so that the patterns can
be effectively used in parsing the various word orders.

The article is organized as follows. I will first review Vilkuna’s discourse
configuration for simple transitive sentences and discuss its relation to the
information structure. This is followed by a short introduction to HPSG, the
LKB formalism, and typed feature-structures. I will then present the imple-
mentation of the discourse patterns in LKB, and finally discuss some points
for further research.

22.2 Finnish Discourse Syntax
22.2.1 Word-order variations

Vilkuna (1989) defines the following discourse configuration for Finnish:

Kontrast Topic Verb Rest

The main verb divides the sentence into two parts. The positions in front of
the verb carry special discourse functions while the Rest-field after the verb
contains constituents in no particular order. (The end of the sentence, how-
ever, marks new information, see below.) The two specific discourse func-
tions are Kontrast (K) and Topic (T), assigned to the elements occupying the
sentence-initial position (K) and the position immediately in front of the main
verb (T). The T-position marks the current discourse topic,i.e. what the sen-
tence is about. The K-position can be occupied by a discoursereferent which
is contrasted with the topic of the previous sentence. It is always a marked
position with contrastive emphasis, and it can also be empty.

In order to determine the information status of the constituents, the Prague
school question-answering method is used: one seeks for a suitable question
that the sentence provides new information for, and the information status
of the constituents is determined in relation to this context. Notice that in
dialogues, answers typically realize only the new information, since Topic
and discourse-old information can be inferred from the previous utterance
and discourse context (Jokinen and Wilcock, 2003). If the utterance has K-
position filled, the underlying discourse context does not contain a question
but rather a statement that is contrasted or corrected, see examples below and
in Section 22.4.2.

For a simple transitive sentence, the following alternatives are possible:
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Kontrast Topic Verb Rest English equivalent
1 Karhu pyydysti kalan The bear caught the fish
2 Kalan pyydysti karhu The fish is caught by the bear
3 Kalan karhu pyydysti It is the fish that the bear caught
4 Karhu kalan pyydysti It is the bear that caught the fish
5 Pyydysti karhu kalan The bear DID catch the fish
6 Pyydysti kalan karhu

Sentence (1) represents the canonical word order for Finnish: it has subject
in the T-position and object in the Rest-field. Statistically it is also the most
common word order, supporting the fact that the subject usually encodes the
topic. As for the information structure, three alternatives are possible: the
whole event can be new as in the presentation sentence (“Whathappened?”),
the verb phrase can be new (“What did the bear do?”), or only the object can
be new (“What did the bear catch?”). The sentence (2) is analogous, except
that the constituents have now swapped places: the object isTopic while the
subject introduces new information in the discourse. The utterance matches
the question “Who caught the fish?”

Sentences (3) and (4) signal correction in regard to the previous discourse.
They pair up so that the sentence initial K-position is occupied by the ob-
ject/subject which is contrasted with another object/subject mentioned earlier
in the discourse: e.g. “It is the fish that the bear caught, notan otter”, and “It is
the bear that caught the fish, not the wolf”1. The sentences (5) and (6) have a
special argumentative character, too, since the main verb is in the K-position.
In (5), the speaker insists on the truth of the statement ("indeed the bear did
catch the fish"), but the word-order is also used if the speaker presents the
state of affairs as new, something surprising and contrary to expectations (no,
pyydystin minä pienen kalan“well I did catch a small fish”). The alternative
(6), however, with the object occupying the T-position, is awkward in simple
sentences. Obviously this is due to the clash of the two specially marked word
order patterns: the preposed and contrasted verb does not fitwith the marked
word order that indicates the subject as new information.

22.2.2 Information structure

Discourse configuration bears similarity to information packaging (Engdahl
and Vallduví, 1996), although it does not exactly correspond to the sentential
information structure. As Vallduví and Vilkuna (1998) point out, contrastivess
is orthogonal to information structure. While the elementsin the Rest-field
are new (rheme) and the elements in the T-position are old andcarry presup-
posed information (theme), the information status of the K-position is not so
clear; cf. also the failure of the question-answer method todirectly provide a

1Kontrast can also be expressed by intonation in the neutral SVO order: Karhu pyydysti
KALAN, or Kalan pyydysti KARHU. I will not discuss them further here.
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context for the sentences (3)-(6) above: the context contains statements rather
than queries for new information. Kontrast is of course new with respect to
the sentential content, but it can also be old, if the referent has already been
introduced in the discourse context. For instance, (4) can occur after the dis-
course like "I saw a wolf and a bear by the lake" - "and it was thewolf that
caught a fish?" - "No, not at all, it was the bear that caught thefish, not the
wolf". In fact, in this case we have a curious situation wherea discourse ref-
erent is simultaneously old and new; Vilkuna (1989) calls these Topic-Focus
cases. In FDPG, discourse referents in the K-position are regarded as new,
since to the hearer, contrast is new information, and the discourse referent
that turns the proposition into a new fact is the one occupying the K-position.

I have previously (Jokinen, 1994) introduced Topic and NewInfo as two
mutually exclusive features to distinguish two types of discourse referents:
Topic represents what the utterance is about and NewInfo what is new in the
discourse context. NewInfo is related to Topic: it describes something new
with respect to the discourse topic. If the whole event is new, the discourse ref-
erent for the verb is marked as NewInfo, and we have a presentation sentence.
The distinction agrees with that proposed by Vallduví & Vilkuna (1998), who
describe topic as an anchor to the focus (new information). Iwill not go into
details of semantic representation of Topic and NewInfo, but refer to Wilcock
(this volume) who discusses different representations forinformation struc-
ture and indicates how Minimal Recursion Semantics can be extended to take
information structure into account.

22.3 LKB, HPSG, and FDPG
22.3.1 Preliminaries

The first implementation of the basic Finnish word-order variations is pre-
sented in Karttunen and Kay (1985). They describe a parser for free-word
order languages, and use functional unification grammar marking topic and
new information as specific features on the constituents. For FDPG, I have
used LKB2 as the development tool. This is an open source grammar toolkit
for implementing natural language grammars in the typed feature structure
formalism. Most implementations in LKB use HPSG, but the LKBitself is
powerful enough to allow grammars in any constraint-based linguistic for-
malism to be developed. The grammar files include lexicon (lexical entry
definitions), rules (feature structures describing how signs can be unified),
and types (type specifications that constrain on sign unification). The toolkit
consists of various tools for the developer to write and debug grammars, and
it comes with several sample grammars as well as a full stepwise course for
learning how to build grammars.

2http://www.delph-in.net/lkb/
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HPSG (Head-Driven Phrase Structure Grammar, Pollard & Sag 1994) is a
strict lexicalist approach to human language modelling. Itassigns rich infor-
mation structures to words, and using various constraints,it projects phrasal
categories and sentences from the words. Lexical heads specify information
like part-of-speech and dependency relations, and also encode the basic se-
mantic information of their phrasal projections.

The representation of lexical items, like that of the projected phrases is a
uniform feature structure called thesign. A sign consists of attributes and their
values, encoding phonological, morpho-syntactic, semantic and pragmatic in-
formation of the entries. In the ERG grammar3, a sign contains the following
features: ORTH (orthographical realization of the lexicalsign), SYNSEM
(syntactic and semantic information), LEX (lexical status), NON-LOCAL
(non-local information), and HEAD (head information). Therepresentation
of signs is made more compact by organizing them into aninheritance hi-
erarchy, according to which the signs can inherit certain properties from the
more general entries above them in the hierarchy. Inheritance hierarchies are
based ontyped feature structures: each sign is associated with a type which
constrains free unification of the otherwise compatible signs.

In HPSG, the arguments of lexical entries are divided into complements
and specifiers. The two main rules that can be applied to lexical entries to
form phrasal projections are thehead-complement rule, which unifies the sign
of the lexical head with the signs of its complements, and thehead-specifier
rule, which forms a saturated phrase by unifying the phrasal signwith the sign
of the specifier. The sentential specifier is the subject, andthe syntactically
saturated phrase is a sentence.

The complement list is encoded in the lexical signs COMPS-feature, and
the specifier specification into the SPR-feature, both of which are SYNSEM-
features. The complement list and the application of the head-complement
and the head-specifier rules are ordered, so possible word order variations
must be described by other means. A simple solution is to allow multiple verb
entries, one for each different word order that the lexical item can project.
However, this explodes the lexicon, and for languages like Finnish, it is not a
reasonable alternative. One can also introduce a special permutation rule that
produces necessary variations in the COMPS-list for any lexical entry. The
problem with this alternative is that it increases grammar processing time.
Yet another solution is to use unordered sets as COMPS-features instead of
lists. For instance, the Japanese JACY grammar4 orders possible argument
structures into a type hierarchy and allows different head-complement rules
to pick up the arguments in the COMPS-list in any order.

3The LinGO English Resource Grammar,see http://www.delph-in.net/erg/
4Homepage: http://www.dfki.de/ siegel/grammar-download/JACY-grammar.html
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In Finnish, however, the driving force in sentence analysisand generation
seems to be discourse configuration rather than syntactic constituency. FDPG
thus uses discourse patterns, defined in terms of the discourse functions Kon-
trast, Topic, and NewInfo as the main elements in describingFinnish word-
order. Moreover, in a well-formed utterance, NewInfo must always be explic-
itly present.

In their HPSG account for English and Catalan information packaging, En-
gdahl and Vallduví (1996) suggest that the specific feature INFO-STRUCT,
comprising the features FOCUS and GROUND, with the latter being further
divided into LINK and TAIL, be added in the context field of lexical signs so
as to encode sentential information structure. Following this, I also assume
that the discourse configuration is a separate dimension in sentence analysis.
However, instead of the feature INFO-STRUCT, I use DISC-STRUCT with
the features KONTRAST, TOPIC, and NEWINFO5.

Furthermore, I have replaced the head-complement and head-specifier
rules by a set of special rules that describe how various discourse patterns
can be combined and interpreted as the speaker/hearer (incrementally) parses
the particular word order variations. The patterns can be ordered in a type
hierarchy, although this is not done in the sample grammar. Since the focus
of the article is on word order only, I have also made some simplifying as-
sumptions about the morphosyntactic properties of Finnish:

– Morphology is encoded in the lexical entries,
– NPs require determiner.

22.3.2 The Finnish grammar categories

FDPG regardsutteranceas the smallest unit in syntax, emphasizing its oc-
currence as part of the discourse and being uttered by a speaker. The ut-
terance sign has two fields: DISC-STRUC for discourse configuration, and
SYNSEM-STRUC for the syntactic arguments and their semantics. The sign
is of typeutt-struc, and defined as follows:

utterance := utt-struc &
[ DISC-STRUC disc-struc,

SYNSEM-STRUC synsem-struc,
ARGS *list* ].

The DISC-STRUC contains the following features (EVENT encodes the
event reference denoted by the main verb):

disc-struc := utt-struc &
[ KONTR *list*,

TOPIC *list*,

5NEWINFO relates to FOCUS, and TOPIC to LINK, but KONTRAST hasno apparent
counterpart.
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NEWINFO synsem-struc,
EVENT evtype,
RESTFIELD *list* ].

The SYNSEM-STRUC contains feature representations for thelexical
head, its syntactic dependents and semantics, and the DEP-feature includes
the typical HPSG specifier and complement-lists:

synsem-struc := utt-struc &
[ HEAD pos,

DEP dependents,
SEM semantics ].

dependents := feat-struc &
[ SPR *list*,

COMPS *list*].

Finally, phrases are projections of lexical items such thatall of their com-
plements have been found, i.e. the COMPS-list is an empty list.

phrase := utterance &
[ SYNSEM-STRUC [ DEP [COMPS < > ] ] ].

FDPG also introduces a specialsubj-phrase which has an empty SPR-
list. Although specifiers do not mark saturated phases as is the case in HPSG
in general, their separate marking has been retained, however, since in some
discourse patterns the subject can be combined with the mainverb before the
other complements, and thus it is necessary to distinguish signs which have
been unified with their subject from those that still have to find it.

subj-phrase := utterance &
[ SYNSEM-STRUC [ DEP [SPR < > ] ] ].

Some lexical verbs do not usually take nominative-case subjects (emo-
tional and physiological states, nature descriptions), and accordingly, their
lexical entries have SPR-feature instantiated to null. Some sentence types
(existential and possessive sentences) do not have nominative-case subjects
either, and in this case, it is the main verbolla "be" that has SPR-feature as
null.

22.4 Discourse Patterns
The discourse patterns are rules which define how the lexicalsigns can be
unified with their arguments, and they can be seen as an extension of the
HPSG head-complement and head-specifier rules. The FDCG idea is to unify
the lexical verb sign first with the immediate left/right adjacent NP sign, re-
gardless of whether the NP has subject- or object-marking. This unification
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serves as the basic pattern for marking discourse functions. The rest of the
discourse functions are filled in when the second argument isunified with the
basic pattern, resulting in a saturated phrase.

22.4.1 Head-complement patterns

The head-complement patterns deal with the pair-wise combination of the
main verb (lexical head) with the adjacent NP sign (be it an NPfunctioning
as subject or object), and they correspond to the HPSG head-complement
rules. For space restrictions, the full feature structure is given only for the first
pattern.Subj stands for a nominative case NP andObj for an accusative NP.
All examples are based on the event “the bear caught the fish”.

1) Subject-Topic pattern:
Subj + V karhu pyydysti “the bear caught”

The rule combines the main verb with a nominative case NP on the left. The
result is a feature structure for an utterance with both the NP and the main
verb marked as Topic:Topic(Subj) + Topic(V)

subj-top-rule := utterance &
[ DISC-STRUC [ TOPIC < #1, #2 > ],

SYNSEM-STRUC [ORTH #orth,
HEAD #head,
DEP [ SPR < >,

COMPS #comps ],
SEM #sem ],

ARGS < phrase & #1 & [SYNSEM-STRUC
[HEAD noun & [ AGR [ CASE nom ]],

DEP [SPR < > ] ] ],
word & #2 &
[ORTH #orth,

HEAD #head & verb,
DEP [ SPR < #1 >,

COMPS #comps ],
SEM #sem ] > ].

2) Object-Topic pattern:
Obj + V kalan pyydysti “the fish was caught by”

The rule is parallel to (1), but it combines the main verb withan accusative
case NP (object). Also in this case, the resulting utterancehas both the NP
and the main verb marked as Topic:Topic(Obj) + Topic(V)
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3) Verb-Kontrast pattern:
V + Subj pyydysti karhu “caught the bear”

This rule combines the verb with a nominative case NP which isnow on the
right. The result is an utterance where the main verb is marked as Kontrast
and the subject-NP as Topic, i.e. something the utterance (and the correc-
tion) is about:Kontrast(V) + Topic(Subj) . The pattern anticipates
the speaker’s disagreement and wish to express a correctionof what has been
stated before.

4) Verb-New pattern:
V + Obj pyydysti kalan “caught the fish”

The rule is parallel to (3) and combines the verb with an accusative case
NP on the right. However, the result has both the verb and the object-NP as
new information:NewInfo(V) + NewInfo(Obj) . Notice that the verb
is not interpreted as Kontrast like in (3), since this would lead to awkward
interpretations when the subject-NP is unified with the phrase (see discussion
about the sentence (6) in Section 22.2.1, and the impossiblecombinations in
Section 22.4.3).

22.4.2 Head-specifier patterns

The head-specifier patterns are analogous to the HPSG specifier rules which
saturate the phrasal sign with the specifier, i.e. in the caseof a verbal sign with
the subject-NP. However, in FDPG, the rules do not apply onlyto subject-NPs
but also to object-NPs, and also the dicourse context comes to play a role in
the unification. A rule can be applied only if the informationstatus of the NP
accords with that of the underlying discourse pattern. Thusthe head-specifier
patterns guide the parsing and constrain acceptability of aparticular word-
order with respect to the appropriate information structure of the utterance.
Suitable discourse contexts are shown after each rule by an underlying ques-
tion or statement that the resulting utterance addresses to. The abbreviations
SV, OV, VS, andVO refer to the constituents formed by the patterns (1-
4) above, and the utterances to the example utterances in Section 22.2.1.

1a) [Subject-Topic] Object-New pattern (utterance 1):
SV + Obj karhu pyydysti + kalan “the bear caught + the fish”

The rule produces one of the three information structures for the canonical
word-order as discussed in Section 22.2.1 (the other two word-orders are pro-
duced by Rule 4a below). The basic SV pattern is already determined as Topic
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(Rule 1), so the resulting utterance is used to introduce a new object-NP. The
utterance thus functions as a response to an underlying question “What did
the bear caught?” with the object-NP as NewInfo “(the bear caught) the fish”:
Mitä karhu pyydysti? – (karhu pyydysti) kalan

1b) [Subject-Topic] Object-Kontrast pattern (utterance 3):
Obj + SV kalan + karhu pyydysti “the fish + the bear caught”

The unification of the basic SV pattern with the object-NP on the left results
in an utterance where the object-NP is Kontrast. The SV pattern is deter-
mined as Topic as above(Rule 1), but the previous context hasalso presented
an object which the speaker wants to contrast and correct. For instance, the
previous context may contain a statement like “the bear caught the otter”, and
the speaker then corrects this with a new object:Eipäs, kalan (karhu pyydysti)
“no, it was the fish (that the bear caught)”.

2a) [Object-Topic] Subject-New pattern (utterance 2):
OV + Subj kalan pyydysti+karhu “the fish was caught by +the bear”

The rule is parallel to (1a) above: now the basic OV pattern isTopic (Rule 2),
and the subject-NP on the right is introduced as new. The underlying question
is “Who caught the fish?” with the subject marked as NewInfo "(The fish was
caught by) a bear":Kuka pyydysti kalan? - (kalan pyydysti) karhu.

2b) [Object-Topic] Subject-Kontrast pattern (utterance 4):
Subj + OV karhu+kalan pyydysti “the bear + the fish was caught by”

Analogously to (1b) above, unification of the topical OV pattern with a
subject-NP on the left results in a correction and a contrastive utterance. A
previous statement, like “the wolf caught the fish”, is contrasted with the new
subject-NP as Kontrast:Eipäs, karhu (kalan pyydysti)“no, it was the bear that
caught the fish”.

3a) [Verb-Kontrast] Object-Rest pattern (utterance 5):
VS + Obj pyydysti karhu + kalan “caught the bear + the fish”

The rule combines the VS pattern with an object-NP on the right. The verb is
already marked as Kontrast and the subject as Topic (Rule 3),and the object
falls in the Rest-field.

The object can be either discourse old or new information. Ifthe object-NP
is old, the contrast concerns the actual event which the subject and the ob-
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ject denote the participants of. The utterance occurs in contexts where doubts
about the truth of the speaker’s assertion have been raised (“I wonder if the
bear caught the fish after all” ), and the speaker wants to reinforce and insist
on the original argument: “yes indeed the bear DID catch the fish”: Enpä usko
että karhu pyydysti kalan. – Kyllä toki pyydysti karhu kalan.

The object-NP can also be NewInfo as in the answers to nosy questions:ja
pyydystitkös mitään? – no, pyydystin minä pienen kalan"and did you catch
anything? - well, I did catch a small fish". This is a rather common pattern,
since the speaker provides new information as a response to agenuine ques-
tion. The contrast in this case concerns the implicit negative presupposition
of the question "you may not have caught anything", which is contrasted by
the speaker’s positive answer. It should be noticed that thequestion "What did
you catch?" presupposes that the partner caught something,while the ques-
tion "Did you catch anything?" lacks such a presupposition.It is interesting
that Finnish reflects the difference in the presuppositionsin the word-orders
that the possible answers to the these questions exhibit: the former is encoded
in the Object-New rule (1a) and the latter in Object-Rest rule (3a).

4a) [Verb-New] Verb-Presentation pattern (utterance 1):
Subj + VO karhu + pyydysti kalan “the bear+caught the fish”

The rule produces two of the three canonical word-orders (cf. Rule 1a).
The new information in the verb-object pattern (determinedby Rule 4) is
combined with the two possible discourse statuses of the subject-NP. If the
subject-NP is Topic, the resulting utterance is simply an answer to the ques-
tion “what did S do?”:Mitä karhu teki? – (Karhu) pyydysti kalan.

If the subject-NP is new in the discourse context, the resultis a presenta-
tion sentence with all the constituents as NewInfo, answering to the question
“what happened?”:Mitä tapahtui? – Karhu pyydysti kalan.

22.4.3 Impossible combinations

3b) Impossible-Verb-Kontrast-Object-Kontrast combination
Obj + VS

A symmetrical rule for (3a) would combine a contrasted verb and a topical
subject-NP with an object-NP on the left. This is impossible, however, since
the K-position is always sentence-initial, and there is “nospace” left for a
second Kontrast in front of the already contrasted verb. It must be noticed that
the Obj-V-Subj word-order is fine if the discourse configuration is different:
see the Object-Topic-Subject-New rule above (2a).
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4b) Impossible-Verb-Two-News combination
NewInfo(VO) + NewInfo(Subj)

The other impossible combinations are based on the VO-pattern with the
subject-NP on the right:VO + Subj .

If the VO-pattern is discourse new (introduced by Rule 4), itwould
seem natural to add subject-NP as new information at the end of the utter-
ance. However, the combination is confusing: the resultingword-order is the
marked discourse pattern for a sentence-initial Kontrast,while the all-new in-
formation status of the constituents suggests a presentation sentence. There is
no Kontrast, and for a presentation sentence, the canonicalSVO-order is pre-
ferred (rule 4a); hence unification is impossible. Even if weassume that the
verb indeed is Kontrast and object-NP is NewInfo, Kontrast(V) + NewInfo(O)
+ NewInfo(Subj), the combination would still lead to confusion, since there
is no Topic to anchor the contrast to.

4c) Impossible-Verb-Kontrast-Object-Topic-New-Subject combination
Kontrast(V) + Topic(O) + NewInfo(Subj)

If the verb is Kontrast and object-NP is Topic, the combination is analogous to
the contrasting VS + Obj pattern licensed by the rule (3a). However, the order
seems to favour the reading of the subject as NewInfo, and thus its interpre-
tation is again confusing between whether the utterance is about contrasting
events or a new subject. In the former case, the preferred combination would
be VS+O (Rule 3a) and in the latter case OV+S (Rule 2a).

4d) Verb-Object-Topic-New-Subject combination
Topic(VO) + NewInfo(Subj)

If the VO-pattern is Topic, the subject must be NewInfo. In simple sentences,
this combination will again run against the marked sentence-initial Kontrast
pattern as well as the preferred Subject-New rule for introducing new subjects
(Rule 2a). However, if an adverbial is added in the beginningof the utterance,
the order becomes acceptable, although there are strong expectations that the
contrast now continues with respect to the adverbial:eilen pyydysti kalan
karhu, tänään koira“yesterday it was the bear that caught the fish, today the
dog”. The pattern suggests that there are two pairwise Kontrasts: the adver-
bials on the one hand and the subject-NPs on the other hand. The verb and the
object-NP make up the topical background for the Kontrasts.In the current
FDPG, which only deals with simple sentences, these combinations are not
possible. Obviously, the grammar rules should be relaxed inorder to allow
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the unification of the constituents to take place, but they should also constrain
the result to be unsaturated, so as to force the adverbial Kontrasts to be added
in the sign and make the phrase well-formed from the discourse point of view.
These combinations will require more detailed research.

22.5 Discussion
In this article I have presented a HPSG-based implementation of the Finnish
word-order variations in the LKB grammar environment. Following Vilkuna
(1989), the Finnish syntax is characterized by its discourse configuration,
which assigns certain discourse functions (Kontrast, Topic, NewInfo) to the
constituents according to their position with respect to the main verb. The
Finnish Discourse Pattern Grammar (FDPG) can parse simple intransitive and
transitive sentences and produce appropriate discourse interpretations of the
different word-orders without spurious parses. The grammar is available on
request from the author.

The combination rules are based on simple discourse patterns concerning
the main verb and its adjacent NP-complements. There are different patterns
for combining the main syntactic constituents: four for pair-wise combina-
tions of the main verb and an adjacent NP, and six for producing saturated
utterances with the discourse functions appropriately filled in. The former
extend the head-complement rule of the traditional HPSG, while the latter
extend the HPSG head-specifier rule. The patterns with theirassociated dis-
course functions can also be thought of providing guidance for the hearer
about what to expect next in the on-coming discourse.

In Finnish, phrase structure thus seems like an epipheral phenomenon that
occurs as a side effect of the lexical entries being projected into full sentences
and their dependents ordered into a coherent discourse. From this view-point,
it would, of course, be more natural to describe syntactic relations with the
help of a dependency grammar which explicitly reveals the dependency rela-
tions between the verb and its arguments, than with a phrase structure gram-
mar which focusses on phrasal structures. In fact, the patterns can be also
seen as possible ways to combine dependency relations into surface strings.

I have effectively proposed a new approach to syntax: that ofdiscourse
configuration. In this approach the speaker’s intention to exchange new infor-
mation on a particular topic is taken as the driving force forcommunication,
and this intention is not realized on the level of dialogue organisation only, but
trickles down to the syntactic structure as well. Discourseinformation, carried
by the different word orders in Finnish, is thus efficiently used by the hearers
when processing the incoming utterance: the presence of certain discourse
patterns directs the hearer to expectations concerning upcoming elements.
Cognitive studies also seem to support psychological reality of discourse pat-
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terns, their incremental processing and impact on the hearer’s expectations
about the yet-to-come elements. For instance, in a recent study of processing
Finnish word-order variations, Kaiser and Trueswell (2004) found empirical
evidence that shows how the hearers make efficient use of the non-canonical
word order patterns to predict upcoming referents and theirdiscourse status.

Finally, the FDPG is an attempt to provide a model for discourse config-
urational syntax that would describe the link between the syntactic-semantic
representation of utterances and the information they encode of dialogue sit-
uations. The view of dialogue events as the determining factor for sentence
structuring may prove useful in modelling also other “free”word-order lan-
guages like Japanese, where the discourse function Topic isgrammaticalised
and none of the verb arguments are obligatory in well-formedsentences. Of
course, systematic investigations are needed to substantiate this hypothesis.
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Meaningful Models for Information
Access Systems
JUSSI KARLGREN

23.1 Distributional models of language
Study of semantics has the general goal of modeling human linguistic com-
petence as a theory, probing the constraints and limitations of language as a
system of expression and representation, and of providing language engineer-
ing applications with a model of meaning, appropriate to itstasks. In general,
there is no need to design a semantic model intended for practical process-
ing to be neurologically or psychologically plausible but since human perfor-
mance is impressive in certain respects there certainly is reason to investigate
it to find if it can provide inspiration, examples, or constraints for implemen-
tations. Human information processing is efficient and effortless. The human
information processor is flexible, dynamic, ever learning,does not stumble at
inconsistencies, and does not require formal or explicit instruction.

What sort of demands would we want to pose on a model of meaning, from
the standpoint of language engineering for information access? Some specific
requirements are at the forefront for information access analysis. Information
access involves matching brief or even incomplete expressions of information
need to relatively more verbose documents and items of information. The
documents are not necessarily formulated for ease of retrieval in mind.

For this class of tasks, models that are based on dynamicallyobserved data
of language use in some form are dominant. They have common characteris-
tics, however those data are collected and whatever the character of the data:
they are based on occurences of linguistic units in a contextof use; they do
not rely on explicitly represented pre-compiled knowledge; they are flexible
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and sensitive to the domain and universe of discourse at hand.
TheDistributional Hypothesis, the basis for distributional language mod-

els, states that two words are similar to the extent that theyshare contexts
Harris (1968), and thus that distributional data — of how words appear in
contexts — can be used to model similarity, however it is understood, be-
tween words. That statement can be used as a basis for a theoryof meaning
suitable for practical deployment in contexts where approximative semantic
analysis of large amounts of linguistic data is necessary, approximating simi-
larity in use with similarity in meaning.

Change or semantic driftis modelled seamlessly by distributional mod-
els. New data will provide new occurrence data for the model.The problem
of modeling change can be formulated as the problem of selecting the right
training context: what data are relevant to the model at hand? If the correct
situational context is provided for the model, the resulting representation will
reflect the usage in them. This is a desirable quality in the models: we know
human language changes fluidly. From one intellectual context to another and
from one discourse situation to another the usage and prototypical referents
of expressions shift and change with little or no confusion for human users; as
time passes, words’ meanings evolve and change with little or no confusion,
without any attention from their users.

Most distributional models are difficult to provide with precomputed data
— to “teach” — in a non-arbitrary manner. Again, this is a desirable quality.
We know people learn language their entire life. They do thiswithout explicit
acts of definition and instruction. In keeping with this it would be useful to
find that a system for processing large amounts of text from varying sources
have a semantic model capable of operation with little humanintervention,
with the necessary knowledge extracted from the data at hand. Distributional
models in practice are implemented not only to work without supervision but
in fact most often to forswear it entirely.

Most distributional models do not rely on external fixed knowledge
sources to any great extent, and base their deliberations onstatistical or proba-
bilistic calculation on the data alone. We know people seldom take recourse in
definitions or formal delimitations of meaning between types of expression.
Expressions can be more or less similar in meaning, changingwith author
and reader perspective or situational context: a semantic model for robust
processing of information from many authors to many readersmust not be
brittle and dependent on exact expression of formal knowledge — it should
seamlessly incorporate the gradual shift in meaning from same to similar and
from related to distinct (Karlgren, 1976, e.g.). Distributional models are typ-
ically implemented with calculation frameworks with intrinsic provision of
gradual shades ofhomeosemyor relative similarity.

As can be inferred from the sketchy description above, bothword or term
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on the one hand andcontexton the other are central for modeling distribu-
tional data. The data may be preprocessed to identify graphical word occur-
rences, morphologically normalized words, multi-word terms, or whatever
linguistic unit is being considered. The nature of the context studied varies
according to what sort of model is being built: an utterance,a window of a
few surrounding word tokens, an entire text, or a topical unit.

23.2 Representing distributional data — understanding
language models

Distributional models collect data of term occurrences. These data are com-
piled in some representation for convenient further processing.Probabilistic
language models, e.g., refine the occurrence data into an estimate of the prob-
ability that a given word will appear again, given some observed or observable
context.

The dominant language model for analysis of textual information in infor-
mation access and lexicographical applications is thevector space model. A
vector space is a many-dimensional space where the points can be accessed
by address – by a vector of coordinates using some system, typically carte-
sian. A point in a vector space can be described by a vector~v thus:

~v = [v1, · · · , vn]

wheren is the dimensionality of the vector space.
The vector space model for languages posits such a many-dimensional

space for terms by populating a vector space with distributional data of term
usage in text or discourse. The data are represented in a matrix F of order
w × n, such that the rowsFw represent the terms, the columnsFn represent
the contexts under consideration — documents, e.g., in the most typical case
— and the cells are the (possibly weighted and normalized) frequency of a
given term in a given context. Each row of frequency counts thus constitutes
ann-dimensional occurrence vector~v for a given term. These occurrence vec-
tors, interpreted as coordinates in ann-dimensional space as above, deliver
a vector space model with the occurrence vector defining a location for its
term.

Vector space models have gained increasing currency for application to in-
formation access tasks. They exhibit several attractive qualities, not the least
being that of pleasing intuitive simplicity, transparencyand ease of expli-
cation. They are also computationally efficient in several respects, and have
proven useful in several applications.

This model lends itself naturally to the application of standard distance
metrics. Position is determined by the occurrence of terms in contexts; close-
ness in space implies distributional similarity or similarusage; and proximity
between points — terms — in this space can easily be understood as simi-
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FIGURE 1 Computation of cosine between two vectors

larity in meaning. This notion of proximity or distance can be used to model
gradual shades of relative similarity.

Similarity can be established either by calculating the distance between the
points in space, or by transforming the vectors to polar coordinates and using
the angle between them. This, in essence, normalizes the relative magnitude
of the cell values in the matrix – vectors with the same orientation are consid-
ered equal. Most often the cosine of the angle as per the formula in Figure 1
is used: it interprets readily as a proximity measure.

In summary, vector space models localize terms at points in space. Prox-
imity of a term to other terms is calculated through some distance measure.
The meaning of a term is found by inspection of its closest neighbors —
meaning is considered to be located in a region around terms.Terms can shift
meaning, and this is modeled by moving the term to another point in space.

23.3 Space and meaning
As any model, the vector space model is intended to simplify the notion it is
modeling, better to aid processing or understanding the object notion; as any
metaphor the space and distance metaphor for meaning mediates experience
from one area of human activity to another by conceptual transference.

The space metaphor is powerful and pervasive in human thinking and
seems to fit in neatly with intuitions about how meaning comesabout. Expres-
sions such as “close in meaning” abound. But what sort of space do people
think about when they use spatial expressions to discuss meaning?

While relative distance or proximity seem to be central, neither absolute
distance measures nor other spatial relations are normallyused. Each seman-
tic comparison we make can be made in terms of proximity — no other rela-
tions are simple to make explicit. “Close in meaning.” or “Closer in meaning.”
are acceptable statements; “∗Slightly above in meaning.”, “∗More to the north
in meaning.” and “∗One metre removed in meaning.” are not. It seems that our
conception of meaning as space is limited to something like alimited view of
a one-dimensional space.

23.4 Distributional models do not preserve all distributional
information

While the distributional models base themselves on occurrences in data, they
generalize from those observations, thus ridding themselves of overly specific
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information. Probabilistic models sample the data and establish estimates of
probable reoccurrence of observed items; vector space models compile the
occurrence data into a point in vector space. In both cases, alarge amount of
distributional information is discarded.

The vector space model is useful and attractive, but does have limitations.
Some of them have to do with our understanding of the space metaphor itself:
the notion of distance between points leads us to the wrong calculations and
an incorrect view of what the space is. While the multi-dimensional space
maybe the correct framework to solve structural problems of therepresenta-
tion, our intuitions risk leading us astray.

The intuitive use of the expressions “conceptual distance”or “close in
meaning” does not specify in what way that distance is calculated, nor what
topological status the locus of “concept” or “meaning” have; neither does the
vector space model require a specific distance measure or definition of mean-
ing. Yet the influence of our intuitions from living in two dimensions of a
three-dimensional world via grade school geometry to the vector space cal-
culations have led us to a too constrained view of what can be achieved using
the model. This constraint may be inherent in the model, but it may also be
a constraint only of the metaphor and our representation of the model. Deter-
mining whether the metaphor or the model is the limiting factor is difficult or
impossible to do without proper calculation; our intuitions about space and
meaning are not the right tools to make informed decisions.

The solar system metaphor of an atom is a parallel case of a representa-
tion and a model leading its users to wrong conclusions. The solar system
model is seductive in its simplicity and its imaginative qualities. A consider-
able amount of effort in higher physics classes is spent trying to unlearn the
model — which has been useful for gaining the first glimpses and first steps
of understanding of subatomic structure, but where each obvious successive
generalization is a step in the wrong direction.

23.5 Points, distances, and dimensions
Vector space models localize terms at points in space. Termscan shift mean-
ing, which is evidenced by their occurrence data; these dataare accommo-
dated in the model by moving the term to another point in space. Relations
to other terms change accordingly, and are evidenced by new distances cal-
culated between them. This simple operation adheres well toour intuitions
of how points in space can be manipulated. When modeling sometypes of
observable distinctions in meaning made in human discourseit may well be
contested in view of its discarding a considerable amount ofinformation.

The study of vagueness, polysemy, generality, and other types of distribu-
tionally evident data would be well accommodated by broadening the scope
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FIGURE 2 Polysemous terms have many kinds of neighbors in two dimensions

of how terms are represented in the model and attendant reform of how the
notion of semantic distance is represented.

Distance between two points in a euclidean space is symmetrical and tran-
sitively calculable. This does not necessarily always haveto be the case in
a semantic space. Distance can be calculated in numerous ways. It is possi-
ble to examine the implementation of the space metaphor closely, and retool
that implementation better to transcend our first intuitions of what geome-
try is to e.g. allow for non-euclidean, non-symmetric, non-transitive distance
measures.

Polysemous termsare a case in point. Proximity between “glass”, the bev-
erage, and “gin” on the one hand and between “glass”, the substance, and
“silicate” on the other need not imply proximity betwen “gin” and “silicate”,
as illustrated in Figure 2. The risk of confusing transitiveproximities can be
addressed within the standard term-as-points-framework using additional cal-
culation — by retaining more distributional data in the model and allowing
the term to occupy a trace or a more complex structure than a point in vector
space.

Vague termsare another example. The capability of vector space models
to handle the distinction between vague and definite usage isvery limited.
If a term in the data is used vaguely, the resulting representation will still
try to pull the data together into a point. The representation of a term in the
model does not in any way carry the information whether the term should
be understood as definite or vague; the distance between terms is calculated
identically from a point in vector space whether they are vague or specific.
The model pulls together various items as exemplified in Figure 3. It can be
argued that the model simply reflects the data: lots of thingsare nice, and they
share a feature. The potential problem with the model is thatthe vague quality
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of niceness is typically modeled as strongly as is the definite quality of, say,
animacy or birdness.

In general, measurement of distance can in the given family of vector space
models only be calculated between terms — which is of little utility given that
the stated objective of most distributional models is to understand the relation-
ship between concepts or whatever notional units of meaningone postulates.
A term without a well-defined meaning — arguably the majorityof terms —
cannot be represented in any other way than as an (typically weighted) aver-
age of its occurrences. This distinction, if addressed at all, should be handled
on model level. The vector space model does not handle this distinction.

It is not inherently necessary for the model to attempt to fold together the
representation of each term into a point. It is a relatively simple extension to
investigate terms represented by spaces rather than points, such as clouds, hy-
perplanes, clusters or concentric structures — it would involve simply imply
retaining more data when refining the raw occurrence data andrepresenting
the additional data in the vector space. Higher-order distributional character-
istics can be utilized to determine which geometry the distribution of a term
should be modeled by: patterns of distribution can be modeled by patterns
in space rather than using averages, which throw out most of the distribu-
tional information. Such an extension, however, will by necessity break the
standard metaphor and its distance measure: the distance between two clouds
is not well-defined from without the model itself, and needs to be addressed
explicitly, not by inheritance via a metaphor.
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FIGURE 3 A vague term will be close to concrete terms
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23.6 More meaningful models?
In conclusion, distributional models in general, and vector space models
specifically, risk having their usefulness overshadowed byoverly simple
metaphors of use which constrain the amount of information extracted from
the raw occurrence data upon which they are built. To better accommodate
some of the features of the model or to investigate extended calculation bases
of the model, higher-order data could be included — e.g. in some of the di-
rections indicated above. By ridding the vector space modelfrom the simple
distance metaphor it is delivered with it will lose one of itsmost appealing
qualities – that of pandering to our intuitions – but promises to gain in expli-
catory power.
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Word Senses
KRISTER L INDÉN

How many angels can dance on the point of a very fine needle,
without jostling one another?

— Isaac D’Israeli (1766-1848)

What is the meaning of a word? Unless one believes that we are born with
an innate set of meanings waiting to find their correspondingexpression in
language, another option is that we learn the meaning of a word by observing
how it is used by the language community we are born in. Some usages find
their way into dictionaries and become established word senses. In order to
understand what constitutes a word sense, we can look at the criteria lexicog-
raphers use when they decide that a word usage is a word sense and record it
in a dictionary for future generations.

24.1 Language Philosophy
From a machine learning point of view Wittgenstein’s suggestion (Wittgen-
stein, 1953) that “the meaning of a word is its use in the language” sounds
plausible, because there is nothing else for a machine to observe. This view
of meaning was made more specific by Harris, when he proposed that words
with similar syntactic usage have similar meaning (Harris,1954, 1968).

Even if we accept that thepotentialusage of words is unlimited, we are
mainly interested inreal usage when we learn to identify similarities or dif-
ferences of word meaning. The real usage is prone to fluctuations and id-
iosyncracies, viz. usage preferences, of different language communities. A
language community is any group of individuals who communicate. Some
usage preferences become recognized by most communities ofa language, a
process known as lexicalization. Lexicalization progresses differently in dif-
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ferent communities of a language giving rise to, e.g., synonyms.
The usage preferences as they manifest themselves in real usages char-

acterize similarity or difference of word meaning. If someone says “Shoot!”
when a bear is attacking, it is emotionally quite different from the same com-
mand when a small bird is flying by, although both require someweaponry.
However, a reporter can shoot a question without extra equipment. For most
usages of a written word, we do not have access to the full context, so there
may be essential differences in other aspects than those in the text presented
to a computer. Indirectly, by observing other usages of words in the context,
it may still be possible for a computer to group the usages ofshootin ’shoot
a bear’, ’shoot a bird’, and ’shoot a question’ into two main groups of shoot-
ing with and without weapons. Then we present the machine with ’shoot a
bullet’ and expect thebullet to be more like aquestionthan abear, because
in fact the main division does not really depend on the presumed weapon,
but whether the direct object ofshootis animate or inanimate. We call this
distinction a semantic feature. A multiple-inheritance taxonomy of such fea-
tures is a feature structure. The animate and inanimate distinction is not fixed
for every word, but may lend itself to modification or underspecification as in
’shooting stars’. A machine making observations based on a limited amount
of samples of the real usage of a word in written text will end up with a
piecewise approximation of features such as animate and inanimate.

24.2 Enumeration vs. Generation
The simplest way to create a dictionary of word senses is to enumerate each
sense separately. If no further information is provided about how the senses
are related, this representation requires each new sense tobe manually added.
A more flexible representation is presented by Pustejovsky (1998), a genera-
tive lexicon (GL), where the word senses are generated through the unification
of feature structures guided by an inheritance system for the argument, event
and qualia structures.

The GL is sometimes seen as a fundamentally different approach from
the idea of dictionaries or lexicons as a simple enumerationof word senses,
because the theory on generative lexicons claims that the GLalso accounts
for novel uses of words. Kilgarriff (2001) tested this claimon a set of corpus
words and found that most of the novel or non-standard usageswere unlikely
to be accounted for by any GL, i.e., those usages that were notaccounted for
in a regular dictionary. The main benefit of a large-scale dictionary based on
the GL theory would be that similar distinctions would consistently be made
throughout the dictionary for all words with similar or related usages.

From a computer programming point of view, it is not particularly surpris-
ing that a lexicon program, i.e., a GL, is more flexible than a list of word
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descriptions, more consistent and more compact, but equally unimaginative.
In addition, as the GL grows, it is likely to be more unpredictable and more
difficult to maintain. A GL comes with all the benefits and drawbacks of a
large computer program and as such it covers only the words and senses it
has been either intentionally or unintentionally programmed to cover.

24.3 The Origin of Features
A more fundamental problem related to language learning andchild language
acquisition is how we learn to associate meaning with sound sequences or
words. We do not get closer to a solution for this problem by dividing a word
into semantic features, because then we have to ask where thefeatures come
from or how they become primitives of the lexicon.

Interesting research on how meaning is associated with sound sequences
has been done by Kaplan (2001) in his simulation of a robot society com-
municating about positions of several colored figures, i.e., circles, triangles
and squares, on a white board using a Wittgensteinian language game. He
was able to demonstrate that, when several stable language communities had
evolved, synonymy arose. When the communities were in sporadic interac-
tion, the communities kept their own words for the concepts but were able to
understand other variants. By inspecting the robots he could determine that
they had words for colors, shapes and relative positions. The robot simula-
tions indicate that with suitable and not too complicated models, language
can be learned from scratch in a language community interacting with the
external world.

Research by (one of Harris’ students) Gleitman (1990, 2002)on child lan-
guage acquisition indicate that children learn nouns with external references
before they learn verbs and then start distinguishing between different argu-
ment structures of the verbs. Her research supports the assumption that the
meaning of verbs is tightly tied to their argument structure. The child lan-
guage research gives some psychological relevance to the GLapproach indi-
cating that a GL is not merely a way of compressing the lexicondescription.

If we accept that features and the meaning of features can be induced
through language usage in a language community, a full-scale GL for some
application would be an interesting effort both as a collection of linguistic
knowledge and as a benchmark for future automatically induced vocabular-
ies. It is quite likely that for some time to come high-performing computa-
tional lexicons will be partly hand-made with a generative component and
a trainable preference mechanism1. A well-designed linguistically motivated

1On a parallel note, we quote Kohonen’s personal comment on his self-organizing maps:
“Once it has been shown that a map always organizes regardless of how random the initial state
is, there is no need to show this every time. It is quite acceptable to speed things up by starting
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GL with a trainable preference learning mechanism might be agood candi-
date for how to organize a word sense lexicon. There is no needfor a computer
to always learn the lexicon from scratch, despite the fact that this seems to be
the way nature does it.

24.4 Recording Word Senses
New words and concepts arise at a steady pace and old words become associ-
ated with new meanings, especially in technology and biotechnology which
are currently the focus of intense research efforts. In these areas specialized
efforts like named entity recognition aim at identifying the meaning of new
terms in the form of abbreviations, nouns and compound nounsby looking at
their context. These entities are typically classified intonames, dates, places,
organizations, etc. Named entities and word senses represent two different as-
pects of the same problem. Named entities are usually new, previously unseen
items that acquire their first word sense, whereas word sensediscovery and
disambiguation typically have assumed that words have at least two mean-
ings or word senses in order to be interesting. It is, however, likely that the
mechanism or process that attaches the first word sense to a string is the same
as the one that later attaches additional meanings or word senses to the same
string either by coincidence, i.e., homonymy, or by modifying some existing
meaning, i.e., polysemy.

Other work on this theme distinguishes different word senses when a word
gets different translations (Resnik and Yarowsky, 2000) sothat the sense iden-
tification problem merges with finding appropriate translations. This anal-
ogy can be taken further, because finding the first word sense is in some
ways equivalent to finding the first translation, which is especially important
for cross-lingual information retrieval in the same areas where named entity
recognition is important. A method which significantly outperforms previ-
ously known comparable methods for finding translations of named entities
in a cross-lingual setting has been proposed by the author (Lindén, 2004, 2005
forthcoming).

As Kilgarriff (2003b) points out, automatically identifying a word’s senses
has been a goal since the early days of computational linguistics, but is not
one where there has been resounding success. He suggests that the underly-
ing problem may be unclarity as to what a word sense is (Kilgarriff, 1997).
A word might not have been seen in a context because it is not acceptable
there, or it might not have been seen there simply because thecorpus was
not big enough (Kilgarriff, 2003b). In the following, we will first look at the
frequency aspect and then at the acceptability aspect.

from an educated guess.”
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24.4.1 Frequency Distribution

Where a lexicographer is confronted with a large quantity ofcorpus data for
a word, then, even if all of the examples are in the same area ofmeaning, it
becomes tempting to allocate the word more column inches andmore mean-
ings, the lexicographer Kilgarriff admits in (Kilgarriff,2004) and considers
the wordsgenerousandpikeas examples:

Generousis a common word with meanings ranging from generous people
(who give lots of money) to generous helpings (large) to generous dispositions
(inclinations to be kind and helpful). There are no sharp edges between the
meanings, and they vary across a range. Given the frequency of the word, it
seems appropriate to allocate more than one meaning, as do all of the range of
dictionaries inspected.Pike is less common (190 BNC occurrences, as against
1144) but it must be assigned distinct meanings for fish and weapon (and possi-
bly also for Northern English hill, and turnpike, dependingon dictionary size),
however rare any of these meanings might be, since they cannot be assimi-
lated as minor variants. Pike-style polysemy, with unassimilable meanings, is
the kind that is modeled in this paper. Where there is generous-style ambiguity,
one might expect less skewed distributions, since the lexicographer will only
create a distinct sense for the ’generous disposition’ reading if it is fairly com-
mon; if the lexicographer encounters only one or two instances, they will not.
Polysemy and frequency are entangled.

In the same article, Kilgarriff (2004) observes that the dominance of the
most common sense increases withn, the frequency of the word. In addi-
tional corpus data, we find additional senses for words. Since a majority of
the words are monosemous2, finding additional senses for them dominates
the statistic. On the average, the proportion of the dominant sense therefore
increases withn simply because the proportion of the first sense,(n − 1)/n,
compared to that of the additional sense,1/n, increases withn. He proceeds
to demonstrate that the distribution of word senses roughlyfollows a Zip-
fian power-law similar to the well-known type/token distribution (Baayen,
2001, Zipf, 1935). Kilgarriff uses the sense-tagged SemCordatabase (Mi-
halcea, 2004) for empirical figures on the proportion of the most common
sense for words at various frequencies, and compares the empirical figures
with the figures his model predicts when initialized with theword frequency
distribution from the British National Corpus (BNC) (Burnard, 1995). The
fit between the SemCor and the predicted figures makes it believable that
word frequencies and word sense frequencies have roughly similar distribu-

2WordNet is an online lexical reference system whose design is inspired by current psy-
cholinguistic theories of human lexical memory. English nouns, verbs, adjectives and adverbs
are organized into synonym sets, each representing one underlying lexical concept. Different
relations link the synonym sets. WordNet contains approximately 126,000 monosemous words
with as many word senses, and 26,000 polysemous words with 78,000 word senses (Miller et al.,
2003).
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tions and that we can expect the skew to become more pronounced for higher
values ofn.

The conclusions we can draw from Kilgarriff (2004) are that alarge-
scale domain-independent word sense disambiguation system, which always
chooses the most common sense out of two or more senses, will over time
perform accurately in 66–77 % of the ambiguous cases based onthe weighted
average of the SemCor figures, or even in 66–86 % of the cases according to
the figures predicted by the larger BNC corpus model. For high-frequency
words, the ambition of a lexicographer to account for all thesource mate-
rial rather than for all the senses is a partial explanation for why some word
senses are difficult to disambiguate even for humans. If suchsenses were
disregarded, the higher predicted proportions of the dominant sense may in
fact be more valid for the high-frequency words. Another implication of the
Zipfian distribution is that over time all words are likely toappear in most
contexts with a very low probability, and in practice most word senses will
never have been seen more than once in any specific context.

24.4.2 Acceptability in Context

As soon as we start limiting the acceptability of words in certain contexts, we
begin losing creative language use. One possibility is to relate the contents
of a sentence to the world we live in, in order to estimate the plausibility of
the sentence. However, this will complicate matters, because we then also
have to model the plausibility of events in the world. An approximation of
how objects and events of the world relate to one another is provided by an
ontology. Unfortunately, there is yet no world-wide ontology around, but we
have fairly large thesauri.

The difference between a thesaurus and an ontology is that the former
deals with words and their relations observable in languageuse and the latter
deals with objects and their relations in the world we live in. To high-light the
distinction, we can consider the famous quote “Colorless green ideas sleep
furiously” by Chomsky (1957). From a purely language use perspective this
full sentence is unexpectedly likely occurring more than 5,700 times on the
world-wide web. It is so common that it can be regarded as idiomatic. From
an ontological perspective, the fact that it has been repeated into idiomhood
by the world’s linguists does not make its content more plausible. Composi-
tionally it still means little, but contextually it is a verypregnant construction.
However, people tend to speak and write more often about things they have or
would like to have experienced than they spend time producing and repeating
random sequences of words, so the language we can observe is anoisy re-
flection of the relations between objects in the world. As a consequence, the
difference is not so wide between a thesaurus constructed from observations
of language use and an ontology constructed from observations of the world.
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A bigger practical problem is that thesauri usually do not contain well-
defined word senses that we could use for plausibility judgments. In an effort
to clarify the relation between words and their multiple meanings Kilgarriff
(2003a) tries to explain why thesauri do not really contain word senses. The
first priority of authors of thesauri is to give coherent meaning-clusters, which
results in quite different analyses from those in dictionaries, where the first
priority is to give a coherent analysis of a word in its different senses (Kil-
garriff and Yallop, 2000). From a practical point of view, ifwe wish to use
a thesaurus for a natural language processing (NLP) task, then, if we view
the thesaurus as a classification of word senses, we have introduced a large
measure of hard-to-resolve ambiguity to our task (Kilgarriff, 2003a). For this
reason Kilgarriff claims that, even though Roget may have considered his
thesaurus (Roget, 1987) a simple taxonomy of senses, it is better viewed as a
multiple-inheritance taxonomy of words.

The direct consequence of Kilgarriff’s argument is that a thesaurus is per-
haps useful as a backbone for a generative lexicon, but as such the words in a
thesaurus are ambiguous. Kilgarriff’s argument is easier to understand if we
keep in mind that the meaning of a word is defined by the contexts in which
it occurs. The real problem is that a meaning-cluster in a thesaurus seldom
includes the common contexts in which the words of the meaning-cluster
occur. So what can we use a thesaurus for? Systems which try todiscover
word senses, also classify words based on their context intomaximally co-
herent meaning-clusters, i.e., thesauri can serve as test beds for automatic
word sense discovery systems. The somber consequence of Kilgarriff’s argu-
ment is that for NLP systems the words in a meaning-cluster are in fact an
epiphenomenon3. The valuable part is the context description by which the
words were grouped. The context description is a compact definition of the
meaning of the word cluster and this is the part that is usually made explicit
in a regular dictionary analyzing the senses of a word. It is the context de-
scription that can be used for determining the acceptability of the word sense
in various contexts.

24.5 Word Sense Dictionary Specification
If we use a generative lexicon to determine the acceptability of a word sense in
context and the lexicon provides hard constraints, we will end up not covering
creative language use after all. We could, however, accountfor creative lan-

3This is not to say that word sense and thesaurus discovery efforts are futile. Word lists are
primarily intended for consumption by systems that are capable of filling in the appropriate
context descriptions themselves, e.g., human beings. A central issue in information retrieval (IR)
research is to devise strategies which cope with missing context. This may partially explain why
IR often seems to have more to offer thesaurus makers than theother way around, see (Sanderson,
2000).
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guage use by basing plausibility judgments4 on observable language. Ideally,
a lexicon provides structure and soft constraints based on context descriptions
giving more plausibility to more likely objects and events.

To summarize the discussion of the previous sections, we canset up a gen-
eral wish list of what a context description of a word sense inan ideal lexicon
should contain, loosely based on the idea of a generative lexicon (Pustejovsky,
1998):part of speechcategories,argument structureof arguments and ad-
juncts,event structurefor the argument structure,qualia structuredescribing
an object, its parts, the purpose and the origin of the object, interlexical re-
lations, e.g., synonymy, antonymy, hyponymy, entailment, translation, plau-
sibility estimateby providing all of the above with frequency or probability
information5.

An example of the plausibility information the lexical model needs to in-
corporate is given by Lapata and Brew (2004), where they highlight the im-
portance of a good prior for lexical semantic tagging. They find a prior distri-
bution for verb classes based on Levin (1993), and they obtain their priors di-
rectly from subcategorization evidence in a parsed but semantically untagged
corpus.

Another example is the prevalence ranking for word senses according to
domain, which should be included in the generative lexical look-up proce-
dure. The sense distributions of many words depend on the domain. Giving
low probability to senses that are rare in a specific domain permits a generic
resource such as WordNet to be tailored to the domain. McCarthy et al. (2004)
present a method which calculates such prior distributionsover word senses
from parsed but semantically untagged corpora.

24.6 Conclusion
In text we can observe word forms which through morphological analysis
get a base form. A base form may have several meanings which together
form a lexeme. An explicitmeaning–base formpair, i.e., a word sense, is
an artifact we cannot observe directly. We can only observe word usages.
The only evidence we have for a word sense is found in a dictionary via
the definitions and glosses provided by a lexicographer reflecting meaningful
groups of word usages.

4A plausibility judgment is at least a weak partial ordering of the relative plausibility of
statements.

5From a Bayesian statistics point of view we would have prior linguistic information com-
bined with the posterior information provided by corpus data. Before we have seen any data,
our prior opinions about what the true relationships might be can be expressed in a probability
distribution over the feature structure weights that definethe relationships. After we look at the
corpus data (or after our lexicon is adapted to the data), ourrevised opinions are captured by a
posterior distribution over the feature structure weights.
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We have briefly described the criteria lexicographers use when they de-
cide which word usages constitute a word sense. The fact thatthe bulk of
all language use is a reflection of the world we live in, makes some word
senses of a word dominant. Most previously unseen word usages are creative
simply because they are unexpected or surprising at the time. A natural lan-
guage processing (NLP) system needs to recognize that a usage is unexpected.
However, the context in which the usage appears is what the word means and
should be recorded for future reference, e.g., telephones used to be stationary
until the advent of mobile phones, so a sentence like “He walked down the
street talking on the phone” was implausible 30 years ago, but is now highly
likely and the walking-talking context has become part of the meaning of a
telephone.

We have argued that word meaning is not discrete. However, the meaning
of words is quantized into word senses in a dictionary. If we need a common
world view, we can refer to a sense inventory of an agreed upondictionary,
otherwise we can as well compare word contexts directly.
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Exploring Morphologically Analysed
Text Material
M IKKO LOUNELA

In text linguistics, it is possible to carry out research by carefully analysing a
small set of texts, sometimes just a few. For some examples ofthis kind of text
analysis, see Heikkinen (2005). Such a methodological choice is not easily
combined with the idea of using corpus-based methods and quantitative anal-
ysis as an essential part of research. In text linguistics, however, the text type
constitutes an important research problem, and some work has been done in
classifying texts according to their quantitative morphological and syntactic
characteristics. Such work has been going on for a few decades now, see e.g.
Biber (1988). For a related approach to Finnish texts, see Saukkonen (2001).

In the Research Institute for the Languages of Finland (RILF), we are aim-
ing at a fruitful combination of quantitative morpho-syntactic analysis and
deep text analysis based on Lexical Functional Grammar, i.e. LFG (2004).
This work includes providing a morpho-syntactic analysis (in due form) of a
selected group of texts, and calculating a “morphological fingerprint” of the
text group. One group of texts forms a text material, usuallyof moderate size
(consisting of fewer than 100 texts, with approximately 100,000 words). This
article focuses on the problems and choices in adding the morpho-syntactic
annotation to the text material, and in defining intuitive linguistic categories
such as part-of-speech, verb, finite verb, and tense using semi-automatic
word-level morpho-syntactic analysis.

The language of our texts is Finnish. The design of our materials is based
on the XML (1996-2004) language, using modified TEI (2001-2003) P4
structure. The morphological annotation is based on the analysis provided
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by FINTWOL (1995-2000), a morphological analyser developed at Lingsoft
(version 1998/03/02), based on the Two-level model introduced by Kosken-
niemi (1983). An overview of FINTWOL’s tag set is presented in Fintwol/tags
(2001). The morphological analysis goes through a careful hand-made dis-
ambiguation and augmentation. Our model for text materialsis described in
Lehtinen and Lounela (2004). The exploration of the text material is carried
out using the Xquery (2000-2005) language.

25.1 Morphological Analysis and Text Structure
The FINTWOL morphological analyser provides each word of the material
with morphological information. This information includes the base form
(lemma) of the word, and an unordered set of tags, expressingmorpholog-
ical features of the word. If the word can represent more thanone word-form,
FINTWOL will list all its possible readings. In the case of compound words,
the word-internal boundaries are marked in the lemma. At RILF, we use our
own pre-processor to enhance FINTWOL’s capabilities in processing Finnish
abbreviations and numerical expressions.

The following illustrates FINTWOL analysis and the ambiguity it may
produce. The Finnish word-formalustamassamay be interpreted either as a
compound noun it alustamassa (“platform mass”), or a third infinitive or a
deverbalised derivation of the verbalustaa, (“knead” or “format”):

"<alustamassa>"
"alusta#massa" N NOM SG
"alustaa" V INF3 INE
"alustaa" DV-MA INE SG

In order that the FINTWOL analysis would be usable in the TEI-format,
the information it gives has to be split and embedded in the XML-element.
The element for a text word in TEI P4 definition is “w”, and it has such
attributes as “lemma” for the base-form and “type” for the part-of-speech
information. Following the Corpus Encoding Standard, i.e.CES (2000), we
have added an attribute, “msd”, to include the morpho-syntactic description in
the word element. The following (simplified) example shows how the Fintwol
analysis is embedded in XML-encoding:

<w lemma="alusta#massa" type="N" msd="NOM SG">alustamas sa</w>
<w lemma="alustaa" type="V" msd="INF3 INE">alustamassa< /w>
<w lemma="alustaa" type="DV-MA" msd="INE SG">alustamass a</w>

The XML-type word elements are then disambiguated by hand (only the
most likely analysis is retained), and some information concerning multi-
word features (e.g., perfect tense) is added. The words are then included in the
general text structure, e.g., in text chapters, headers, legends, etc. This type of
text material can be analysed quantitavely according to itsmorpho-syntactic
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features.

25.2 Quantitative Lexical Analysis
The morpho-syntactic fingerprint of a group of texts consists mainly of fig-
ures and frequency lists of the morpho-syntactic features of the words in the
material. At present, the fingerprint that we have designed in RILF consists
of four different parts: (1) the general part, (2) the verbalpart, (3) the nominal
part, and (4) the lexical part.

The general part includes information such as the average lengths of texts,
sentences and clauses, and the frequencies of punctuation marks, lemmas,
and most common word-forms and parts-of-speech in the material. The nom-
inal part concerns words of the types “N” (noun), “A” (adjective), “PRON”
(pronoun) and “NUM” (numeral). It includes the frequenciesof cases, com-
paratives, numera, word-forms and lemmas as well as the frequency lists of
the most common word-forms and parts-of-speech of the nominals in the ma-
terial. The verbal part of the fingerprint includes the frequencies of features
such as voice, mood and tense as well as frequencies of infinitive forms, par-
ticiples and the most common verbal lemmas and word forms. The lexical
part of the fingerprint consists of frequency lists of the most common lemmas
and word-forms of each of the parts-of-speech (values of the“type”-attribute)
in the material.

Some of these features can be obtained directly from the FINTWOL anal-
ysis, while some of them require combining the FINTWOL tags and in-
terpreting the combinations. In the remainder of this article I will consider
defining more or less problematic features such as part-of-speech, verb, fi-
nite verb and tense. A sample verbal fingerprint analysis along with the
xquery code used to produce it can be seen on the web site of RILF, at
<http://www.kotus.fi/julkaisut/2005-ml-1/>.

25.3 Part-of-speech
The transformation from FINTWOL to XML includes recognising the part-
of-speech tag in the FINTWOL analysis. In the previous example, the most
obvious candidate is the first tag of the analysis, but this isnot always the case.
In the following FINTWOL analysis of the word-formkaavoittaja (“plan-
ner”), the obvious part-of-speech tag “N” (noun) is preceded by the tag pro-
viding information about the derivation of the word-form (“DV-JA”):

"<kaavoittaja>"
"kaavoittaja" DV-JA N NOM SG

There are also FINTWOL analyses where no obvious part-of-speech tag
is present, and those in which we have to choose between more than one
good candidate. In the last line of the first example (alustamassa), the best
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candidate for the part-of-speech is in this particular casethe derivation tag
“DV-MA”, as other possibilities are in practice less appropriate. More about
the part-of-speech problematics concerning current morphological analysers
for Finnish can be found in Heikkinen and Lounela (forthcoming).

At RILF, we have developed a simple algorithm for automatically finding
the best part-of-speech candidate in the FINTWOL analysis.The algorithm
divides the FINTWOL tags into four classes, of which we choose the most
likely part-of-speech in the following manner.

1. If the analysis contains one or more of the tags “A”, “ABBR”, “AD-A”,
“ADV”, “C”, “INTJ”, “N”, “NUM”, “PP”, “PREP”, “PRON”, “PSP” ,
or “V”, choose the one that appears last in the tag sequence.

2. If the analysis does not contain any of the tags mentioned above, choose
the last of “Q”, “PCP1”, “PCP2”, or “A/N”.

3. If the analysis does not contain any of the tags mentioned above, choose
the last tag indicating the derivative properties of the words (any tag
beginning “D?-”, where “?” denotes any character).

4. If none of the above applies, choose the first tag in the analysis.

This algorithm gives us the following list of part-of-speech tags, when
applied to a 20,000-word sample of material from the Finnishnewspaper Aa-
mulehti after analysis by FINTWOL and without any subsequent disambigua-
tion.

TAG PART-OF-SPEECH

UNKNOWN Unrecognised word-form
A Adjective
A/N Adjective or noun
ABBR Abbreviation
AD-A Ad-adjective
ADV Adverb
C Conjunction
DV-MA Deverbal derivation with ending “ma”
FORGN Foreign word
INTJ Interjection
N Noun
NUM Numeral
PCP1 First participle
PCP2 Second participle
PP Post- or preposition
PRON Pronoun
PSP Postposition
V Verb
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25.4 Verb
As the part-of-speech has its FINTWOL-based operational definition, we can
start to define other linguistic features. Here, I will focuson the verbs and the
morpho-syntactic properties that are closely related to them.

25.4.1 Verb

The definition of the verb itself might seem quite unproblematic, since it is
a primary part-of-speech category, as seen earlier. However, when we take a
look at analyses of a few text samples, the picture changes. When analysing
verb chains, such as those containing negationei juossut, “[he/she/it] did not
run”, or the perfect tense,on juossut, “[he/she/it] has run”, we notice that the
number of the finite verb forms in the negative construction is two, while the
perfect construction has only one finite verb form, as thejuossutis defined
as a participle form in the construction. The infinitive formsaamme juosta
“[we] may run” consists, again, of two verbs. The analyses for the verb form
juossutin the example have been selected from the three alternatives given
by the FINTWOL analyser, the third interpretation being an adjective. The
analysis for the formjuostais selected from two analyses, the other possibility
being present negative passive. All the following exampleswill be manually
disambiguated:

<w lemma="ei" type="V" msd="NEGV SG3">ei</w>
<w lemma="juosta" type="V" msd="PAST ACT NEG SG">juossut< /w>

<w lemma="olla" type="V" msd="COP PRES ACT SG3">on</w>
<w lemma="juosta" type="PCP2" msd="ACT POS NOM SG">juossu t</w>

<w lemma="saada" type="V" msd="PRES ACT PL1">saamme</w>
<w lemma="juosta" type="V" msd="INF1 NOM">juosta</w>

When counting verbs, we divide the verb category into two: (1) semantic
verbs and (2) grammatical verbs. The semantic verbs includethe participle
forms of the temporal verb chains forming perfects and pluperfects, as well
as all the words of the type “V”, except for the auxiliaries inthe negative and
temporal verb constructions.

The grammatical verbs include the same set of words as the semantic
verbs, with some exceptions. The infinitive verb forms (marked with “INF1”,
“INF2”, “INF3”, etc.) are excluded, and the auxiliary is selected from the
temporal chains. In the temporal chains, the participle hasa part-of-speech
marker “PCP2”, so this can be achieved by just counting the “V”-tags, and
excluding the infinitives.

To make the operational definitions for all the possible tenses, we have to
mark the perfect and the pluperfect tenses in the material. An extra attribute
(“function”) is added to the data model for this purpose.
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<w ... type="V" msd="COP PRES ACT SG3" function="P">on</w>
<w ... type="PCP2" msd="ACT POS NOM SG" function="P">juoss ut</w>

For the sake of consistency, it would probably be necessary to function-
mark modal verb chains, such assaamme juosta(see above), but this is not
done at present.

25.4.2 Finite Verb and Tense

According to the latest authoritative and quite comprehensive grammar of
Finnish, Iso Suomen Kielioppi, by Hakulinen et al. (2005), a finite verb in
Finnish is a verb that is inflected in tense, mood and person. Afinite verb
functions as the nucleus of a clause. Identifying the finite verbs is essential
for obtaining figures related to clauses, which we consider very important.
Mapping this definition of finiteness to FINTWOL analysis is,however, prob-
lematic, for at least two reasons.

Firstly, in the FINTWOL analysis the indicative mood is provided as the
default value for all verb forms. In order to follow the definition given in
Hakulinen et al. (2005), we should know which verbs inflect inmood, in
order to to be able to identify the finite verbs. This information is, however,
not available.

Second, while the FINTWOL analysis does not include a tag forperson
inflection in the negative verb forms, it includes one in the negative auxil-
iaries in negative verb chains, eg.emme juokse(“[we] do not run”), below.
This means that in negative forms finiteness is divided between the seman-
tic verb and the negative auxiliary. Identifying it would require information
about word dependencies, but that kind of information is notavailable in the
FINTWOL analysis:

<w lemma="ei" type="V" msd="NEGV PL1">emme</w>
<w lemma="juosta" type="V" msd="PRES ACT NEG">juokse</w>

At present, the fingerprint analysis defines finite verbs as a set of semantic
verbs, where the active or passive marker is present, with the infinitive forms
excluded.

We use the number of finite verbs as an indicator of the number of clauses
in the text materials. Concerning the problems and uses of this type of work,
see Heikkinen et al. (2000). The following sentence (älä juokse ja huuda, “do
not run and shout”) is interpreted as having two finite verbs,and thus clauses,
even though it has only one word with inflection markings for person, none
for tense, and three for mood:

<w lemma="ei" type="V" msd="NEGV IMPV ACT SG2">Älä</w>
<w lemma="juosta" type="V" msd="IMPV ACT NEG SG">juokse</ w>
<w lemma="ja" type="C" msd="COORD">ja</w>
<w lemma="huutaa" type="V" msd="IMPV ACT NEG SG">huuda</w >
<w lemma="." type="PUNCT" msd="FULLSTOP">.</w>
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Having all the above definitions, defining the tenses of the verbs is quite
straightforward. We use the finite verbs as the base set of words expressing
temporal information of the texts. As the perfect and pluperfect are explic-
ity marked, we can identify the tenses directly, using the FINTWOL tags
“PAST” and “PRES” combined with the information provided bythe func-
tion attribute.

25.5 Conclusion
In this article, I have presented proposals for operationaldefinitions for some
linguistic categories for Finnish. The proposals are basedon hand-augmented
morphological analysis of Finnish texts, the analysis being provided by the
FINTWOL morphological analyser. The defined categories include part-of-
speech, verb, finite verb, and tense.

1. Part-of-speech marker can be selected from the FINTWOL analysis as
being

(a) the last tag indicating primary word category (adjective, abbre-
viation, ad-adjective, adverb, conjunction, interjection, noun, nu-
meral, post/preposition, pronoun, postposition, or verb), or

(b) the last tag indicating secondary word category (quantifier, first or
second participle, or adjective/noun), if the above does not apply,
or

(c) the last tag indicating derivative information, if noneof the above
applies, or

(d) the first tag of the analysis, if none of the above applies.
2. A semantic verb is a word of part-of-speech “V”, with the temporal and

negative auxiliaries excluded, and with the participle forms (“PCP2”)
of the perfective and pluperfective verb chains included.

3. A grammatical verb is a word of part-of-speech “V”, with the infinitive
verb forms excluded.

4. A finite verb is a semantic verb with voice, active (“ACT”),or passive
(“PSS”), with the infinitive forms excluded.

5. The tenses are counted on the basis of finite verbs. The markers
“PRES” and “PAST” indicate present and past tense, and a special at-
tribute (“function”, with values “P” for perfect and “PL” for pluperfect)
is added to words in the temporal verb chains to indicate corresponding
tenses.

The overall process of giving functional morphological definitions to the
general grammatical categories raises some issues concerning the design prin-
ciples of morphological analysers for the Finnish language. Taking these
things into account would greatly enhance the usability of such analysers.
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First, the major linguistic categories, such as part-of-speech, should be
consistently included in the analysis of each word. Second,no categories
should be left as the default, such as the indicative mood is in the present
FINTWOL analysis. The fundamental set may not be clear, which makes de-
ducing the set of the words with the default value hard, or even impossible.
Third, the ordering of the tags does matter. Tabular or XML-style represen-
tation of the analysis would help the user to identify the features behind the
markers, and to see what information may be missing. Finally, a complete
documentation of all the categories and markers used by the analyser is es-
sential for its scientific use.
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Information Structure and Minimal
Recursion Semantics
GRAHAM WILCOCK

26.1 Introduction
Comparing English and Finnish, and simplifying a complex issue very much,
we can say that English has fixed word order and Finnish has free word order.
Syntactic theories such as HPSG (Sag and Wasow, 1999) have provided rela-
tively successful descriptions of English, using a phrase structure approach to
capture generalizations about fixed word order. Software tools such as LKB
(Copestake, 2000) have been developed and made freely available to provide
good support for implementing these descriptions.

Free word order in Finnish is described in depth by Vilkuna (1989), both
in terms of syntax and its discourse functions. Theories such as HPSG have
been much less successful in providing descriptions of languages such as
Finnish, where discourse functions play a major role in wordorder. One of the
problems in HPSG is that its account of information structure and discourse
functions has not yet been sufficiently developed. This paper1 addresses one
aspect of this issue, namely what kind of representation is appropriate for in-
formation structure in HPSG. Another paper in this volume (Jokinen, 2005)
presents an implementation of Finnish discourse syntax in an HPSG frame-
work using LKB.

Sections 26.2 and 26.3 describe two different approaches torepresenting
information structure: a syntax-oriented approach which has been proposed

1An earlier version of this paper (Wilcock, 2001) was presented at the 13th Nordic Confer-
ence on Computational Linguistics, Uppsala, 2001.
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in HPSG, and a semantics-oriented approach which has been used in a practi-
cal dialogue system. In both cases we note the problem of representing focus
scope. Section 26.4 briefly compares the functional approach taken in Sys-
temic Functional Grammar.

Section 26.5 describes the Minimal Recursion Semantics (MRS) repre-
sentation developed for HPSG, and shows how quantifier scopeis handled
in MRS. Section 26.6 proposes a way to extend MRS to include information
structure. We raise the question whether focus scope can be handled in MRS
in a similar way to quantifier scope, and we show how a wide range of focus
scope examples can be treated in the extended MRS representation.

26.2 Information Structure: A Syntactic Approach
A representation for information structure in HPSG was proposed by Engdahl
and Vallduví (1996). Arguing that information structure isa distinct dimen-
sion, which should not be associated only with phonology, only with syntax,
or only with semantics, they propose that a feature INFO-STRUCT should
be located within the CONTEXT2 feature in the HPSG framework, rather
than in CATEGORY (syntax) or CONTENT (semantics). INFO-STRUCT
includes FOCUS and GROUND, the latter including LINK and TAIL.

However, the specific representation which they use is syntactic: LINK
and FOCUS are equated with the syntactic constituents (NPs and VPs) which
realize the topic concept and the focus information. As the primary concern of
Engdahl and Vallduví (1996) is with informationpackaging, this has the ad-
vantage of facilitating the description of the realizationof information struc-
ture (by intonation in English, by word order in Catalan), but it has the ma-
jor disadvantage that the packaging is only indirectly tiedto the information
which is packaged, which is itself part of the semantic content. In a footnote,
Engdahl and Vallduví themselves suggest that it would be more appropriate
for the value of INFO-STRUCT to be structure-shared with theCONTENT
information.

26.2.1 Focus Scope in a Syntactic Approach

This syntax-based representation of information structure enables the distinc-
tion between narrow focus and wide focus to be represented. Engdahl and
Vallduví give the exampleThe president hates the Delft china setwhich can
be interpreted either with narrow focus on the object noun phrase (26.1) or
with wide focus on the whole verb phrase (26.2).

(26.1) The president hates [F the Delft china set].
(26.2) The president [F hates the Delft china set].

2There are a number of issues concerning the role of the CONTEXT feature in HPSG. Some
of them are discussed by Wilcock (1999).
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To represent these alternatives, the value of FOCUS at higher nodes (S
and VP) is equated with the smaller syntactic constituent (the object NP) to
represent the narrow focus reading, or with the larger syntactic constituent
(the whole VP) to represent the wide focus reading, as shown by examples
(17) and (18) of Engdahl and Vallduví (1996).

This would be an elegant way to capture the narrow and wide focus read-
ings. However, there are a number of cases where informational partitioning
does not correspond to syntactic constituency. Among the examples given by
Engdahl & Vallduví are subject-verb focus (26.3) and complex focus (26.4):

(26.3) What happened to the china set? [F The BUTLER BROKE] the set.
(26.4) Who did your friends introduce to whom?

John introduced BILL to SUE, andMike introduced . . .

To handle these examples, Engdahl & Vallduví change the representation
so that set values will be used: the value of FOCUS will not be asingle syntac-
tic constituent which exactly spans the focus scope, but an otherwise arbitrary
set of syntactic constituents which together make up the relevant sequence of
words. The representation thereby loses its initial elegance. With this change,
Examples 26.1 and 26.2 will have a singleton set value for FOCUS, and set
values will also be used for LINK and TAIL.

26.2.2 HPSG vs. CCG

Despite adopting a syntax-oriented representation, Engdahl and Vallduví
(1996) argue that information structure is a distinct dimension, and locate
INFO-STRUCT in the HPSG CONTEXT feature.

Steedman (1991) argues that there is a systematic correspondence be-
tween information structure, intonation and syntactic constituency, and it is
a strength of Combinatory Categorial Grammar (CCG) that it allows suit-
able syntactic constituents which support this correspondence.3 Engdahl and
Vallduví (1996) argue that there is no such correspondence between informa-
tion structure and syntactic constituency, and that it is a strength of HPSG’s
multidimensional representation that we are not forced to assume any such
correspondence. Both approaches could be said to over-emphasise the role of
syntax, in an area where semantics and pragmatics should be more central.

26.3 Information Structure: A Semantic Approach
We now examine a different approach to information structure, based on
the practical requirements of dialogue modelling in robustdialogue system
projects. These requirements appear to support a closer link between the in-
formation structure representation and the semantic representation. Dialogue

3Related problems in using HPSG for incremental generation,compared with CCG, are dis-
cussed by Wilcock (1998).
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responses need to be generated from the semantic information. Old and new
discourse referents need to be distinguished, and referents are usually identi-
fied by indices in the semantic representation. In addition,topic continuities
and topic shifts need to be tracked, and the topics are also identified by se-
mantic indices, even when a topic is some kind of event.

As an example of this approach we take the dialogue modellingframe-
work used in PLUS (Pragmatics-based Language Understanding System),
described by Jokinen (1994). In PLUS, the semantic representation consists
of flat quasi-logical forms with simple indices for discourse referents. The
dialogue manager component takes account of information structure and de-
cides what semantic representations to supply to the generator. Jokinen de-
fines Topic as a distinguished discourse entity which is talked about, and
which is an instantiated World Model concept.NewInfo is a concept or prop-
erty value which isnewwith respect to some Topic. The representation for
both is based directly on the semantic representation. Jokinen gives an exam-
ple from PLUS (Topics are in italics, NewInfo bold-faced):

(26.5) User:I need a car.
System: Do you want tobuy or rent one?
User:Rent. (topic:car)
System:Where? (topic:rent)
User: InBolton. (topic:rent)
...

Jokinen (1994) explains that in the first system contribution in (26.5),
NewInfo is the disjunction ’buy or rent’, which has the representation:

(26.6) Goal: know(s,[wantEvent(w,u,d),disj(d,b,r),
buyEvent(b,u,c,_),hireEvent(r,u,c,_),car(c),user(u)])

NewInfo: disj(d,b,r)

Compared with the syntax-oriented representation of information struc-
ture, this semantics-oriented representation appears to have the advantage of
facilitating topic tracking and distinguishing old and newreferents, due to the
direct use of semantic indices (c =car, r = rent, etc.). Further examples of
its use in practical dialogue modelling are described by Jokinen (1994). In
the PLUS system, a pragmatics-based Dialogue Manager explicitly manages
information structure. Response planning in the Dialogue Manager always
starts from NewInfo, adding other content (such as Central Concept linking)
only when necessary. This gives rise to natural, ellipticalsurface generation.
This approach to generation from NewInfo has been developedfurther by
Jokinen et al. (1998) and Jokinen and Wilcock (2003).
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26.3.1 Focus Scope in a Semantic Approach

Central Concept (topic) and NewInfo (focus) are represented using QLFs with
explicit indices for discourse referents. This facilitates distinguishing old and
new information, but the QLF lacks explicit representationof scope. It would
be useful to be able to represent focus scope (“narrow focus”and “wide fo-
cus”), and also to be able to represent quantifier scope. Thisissue will be
addressed in Section 26.6.

Example 26.6 shows an interesting “disjunctive focus”, where the disjunc-
tion itself is reified and has its own semantic index. Although many examples
of narrow and wide focus can be elegantly represented in the PLUS approach,
simply by NewInfo taking the appropriate index value, otherexamples can-
not be represented by a single semantic index: ifhateshas semantic index h,
the wide VP focus reading in (26.2) would need NewInfo to be both h and
s. It is not possible to unify these indices, because the hating event (h) and
the china set (s) are ontologically distinct items. The conclusion is that the
value of NewInfo should be asetof indices, giving representations like those
sketched in (26.7) (narrow NP focus) and (26.8) (wide VP focus):

(26.7) Semantics: hateEvent(h,p,s),president(p),Delft(s),china(s),set(s)
NewInfo: {s}

(26.8) Semantics: hateEvent(h,p,s),president(p),Delft(s),china(s),set(s)
NewInfo: {h,s}

This need for set-valued features, using sets of semantic indices to repre-
sent focus scope, is analogous to the need for set-valued features, using sets
of syntactic categories, in the approach of Section 26.2.

26.4 Information Structure: A Functional Approach
In Sections 26.2 and 26.3 we described a syntax-oriented approach and a
semantics-oriented approach, but our aim is to move towardsa discourse-
oriented approach to information structure, in which its representation should
not be too closely tied to either syntax or semantics. This has long been a
fundamental assumption in functionally-oriented frameworks.

For example, Teich (1998) illustrates how focus scope is handled in Sys-
temic Functional Grammar. In thefunction structuresin (26.9) and (26.10)
there is a syntax-oriented layer (Subject-Finite-Object), a semantics-oriented
layer (Actor-Process-Goal), andtwo further layers of discourse-oriented in-
formation.
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(26.9)

Actor Process Goal
Theme Rheme
Given New

Subject Finite Object
Fred ate the beans

(26.10)

Actor Process Goal
Theme Rheme

Given New
Subject Finite Object

Fred ate the beans

26.5 Minimal Recursion Semantics
The kind of flat quasi-logical form (QLF) used in PLUS has the disadvantage
that it lacks an adequate treatment of quantifier scope. Minimal Recursion
Semantics (MRS), developed by Copestake et al. (1997) in theHPSG frame-
work, is a flat indexed quasi-logical form like the one used inPLUS, but MRS
provides a solution to the treatment of quantifier scope.

Both MRS and the indexed QLF of PLUS were motivated by the needs of
machine translation, where “flat” representations are preferred over strongly
head-driven representations, as the head in one language may not correspond
to the head in another language. Like the QLF, MRS depends on the use of
indices to represent dependencies between the terms in the flat list. Before the
development of MRS, HPSG used indices only for entities of typenominal_-
object, to assign them to semantic roles as participants instates of affairsand
to carry agreement features. In MRS, indices are also used for events, as in
the QLF.

One difference between MRS and the QLF is that MRS uses typed feature
structures instead of ordinary logical terms. Each elementin the list of seman-
tic terms is an HPSG typed feature structure of typerelation. This facilitates
the integration of MRS into HPSG.

26.5.1 Quantifier Scope in MRS

Another difference, which makes MRS a significant improvement over the
QLF, is that MRS supports the representation of quantifier scope, either fully
resolved or underspecified. This is done by includinghandleswhich label
each term in the list. (As a musical joke about semanticcomposition, the
handle feature is named HANDEL and the list feature is named LISZT by
Copestake et al. (1997)).

Scope can be represented by means of the handles, while maintaining the
flat list representation, without the nesting required whenoperators are used
to represent scope. The handles are unified with the role arguments of other
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relations. This technique not only enables recursive embedding to be simu-
lated, but also allows quantifier scope to be either fully resolved or under-
specified. We give an example from Copestake et al. (1997) using their linear
notation to save space. The unscoped representation ofevery dog chased some
cat is:

(26.11) 1:every(x,3,n), 3:dog(x), 7:cat(y), 5:some(y,7,m), 4:chase(e,x,y)
top handle:p

Here 1, 3, 4, 5, 7 are handles andm, n andp are variables over handles.
This unscoped representation can be further instantiated to give scoped rep-
resentations by unifyingm, n andp with the appropriate handles:

(26.12) 1:every(x,3,4), 3:dog(x), 7:cat(y), 5:some(y,7,1), 4:chase(e,x,y)
top handle: 5 (wide scopesome)

(26.13) 1:every(x,3,5), 3:dog(x), 7:cat(y), 5:some(y,7,4), 4:chase(e,x,y)
top handle: 1 (wide scopeevery)

The top handle allows the clause to be embedded in a longer sentence. In
the scoped representations, it is unified with the widest scoped quantifier.

26.6 Information Structure and MRS
If information structure is a distinct dimension, as arguedby Engdahl and
Vallduví (1996), its representation should not be too closely tied to either
syntax or semantics. However, we noted that the semantics-oriented approach
had advantages in topic-tracking and distinguishing old and new referents
due to its direct use of semantic indices. A representation for use in practical
dialogue systems, while not directly tied to either syntax or semantics, should
nevertheless be relatively close to the semantic information. We therefore take
the MRS representation as a starting point for a representation of information
structure in HPSG, but follow Engdahl and Vallduví (1996) inlocating INFO-
STRUCT in CONTEXT.

To avoid confusion, we also follow Engdahl & Vallduvi’s feature termi-
nology: INFO-STRUCT includes FOCUS and GROUND, and GROUND in-
cludes LINK and TAIL. However, the values of FOCUS, LINK and TAIL
will not be syntactic constituents, they will be variables over handles. These
variables will be unified with particular handles in the semantics in order
to represent specific focus scopings and topic interpretations. An advantage
of handles is that they can be unified with each other without implying that
semantic entities lose their distinct identities. This raises the unresolved ques-
tion whether focus scope can be handled in MRS in a similar wayto quantifier
scope. However, we will follow the earlier approaches and use set values. In
our representation, these will be sets of handles.

We start by adding information structure to the MRS quantifier example of
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Copestake et al. (1997),every dog chased some cat. If we assume a context
(perhapswhat did every dog chase?) in whichevery dogis interpreted as link,
andsome cathas narrow focus, we can use a representation such as:

(26.14) 1:every(x,3,4), 3:dog(x), 7:cat(y), 5:some(y,7,1), 4:chase(e,x,y)
TOP-HANDLE:5, LINK:{1}, TAIL:{4}, FOCUS:{5}

By contrast, if we assume a context (perhapswhat did every dog do?) in
which there is wide focus acrosschased some cat, we need to include handles
4 and 5 in the value of FOCUS, giving:

(26.15) 1:every(x,3,5), 3:dog(x), 7:cat(y), 5:some(y,7,4), 4:chase(e,x,y)
TOP-HANDLE:1, LINK:{1}, FOCUS:{4,5}

26.6.1 Focus Scope in MRS

We now sketch new MRS-based representations of some of the examples of
Engdahl and Vallduví (1996). The alternative focus scope readings of exam-
ples (26.1) and (26.2) can be represented by (26.16) and (26.17):

(26.16) 1:the(x,2), 2:president(x), 3:the(y,4), 4:china(y), 4:set(y),
5:hate(e,x,y)
TOP-HANDLE:5, LINK:{1}, TAIL:{5}, FOCUS:{3} (narrow focu s)

(26.17) 1:the(x,2), 2:president(x), 3:the(y,4), 4:china(y), 4:set(y),
5:hate(e,x,y)
TOP-HANDLE:5, LINK:{1}, FOCUS:{3,5} (wide focus)

Example (21) of Engdahl and Vallduví (1996),The president[F HATES]
the Delft china set, is straightforward:

(26.18) 1:the(x,2), 2:president(x), 3:the(y,4), 4:china(y), 4:set(y),
5:hate(e,x,y)
TOP-HANDLE:5, LINK:{1}, TAIL:{3}, FOCUS:{5}

The more problematic subject-verb focus in example (26.3),[F TheBUT-
LER BROKE] the set, can be represented in MRS by:

(26.19) 1:the(x,2), 2:butler(x), 3:the(y,4), 4:set(y), 5:break(e,x,y)
TOP-HANDLE:5, TAIL:{3}, FOCUS:{1,5}

The complex focus in example (26.4) can be represented in MRSas shown
in (26.20), using the NAME relation of Copestake et al. (1997).

(26.20) 1:NAME(x,John), 2:NAME(y,Bill), 3:NAME(z,Sue),
5:introduce(e,x,y,z)
TOP-HANDLE:5, LINK:{1}, TAIL:{5}, FOCUS:{2,3}

Finally example 26.21 shows one possible MRS-based representation for
the PLUS disjunctive focus example in (26.5),Do you want tobuy or rent
one?.
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(26.21) 1:want(w,u,2) 2:or(3,4) 3:buy(b,u,c) 4:rent(r,u,c) 5:car(c), 6:user(u)
TOP-HANDLE:1, LINK:{1}, TAIL:{5}, FOCUS:{2}

26.7 Conclusion
We have compared two different approaches to representing information
structure: a syntax-oriented approach proposed in HPSG, and a semantics-
oriented approach used in a practical dialogue system. In both cases we noted
that the problem of representing focus scope requires the use of set-valued
features.

We noted that the Minimal Recursion Semantics (MRS) representation
used for HPSG can represent quantifier scope using handles. We proposed
in Section 26.6 a way to extend MRS to include information structure. This
raises the unresolved question whether focus scope can be handled in MRS
in a similar way to quantifier scope. Using a simpler, set-valued approach we
showed how narrow focus, wide focus, subject-verb focus, complex focus and
disjunctive focus can be treated in this extended MRS representation.
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27

Developing a Dialogue System that
Interacts with a User in Estonian
HALDUR ÕIM AND MARE KOIT

27.1 Introduction
There are many spoken dialogue applications in different languages avail-
able in the world: flight reservation systems worked out in USA within the
DARPA programme, flight and train schedule systems developed in Europe
within the SUNDIAL programme, the Verbmobil meeting agreement system
in Germany, a help desk and bus schedule system developed within the Inter-
act project in Finland, etc (McTear 2004).

No such system is available for Estonian so far. The analysisof actual
human-human dialogues is needed in order to find out the variants of univer-
sal norms and rules that are typically used in particular language and culture.
To get the empirical material, we are collecting Estonian spoken dialogues.
The Estonian Dialogue Corpus (EDiC) presently includes about 600 spoken
human-human dialogues. A typology of dialogue acts has beenworked out
and is used for annotating the corpus (Hennoste, Rääbis 2004; Gerassimenko
et al. 2004, Hennoste et. al. 2003). The typology is based on the conversa-
tion analysis (CA) approach. Dialogue acts are divided intotwo big groups
(1) acts that form adjacency pairs (AP) where the first part requires a certain
second part (e.g. questions and answers) and (2) non-AP acts(e.g. acknowl-
edgement).

In this paper, we shall analyse calls for information to find out methods
and ways used by people for ordering and giving information,and to model
them in a DS. Let us call these methods communicative strategies (cf. Jokinen
1996).
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27.2 Dialogue System as Conversation Agent
A conversation agent is a program that consists of six (interacting) modules
(cf. Koit, Õim 1998):

DS = {PL,TS,DM, INT,GEN, LP},

where PL – planner, TS – task solver, DM – dialogue manager, INT – inter-
preter, GEN – generator, LP – linguistic processor. PL directs the work of both
DM and TS, whereby DM controls the communication process andTS solves
domain-related tasks. The task of INT is to make the semanticanalysis of a
partner’s utterances and that of GEN is to generate semanticrepresentations
of agent’s own contributions. LP carries out linguistic analysis and genera-
tion. The conversation agent uses a knowledge base KB in its work. In our
model, the KB consists of four components: KB= (KBW,KBL,KBD,KBA),
where KBW contains world knowledge, KBL linguistic knowledge, KBD
knowledge about dialogue and KBA knowledge about interacting agents.
KBA has two parts: the knowledge of DS about itself and a partner model
– the knowledge about a ’standard’ user. A necessary precondition of for
communication is existence of shared knowledge of interacting agents (e.g. a
common picture of the world, a common language of interaction).

27.2.1 Frames of Dialogue Acts

The DS must be able to recognize a user’s acts and generate itsown respond-
ing acts. The full processing cycle of a dialogue act pair canbe represented
as follows:

speech recognition⇒ text analysis⇒ task solving⇒
text generation⇒ speech synthesis

The communicating agents exchange acts that express their goals. DS as a co-
operative partner must take over the user’s goal (in our case, the goal is to get
information) and try to fulfil it. Therefore, the dialogue knowledge KBD of a
DS must include descriptions of dialogue acts that make it possible to infer
user’s goals. Dialogue acts can be represented as frames having the slots SET-
TING, GOAL, PLOT and CONSEQUENCE (cf. Saluveer, Õim 1985). The
slot SETTING gives preconditions of the dialogue act, including the author’s
beliefs about the addressee (as a part of the partner model) that can be true or
false. An unexpected reaction by the partner signals that a belief was wrong.
For example, a user asks for a bus timetable supposing that the DS knows it
but actually the data base includes only flight information.If the SETTING
is not satisfied then the speaker initiates a subdialogue – asks a specifying
question or initiates a repair.
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Let us consider the frame of ‘closed yes/no question’1 (the idea is taken
from Saluveer, Õim 1985; cf. Bunt 1999; Jurafsky, Martin 2000). The follow-
ing notations are used: S speaker (author of the act), H hearer (addressee), p
proposition (true or false, e.g.This is a direct bus). Both the user and the DS
perform the roles of S and H alternately.

QUF:CLOSED_YES/NO
SETTING:

S has a wish to know whether p (or not-p)
S believes that H knows whether p

GOAL: H knows that S has a wish to know whether p
PLOT: S informs H that S has a wish to know whether p
CONSEQUENCE: H knows that S has a wish to know

whether p

Example: Is this a direct bus?

27.2.2 User Model

For a dialogue system, a user (client, C) is a conversation agent like itself. In
its work, DS supposes that C has analogous six processing modules and four
knowledge bases as the DS itself, and that the intersection of its knowledge
bases with those of the user is not empty (otherwise, the interaction would be
impossible).

Let us consider the KBA component of the knowledge base. It includes the
knowledge of DS (1) about itself, and (2) about a ‘standard’ client – his/her
beliefs, desires, intentions, and algorithms that are usedto generate plans. In
the case of information dialogues, a client’s beliefs, desires and intentions are
related to ordering and getting some information. When asking a question, C
believes that DS has the needed information, and his/her intention is to get
this information. When analysing a question, DS recognisesC’s beliefs and
intention, and tries to satisfy his/her goal, i.e. to provide him/her the asked
information. Therefore, a BDI model which operates with agent’s beliefs,
desires and intentions can be implemented here (cf. Allen 1995; Koit, Õim
1998; Koit, Õim 2004).

Every question or directive sets up a (new) goal that is reached if a re-
quested answer is received. If C’s goals are unsatisfied after (s)he got an an-
swer, then (s)he initiates a clarification subdialogue, asking a new, specifying
question. The dialogue manager must keep accounts of C’s beliefs and goals.
A suitable data structure is a stack. Every question/directive (the first part of

1Frame names (equal to dialogue act tokens in our typology of dialogue acts) are originally
in Estonian. Every token consists of two parts separated by acolon: the first two letters form an
abbreviation of the act group name (e.g. QU = question). The third letter is only used for AP acts:
the first (F) or the second (S) part of an AP act. The second partof a token is the full name of the
act.
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an AP) adds a new goal (subgoal) into the stack, and every answer or fulfilling
a directive (the second part of the AP) may delete the upper goal.

27.3 Information-Sharing Strategies in Estonian Spoken
Dialogues

27.3.1 Overview of Empirical Material

20 institutional dialogues (calls for information) were chosen from EDiC
where a client (C) orders information and an information provider (P) pro-
vides them. The calls are short – the average length of a dialogue is 13 ut-
terances. The total number of utterances is 275 and the number of words –
about 1,000. A typical call consists of three parts: a conventional beginning,
main information part, and a conventional ending. The kernel of the informa-
tion part is a question – answer (or directive – grant) AP: a question is asked
(or a request made) and an answer (or grant) is obtained. Still, subdialogues
can occur after a question and/or answer: an adjusting/specifying question is
asked and answered, or a repair for solving a communication problem is initi-
ated and performed. The kernel can be repeated; more than onequestion can
be asked and answered. In the analysed dialogues, C asks for aphone number
in most cases (Table 1).

Table 1.What is being asked for

Client’s goal Number of dialogues

Phone number 16
Bus time 2
Film in cinema 1
Start of street 1
Address 1

Typically, C has only one goal (17 dialogues from 20), e.g. toobtain a
phone number. The goal is reached after the answer is received, and then the
conversation can be finished.

In the remaining 3 dialogues, C has more than one goal. In the first of
them, C asks for the phone number of one travel bureau and thenof another.
These two goals can be considered as subgoals of a general goal – to take a
trip (but it is beyond this dialogue). In the second dialogue, C similarly asks
two questions, both of which are about a bus departure time. Supposedly, C
intends to take a bus. In the third dialogue, C’s first four questions (which film,
the start time today evening and tomorrow morning, the priceof a ticket) point
to his/her intention to go to the cinema. The last question concerns a phone
number and is not connected with going to the cinema.
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27.3.2 Dialogue Acts that Set Up Goals

All of the analysed dialogues have a standard beginning part– P responds
the call by saying the name of the company (e.g.Estmar information2), intro-
ducing himself/herself (e.g.Leenu is hearing) and greeting (good morning).
Typically, C responds to the greeting and immediately requests information.
Every question or request sets up a goal. In a cooperative conversation, P will
share C’s goal and assist C in reaching it.

A limited number of dialogue acts are used to express the goal(Table 2):
request (e.g.give me the teachers room of the Karlova school), an indirect
speech act which we call open yes/no question (could you tell me the de-
parture time of the bus to Tallinn), or alternative question (where does the
Aleksandri Street begin—at the town centre or at the other end). An advance
note sometimes precedes a request (I have a question), or an additional in-
formation follows ([the ticket office of the theatre Vanemuine,] such a place
where tickets can be bought, please). Some new goals are set up in such cases
where P is not able to fulfill the request and offers substituting information
(e.g. a phone number where C can get information).

In many dialogues, C starts his/her request with a cue phrasewhich pre-
cisely determines the following dialogue act: a request (I wanted to know),
open yes/no question (could you tell me). Such phrases provide good features
for automatic recognition of the dialogue act type (pragmatic analysis) and its
meaning (semantic analysis).

P does not always succeed in giving a sufficient answer in the analysed
dialogues. C obtains the requested information only in halfof the cases, and
substituting information in seven dialogues. (S)he does not get any informa-
tion in three dialogues (e.g. the requested phone number is missing in the data
base), therefore his/her goal will not be reached.

Table 2.Dialogue acts used by clients

2The examples are translated from Estonian.
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Client’s dialogue act Typical phrases Number
of cases

request I’d like to know,
please

13

open yes/no question
could you tell,
is it possible to know

6

accept of an offer/request - 4

advance note + open yes/no/
alternative question

I have such a
question,
one more question

2

wh-question please tell me 1

request + additional information - 1

27.3.3 Communicative Strategies Used by Client

Calls for information form a simple dialogue type where the client has only
one certain question in most cases. We found 27 questions/requests of C in
analysed 20 dialogues.

P recognized C’s goal immediately in 16 cases (Table 3) and either pro-
vided the requested information or informed C that it was missing. The infor-
mation part of a dialogue consists of one adjacency pair of dialogue acts. In
the remaining cases, C did not formulate his/her question precisely enough,
and a subdialogue was started in the ensuing process. The initiator of a sub-
dialogue is either P or C. In one dialogue, C reformulated hisrequest three
times, and in another dialogue, specified the answer (C:Is it near the depart-
ment store?P:Farther away, to the Lille hill.C: Is Lille the street which goes
from the department store?).

Table 3.How a client orders information

Strategy
Number of re-
quests/questions

Request/question that does not need adjusting 16

Request/question that needs adjusting
(a) client initiates adjusting 5
(b) information provider initiates

adjusting
4

Request/question that needs reformulation 2
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27.3.4 Communicative Strategies Used by the Information Provider

In a typical case, P gives the asked information either immediately or after
adjusting (in 20 cases out of 27). If the requested information is missing then
P either offers substituting information, or behaving non-cooperatively, does
not offer anything (Table 4).

Table 4.How an information provider gives information

Strategy Number of answers

The needed information exists and is
provided immediately

12

The needed information exists and is
provided after adjusting initiated by
the client

5

The needed information exists and is
provided after adjusting initiated by
the information provider

4

The needed information does not
exist; the provider offers a
substitution

4

The needed information does not
exist; the provider does not offer a
substitution

2

In seven dialogues out of 20, P initiates an information-sharing subdia-
logue before answering. The subdialogue always consists ofone AP of dia-
logue acts (cf. Hennoste et al. 2005): P’s alternative question or wh-question
followed by C’s giving information, or P’s question which offers an answer
(sometimes clarification) followed by C’s agreement. An information-sharing
subdialogue explains which information C needs, and helps him/her to reach
the goal. C reaches the original goal in three cases and gets substituting in-
formation in three cases. The answer turns out to be wrong in one case (the
phone number in another town).

Information providers are specially trained to tell phone numbers. In the
analysed calls, phone numbers consist of three, five or six digits. In case of
three digits, all the digits are spelled out in sequence which the client ac-
knowledges (mhmh). A number of five digits is spelled out in two parts – two
and three digits separated by a micropause. C either repeatsall the digits, or
the last three ones, and P confirms (yes). A number of six digits similarly is
given in two parts – the first three and the last three digits. C’s response de-
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pends on the length of pause between the two parts. In case of along pause, C
either repeats all the first three digits, or acknowledges them (yes). C always
repeats all the last three digits. Sometimes (s)he adds the word yes?waiting
for P’s confirmation.

27.4 Information Provider as a Conversation Agent
The DS which performs the role of information provider implements a formal
grammar for dialogue management (Figure 1). The grammar is based on APs
of dialogue acts. When requesting information, a client uses the first part of
an AP: question (QUF) or directive (DIF). Dialogue act namesare terminals
of the grammar (capital letters are used in act names).

The DS uses a stack to keep shared goals. C’s request or question sets
up a goal which goes to the stack. If DS needs additional information for
answering then it initiates an information-sharing subdialogue by asking an
adjusting question. The question asked sets up a subgoal of the original goal
and goes to the stack onto the original goal. When the answer is obtained
then the goal will be removed from the stack. If the stack is empty then all
the goals have been achieved (Table 5).

Table 5.Example of using a goal stack

Utterance Dialogue act Goal stack
/---/

C: tell me
please the
phone number
of the dentist
Vigoroovit

DIF:REQUEST

P: where the
dentist is
located

QUF:WH-QUESTION Phone number

C: 2, Tuglase
Street

QUS:GIVING_INFORMATION Address
Phone number

P: Address
Phone number

/---/

The described ideas and results of corpus analysis are implemented only
partly at the moment. A DS is being worked out (author Margus Treumuth)
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Notation Number of z’s

(z)+ one or more
[z] zero or one
(z)* zero or more

information_dialogue ::= beginning main_part ending
beginning ::= [RIF:INTRODUCTION] RIF:GREETING

RIS:GREETING
ending ::= RIF:THANKING RIS:PLEASE [RIF:GOODBYE

RIS:GOODBYE]
main_part ::= (ordering_information (ordering_information

giving_information)* (giving_information)+

(ordering_information giving_information)*)+

ordering_information ::= Questions_first | Directives_first |
(advance_note)* ordering_information

giving_information ::= Questions_second | Directives_second |
giving_information (additional_information)*

advance_note ::= SA:ADVANCE_NOTE
additional_information ::= AI:SPECIFICATION | AI:ASSESSMENT
Questions_first ::= QUF:CLOSED_YES/NO | QUF:OPEN_YES/NO |

QUF: ALTERNATIVE | QUF:WH-QUESTION |
QUF:OFFERING_ANSWER

Directives_first ::= DIF:REQUEST | DIF: PROPOSAL | DIF:OFFER
Questions_second ::= QUS:YES | QUS:NO | QUS:AGREEING_NO |

QUS:ALTERNATIVE:ONE | QUS:ALTERNATIVE:BOTH |
QUS:ALTERNATIVE:THIRD_CHOICE |
QUS:ALTERNATIVE:NEGATIVE |
QUS:GIVING_INFORMATION |
QUS:MISSING_INFORMATION | QUS:REFUSAL |
QUS:POSTPONEMENT

Directives_second ::= DIS:GIVING_INFORMATION |
DIS:MISSING_INFORMATION | DIS:REFUSAL |
DIS:AGREEING | DIS:DISAGREEING |
DIS:RESTRICTED_AGREEING | DIS:POSTPONEMENT

Figure 1. Grammar of a simple information dialogue
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which interacts with the user in Estonian and gives information about the
flights departing from the Tallinn airport. The user insertshis/her question
on a web page (http://www.ut.ee/~treumuth/) in the form of awritten sen-
tence or phrase in Estonian, and gets an answer in form of textand/or synthe-
sized speech. The world knowledge base KBW contains information of flight
times and destinations. The linguistic processor LP performs a morphologi-
cal analysis of the user’s utterances in order to find out the cue words, and
uses ready-made sentence templates with some word forms generated by the
morphological synthesis to compile the answers. The text-to-speech module
is integrated into the DS.

27.5 Conclusion
We have analysed spoken human-human dialogues in Estonian with the
aim of investigating how people request and receive information. Some
information-sharing strategies used by clients and information providers have
been established. DS that performs the role of an information provider is a
conversation agent which consists of various functional blocks and uses var-
ious knowledge bases in its work. The dialogue management block uses a
formal grammar of dialogue acts. The grammar expresses the idea of ad-
jacency pairs of dialogue acts – one of fundamental ideas of conversation
analysis. Every question or request of a client (the first part of an AP) is ex-
pecting an answer (the second part of the corresponding AP).Every question
and request sets up a new goal or subgoal. DS as a cooperative partner shares
client’s goals. A stack is used for these shared goals. Everysatisfactory an-
swer removes a goal from the stack. For the DS, a user is a conversation agent
similar to itself. Beliefs, desires and intentions of a usermust be taken in ac-
count in order to give him/her the needed information. This work is still in
progress. Our further work will concentrate on finding out ofmore detailed
communicative strategies and on formal definitions of more dialogue acts that
make it possible the automatic recognition of user goals in acooperative dia-
logue system.
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The Story of Supposed Hebrew-Finnish

Affinity - a Chapter in the History of

Comparative Linguistics

TAPANI HARVIAINEN

Enevaldus Svenonius was born in the parish of Annerstad in Småland,
Sweden, in 1617. He studied at the Universities of Turku (Academia Aboensis
in Turku, Finland)1 and Uppsala; the degree of magister was conferred on
him by the Faculty of Philosophy in Turku in 1647. Svenonius continued
his studies in Uppsala and Wittenberg and travelled widely in Bohemia,
Austria, Hungary, Bavaria, Alsace, Switzerland, and the Netherlands in 1654.
In the same year he was chosen as Professor eloquentiæ (i.e. Professor of
Latin) at the Academia Aboensis and six years later, in 1660, he was appointed
Professor Theologiæ at the same University. Finally, in 1687, the King of
Sweden nominated Svenonius as Bishop of Lund and Vice Chancellor of
the University in the same city. However, in spring 1688 Svenius died in
Turku where he was buried in the Cathedral.

Svenonius was the most productive writer and the leading person
in cultural, academic, and church life in Finland in the seventeenth century.
Among his extensive literary output Tò nóe≠ma e≠khmalo≠tisménon seu potius
Gymnasium capiendae rationis humanae, an encyclopaedic collection of
twenty dissertations published in the Faculty of Philosophy in 1658-1662, is
the most central work to be dealt with in this context.2

1 The city of Turku is called Aboa in Latin and Åbo in Swedish.

2 Seppo J. Salminen has written an extensive scholarly biography of Svenonius:
Enevaldus Svenonius 1 & 2 (Suomen Kirkkohistoriallisen Seuran toimituksia 106 & 134,
Helsinki-Rauma 1978 & Helsinki-Jyväskylä 1985).

I. A. Heikel, who wrote his still indispensable Filologins studium
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vid Åbo universitet (‘The study of philology at the University of Åbo’) in
1884, includes the following statement in his presentation of Svenonius (p.
57): “As far as is known, even the questionable merit of being the first to
propose the sentence that to the greatest extent the Finnish language has
received its vocabulary from Greek and Latin, rests with Svenonius.”3 As a
rule, a similar amused tone accompanies the descriptions of the linguistic
achievements of Svenonius and his colleagues of the seventeenth and
eighteenth centuries in both scholarly and popular works, inclusive of
textbooks.4

Indeed, Svenonius wrote in Tò nóe≠ma e≠khmalo≠tisménon seu potius
Gymnasium capiendae rationis humanae (Book 5, Para. XLIII, p. 87) that
“Finnicæ lingvæ originem quod concernit, videtur ea maximam esse partem
ex Græcis & Hebræis generata vocabulis” (‘concerning the origins of the
Finnish language, it seems to originate to the greatest part from Greek and
Hebrew words’). As examples to prove his statement, he first refers to
thirteen Greek words and proper names with their supposed counterparts in
Finnish: Greek khaláo≠, Lat. demergo, ‘to sink, submerge’ = Finnish Kala,
Lat. piscis, ‘a fish’; Greek khei~los, Lat. labium, ‘a lip’ = Finnish kieli Lat.
lingva ‘a tongue’;  Greek kho~iros, Lat. porcus, sus, ‘a pork, pig’ = Finnish
koira, Lat. canis, ‘a dog’; Greek aigésippos, ‘Hegesip’ = Finnish Sippi;
Greek basilios  = Rus[sian, sic !] Wasiliwitz &c.

3 “Svenonius tillkommer äfven den tvifelaktiga förtjänsten att, så vidt man vet,
först ha uppstält den satsen, att finskan till största delen har sina ord från grekiskan och
hebreiskan”, I.A. Heikel, Filologins studium vid Åbo universitet (Åbo universitets lärdomshistoria,
5. Filologin. Skrifter utgifna av Svenska Literatursällskapet i Finland, XXVI. Helsingfors
1894, p. 57); Svenonius and his linguistic views are described by Heikel on pp. 51-62, while
later proponents of the Hebrew background of the Finnish language are introduced on pp.
149-151 and 208-212.

4 See e.g. Salminen’s summary of the philological parts of Svenonius’ work and
his sources: Baazius, Scaliger, Beckmann, Glandorp, Walther, Walper, etc.; for the discussion
of the Hebrew-Finnish relations Salminen has been unable to find earlier sources (Salminen
1978: 238-260).

5 Still in 1774 Nils Idman defended the community (gemenskap) of the Greek and
Finnish languages with a reference to hundreds of similar words in his extensive work Försök
at wisa gemenskap emellan finska och grekiska språken, såsom tjenande till uplysning i finska
folkets historie written in Swedish (Åbo 1774, 92 pp.) which in 1778 also appeared in French
translation in Strasbourg (Recherches sur l'ancien peuple finois, d'après les rapports de la
langue finoise avec la langue grecque, par M. le pasteur Nils Idman, ouvrage traduit du
suédois par M. Genet le fils, Strasbourg: Bauer et Treuttel, 1778, xvi+149 pp.).

Similarly, still in 1770 Nicolaus Funck defended the close relation of Swedish to
Greek in his dissertation De harmonia linguæ Græcæ & Sviogothicæ at the University of

In contrast to Greek,5 “the Hebrew vocabulary of Finnish” presented
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by Svenonius, one of the first scholars of the local language of his university
town, has - to the best of my knowledge - never been published in a form
comprehensible   to a modern-day student of the history of linguistics whose
knowledge of Hebrew and/or Finnish may often be rather limited.6 Thus the
following decipherment may not be out of place in this collection; at the
same time it endeavours to provide the reader with an opportunity to realize
with the development that took place in the study of Hebrew-Finnish relations
during the following century.

Svenonius presents the 36 or 37 Hebrew words in a type of transcript,
and their Finnish counterparts are not always easy to identify. In the list
below I first give the genuine Hebrew spelling followed by the transcript of
Svenonius and then a transcript in a more systematic form based on the
academic pronunciation tradition current in those days (N.B.: ch = [x], z =
[z], and ts = the affricate [c]). The translations of the Hebrew words into
Latin provided by Svenonius are translated by me into English between
brackets; after an equation sign it is followed by the Finnish counterpart of
the Hebrew word according to Svenonius (underlined by me and a few
times clarified with modern spelling / form between brackets). The translations
of the Finnish words by Svenonius into Latin (and a few times into Swedish)
and their renderings from Latin into English, added by me between brackets,7

complete the entries. A similar method of presentation is also applied in
other vocabularies in this article.

Avah; ava; voluit (‘he wanted, wished’) = åwi (= ovi) (in Swedish) döör אבה
(‘a door’) / q: ad nutum patens (‘opening according to wish’).

.Oi; oy; Wæ (‘oh’) = woi part. intendendi (exclamatory particle) אוי
Odot; odot; causæ (‘on account of’) = ådotta expectare & q: causas אודות

rimari (‘to wait, expect’ & ‘to search for reasons’).
.Em; em; mater (‘a mother’) = Ämi (= ämmä) anus (‘an old woman’) אם
 ;Ejaluth אילות ,Ajal, ail; ayal, ayil; ceruus, dux (‘a deer’, ‘a leader’) איל

eyalut; fortitudo (‘power’) = jalo præstans (‘excellent’).
 ,Achen; achen; verè, profectò (‘surely’) = niniken (= niin ikään) ita אכן

Uppsala; parallel ideas concerning the relation between German and Greek and French and
Greek were proposed by well-known scholars till the end of the eighteenth century.

6 Both Heikel (1894: 56-57) and Salminen (1978: 240-241) quote a number of
Greek etymologies of Finnish words in Svenonius; however, the similar lists of the Hebrew
vocabulary have remained beyond their scope.

7 In a number of cases Svenonius’ Latin equivalents of Finnish words are inaccurate;
however, in this context these errors are irrelevant and are not corrected by me.

propemodum (‘thus’, ‘similarly’).
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,Holel; holel / holal; vesanus (‘furious, madman’) = hullu insanus (‘folly הולל
infatuated’).

.Chadsah; chaza; vidit (‘he saw’) = katzo idem חזה
Chatab; chatav; cæcidit ligna (‘he cut firewood’) = catawa (= kataja) חטב

juniperus (‘a juniper’).
Chalaph; chalaf; penetravit (‘he passed on, penetrated’) = kelpa juvare חלף

q: opem insinuare (‘to help something to insinuate’).
: Chamal; chamal; clemens f. (‘he had compassion’) = camala mirabilis חמל

clementia enim Dei quòd milliès superet justitiam mirari subit 
(‘surprising, awful : namely, the compassion of God which a thousand
times exceeds the justice is surprising’).

:Chamar; chamar; lutosus f. (‘was muddy’) = camara pellis suilla, q חמר
semper lutosa (‘pigskin which is always muddy’).

=) Chærmæsch; chermesh; falx messoria (‘a harvest sickle’) = kermess חרמׁש
kärmes, käärme) serpens, à simili figurâ (‘a serpent, from a similar
shape’).

Cherpah; cherpa; probrum (‘shame’), cui non dissimilitèr enunciatur חרפה
membrum virile (‘with which not dissimilarly the male organ is
called’).8

Ialach; yalach; ivit (‘he walked’, a theoretical verb which in practice ילך
does not occur in Hebrew) = jalka pes (‘a foot, leg’).

פוח & ,Iapheach; yafeach; efflavit, locutus est (‘it blew’, ‘he spoke’) יפיח
poach; poach / puach; flare (‘to breathe’) = poho, (Swedish) bläsa
(‘to blow’) / puhu, (Swedish) tala (‘to speak’).

Imanuel; imanu’el; anagrammatisthei~s (‘God is with us’ with letters עמנו אל
in a different order) = Jumalen : Jumala enim, quod Deum significat
(‘God’s : God, which signifies God’).9 Svenonius continued by
writing that it is rather probable that Jumala should be derived from
Hebrew יום Iom; yom; dies (‘a day’), & מלא Mala; mala / male;
plenus f. (‘was full’), q: plenus dierum & annorum, ut significet
idem quod infinitus & æternus (‘i.e. full with days and years to

8 With a tacit reference to the Finnish word kyrpä ‘penis’, not in polite use.

9 After this equation Svenonius adds that this etymology is preferable to that from
Julma (‘terrible’), which more probably is derived from Jumala (‘God’).

10 Svenonius goes on to argue that in Finnish the letter o is easily pronounced as
[u]; the latter etymology accords well with the Scriptures, because God the Father is called the
Ancient of Days (Dan. 7,13. 22), and God the Son proceeds from ancient days (Micah 5,2),
whose years will never end (Hebrews 2,12 [an error pro Heb. 1,12]). In plural Iom (day) refers

signify Him who is infinite and eternal’).10
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.Canas; kanas; collegit (‘he collected’) = Kansa (= kanssa) cum (‘with’) כנס
Car; kar, Camelus, agnus, aries (‘a camel’, ‘lamb’, ‘ram’) = Karia, S[wedish] כר

boskap, pecudes (‘cattle’).
.Laisch; layish, Leo decrepitus (‘a decrepit lion’) = Laiska piger (‘lazy’) ליׁש
 Naschal; nashal; solvit (‘he loosened, undid’) = Nascala subula (‘a נשל

cobbler’s awl’).
Sws; sus; 1. Equus 2. Grus, 3. Anser sylvestris, variorumquè aliorum סוס

animalium nomen (‘1. a horse, 2. a crane, 3. a wild goose, and the
name of various other animals’) = Susi Lupus (‘a wolf’).

Silla; (theoretically) sil-la; stravit (‘he built a way’) = Silla (= silta) pons סלה
(‘a bridge’).

.Sallach; sallach; condonavit (‘he forgave’)11 = salli permittere (‘to permit’) סלח
Ulpæ; ulpe;12 obtectus ore (‘with a mouth covered up’) = ylpiä superbus עלפה

(‘proud’).
Purah; pura; in quod uvæ confringendæ mittuntur (‘in which the grapes פורה

to be pressed are put’) = Puro puls (‘a brook’).
Pimah; pima; omentum, pingvedo (‘the fatty membrane or caul covering פימה

the intestines’, ‘fatness’) = Pimä pingvedo lactis (‘butterfat, 
buttermilk’).
 Pissah; pissa; particula (‘a particle’)13 = pissar (= pisara) guttula (‘a פסה

small drop’).
pæræsch; peresh; fimus æquiv. met. podex (‘manure, metonymically פרׁש

equal to the anal orifice’).14

.Tsara; tsara; leprosus f. (‘was leper’) = sairas ægrotus (‘ill’) צרע
=) Kadach; kadach; accendit, ferbuit (‘was kindled’, ‘glowed’) = Kådas קדח

kota) culina (‘cooking hut’).
= Kadim; kadim; ante pridem15 (‘in front, before’ and ‘in days of yore’) קדים

kodast (= kohdast = kohdakkain) è regione (‘opposite’).
.Kool; kol; sonus (‘a voice, sound’) = kuula audire (‘to hear’) קול

to years; God the Holy Spirit proceeds from both eternities (i.e. the past and the future, TH)
and he is the spirit of the veritable eternity (John 15,26; Ps. 33,6 & 119,90).

11 More correctly ‘ready to forgive’, occurs only in Ps. 86,5.

12 A corrupt word in Ezek. 31, 15.

13 An unexplained word occurring in Ps. 72,16.

14 With a tacit reference to the Finnish word perse ‘buttocks’, not in polite use.

15 Obviously meant to have a comma after ante.

Raah; ra’a; vidit, providit, pavit (‘he saw’, ‘predicted’, ‘provided’, ‘was ראה
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afraid’) = Raha pecunia, quà sibi quis providet de victu & amictu
(‘money which everyone provides for himself concerning food and
clothing’).

 Roach; roach / ruach; spirare (‘to blow, breathe’) = Roka (= ruoka) רוח
cibus, quo spiritus sive vita sustentatur (‘food by which the spirit
or life is sustained’).

Rippah; rippa; debilitavit (‘he weakened’) = Råpi (= rupi) assumentum רפה
caducum (‘a disappearing patch’ =  ‘scab’). &c.

From the viewpoint of later centuries the equations of Svenonius
look more or less casual and even ridiculous, as has been stated in numerous
contexts.

In 1692 Eric Wallenius defended the dissertation De confusione
lingvarum16 under the præsidium of Daniel Johannis Lund, Professor of
Oriental languages and Greek at Academia Aboensis; in this work the Finnish
language was concluded to possess “not only minor vestiges” of the languages
which were spoken before “the confusion of languages”; these are to be
found in the vocabulary and affixes in particular.17 A more detailed discussion
of the similarities was not included in the booklet, however.

Five years later, on November 13, 1697, the theme of the equivalence
of Hebrew and Finnish was dealt with, again under the presidium of David
Lund, in the pro gradu (magister) dissertation Lingvarum ebrææ et finnicæ
convenientia presented by Eric Erici Cajanus (1675-1737) at the same
University in Turku.18

At first, Cajanus was able to find equivalent words in Hebrew and
Finnish; due to the limited space in his dissertation – he wrote – he enumerated

16 [Aboæ 1692, 22 p.], Jorma Vallinkoski, Turun Akatemian väitöskirjat 1642-1828
- Die Dissertationen der alten Universität Turku (Academia Aboënsis) 1642-1828 (Helsingin
yliopiston kirjaston julkaisuja - Publications of the University Library at Helsinki 30, Helsinki
1962-1969 = Valllinkoski), No. 2325; Suomen kansallisbibliografia - Finlands
nationalbibliografi - Finnische Nationalbibliographie, I-II (ed. Tuija Laine & Rita Nyqvist,
Vammala-Helsinki 1996 = SKB), No. 2448; Heikel 1894:149-150.

17 “Cum hanc linguarum examina confusionem, unicum hoc tantum bonâ veniâ
paceque eruditorum, expers tamen affectatæ laudis dixerim, scilicet idioma Finnonicum haud
exigua primævi præ se ferre vestigia, quod ut existimem, tum plurimarum vocum affinitas, tum
affixorum similis indoles mihi persvadet” (p. 14).

18   [Aboæ 1697, 16 pp.], Vallinkoski No. 2350; SKB No. 2476.

Daniel Lund was born in Halikko in southern Finnish-speaking Finland and Cajanus in Sotkamo,
in northern Finnish-speaking Finland; thus, in contrast to the Swedish Svenonius, they knew
Finnish well.

(p. 8) only six words (four of them occurred in Svenonius!) “although a
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more extensive list easily could be collected”:19

.em, mater (‘a mother’) = emä (‘a mother’) אם
.ze, pron. Demonstrativum, iste (‘this’) = Se (‘this’, ‘it’)  זה
 pudefacere (‘to make ashamed’) = häväistä (‘to בוש hevish, hiph. â הביש

make ashamed’).
.holel / holal, insanus (‘folly, infatuated’) = hullu (‘folly, infatuated’) הולל
.chaza, vidit (‘he saw’) = catzo (‘has watched’) חזה
.yalakh, ivit (theoretically ‘he walked’) = jalka pes (‘a foot’, ‘a leg’) ילך

However, Cajanus was not satisfied with a word list. According to
the traditions of the linguistic studies of those days, he continued to examine
the various parts of speech (partes orationis) of Hebrew and Finnish –
though he does not mention this self-evident attitude in his work. Cajanus
was able to make the following observations: In the morphology Finnish
reveals counterparts to three out of the four “conjugations” (i.e. stems) of
Hebrew verbs (Kal teki fecit ‘he made’, Pihel teeskeli factitavit ‘he
frequented/used to make’, and Hiphil teetti facere permisit ‘he let make’).
Both languages possess independent and non-independent forms of personal
pronouns; among the independent pronouns the plural forms of Hebrew
’attem ‘you’ and hem ‘they’ closely resemble their Finnish counterparts te
and he, while the non-independent short forms can be added as (possessive)
suffixes to a noun (e.g. Hebr. sifrenu  kiriamme libri nostri ‘our books’, cf.
Hebr. ’anah̨nu  and Finnish me ‘we’). Further, in both languages these
pronominal suffixes can be attached to verbs (i.e. infinitives); thus e.g.
’okhli, ’okhlekha, and ’okhlo, derivations of the verb ’akhal ‘to eat’, meaning
edere me/te/eum, correspond to the Finnish expressions syödesäni, syodesäs,
and syödesäns [‘when I/you/he eat(s)];20 these forms also imply
transformations of the vowel patterns in the two languages. In poetry the
metre which usually consists of eight syllables as well as the recurrent
parallelism of two verses are no minor proofs of the affinity. In the syntax it

19 The transcriptions and English translations have been added by me.

20 Still in 1858 these Finnish suffixes were mentioned by G.L. Pesonius as an
exceptional feature shared by “other Semitic languages, too” [p. 287: “Vielä sitte on suomella,
niinkuin muillakin Semitan kielillä, liitettäviä asemoita (latinaksi pronomina sufucsiva), jotka
muilta kieliltä tykkänään puuttuu.”]; Pesonius was the first Rector of the first Finnish gymnasium
in Jyväskylä who also served as the Lecturer in Religion, Greek, and Hebrew in the same
school. Gottlieb Leopold Pesonius, ‘Rehtorin puhe Jyväskylän ylä-alkeiskoulun avajaisissa 1.
10. 1858’, published e.g. in: Suomen sana  (Suunn. ja toim. Yrjö A. Jäntti, Porvoo 1965):
285-288.

is worth noticing that for the address both languages apply the second
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person singular; instead of the various degrees of comparison of adjectives a
reduplicated positive form or a positive form added with an emphatic word
(Hebrew me’od, Finnish aiwan, ‘very’) replace superlatives in both Hebrew
and Finnish. Two consonants in initial position cannot occur in these
languages.

A comparison between the arguments of Svenonius and Cajanus is
interesting. Svenonius introduced the presumption of the equivalence of
Hebrew and Finnish. However, as evidence in favour of his statement he
was able to propose a mere list of similar words – the unsteady similarity of
which probably casted suspicion on the theory even in his time; on the basis
of very similar lists Svenonius also defended special contacts of Swedish
with Latin, Greek and Hebrew, on the one hand, and of Latin with Greek
and Hebrew, on the other.21 Nevertheless, in his time Svenonius was an
authoritative scholar whose conclusions constituted a starting-point for further
research.

Instead of a list of words Eric Cajanus penetrated the question on a
more comprehensive level: he examined all the parts of speech which,
according to the grammarian tradition of his period, were considered to
characterize the very essence of a language.22 In addition to a condensed list
of lexical similarities Cajanus was able to point out similarities in the
morphology, prosody, syntax, and phonology, i.e. all the linguistic fields of
both languages. This implied that the affinity between Hebrew and Finnish
was demonstrated in an all-round shape which followed the current traditions
and principles of the scholarly research of his time.

21 See Heikel 1894: 56-58, and Salminen 1978: 240-241, 245-248.

22 On the grammatical theories of that period, see G.A. Padley, Grammatical
Theory in Western Europe 1500-1700. Trends in vernacular grammar, I-II (Cambridge 1985,
1988); Esa Itkonen, Universal History of Linguistics : India, China, Arabia, Europe (Amsterdam
studies in the theory and history of linguistic scince. Series 3, Studies in the history of the
language sciences, Vol. 65, Amsterdam 1991).

The article “Suomen kielen kuvaus 1600-luvun kieliopeissa” by Sakari Vihonen
(Collegium scientiae. Suomen oppihistorian kehityslinjoja keskiajalta Turun akatemian
alkuaikoihin. Editor: Jussi Nuorteva. Suomen Kirkkohistoriallisen Seuran toimituksia 125,
Helsinki-Saarijärvi 1983: 121-155) includes a fine presentation of the philological literature
known by the scholars at Academia Aboensis in the seventeenth-eighteenth centuries.

For the dissertations dealing with Oriental studies defended at the Academia Aboensis,
see the catalogue in the article “Lähteitä orientalistiikan ja Vanhan testamentin eksegetiikan
historiaan 1640-1828” published by Klaus Karttunen, in: Ilkka Antola & Harry Halén (toim.),
Suomalaisen eksegetiikan ja orientalistiikan juuria (Suomen Kirkkohistoriallisen Seuran
toimituksia 161. Helsinki 1993: 163-202): 163-179.

On the basis of this argumentation it is logical to conclude that the
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search for the roots and relatives of the Finnish language, which took place
in the seventeenth century in academic circles, constituted a part of serious
and consequent philological or linguistic research; it was not merely a
capricious peculiarity intended to invent a glorious past for one’s ethnic
group. Even in those days prophecy was a rare phenomenon among scholars,
and thus our predecessors could not predict the achievements of comparative
linguistics which from the second half of the eighteenth century on was
directed along completely new lines. Before that the biblical story of the
confusion of languages at the tower of Babel constituted an axiomatic
explanation of the variety of languages of the world. In this sense it was not
illogical to search for vestiges of the pre-confusional language (as a rule
considered to be Hebrew)23 retained in various languages. A high number of
such features could be interpreted as testifying in favour of a special relation
with the Holy Tongue, and even a kind of competition can be seen to have
taken place in this field. In another article I have referred to a number of
parallel word lists which were collected by Sebastian Münster (1489-1552),
Sveno Jonæ (died 1642), Olav Rudbeck junior (1660-1740), and Eberhard
Gutsleff junior (1732) with regard to the similarities between Hebrew and
German, Swedish, Lappish (Sami), and Estonian, resp.24 Pierfranceso
Giambullari (1495-1555) represents an additional parallel case in his book Il
Gello (Firenze 1546) in which he refers to Hebrew in order to explain the
origins of the Tuscan-Italian language of Florence. I am convinced that the
number of these languages supposed to be related to Hebrew could easily be
increased by numerous others through a review of the philological literature
of the sixteenth-eighteenth centuries.

In Finland this type of research was continued during all of the
eighteenth century. Daniel Juslenius (1676-1752), Professor of the (Holy)
Languages (1712-1713, 1722-1727) and Theology (1727-1734) in Turku,
Bishop of Porvoo / Borgå in Finland (1734-1742), Bishop of Skara in Sweden
(1744-1752), a scholar of Finnish history and language, and the most well-
known Fennophile of his time, dealt with the relation of Finnish to Hebrew
in several publications (his dissertation Aboa vetus et nova, 1700; Vindiciæ
fennorum, 1703; the inauguration speech De convenientia lingvæ Fennicæ
cum Hebræa et Græca, 1712/1728; the introduction to his Finnish-Latin-

23 In contrast to the view of a number of “progressive” scholars, this was the
conviction of Svenonius (see Salminen 1978:245-248, 256-257), and it was repeated by his
followers, e.g. Daniel Lund (1692: 3).

24 Tapani Harviainen, ‘Ragaz ja rakas. Kai on suomikin heprean sukua?’ Kirjoja ja
muita ystäviä. Onnittelukirja Kaari Utriolle ja Kai Linnilälle (Toimittanut Marjut Paulaharju
Karisto Oy, Hämeenlinna 2002): 69-74.

Swedish dictionary Suomalaisen sana-lugun coetus, 1745).
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Juslenius was an energetic proponent of the honourable status of
the Finnish language who concluded that Finnish was one of the independent
cardinal, i.e. basic, languages which, in turn, had given rise to Lappish,
Estonian, and Bjarmian, perhaps also to the Slavonic language. The origin
of Finnish was to be derived from the Babylonian confusion of languages,
and thus “no other language can boast of having given birth to Finnish”; the
vestiges of Greek and Hebrew constitute only a part of the Finnish language.25

However, in his professoral inauguration speech Oratio de
convenientia linguæ fennicæ cum hebræa et græca at the Academia Aboensis
in 1712 Juslenius stressed the affinities of Finnish with Hebrew (and Greek)
as a proof of the importance of the Finnish language.26 The lexical contacts
were described by him in the form of a score of striking equivalents (four of
them occurred in earlier lists), though, according to him, there occur six
hundred similar ones and, in addition, countless others which by form or
reference are more remote but surely related, however. In the future Juslenius
wished to return to these counterparts.27 The words selected by Juslenius for
his speech can be seen below (the transcriptions occur only in his manuscript):

Exclamatory אבוי awoi, avoi (‘alas!’) = woi.
Exclamatory אהה ahah, ahah = Finnish ahah.
.se = (ze, ‘it, this’; the transcription is lacking in Juslenius) זה
.naara, na’ara; puella (‘a girl’) = naara נערה
.ach, ach; focus (‘a fireplace’) = ahjo אח
.isch, ish; vir (‘a man’) = isæ (‘a father’) איש
em, em; mater (‘a mother’) = emæ, æmmæ vetula (‘a mother’, ‘an old אם

woman’).
.alah, ala; taalah, ta’ala; juramentum (‘an oath’) = wala אלה &  תאלה

25 Aboa vetus et nova, Diss., Academia Aboense, Moderatore Joh. Berhn. Munster,
[Aboa 1700]: II:2, III:33.

26 In 1728 the speech appeared in an abbreviated version (called Dibre chanukka
in Hebrew) in Schwedische Bibliothec, I (published by Chr. Nettelbladt, Stockholm 1728:
157-168); however, a complete manuscript of the speech is kept in the Helsinki University
Library, call number A III 80. For Juslenius’ opinions, see also Aarne J. Pietilä’s doctoral
dissertation Daniel Juslenius - hänen elämänsä ja vaikutuksensa (Tampere 1907): 146-154.

27 “... ad oculum oriri patet; & quæ quærenti sexcenta occurrunt; præter quæ sono
vel significatione aliquantum sunt remotiora, certæ tamen affinitatis innumera, sed jam consulto
omissa, aliiqve occasioni, si pacem & vitam concesserit hòs hypértata d≠ó≠mata naíei, reservanda.
Nunc vero plura eadem brevitate attingemus” (Juslenius’ manuscript: 2-3;  Juslenius 1728:
160).

kheso, chezo; videre חזה chasa, chaza (‘he had a look’) vel infinitivum חזה
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(‘to see’) = katzo. Chaldæorum inde ortum חזוא chaso, chezwa;
aspectus (‘appearance, apparition’) transit in nostrum kaswo facies
(‘a face’).

.tabach, tabach; occidere (‘to kill’) = tappa טבח
.jalach, yalach; ivit (‘he walked’) = jalca pes (‘a foot, leg’) ילך
.jaah, ya’a = ajaa ejicere (‘to drive’) יעה
,chylla, kulla;28 omne, totum (‘wholly’, ‘totally’) = kyllæ (= kyllä/in) כלא

satis (‘sufficiently’).
.middah, midda; mensura (‘a measure’) = mitta מדה
.maddad, madad = mitata (‘to measure’) מדד
.kirjah, kirya; lectio (‘reading’) = kirja liber (‘a book’) (קריאה sic pro) קריה
rawaz, ravats; accubuit (‘it lay down’, sc. to eat) = ravitze saturavit (‘he רבץ

fed’).
ragas ragsath (?), ragaz ragzat (?); commoveri affectu (‘to be moved רגזת ,רגז

by affection’) = racas, racasta dilectus, diligere (‘beloved’, ‘to love’).

Although we know that the comparative word lists consist of casual
similarities, we may pay attention to the remarkable difference between
Svenonius’ list and those of his followers inclusive of the one collected by
Collin, to be presented below: very few of the equations proposed by
Svenonius were repeated by later scholars; instead they were able to find a
rather large number of other pairs of words which indeed looked very
convincing from their viewpoint. In my opinion, this indicates that, while
the basic idea of Svenonius was considered to be correct for a long time
after his death, his comparative material was estimated to be defective,
irreliable, and perhaps even ridiculous in the view of other scholars who
themselves were native speakers of Finnish. In this sense the development
of the comparative lists also reflects a constant attempt to amend the quality
of the argumentation in favour of the affinity between the two languages.

After the comparison of vocabulary Juslenius returned in his speech
to the same morphological, syntactical, poetical, and orthographical categories
which  were earlier presented by Eric Cajanus (see above). In comparison
with Cajanus’ achievements, Juslenius was also able to pay attention to
several new similarities in the field of morphology: the pronominal suffixes
of the first person singular are -i and -ni in Hebrew and -ni in Finnish; in
both languages the difference between singular and plural nouns with a
pronominal suffix consists of a change in the vowel between the noun and
the suffix (however, in Finnish only in the “accusative”), e.g. debari vs.

28 Ezek. 36,5.

debaray = Sanani vs. Sanojani (‘my word’ vs. ‘my words’); similarly (a
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preposition and) a pronominal suffix can be added to (infinitives of) verbs,
e.g. be-bhorcho in fugere eum / cum fugeret = paëtesansa (‘when he fled’)
and be-qor’i = rucoillesani (‘when I prayed’); a “particle” (preposition) can
be added with personal suffixes, e.g. neged coram (‘in front of’): negdi -
negdecha - negdo coram me/te/eo = edesæni, edesæs, edesæns (‘in front of
me/you/him’) etc.; also the fourth “conjugation”, i.e. the reciprocal Hithpaël
(stem) of Hebrew verbs has a counterpart in Finnish, e.g. hitgallel / hitgalgel
= kierin (‘he / I rolled him/myself’). This demonstration of the affinity
between Hebrew and Finnish is followed by a description of the parallels
which in Juslenius’ opinion connect Finnish with Greek.

Juslenius became a central figure in the cultural life of Sweden and
Finland in the first half of the eighteenth century. Thus his special role in
the history of supposed Hebrew-Finnish connections was to plant this
conception in the minds of a rather extensive readership who at that time
were increasingly interested in the glorious past of the Finnish people. As a
consequence, Daniel Juslenius is the person who as a rule is later referred to
when this Hebrew “track of errors” is mentioned.

A century after Svenonius’ studies, on November 26, 1766,
Fridericus (Fredrik) Collin (1743-1816), later (1784-1816) vicar of the parish
of Helsinki, published the second part of his pro gradu (magister) thesis
Dissertatio historica de origine Fennorum (p. 27-46) at the Academia
Aboensis in Turku;29 the præses of the disputation was Johannes Bilmark,
the Professor of History and Practical Philosophy. Collin was born in Ruovesi,
in the Finnish-speaking province of Häme. He completed his theological
and humanistic studies at the Academia Aboensis and was rector of the
Grammar School in Hämeenlinna / Tavastehus from 1775 on till his
appointment in Helsinki in 1784.30

As a methodology to demonstrate his thesis of the Hebrew- Finnish
affinity (convenientia), Collin first refers (p. 33) to the material features,31

i.e. to numerous similar words with similar “root characters” (i.e. consonants)
in both languages. However, only the similar references of these similar

29 The first part was presented at Academia Aboensis on June 2, 1764 (4+26
pp.;Vallinkoski, Nos. 270-271). Collin considered that a number of Jews deported from Israel
and Judah to Assyria and Babylonia moved together with Scythians to the North, where they
became ancestors of the Finns; similar habits and customs in addition to the linguistic similarities
served as proofs of this hypothesis.

30 For Collin, see Herman Hultin, Helsinge församlings historia (Helsingfors 1930):
48-49, and Eeva Ojanen, Helsingin pitäjän seurakunnan historia (Helsinki 1972): 117-118, etc.

31 As for the terms “material” and “formal” (see below), Collin refers to Guiljelmus
Vottonus and his Dissert. Philolog. ad Chamberlaine.

words can serve as evidence in favour of the relation; the root characters
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can vary according to certain rules, however. Second, it needs to be
demonstrated that as root characters the consonants are more essential in
both Hebrew and Finnish; in contrast, the vowels can vary and transform
the reference of words in innumerable ways.32

As a demonstration Collin presents (p. 30-33) a list consisting of
77 Hebrew words with their Finnish counterparts which fulfil his
aforementioned prerequisites. Collin admits (p. 33) that he himself did not
find all of these parallels; a number of them were presented by his predecessors
(Daniel) Juslenius, Eric Cajanus, and Olaus Rudbeck; their literary notes
were supplemented by oral information provided by (Anders) Lizelius, Dean
of Mynämäki parish.33

In the period of Collin Hebrew was still included in general education,
and thus every learned man was supposed to know the Holy Tongue fairly
well. As a consequence, Collin could present the Hebrew words without
vowels (which, completely correctly, were maintained by him to be of a
minor significance). In favour of the readers of today – as was the case with
Svenonius’ Hebrew above – I have added to his list below a transcription
after every Hebrew entry as well as English translations of the explanations
given by Collin in Latin. In this list, too, underlining is added to point out
the Finnish words.

This is the list of 77 words provided by Collin:

.ish; Hebr. Vir (‘man’), Isä Fenn. Pater (‘father’) איש
.abi; Appi Socer (‘father-in-law’) ,אבי .ab / av; Pater (‘father’), in constr אב
.ahah; Aha ah! vox exclam אהה
ana; Anoa & Anon obsecro (‘I beseech, beg’) אנה
.arak; fugit (‘he escaped’), Arca pavidus (‘timid’) ערק
.asa; fecit (‘he made’), Ase instrumentum (‘instrument’) עשה
.or; lux, Sol (‘light’, ‘sun’), Auringo (‘sun’) אור
.e, ey; Ei (‘no’, ‘not’) אי
.em; Emä & Ämmä  mater & vetula (‘mother’ & ‘old woman’) אם
.en; non, En non ego (‘I not’, ‘not me’) אין
.ot; Aawet signum, portentum (‘sign’, ‘portent, prodigy’) אות

32 In fact, the latter thesis concerns a typical phenomenon in the Semitic languages
which has been known from the very beginning of Semitic studies.

33 Anders / Antti Lizelius (1708-1795) was a well-known publisher and journalist
in Finnish and a primus motor of the new Finnish translation of the Bible published in 1758
and in revised form in 1776.

.avoy; Woi væ (‘alas!’) אבוי
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.ach; Ahio focus fabrilis (‘a smith’s fireplace’) אח
ala & ta’ala; exsecratio (‘imprecation, curse’), Wala jusjurandum אלה & תאלה

(‘oath’).
.chalak; partitus est (‘was divided’), Halki fissum (‘cloven’) חלק
,chamas; vim intulit (‘he treated violently’), Hammas dens (‘tooth’) חמס

Hammastan mordicus impeto (‘I assail with the teeth, by biting’).
he’evid; Hiph. punire fecit (‘he put/made to punish’),34 Häwittä perdere האביד

(‘to destroy’).
.holel / holal; insanivit (‘he went mad’), Hullu insanus (‘folly, infatuated’) הלל
.holela, idem הוללה .holelut; Hulluus, stultitia (‘stupidity, folly’) הללות
.hamon; strepitus (‘noise’), Humina Sonus venti (‘the sound of wind’) המון
.yalach; ivit (‘he walked’), Jalca (‘foot’, ‘leg’) ילך
.keli; utensile (‘utensil’), Calu res, supellex (‘thing’, ‘set of articles, outfit’) כלי
,kelot / kallot; terere (‘to use up, wear out’), Calutan rodor (‘it is gnawed כלות

nibbled’).
kamat, corrugare (‘to crumple up, shrivel’), Cammotta caveri (‘to beware קמט

of’).
,kapha; condensare (‘to make hard/firm, condense’), Capia arctus (‘firm קפא

narrow’).
charash; fabricatus est (‘it is forged’), Caraisen induro ferrum (‘I steel חרש

iron’).
.chaza; vidit (‘he saw’), Catzon video (‘I see’) חזה
.chatsi; dimidium (‘half’), Caxi duo (‘two’) חצי
galal; volvit (‘he rolled himself’), Kelaan conglomero funem (‘I wind a גלל

rope’).
kara; clamavit, oravit (‘he shouted’, ‘prayed’), Kerjätä mendicare (‘to קרא

go begging’).
.in Piel kille; prohibuit (‘he forbade’), Kieldää negare (‘to deny’) כלא
.in Piel kihel; convenit (‘he convened’), Kihlata despondere (‘to betroth’) קהל
.chayil; strenuitas (‘activity’), Kiltti egregius (‘excellent’) חיל
cherev; gladius & quodvis instrumentum consumtionis (‘sword & any חרב

instrument of consuming’), Kirwes securis (‘axe’).
.chakkot; expectare (‘to wait’), Cocotan expecto (‘I wait’) חכות
 charav / charev; arescere (‘to become dry’, ‘to dry up’), Corwetan חרב

ustulor (‘I scorch’).
.in Pyal kulla; teri (‘to wear away’), Culun atteror (‘I wear away’) כלה

34 Perhaps the Latin counterpart is an error; the common Hebrew verb means ‘to
destroy’.

.ken; sic (‘so’), Cuin sicut (‘just as’) כן
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kamar; contraxit (‘it became tighter, contracted’), Cumarran flecto me כמר
(‘I bow down’).

 kebha; cavum ventris (‘the stomach cavity’), Cupu ingluvies avium קבה
(‘the crop of a bird’).

.chamam; calidus fuit (‘was hot’), Cuuma fervidus (‘hot’) חמם
.kullo; totum ejus (‘its totality’, ‘all of it’), Kyllä satis (‘sufficiently’) כלה
.adama; Maa terra (‘land, soil, earth’) אדמה
.midda; Mitta mensura (‘a measure’) מדה
,me’et, in Piel exiguus est (‘is minor, scanty’), Mieto tenuis (‘mild, light מעט

weak’).
.miz-ze; Mistä a quo sc. loco (‘whence’, i.e. ‘from which place’) מזה
 na’ara; puella (‘a girl’), Naara puella prostratæ pudicitiæ (‘girl of נערה

prostrated chastity’).
.nakha; percussit (‘he stroke’), Nacka abjicere (‘to throw away’) נכה
 na’am; amœnus fuit (‘was charming’), Namu cupidiæ (= cuppediæ) נעם

(‘dainty dishes, tidbits’).
.nuach; quiescere (‘to rest’), Nuckua dormire (‘to sleep’) נוח
.pala; separavit (‘he separated’), Pala frustum (‘a piece’) פלה
.pakod; mandare (‘to order, command’), Pacottaa cogere (‘to compel’) פקוד
.ben; filius (‘son’), Penicka catulus (‘whelp, puppy’) בן
pata / pote; improvidus (‘improvident, apt to be deceived’), Petettää פתה

seduci, falli (‘to be seduced, misled, deceived’).
.pela’ot; occultare (‘to hide’),35 Pilata (= pilailla) illudere (‘to jest’) פלאות
binna; In Piel exstruere (‘to pile up, construct’), Pinota struem conficere בנה

(‘to prepare a pile’).
puach; locutus est (‘was spoken’), Puhua loqui (‘to (פוח an error pro) בוח

speak’).
.ravats; accubuit (‘it lay down’, sc. to eat), Rawitsen saturo (‘I feed’) רבץ
,ragaz; commotus fuit (‘was moved’) רגז ,rogza; commotio (‘a motion’) רגזה

Rakas / Rakasta dilectus, diligere (‘beloved’, ‘to love’).
.rekhev; currus (‘chariot’), Reki traha (‘sledge’) רכב
rek; inane (‘empty, void’), Ricka minimum quid (‘a minimum quantity ריק

of something’).
.rinna; cantus (‘song’), Runo carmen (‘song’) רנה

35 Obviously an error, since pela’ot  is a plural noun referring to ‘miracles, miraculous
events’; the dictionary by Ganander (see below) does not offer a Hebrew counterpart of this
verb pilaan - ‘I jest’ (Ganander 1997: 704), either.

.ze; Se ille (‘this, it’) זה
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 tsama & tsim’a; sitis (‘thirst’), Siemen (= sieme, siemaus)36 צמא & צמאה
haustus, potus (‘draught’, ‘drink’).

.dagan; frumentum (‘corn, grain’), Taikina massa (‘dough’) דגן
.da’at; scire (‘to know’), Taito / Tietä scire (‘skill’ / ‘to know’) דעת
dakha; contundere (‘to beat, crush, squeeze together’), Takoa tundere דכא

(‘to beat, hammer, strike’).
/ talal, accumulavit (‘he heaped up, accumulated’), Tallillan (= tallataan תלל

tallaillaan) concutior (‘it is pressed together’).37

.tohu; inane (‘empty, void’), Tyhjä inanis (‘empty, void’) תהו
 orach; via tecta (‘a paved/treated way’), Ura via nive tecta (‘a way ארח

paved/treated in the snow’).
,ba’al; dominatus est (‘he is ruler’), Walda / Wallita potentia (‘might בעל

power’ / ‘to rule’).
tame; inquinatus fuit (‘he was polluted’), Tahmia lentore inquinare (‘to טמא

pollute with a sticky substance’).
.ya’a; ejecit (‘he drove’), Ajan urgeo, pello (‘I urge’, ‘I drive’) יעה
.keri’a; lectio (‘reading’), Kirja liber (‘a book’) קריאה
hevish; pudefacere (‘to make ashamed’), Häwäisen pudore suffundo (‘I הביש

pour shame upon’).
shadad; bellum gerere (‘to carry on a war’), Sodin bellum gero (‘I carry שדד

on a war’).
.shalal; spolium (‘booty, spoil’), Saalis præda (‘prey, booty’) שלל

A comparison with Svenonius’ list clearly indicates that Collin
paid strict attention to his propositions, which demanded similarity of both
the consonantal structure and the reference of the words. In this sense he did
demonstrate the correctness of his hypothesis. In addition to this “material
similarity”, he repeated once again the aforementioned morphological,
prosodic, and syntactical, i.e. “formal features”38 which also according to
Daniel Lund, Cajanus, and Juslenius connected Finnish with Hebrew (p.

36 Cf. Ganander 1997: 867 where the same Hebrew counterpart is mentioned in
connection with the word sieme ‘a draught of potion’.

37 Cf. tallaan and tallailen in Ganander’s Dictionary (1997: 948) which are connected
with the Hebrew verb talal; in fact these Finnish verbs mean ‘to tread, stamp (underfoot)’.

38 See above, note 31.

39 Though I have expressed above my dislike for the attempts to describe the
achievements of our predecessors in a ridiculous light, a connection proposed by Collin between
the unleavened Passover bread of Jews and the Finnish Easter pudding mämmi, the name of

33-35). Parallels in material culture, manners and customs,39 were added to
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the chain of evidence. In theory, the close connection between Hebrew and
Finnish was now demonstrated as multi-laterally and convincingly as the
paradigms of the current philology could ever demand.40

The word list of Collin was to receive a permanent position in the
study of Finnish, when it was included by Christfrid Ganander, pastor of the
parish of Rantsila (1741-1790), in his extensive dictionary of the Finnish
language; in contrast to the earlier lists Collin’s achievement was obviously
considered to be most reliable. Nytt Finskt Lexicon was completed by
Ganander in manuscript form in 1786-87; in it the author offers Hebrew
etymologies and/or counterparts for almost one hundred Finnish words without
mentioning the source of these notes. Nevertheless, the identical spelling
mistakes, printer’s errors etc. in Ganander’s Hebrew indicate that he in fact
copied the whole list of word comparisons collected by Collin in his
dissertation; a few other words were added from other sources. Unfortunately,

which clearly originated from Hebrew, probably transformed into Finnish from the biblical
celestial bread manna (p. 43-44), is too amusing to be passed by without a note. In part, Collin
has taken the reference to mämmi from Daniel Juslenius, who in the Aboa vetus et nova  (1700,
III: 28) and in his Dictionary (1745) wrote that mämmi is eaten in Turku at Easter in memory
of the unleavened bread.

40 Still later, these “formal” arguments were repeated by Carolus Gustavus Weman
(1740-1803) and his respondent Benedictus Jac. Ignatius in the De convenientia linguarum
hebrææ et fennicæ, a dissertation defended at the Academia Aboensia in 1767 (Vallinkoski,
No. 4276), although according to Weman (p. 16), Collin had demonstrated the affinity both “in
materialem & formalem” in his dissertation. As for the vocabulary, however, Weman was
satisfied with a quotation of Henricus Ganander (p. 13), who in his grammar of Lappish
published in 1743 (in fact, it is an open question whether this grammar was ever published, cf.
Nuutinen, in: Christfrid Ganander 1997: xi) had offered the following six comparisons which
in his opinion are shared by Hebrew, Lappish, and Finnish:

tsanaf, circumligavit צנף Zianam ligo Sidon

tsinok, Nervus צינק Suodnac funis ex nervis Suonicko

tselem, Imago צלם Zialbme oculus Silmä

yalakh, ambulavit ילך Juolka pes Jalka

yad, manus יד Kiedta manus Käsi

yada, manavit, civit ידה Jodam profiscor Judan

A footnote by Weman shows that he did not understand Judan, a north-Finnish loan
from Lappish, because he wishes to correct it to Joudun, pervenio, pergo celeriter. Forte etiam
nomen Juhta jumentum huc referri potest. Manavit and civit mean ‘to flow, spread, move, stir’,
and both the Lappish Jodam and Finnish Judan ‘I journey, travel’.

On p. 14-15 Weman refers to (Olav) Rudbeck filius according to whom the Finns
originated from the ten lost tribes of Israel.

however, the dictionary by Ganander did not appear in print earlier than
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1997.41

However, only a few decades after Collin and Ganander the study
of comparative linguistics was to acquire a totally different direction under
the leadership of Wilhelm von Humboldt, Franz Bopp, Rasmus Rask and
Jacob Grimm. Our predecessors could not predict future developments. As
part of the European community of scholars they followed the scholarly

41 A scholarly edition: Christfrid Ganander, Nytt Finskt Lexicon, ed. by Liisa
Nuutinen, I-II, Helsinki-Hämeenlinna 1997.

paradigm of their own period.
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